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Abstract

Dissonant Voices has a twofold aspiration. First, it is a philosophical treatment of everyday pedagogical interactions between children and their elders,
between teachers and pupils. More specifically it is an exploration of the
possibilities to go on with dissonant voices that interrupt established practices – our attunement – in behaviour, practice and thinking. Voices that are
incomprehensible or expressions that are unacceptable, morally or otherwise.
The text works on a tension between two inclinations: an inclination to wave
off, discourage, or change an expression that is unacceptable or unintelligible; and an inclination to be tolerant and accept the dissonant expression as
doing something worthwhile, but different.
The second aspiration is a philosophical engagement with children’s literature. Reading children’s literature becomes a form of philosophising, a way
to explore the complexity of a range of philosophical issues. This turn to
literature marks a dissatisfaction with what philosophy can accomplish
through argumentation and what philosophy can do with a particular and
limited set of concepts for a subject, such as ethics. It is a way to go beyond
philosophising as the founding of theories that justify particular responses.
The philosophy of dissonance and children’s literature becomes a way to
destabilise justifications of our established practices and ways of interacting.
The philosophical investigations of dissonance are meant to make manifest the possibilities and risks of engaging in interactions beyond established
agreement or attunements. Thinking of the dissonant voice as an expression
beyond established practices calls for improvisation. Such improvisations
become a perfectionist education where both the child and the elder, the
teacher and the student, search for as yet unattained forms of interaction and
take responsibility for every word and action of the interaction.
The investigation goes through a number of picture books and novels for
children such as Harry Potter, Garmann’s Summer, and books by Shaun
Tan, Astrid Lindgren and Dr. Seuss as well narratives by J.R.R. Tolkien,
Henrik Ibsen, Jane Austen and Henry David Thoreau. These works of fiction
are read in conversation with philosophical works of, and inspired by, Ludwig Wittgenstein and Stanley Cavell, their moral perfectionism and ordinary
language philosophy.

Don’t play what’s there, play what’s not there.
— Miles Davis
When philosophizing you have to descend into primeval chaos and feel at
home there.
— Ludwig Wittgenstein
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Preface

The night Max wore his wolf suit and made mischief of one kind and another
his mother called him “WILD THING!” and Max said “I’LL EAT YOU UP!”
so he was sent to bed without eating anything.1

In Maurice Sendak’s renowned picture book Where the Wild Things Are we
read about Max wearing his wolf suit making mischief illustrated by pictures
of Max executing a teddy bear by hanging, putting nails in the wall and hunting the dog with a fork, all with an agitated expression on his face. In the
pictures Max’s mother is not shown but the words position Max’s actions as
interactions with the mother. As a parent and a teacher I have repeatedly
found myself in similar situations where a child challenges my conception of
acceptable behaviour. Surely in the case of Max it is justified to think of his
behaviour as unacceptable. We should not allow our children to hurt dogs or
damage our house and are perhaps right to be worried about the hanged teddy bear. Still, I also have a sense that there is more to Max’s behaviour. He
expresses something in his rebellion, even in his attempt to hunt the dog.
Perhaps something that he cannot say in other ways. Or perhaps not a something at all, just an expression without direction, interacting with his surroundings.
So reading about Max I find myself in an ambivalent tension. I want to be
able to set a limit to my tolerance for what Max is doing, but at the same
time I want to take Max’s actions as interacting with me and thus want to
engage with him. This double tendency in these dissonant interactions is, in
my reading, at the centre of Where the Wild Things Are. I read the story as a
reworking of Max’s saying “I’ll eat you up!”. Max’s saying this can be seen
as part of wild play as a wolf and partly as a direct rebellion against his
mother. Mother’s response in sending him to bed “without eating anything”
can also be read as a way for Max’s mother to set a limit on what she can
accept. But mother also is playing with Max by responding to Max’s talk
about eating by refusing to let him eat anything.
Max is left alone in his room. But he travels through time and space to
where the Wild Things are and is set apart as king over the Wild Things.
With the Wild Things Max is the authority that sets the limits of tolerance
1

Maurice Sendak, Where the Wild Things Are, (New York: Harper Collins Press, 1963).
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and acceptance. After a great “wild rumpus” Max, as his mother did, sends
the wild things to bed without supper and he feels lonely, longing “to be
where someone loved him best of all”. When Max brings love and loneliness
into the picture something happens to what the words “I’ll eat you up!” can
express. Max can smell good things to eat far away and leaves the Wild
Things. The Wild Things then exclaim, “Oh, please don’t go – we’ll eat you
up – we love you so!”. Now, telling someone that you will eat him means
something different. It becomes an expression of love. The wildness of the
Wild Things, their teeth, claws and rolling eyes, is not only something scary,
but a way for them to express their love in the midst of all the other things
they are doing. They are doing to Max what he did to his mother.
Through this trajectory Sendak shows how an unacceptable and to some
extent incomprehensible expression can come to gain a further meaning. As
readers we can interact with Max and discover further meanings of his actions and expressions, so when we travel through the night we can return
home and, like Max, find supper waiting for us. Literature, or so I shall suggest, can provide ways to philosophically reimagine what our expressions
and interactions can mean or involve.
The theme of this dissertation is summarised in Sendak’s picture book. It
is to philosophically rethink the possibilities in interacting with the dissonant
voice and in what we can learn from those interactions. The idea to explore
this territory comes from what I found to be a puzzling aspect of Ludwig
Wittgenstein’s later philosophy, primarily as it finds expression in his Philosophical Investigations. There Wittgenstein states that human beings agree,
not in opinions or what they say, but in judgements, language and form of
life (PI § 240-42). That is, human beings are attuned, to use a notion of importance for my own work, in what they do, how they react, in practices and
responses. However, Wittgenstein seldom discusses examples of attunement
in his texts, but rather examples of the opposite, of dissonance.
Wittgenstein’s reluctance to explore examples of attunement in part
comes from his idea that it is the abnormal cases that shed light on our attunements and how inclusive such attunements can be. His examples brings me
to ask to what extent I can take what others do as what I do, or to what extent
I can accept others expressions. And if I can’t accept someone’s expressions
as part of what I do, as in attunement with me, then what can I do? These
questions seem to me to be pedagogical questions. Wittgenstein makes such
questions a starting point for exploring a range of philosophical questions. In
this dissertation, however, I try to take Wittgensteinian philosophy back to
that pedagogical ground and explore the close connection between philosophy, teaching, and the role of dissonances in human interaction, a philosophy
brought to life in children’s literature.
I develop a philosophy that explores works of literature in order to shed
light on the limits of how we can engage with voices that are unacceptable,
incomprehensible or irrational, as well as the possibilities to transcend those
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limits. I take such philosophical initiative to be something that aligns with
what Stanley Cavell has called moral perfectionism, a philosophising that
engages the philosophers and readers of philosophy in transcending their
selves, their practices and their communities, constantly searching for further
forms of being and interacting. In short, this dissertation is the result of a
search for particular forms of philosophising about and for education.
I search for a philosophy for those who we do not want to listen to, for
those we can’t hear, a philosophy that approaches those we find incomprehensible and intolerable, a philosophy that allows and encourages me enter
into conversation with Max whether or not his expressions make sense to me
or not. I prefer to call this not a philosophy of, but a philosophy for dissonance, a philosophy that speaks for dissonant voices, such as Max’s.
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Part I: Introduction

1. Dissonances in the Ordinary

Sometimes we just do not know how to go on with each other; we hear voices that we just do not know how to respond to, but that seem to compel us to
respond. Sometimes we are that dissonant voice and whatever we do we
cannot make sense to the people we live with. There are times when a voice
seems to play a different tune than is played by the voices of a seemingly
harmonious practice. It is a pedagogical difficulty, but it is a pedagogical
difficulty not only because those voices disrupt our teaching, or is part of my
learning. Dissonant voices disrupt our natural reactions, ways of interacting
that we take for granted, or as given. Dissonance in a sense disrupts our
forms of life. To see how difficult the experience of dissonance is let me
briefly suggest how natural its opposite, our attunement, may seem.
Living beings respond to each other in different ways and to various different expressions. Human beings respond to invitations, assertions and
questions, cries, laughs, yawns, singing, to a caress or a gaze. Sometimes we
think long and carefully before we respond, other times we respond spontaneously or instinctively, and sometimes we just wait in silence. We respond
to friends and enemies, to strangers and lovers and by giving comfort or
seeking revenge, by a kiss or a punch, through kind words or insults. We
respond to texts, novels, poems, films, music, sounds, paintings, nature, animals, sickness, health and so on. In short, we, human beings, as other animals, interact with our surroundings and each other.
We do not only respond to our surroundings and to each other; we also by
and large respond to each other and the world attuned to each other. I respond to a child’s cry of pain as a cry of pain attuned with how others would
respond to such an expression. That attunement provides stability for our
concept of pain. I can recognise the child’s expression as pain both because
of the child’s cry and because of my acknowledgement of that cry as a cry of
pain. Likewise, the child recognises my response as comforting because the
child and I have established ways of giving comfort. As a parent of an infant
this may mean that I have to both find and found ways to interact with the
child that provide comfort: carrying the child in a certain way, giving it a
dummy, patting it on the back, singing a lullaby and so on. However, to an
older child these ways of giving comfort might be replaced by words of
comfort. In that case the child has attuned itself with a native language or
languages so that language becomes an additional means for comfort. With
the infant, however, it can be a matter of me finding a way to attune to my
20
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child’s reaction to my different attempts to comfort it.1 (This is not to say
that physical, perhaps more intimate, ways of giving comfort such as hugging or cuddling are more or less important than the words that may be used.
They are just different, and we can do different things with language than
with other gestures such as writing a letter of comforting words.)
By responding to each other in ways that attune us to each other we transform each other. The child’s cry demands my attention (it takes an effort to
ignore a young child’s cry). As such the cry calls for me to respond and I
will do what I can to find ways to respond to the child that are acknowledged
by the child, and the child will most likely respond to my attempts to do so.
The child’s response to my attempts gives me a sense of who I am and what
I can do. It gives meaning to my actions. We become attuned to each other
and instruct each other, transform each other.2 At times this happens on
ground where the child and I are on equal footing. My attempts to find ways
to comfort an infant may be an example of this. At other times grownups
seem to already be attuned in established practices and the child will try to
enter into that attunement in different ways, or the elders may try to initiate
that child into their attuned practices. Many of the examples in Wittgenstein’s writings seem to illustrate this. When we teach mathematics we do
want our pupils to learn certain things and follow our ways. We are not as
willing to reconsider our ways of doing mathematics as we are to finding
ways to give comfort. That would make mathematics impossibly impractical
since the whole system would be in danger of changing every so often so a
pupil could respond differently to teachers’ instructions.
Our responses to each other, whether in formal instruction, such as when
we teach mathematics, or in interpersonal interactions, such as finding
means to comfort each other, is a form of moral education and a moral conversation. Responsiveness can be thought of as a form of conversational
interaction where we attune ourselves to each other. I take this as a principal

1

This way of thinking of comforting words corresponds with Wittgenstein’s examples of
different pain expressions. See for example PI § 244.
2
Although here I speak of learning from each other, I want to use the notion of learning here
with some caution. Do we really learn to comfort a child? Well, in some cases we do, but in
many cases this will be a matter of what Wittgenstein calls a primitive reaction. Cavell asks,
“If we say we learn to feel pity, would we understand the difference between this learning and
learning, for example, to give medication? Do we learn, in comforting someone, not to look at
the place of their pain (as a doctor might) but to look the sufferer in the face (as the doctor
also, in good time, might)?”. See Stanley Cavell, “Reply to Four Chapters” in Dennis
McManus (ed.) Wittgenstein and Scepticism (London: Routledge, 2004), 290-91. To give
comfort is not necessarily a practice, though of course it could be in certain circumstances.
Rather, our primitive responses to each other may challenge our conception of the relation
between the natural and the conventional by giving us a sense of what Wittgenstein may be
driving at by thinking of language not only as a practice, but as a human life form (PI § 19).
That we attune to each other may be as much a matter of human nature as of conventions. We
cannot always tell whether we act naturally or conventionally.
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theme in Stanley Cavell’s philosophy.3 Cavell philosophises through conversations with Wittgenstein, Shakespeare, Emerson and Thoreau, with opera,
film, art, with friends and students. Philosophy through conversation is not
unique in itself. Most, if not all, forms of research and scholarship are done
in conversation with the world, texts and others. Conversation is a way to
develop thought. What makes Cavell unique (and this is certainly true about
many of his interlocutors, both the ones he reads in his texts and many of
those who read him) is that he makes his responses both his method and his
teaching.4 For reasons that will be clearer as I go on, I find the educational
adult-child relationships problematised in Cavell and Wittgenstein to be an
excellent starting point for drawing out further educational and moral implications of thinking about the success and failure of our interactive conversational responses to each other in particular as children and adults.
To think of human responses as a form of conversation and as a description of philosophical work is a further aspect of Cavell’s conception of moral
perfectionism. To Cavell, perfectionism is a kind of conversation (CHU, 2425). Just as these primordial conversations of responses are transformative of
our selves, as my attunement (and dissonance) with my child changes me,
perfectionism will always be about that next self, “an unattained yet attainable self.”5 Perfectionism is an aspect of human responsiveness, a continual
conversation with and response to our environment. Conversation involves a
form of education or instruction that transforms our experience. In this dissertation I will show that these aspects of moral perfectionism that I draw
from the philosophy of Stanley Cavell and Ludwig Wittgenstein are in play
both when we consider how smoothly our responses may run, how attuned
we are, and when those responses meet the strongest resistance imaginable,
when my child is not comforted by what I take to be acts of comfort, when
our interaction only results in conflict, frustration, or misunderstandings,
when we are out of tune or dissonant. This philosophical moral perfectionism is tied to a Wittgensteinian turn in philosophy. A turn from thinking of
philosophy as a theory that provides the conditions for what it means to understand or interpret a work of art or an other, to a philosophy that reminds
us of our need of instruction from art or the other, where art or the other is as
instructive as the work of philosophy. Philosophy as conversation.

3

See Sparti “Responsiveness as Responsibility: Cavell’s reading of Wittgenstein and King
Lear as a source for an ethics for interpersonal relationships” in Philosophy and Social Criticism Vol. 26 no. 5 (2000), 81-107.
4
Perhaps, following Irigaray, we can think of Cavell as a feminine philosopher where his
philosophy becomes a conversation with an other, with us. His philosophy is not an object, a
philosophical thesis, a teaching or a doctrine. His philosophy is rather a conversation between
subjects. See Luce Irigaray, Conversations (London: Continuum, 2008), 5-7.
5
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, ”History” in Joel Porte ed. Essays and Lectures. (New York: Library of America, 1983), 5 as quoted by Cavell, CHU, 8.
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***
This introductory chapter is divided into three parts. In the first part I make
an attempt to present the aim of this work. In the second part I discuss how
the notions of dissonance and attunement can contribute to contemporary
philosophy of education. In the third part I provide an overview of the chapters and structure of the dissertation.

1.1 Meeting Dissonance
In the story of how I tried to comfort my child the interactions seem very
smooth and straightforward. This is not always the case. I would even say
that if our interactions were always smooth they would not require any effort
on our part and we would find no need of communication, or of reasoning;
we would just always be attuned. To get clear about how we interact as living beings we must, as Wittgenstein exhorts, get back “to the rough
ground!” (PI § 107 my emphasis). It is not enough to talk about the ground
as the ordinary, as some simplifications of Wittgensteinian philosophy and
ordinary language philosophy would suggest. Rather, we should
acknowledge that our ground involves difficulties and struggles. It is unavoidably difficult to walk, but the roughness of the ground gives the friction
we need to walk. It even gives walking a purpose. Without friction we would
probably move in other ways more effectively and comfortably, like seals on
slippery ice perhaps. What would walking be without friction?
Imagine that my attempts to comfort the child turn out less smoothly. My
child is crying, even screaming, and this time I have no idea how to comfort
the child. I try changing nappies, giving food, all sorts of different ways of
giving comfort. I take a walk with the stroller. I look for signs of illness.
Nothing. The child still screams and I do not know why or what this cry
“means”. I do not know how to respond. I have nothing to say and nothing to
do. Perhaps I am filled with frustration, worry, desolation, anxiety or despair. All I can tell is that the child is unsatisfied and I am unable to respond
to it in a way that can be seen as in harmony with the child. There is no attunement, only dissonance. Our previously established ways of doing things
are insufficient for me to know what to do. As I shall put it in the final chapters, the score is not enough and we are left to improvise, with all the risks
and fragilities that that entails. Instead of being responsible for a practice or
an established way of doing things, I become responsible for every little act
and attempt to respond to the child. Responsible without knowing what a
good response is.
For sure, dissonance, as well as attunement, is common in interactions between children and their elders. There is a possibility of dissonance everywhere when we rely on, work for, or live in attunement. My account, or
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main topic, is about dissonant voices. Voices that, in the way they express
themselves and make themselves known to others, are dissonant or out of
tune and contrast with communally established attunements; voices that are
incomprehensible, irrational or at times immoral, from the standpoint of our
attuned practices, behaviours and judgements.

1.11 Aiming for Something and Aiming for Dissonance
My aim in this dissertation is to provide reminders of how dissonance is as
natural a part of life being in attunement. The point of such an aim is to
search for a way to philosophise that can offer peace in the intellectual, existential and educational crises that our ordinary interactions involve. I will
investigate the notion of dissonant voices in relation to the attuned voices of
a community or a form of life. Such an investigation will also involve
spelling out a form of philosophising that is tied to our actual lives in dissonance and attunement; a philosophy that is inseparable from the lives we
lead, from our everyday interactions.
This form of philosophising is what I, following Stanley Cavell, will refer
to as moral perfectionism. In Cavell I take perfectionism to grow out of an
engagement with main four main sources: (i) Ordinary language philosophy
as it is expressed through the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein and J. L. Austin;
(ii) American transcendentalism as it is found in Emerson and Thoreau; (iii)
a philosophical engagement with literature and art; (iv) an engagement with
the everyday life and growth of the philosopher. I shall engage with these
sources as well, but I will turn to Wittgenstein more than Austin and to Thoreau more than Emerson. Also, since my focus will be on the everyday interactions between children and adults, I shall engage with children’s literature
more than other forms of art.
In this dissertation the philosophical investigation of attunement and dissonance is a perfectionist endeavour and as such it involves a philosophising
that can be seen as a form of education of both the philosopher and the readers of the texts that philosophy produces. This involves a view of philosophy
that not only deals with attunement and dissonance, but also, perfectionist
philosophy itself is seen as a part of the everyday interactions that can be
described as dissonant. Cavell has talked about this aspect of philosophy as
an education for grownups (CR, 125). I shall broaden this idea and show
how philosophy is also an education for children.
Moreover, the many aspects that will be touched on in this investigation
are meant to focus on the moral ramifications of dissonance. As such the
investigation will involve showing how there is more to rational thinking,
especially moral reasoning, than merely argumentation and deduction. I will
show that moral reasoning involves subjective sensibilities. As a consequence I will demonstrate how readings of art, and particularly children’s
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literature, can complement argumentative methods in moral thinking and
philosophical analysis.
The account of my attempts to comfort a child that I used as a point of
departure was meant to exemplify the interaction between a grownup and a
small child. There are peculiarities about this relationship that are of great
interest. It is hard to imagine a culture where there are no interactions between the younger and older subjects (though of course there are subcultures
where there are no children or where there are no grownups and there are
certainly individuals who may experience very little of such interactions in
their lives). While such interactions appear very different, they seem to be an
experience shared by all cultures in some way or another. My particular interest in the interaction between children and their elders is thus meant to
point to an unavoidable aspect of life. I hope to show, more or less indirectly, that attending to this unavoidable aspect of human life can throw light on
many aspects of our cultures and experiences. Moreover, institutionalised
forms of education or schools are set up as a meeting between experienced
elders and less experienced young people. Since this investigation is meant
to have relevance for education, both as an institution and as an aspect of life
in general, the attention to the relationship between children and their elders
is of special importance.
Still, there is a further reason for my attention to children and particularly
their dissonant voices, which is an underlying aim not limited to this text, but
involves a larger philosophical project. Over the last century we have see
many different movements giving attention to children’s rights, and childhood studies in other areas are continually growing.6 Nonetheless, we have
not seen much of the kind of philosophical attention to childhood that for
example feminist philosophy has given to issues of gender. Within feminist
philosophy various epistemological, ontological and moral issues have been
taken in many different directions.7 In this dissertation I aim to make a small
contribution to a philosophy of childhood in a way analogous to philosophy’s contribution to feminist politics, scholarship and activism. My focus
on the many scenes in Wittgenstein and Cavell that involve children is meant
to demonstrate how a philosophy of childhood can evolve and contribute to
6

For example think of the work in sociology and history of childhood that has grown out of
the discussion of Phillipe Ariès, Centuries of Childhood; A Social History of Family Life
(New York,: Knopf, 1962) or the philosophy for children movement starting from the work of
Mathew Lipman and Gareth Mathews. See e.g. Matthew Lipman Philosophy goes to School
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1980) and Philosophy in the Classroom (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1980) and Gareth Mathews The Philosophy of Childhood (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1994), Dialogues with Children (Cambridge MA:
Harvard University Press, 1984) and Philosophy & the Young Child (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1980).
7
For one exception that critically examines the role of children in the work of major western
philosophers see Susan Turner & Gareth Matthews (eds) The Philosopher’s Child: Critical
Essays in the Western Tradition (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 1998).
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our understanding of educational and philosophical texts and issues. Perhaps
this overarching aim can be summarised as an attempt to give voice to children in philosophy and in particular those children that are conceived as
unruly or difficult.
Let me summarise the aim of the dissertation.
i. This dissertation aims to explore and develop the notions of attunement and particularly dissonance as they apply to child-adult interactions.
ii. The aim is meant to call for an education of both the philosopher
and the reader, which involves developing Cavell’s moral perfectionism both as a form of philosophising and a moral outlook.
iii. The dissertation aims to demonstrate how children’s literature can
provide conceptual investigations that complicate how we investigate children’s voices and dissonances.
These aims will lead to a position where I can come to see dissonance as a
natural part of our interactions with children and also the possibilities in
engaging with the dissonant voice – possibilities that open ways for perfectionist growth, change, and education. In a sense then, one can say that an
underlying aim is to show that it is possible to be at peace in the turmoil of
human interactions and how children’s literature provides a means to find
such tranquillity. A reminder that we need the friction of a rough ground to
walk. A ground where the feeling of being lost or out of tune is welcomed.

1.2 Related Concepts and Theoretical differences
Talking about agreement, or attunement as I prefer to call it, in forms of life
may seem frustratingly unclear. What is it that we are supposed to agree on
or in? I shall come back to the issue of agreement and attunement for a more
extensive discussion in coming chapters. For now the issue may become less
fuzzy by taking a look at some conceptions and notions that are similar to
the Wittgensteinian agreement that I am using. To clarify the most obvious
misunderstanding, the agreement that interests me is not primarily the wordworld, or thought-world, agreement that philosophers (Wittgenstein uses the
notion in this context too) often attend to. It is not a matter of whether our
words fit the world and the like. The agreement of my interest is a subjectto-subject agreement. The world, or our environment, is not irrelevant to
such an agreement though. A subject-to-subject agreement takes place
somewhere and that somewhere is involved in the agreements. Red objects
are undoubtedly of importance for our general agreement in using the word
“red”.
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Depending on the focus or aims of different scholars, subject-to-subject
agreements may look quite different. To clarify my position, I like to think
of three different categories of agreements: agreement as a social practice,
agreement as social contract, and agreement as natural reactions. This categorisation is surely not exhaustive and of course won’t do justice to all the
different sophistications and discussions on concepts related to these different categories, many of whom I take to be elaborating on several of my categorisations. But I hope it is sufficient to differentiate some philosophical
positions on the role of agreement from my own.
(i) Agreement as social practice
There are many accounts of human interactions that show how various
shared practices determine the success and stability of such interactions.
There are at least two ways of understanding this. We can think of a shared
social practice as a rule-governed form of behaviour where we determine
what actors are doing and do particular things ourselves in a system of implicit norms or explicit rules. For example when we play chess, what the
pieces are and what certain words mean seem comprehensible only under
some shared understanding of the rules of the game. In this sense my response to my child’s cry may establish a norm for how we correlate our actions and behaviour and we will go on accordingly, perhaps changing the
norms as we go on.8
Another version of the social practice account is to claim that an actually
shared practice is not at all necessary for successful (communicative) interactions, though undeniably helpful. Rather, what is important is a practice
that can be shared with others. That is, what matters is that someone can see
what I am doing as comprehensible or rational if that someone has enough
time to spend with me.9
A third option is to say that our interactions do involve shared practices –
attunements – but that in such practices rules or norms are not what essentially makes a particular expression intelligible. Depending on how this idea
is put to use I take this to be both Cavell’s and Wittgenstein’s position.10 I
will discuss dissonance in relation to social practices further in chapter eleven.

8

I take Wilfred Sellars and Robert Brandom to advocate sophisticated versions of this view.
See Sellars, “Some Reflections on Language Games” in Philosophy of Science Vol. 21 No 3
(1954) and Brandom Making it Implicit: Reasoning, Representation and Discourse Commitment (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), 3-64.
9
I take Donald Davidson to hold a version of this view.
10
For a discussion of this way of reading Cavell see Martin Gustafsson “Familiar Words in
Unfamiliar Surroundings: Davidson’s Malapropisms, Cavell’s Projections” in International
Journal of Philosophical Studies, Vol. 19 no. 5 (2011).
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(ii) Agreement as social contract.
Philosophy has a long history of positions that revolve around the idea that
people have a more or less implicit contract with each other that establishes a
societal order that justifies political authority or moral norms. The idea is
that moral norms or political authority get their legitimacy from the mutual
agreement of moral persons or of the subjects to political authority. It is possible to discern at least two different strands in contract theoretical philosophy. First, a Hobbesian strand where it is assumed that people rely on social
contracts as rational beings trying to maximise their self-interest by holding
to a contract that, though it may limit some immediate self-interests, in the
end sustains and protects those interests.11 This means that what justifies
moral norms and political authority is the self-interests of individuals and the
mutual agreement they reach through negotiating a social contract. The content of such mutual agreement on the norms governing its negotiation differ
between different philosophers. Second, a social contract theory can be
based on the Kantian claim that rational persons respect other rational persons. This means that the moral norms I act upon and structure my practices
around must be justifiable to other persons and that I must take other persons’ reasoning seriously.12
(iii) Agreement as natural reactions and biological agreement
Wittgenstein frequently talks about our natural history. There are of course
many ways to understand this in Wittgenstein, but one common view is that
he wants to draw our attention to how Homo sapiens has a history as an animal, species. Homo Sapiens walks on two legs, talks, breathes, cultivates the
earth, develops societies and civilisations, points and looks in the same direction when pointing, tells stories, gives orders, plays. These behaviours are
part of our natural history or natural reactions – which of course does not
mean that we always share in this in every instance (cf. PI § 25). “Natural
history”, “Natural reactions”, and “Forms of life” are all terms that are important to Wittgenstein, but there is no definition of what a form of life is in
his texts. Rather, he uses these notions as tools to describe specific con11

William Gauthier’s Morals by Agreement (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986) is a
contemporary example of this strand.
12
I take both Kant and Rawls to instantiate such a position. Although Habermas seems to
want to read Kant as not being a social contract theorist and to avoid confusion with Hobbesian contract theory, I think Habermas’ position, his U- and D-principles, involves a social
contract in the Kantian version I have outlined. When Habermas writes, “Only those norms
are valid to which all those possibly affected could agree as participants in rational discourses”, I take such an agreement to be a form of social contract reached by negotiation between
persons that respect each other as rational participants. See Jürgen Habermas Between Facts
and Norms: Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy (Cambridge MA:
MIT Press, 1996), 138-141. For discussion see Kenneth Baynes “Democracy and the
Rechtstaat: Habermas’s Faktizität und Geltung” in The Cambridge Companion to Habermas
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 206-209.
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texts.13 As I have indicated, Cavell has suggested that these situations can be
seen as having both a biological and a social dimension. Social practice and
social contract theories can both be seen as saying something, though not
exclusively, about those social dimensions. Here I want to emphasise that
there also are significant aspects of homo sapiens as a biological being that
are largely in agreement. That we are beings of language is not only a social
fact, it is about human beings’ brains, sensory organs, vocal cords, tongues,
even sense of rhythm and pulse (breathing and blood pumping). Since the
role of these features of human life may differ it is often unclear whether we
are considering a biological or a social aspect of human behaviour. This is
not what is important. What is important is the insight that our agreements as
biological as well as social beings are significant forms of agreement. I take
Dewey to be someone who emphasises this aspect of human agreement in
considering human societies as a natural consequence of the kind of being
we are. Invoking Dewey here also recognises that an emphasis on biological
agreement does not imply conservatism. As Dewey points out, life means
growth; or as Cavell puts it in relation to the naturalness of ordinary language, “changing is natural” (MSW, 42).14
Now, I do not wish to criticise these different strands on agreement. I want
to emphasise the role these strands can have in a philosophical position. Although the agreement or attunement (and consequently also the dissonance)
that is my central topic involves social practices, social contracts and biological agreement, the role those strands have in my thinking is quite different
from some of the common ways to understand and use such strands. A point
of departure for many philosophical positions, ranging from political theory
including both communitarians and liberals to theories on the justification of
moral norms to positions on successful communication and linguistic meaning, is that a society or a practice is founded on agreement. Although views
of what is involved in such agreements may vary, agreements have a foundational role. Either, as in the social contract version, the individual comes to
13

James Klagge, Wittgenstein in Exile (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 2011), 63.
This is a theme throughout Dewey’s work, but it is laid out lucidly in the first four chapters
of Democracy and Education in J. A. Boydston ed. The Middle Works of John Dewey, 19891924, Vol. 9 (Carbondale IL, Southern Illinois University Press, 1916). I must also point out
that Cavell will only follow Dewey on this up to a point. To Cavell, Dewey’s description of
human beings as growing becomes a bit too idealised when we consider grownups who are
already initiated in all kinds of practices and conventions. To Cavell it is important to notice
that “for grownups this is not natural growth but change. Conversion is a turning of our natural reaction; so it is symbolized as rebirth” (CR, 125). Although Dewey acknowledges the
difficulty for a mature individual to re-awaken the immature ability for growth, he does not,
as Cavell does or Wittgenstein for that matter does, emphasise that this may mean a conversion of one’s whole way of living, one’s nature. It figuratively means re-entering into mother’s womb. And that is difficult. This is also why dissonant voices are a source of such deep
existential anxiety. They suggest different forms of life; they may not share my nature.
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agreement and founds society by negotiating that agreement or, as with the
social practice version, agreements are assumed and the individual is already
or is becoming a participant in shared practices (or practices that can be
shared with other rational partners). As I see it the idea of agreement has an
explanatory or justificatory role in these versions. This is where my position
differs and also why I find Cavell’s work on agreement much more useful
when considering the possibility of dissonance involved in our forms of life.
Beginning from the problem of the ordinary language philosopher’s question (Cavell takes this to be the question of Wittgenstein and Austin) of what
legitimises her claim to say “We say so and so in these contexts”, Cavell
finds a further problem. How can I, being an ordinary language philosopher
and a fairly competent speaker of English and Swedish, a teacher, or a child
learning language, connect my “I” to a “We”? In this question agreement is
neither assumed nor something that I reach through negotiating. The question is rather therapeutic in the Wittgensteinian sense that it acknowledges
that I may be lost in my world of words and actions. The ordinary is thus a
task, something we look for, but not on rational grounds.
This does not mean that agreement in forms of life just has to be accepted.
Although according to Wittgenstein forms of life are given, agreement in a
particular form of life is not given. My form of life, my natural reactions,
however odd and irreconcilable with others’, is also given. Hence, according
to Cavell it is only I who can determine the reach of my agreement with
others. I claim to speak for a community when I say “We say…”. Cavell
takes the ordinary language philosopher’s claim to speak for a linguisitic
community, her claim to be in agreement, to be testing how far others are
willing to follow in that agreement, testing whether you also are implicated
in my “We” (CR, 22, 32). I take this to be a form of philosophical therapy
where I search for ways to see more clearly the nature of my interactions
with others.
Moreover (i)-(iii) above tend to develop into so-called two-level theories
of human interaction. That is, they are theories that have a first level of a
defining framework which contains questions of what a particular practice
consists in, what the social contract looks like or should look like; they then
have another level where questions of whether particular interactions fall
under a particular practice or contract are relevant. This means that criticism
of a particular practice or refusing my consent to the social contract is to ask
for a reconstruction of the foundation of our interactions and is divorced
from criticism of particular interactions between or within a contract or practice. Contracts and practices are, as Rawls put it, the stage setting that defines legitimate moves within a game.15
Following Cavell I turn against this picture of our interactions. Obviously,
we do play games and are involved in interactions that seemingly do fit this
15

John Rawls, “Two Conceptions of Rules” in The Philosophical Review 64 (1955), 30.
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two-level picture. An agreement is not something I can ever rely on as a
foundation for my interactions. The question of how I connect to the “We” is
perpetually actualised.16 At every move I can either withhold or give my
consent (CR, 27). To Cavell our communal interactions consist in this possibility. The marginal voices of my form of life are part of what a human form
of life can be. Disagreement or dissonance is as much part of human interactions as agreement is. Hence, the only foundation for agreement, in practice,
in forms of life, in language, as contract, is I, my consent or my withdrawal
from contracts and practices, even from nature. Agreement as the ordinary,
in the ordinary, becomes a task for me. It is a matter constantly of refinding
and refounding a “We” where my interlocutors and I can meet. This is a task
for philosophy as much as it is an everyday struggle.
I may seem to give up the idea of a common rationality, but that is not
what I give up. Rationality is an acknowledgment of my responsibility to
uphold reason by my claims to a community of reason, by my claims to belong to a “We”. This leads to a major point of this dissertation. The claims to
speak for a usable “We” are very fragile. My claim to representativeness
may not fall into good ground. What I say may exclude me from the communities I make claims for; and, perhaps more worrying, at least to me, the
claims I make may be excluding in themselves.17 I speak from a particular
background, as a parent, a student of education with a particular philosophical bent and so on. Who will find themselves at home in this work? Who
shares my temptations, my sensibilities, my worries? Falling in and out of
tune with others is what such philosophy is about. I am testing where I belong and where I wish to belong.
Now, when ordinary language philosophy’s version of agreement as
found in Cavell, the version I use, is differentiated from other understandings
of agreement I am ready to say some more about how the notion dissonance
contributes to discussions with related notions in contemporary philosophy
of education. Where dissonance is concerned, philosophers of education
have said quite a lot, often more or less clearly in connection with one of the
above strands. Nonetheless few have talked about it as dissonance.18 Several
16

I owe this formulation, and many of the insights of this part of the chapter, to Sandra
Laugier “Wittgenstein and Cavell: Anthropology, Skepticism and Politics” in Andrew Norris
ed. The Claim to Community: Essays on Stanley Cavell and Political Philosophy (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 2006) see esp, p. 21.
17
This is a theme that Cavell comes back to again and again. I take it that it is part of his
philosophical stance to worry about his writing’s reception. It is itself a claim to a community
that at times is hostile to it, but it is also a writing of myself as a representative of others who
may not at all share in what I claim that we share. See LDK, 6-7.
18
Within educational psychology it is of course common to talk about cognitive dissonance.
However, clearly, that is a different notion altogether. Even though my notion of dissonance
involves the possibility to hear dissonance among different voices within myself, it is not
about having uncanny feelings by holding on to several contradictory ideas at the same time.
The dissonance that I talk of goes deeper. It is matter of two voices not being able to go on
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notions are often used that capture some of what I call dissonance. Here I
will look at perhaps the most common notion that captures something of
what dissonance may be about, namely that of otherness. I shall give a preliminary suggestion for how talking about dissonance may contribute to
thinking on “the other”. This will not be a close reading of any particular
philosophers, but rather an attempt to categorise different tendencies in talking about otherness.
It is common to make a difference between a capitalized Other and an
other. I will not make anything of such a difference. Instead I suggest three
aspects of “otherness” that are frequent in educational thought.19 Although
the actual terminology may differ what emerges are three different conceptions.
(i) Trivial otherness
Trivial otherness is the common acknowledgement of different lifestyles or
vague cultural differences. It resurfaces in sloppy slogans such as “Everyone
is unique” or in talk about diversity, plurality and difference. Everyone I
meet is to some extent other, their lives and thoughts are not exactly the
same as mine.20 In the case of trivial otherness, otherness primarily becomes
a practical political difficulty, and not an epistemological, ethical or existential problem (to the extent that political difficulties are not also ethical problems). The question we ask when faced with trivial otherness is, “How
should politics deal with diversity?”.21 This becomes a problem of how we
form a political community, either by, as much as possible, reducing diversity or by, as Gert Biesta suggests, recognising it as a condition for (political)
with each other at all and hence may, but doesn’t have to, precede holding on to contradictory
ideas. It is a matter of finding ourselves alienated to our selves. This may lead to, or be caused
by, different forms of cognitive dissonance or it may not.
There is actually one exception of not talking of what I call dissonance as dissonance.
Naoko Saito briefly elaborates on the term in one of her discussions of Cavell. See her “The
Gleam of Light: Initiation, Prophesy, Moral Perfectionism” in Naoko Saito and Paul Standish
Stanley Cavell and the Education of Grownups (New York: Fordham University Press, 2012),
176-177.
19
The latter two of these three conceptions of otherness are discussed in Simon Bertacco and
John Gibson “Skepticism and the Idea of an Other: Reflections on Cavell and Postcolonialism” in Richard Eldridge and Bernard Rhie Stanley Cavell and Literary Studies: Consequences of Scepticism (New York: Continuum, 2011). They do not refer to the third form as ordinary otherness, however. The first is also alluded to but its conceptualisation, as trivial otherness, is my own construct.
20
Some educators using Levinas have put it in similar ways. See e.g. Clarence Joldersma
“Pedagogy of the Other: A Levinasian Approach to the Teacher-Student Relationship” in
Philosophy of Education (2001), 182. Surely, this is not the complete version of Levinas’s
take on otherness, and nor is it for any of the educators finding inspiration in his thought. I
think Levinasian ideas can be found in all three forms of otherness, although some readers
tend to slip into noting only the first two.
21
This is Gert Biesta’s question. See Biesta “How Difficult Should Education Be?” in Educational Theory Vol. 51 No. 4 (2002), 388.
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action, however small, whether it involves a pre-school class, a family, or a
union of nation states.22 Such a take on otherness is trivial, not because it is
not important, but because it trivializes the real, tough issues by setting them
under the umbrella of vague references to plurality and diversity.
(ii) Sceptical otherness
Sometimes the other is described as “infinitively unknowable”.23 There is
always something about the other that is beyond my knowledge. There are
different responses to such scepticism. Either we can claim that we must
learn to live with such alterity of the other. (If vulgarized, Cavell’s saying
that acknowledging the other and not knowing her should be our basic relation to her can be taken to say this). Or we can try to solve the problem of
knowing and find an argument to say that we actually do know the other.
These approaches do not avoid the real problems, but deflect them by looking for crude solutions to the philosophical problem that otherness seems to
imply. I call this “sceptical” although it may not necessarily lead to sceptical
conclusions and asking questions such as, “Can I really know that the person
next to me is not a soulless zombie or an automata?” and then trying to tell
us why such questions are ridiculous. That I do not know what hides behind
the expressions of the other may also be stated as an ethical demand on me
to learn from the other.24 A problem with this view of otherness is that, by
making it into an epistemological issue of what can be known and what must
be unknown, it limits the ethical possibilities of our relation to the other. By
making the other unknown we set rigid limits for what kind of life and
speech is possible between subjects. I take this as an intellectualised approach that makes life’s relationality into a lifeless abstract intellectual puzzle, a pointless Glasperlenspiel.
(iii) Ordinary otherness
Even though there are ethical dimensions in both trivial and sceptical views
of otherness, I maintain that they deflect from the flesh and blood of the
issue by making it an epistemological or a political issue. This does not
mean, of course, that what I call ordinary otherness does not have political or
epistemological import, in many cases it most certainly has. It does mean
that solutions to otherness are not found in political theory or epistemological positions. Ordinary otherness is a way to emphasise that otherness is a
down to earth issue that is part of our form of life, not something in need of a
“solution”. When describing the interaction between my child and I the ordinariness of the situation is critical. Saying that I do not know what my child
22

Biesta, “How Difficult Should Education Be?”, 388.
Sharon Todd, Learning From the Other: Levinas, Psychoanalysis, and Ethical Possibilities
of Education (Albany: State of University of New York Press, 2003), 3.
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wants or feels, or what the child’s expression is an expression of, is not entirely wrong, but it avoids my real worry in this situation. I search for a way
to respond to the child, not to the problem of not knowing. The rough ground
of our form of life includes others that at times are on the margins of that
life.25 That is, our ordinary, every-day interactions involve moments of expressive silence, where the expressions of others do not make sense to us.26
Hence, the issue becomes a difficulty of life and not of theory. It is a difficulty of my experience and understanding of the ordinary.
All of these forms of otherness can mistakenly be taken as talking about the
same issue. However, given these conceptions of the other, consider this
often quoted passage from Derrida: “the other is the other only if his alterity
is absolutely irreducible, that is, infinitely irreducible.”27 This is certainly not
a formulation of trivial otherness. Here the other becomes a real problem.
The passage may be read as sceptical otherness or it may be read as ordinary
otherness. Depending on the different interests of philosophers of education
they may be drawn to different versions of otherness, despite their philosophical points of departure. I wish to find a way to avoid that such interest
becomes a deflection from the fact that the dissonance of educational practices is embedded in our weave of life.
By talking about otherness as a form of dissonance I attempt to set otherness into the context of life without trivialising it or making it an intellectual,
abstract, epistemological issue. In this way I want to broaden the context of
otherness. Talking of otherness as ordinary in terms of dissonant voices is
meant to emphasise the roughness of our lives and struggles for and in attunement, while avoiding theoretical and political descriptions of assimilations
of voices into forced unity. Even though the dissonant voice is different,
even incomprehensible, it is dissonant in our attempt for attunement. The
other’s dissonance is also mine. In opposition to what I call sceptical otherness, this means that scepticism is accepted rather than seen as something
that we need to solve or, if we do not think there is a solution to this problem, that it is actually something that we can speak of as being a matter of
knowledge. Acceptance of scepticism means not only to learn to live with it,
25

Naomi Scheman “Forms of life: Mapping the rough ground” in The Cambridge Companion
to Wittgenstein (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 389-391.
26
See Michalinos Zembylas & Pavlos Michaelides “The Sound of Silence in Pedagogy”,
Educational Theory Vol. 54 No. 2 (2004) for a version of ordinary otherness that is similar to
mine, but that also differs in that the authors do not make the same connection to the ordinary
as they concentrate their focus on silence; dissonance involves both more and less than their
different notions of silence.
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Jacques Derrida, Writing and Difference (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1978),
104. For a discussion of this see Denise Egéa-Kuehne “Derrida’s ethics of affirmation: The
challenge of educational rights and responsibility” in Gert Biesta and Denise Egéa-Kuehne
(eds) Derrida and Education (London: Routledge, 2001), 189-190.
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but is an acknowledgement that this is not a matter of the limits of
knowledge but a matter of the possibilities I make for myself, of how I live
my life, what I accept as my form of life. To say that the other is infinitely
unknowable is to deflect attention from the real problem of trying to see
clearly how the other’s voice is part of my form of life, my way of living,
my not knowing.28 Dissonance occurs not outside forms of life but on the
inside. The other is not other to my life, beyond my life, or beyond my reach,
but life is life with otherness. Moreover, though dissonant voices may have
political impact, they are not something we can deal with as a trivial form of
diversity. That is, there is no political or organisational solution to dissonance as such. That leaves ordinary otherness as the notion I will connect to
dissonance. The ordinary is a task that involves both agreement and dissonance, both consent to and withdrawal from my communities.
Community, self and attunement: none of these are things that we have or
characteristics that we possess. They are not states of being. They are becoming in their being achieved. However, I do not think we can talk about a
pattern, a score, given in advance that determines the becoming of a community or a self. Rather, the symphony that we attune ourselves to play is
improvised. These aspects of life are more akin to a free jazz performance:
alive in their performance, existing, continuing and growing in their exploration of themselves. The alternative picture I suggest is that otherness as dissonance is not constant, as a claim about what we can and cannot know or do
or say, but a growing, changing and living aspect of the roughness of our
lives.
Now, a few words about my turn to children’s literature and the childadult interaction. In educational literature there are various places where
interactions between adults and children are investigated. There are not as
many within philosophy or that explore those relations philosophically. For
sure we find brief discussion of those relationships as early as in the writings
of Aristotle and Plato as well as Augustine, and the figure of the child appears with varying emphasis in the enlightenment philosophy of Locke,
Rousseau, and Kant, followed by gaining special attention in post-Kantian
romanticism. In the twentieth century the child-adult relationship has been
explored thoroughly by pragmatists such as John Dewey, but also from a
different angle within the psycho-analytic tradition. The development of
28

“Infinitely unknowable” is a term connected to the work of Levinas. There is much to say
about the relationship between Cavell’s ordinary language philosophy and Levinas that I
cannot elaborate on here. They do share views in their response to the problem of the other in
many ways. For a discussion see Paul Standish’s “Education for grown-ups, a religion for
adults: Scepticism and alterity in Cavell and Levinas” in Ethics and Education Vol. 2 No. 1,
(2007). What worries me is the epistemological allusions of the word “unknowable”. It seems
to me that knowledge is not at all what is at issue. The other is not unknowable to us, but
either we can live with the other or we cannot. Either we are in attunement or in dissonance,
or perhaps most often somewhere in between. Most instruments are hard to tune and mathematical exactness in tuning instruments is not very often what we want.
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philosophy of education in the second half of the twentieth century has put
further emphasis on the philosophical aspects of child-adult relationships.
What I offer is an account of how child-adult relationships can be studied
through a Cavellian and Wittgensteinian take on children’s literature. The
work on Cavell’s philosophy in philosophy of education is growing, and
issues of child-adult interactions are sometimes discussed. There are even
those who discuss dissonance, though the term is not commonly used.29
However, no one has so far explored how Cavell’s, and many other contemporary Wittgensteinian’s, turn to literature also can involve a turn to children’s literature and how such a turn to children’s literature can shed new
light on the child-adult interactions that frequently occur in Cavell’s and
Wittgenstein’s work. I find that in no other place have the conflicts of dissonance between children and their elders been so thoroughly explored, even
philosophically explored, as in the works of children’s literature. In many of
the world’s most beloved novels and picture books for children, some that
will be treated here, the tension between children and their elders are what
drive the story in ways that enrich and give life to philosophical accounts.
So, this dissertation has affinities with a range of issues and outlooks,
within both mainstream philosophy and philosophy of education, in relation
to literary theory and studies of children’s literature, ranging from topics of
childhood, readings of Cavell and Wittgenstein, debates on otherness and
ethics and aesthetics. However, I hope that the study of dissonance and children’s literature with a Cavellian and Wittgensteinian approach will give a
fresh contribution to studying education, to those that are interested in Cavell
and Wittgenstein, to those interested in children’s literature, as well as to
those interested in philosophy of education in general.

1.3 The Structure of the Text
This dissertation is divided into four parts. Part one contains two introductory chapters: this chapter introducing the aims and issues in the dissertation
29

See for instance Michael Peters, “Wittgensteinian Pedagogies: Cavell on the Figure of the
Child in the Investigations” in Michel Peters, Nicholas Burbules, Paul Smeyers, Showing and
Doing: Wittgenstein as a Pedagogical Philosopher (Boulder: Paradigm Publishers, 2010),
Stefan Ramaekers and Paul Smeyers, “Child Rearing: Passivity and being able to go on.
Wittgenstein on shared practices and seeing aspects” in Journal of Educational Philosophy
and Theory Vol. 40 No. 5, (2008), Jeff Frank, “The Significance of the Poetic in Early Childhood Education: Stanley Cavell and Lucy Sprague Mitchell on Language Learning” in Studies
in Philosophy and Education Vol. 31 No. 4, (2011), my own “The Philosophy of Dissonant
Children: Stanley Cavell’s Wittgensteinian Philosophical Therapies as an Educational Conversation” in Educational Theory Vol. 60 No. 4, (2010) and particularly Naoko Saito, The
Gleam of Light: Moral Perfectionism and Education in Dewey and Emerson (New York:
Fordham Press, 2005).
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followed by a chapter on the connections between the central terms and
modes of investigation: moral perfectionism, dissonance, attunement and
children’s literature. Part Two treats the relationship between philosophy,
children’s literature rationality and the possibilities of investigating dissonance philosophically. Part Three treats dissonance in several different
forms. Part Four is simply a short conclusion.
Chapter Three is the first step towards the philosophy of children’s literature that forms a basis of this dissertation by going on from Cavell’s readings
of Wittgenstein and Thoreau to explore Cavell’s conception of philosophy as
primarily a set of texts to engage with rather than a set of problems to solve.
The chapter also explores in what sense style and philosophical content are
interrelated in the work of those philosophers and, consequently, how it is
for me. The discussion of philosophical styles and texts brings me to the
notion of distance as a trope for the kind of relation between reader and writer that some philosophical texts need their readers to acknowledge and work
from. The notion of distance also becomes crucial to qualify certain aspects
in the relationship between teachers and students and how readers and writers, students and teachers, and children and adults may find themselves at a
loss in distance as well as in dissonance. Distance and loss are crucial aspects of what I call perfectionist education. In supplementing what I see as a
lack in Wittgenstein and Cavell’s philosophical discussion of the relationship
between children and adults if the focus is on the child’s experience of distance and loss, I turn to Shaun Tan’s picture book The Red Tree. This allows
me to show that the emotional aspects of a child’s distance from its elders
and loss in its elders’ practices are crucial for a philosophy for dissonance,
indicating how children’s literature can provide ways to deepen our philosophical reflections on dissonance in child-adult interactions.
Chapters Four and Five continue to explore the sense in which children’s
literature can assist philosophical investigations. The philosophical relevance
of emotional and subjective experiences is further qualified in connection
with conceptions of reasoning and rationality. Chapter Four suggests how
moral reasoning involves subjective sensibilities and how such sensibilities
can be explored through readings of literature and are part of the moral education or transformation of a subject or community. The chapter explores
how moral discourse can have dogmatic tendencies by turning to the picture
book Garmann’s Summer. The chapter aims to demonstrate the role that
literature, and particularly children’s literature, can play in moral discourse,
particularly in philosophy. The picture book’s elaborations on the difficulties
children can face when starting school show both what ethics beyond moral
concepts can be and the role that literature and art can have in moral thinking. This shows that moral work may consist in acknowledging difficulties
and complexities in the lives of real human beings.
Chapter Five comes at the connection between rationality and sensibility
from a different angle where the pivotal question becomes how rationality
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can be understood as primarily a matter of acknowledging a voice as part of
a rational community rather than as a child, or some other individual having
a certain rational capability. It is a way to describe how reason also is a term
describing a form of interactive relationship. I investigate how philosophy
can speak for children and how children can have a voice in philosophy and
speak for philosophy. I suggest that we should acknowledge children as responsible rational individuals who are involved in their own philosophical
inquiries and who can be involved in our own philosophical investigations. I
turn, first, to Gareth Matthews’ philosophy of childhood and suggest a reconstruction of some of his concepts in line with Cavell’s philosophy. To
examine more closely our conceptions of rationality and our pictures of
child-adult interactions, I consider the children’s books, The Lorax and
Where is My Sister? and Henrik Ibsen’s play, The Wild Duck.
In Chapter Six I explore a view of philosophy as an effort to acknowledge
transformations and changes through two themes. The first theme is meant to
clarify the role of children’s literature that emerges out of the previous chapters. I do this by showing how children’s literature can work as a form of
Wittgensteinian therapy and what Cavell has called a nation’s scripture. The
former is meant to show how children’s literature can aid us in gaining a
clearer view of the assumptions that we base our interactions on. The latter is
meant to show how children’s literature can work as form of provocation to
transform our practices, communities and selves. Both of these understandings of children’s literature are meant to provide an understanding of how
we can come to form a non-essentialising and fruitful sense of “We”. To do
that I turn to the second theme of the chapter, which is a response to a critique that has been directed towards Cavell’s use of the figure of the child in
his readings of Wittgenstein. By responding to such criticism I can show
how a non-essentialised notion of the child provides a step towards a use of
“We” that provides a background from where I can explore the notion of
dissonant voices. This means a use of “We” that involves that any voice,
even the most eccentric voice, can speak for all, a “We” that is upheld
through constant transformation and which finds its home in its loss.
Given the view of philosophy, rationality and children’s literature in Part
Two, Part Three focuses on the notion of dissonance. Chapter Seven explores various of aspects of Wittgenstein’s notion of “Übereinstimmung”,
and the musical connotations of the term suggested by Cavell translating it
as “attunement” rather than as the more common “agreement”. I further discuss the therapeutic role “attunement” has in Wittgenstein’s philosophy. The
discussion of attunement provides the background to an exploration of the
possibilities of dissonance as a breakdown in attunement. As learners on the
margins of, or in the process of becoming initiated into, established practices
and ways of life, children’s voices tend to sound dissonant. Children’s tendency towards dissonance thus motivates the investigation of dissonance,
which will proceed by looking at different interactions with children, and
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also by looking at childhood through the notion of dissonance to reveal new
aspects of the interactions between children and adults.
In Chapter Eight I suggest that dissonance should be thought of as a variety of phenomena. Some accounts, particularly in works of children’s literature, give a limited picture of our interactions and lives. Thus, to enable an
outlook of dissonance that can do justice to the variations of dissonance, I
argue for the need for varied accounts of dissonance and thus for a turn to
more than one example or work as an object of comparison. The chapter
concludes that talking of dissonance involves acknowledging, not only various accounts of dissonance, but also the infinitely many variations of dissonant voices and situations, and the many different responses those variations
call for.
Chapter Nine discusses various ways in which dissonant voices can be
seen as reasonableunreasonable. Beginning by reading parts of the novel
How to Train Your Dragon the chapter explores how dissonance can be an
expression of autonomy. It continues this theme by reading Jane Austen’s
Pride and Prejudice to demonstrate how a voice may sound dissonant because it breaks with conceptions of reason based on notions of class and
gender, and how the dissonant voice calls for alternative conceptions of reason. There are reasons to be worried about a dissonant voice that breaks with
conceptions of reason. Turning to Kant and Hannah Arendt I explore the
horrors and possibilities of evil in dissonant voices by considering the tragic
figure Gollum in Tolkien’s The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings. I conclude that in meeting the dissonant voice there is no standard according to
which I can judge or ensure that my practices, communities, voices and actions are reasonably and morally sound. I am at the Wittgensteinian rock
bottom so to speak; reason has come to an end.
Chapter Ten turns to further existential and moral aspects of conversation
with dissonant voices. The chapter investigates the role of dissonant voices
in what Cavell has called moral perfectionism and emphasises perfectionism
as the struggle to render oneself intelligible to oneself and others. The chapter investigates the perfectionist aspects of dissonance and the dissonant
aspects of perfectionism by turning to Henrik Ibsen’s famous play A Doll’s
House and the fifth book in J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix. My readings of the stories suggest that
responding to dissonance can be a matter of a struggle to go on together and
that perfectionist dissonance calls for transformation of our communities,
our close relationships and ourselves.
Chapter Eleven explores dissonance in relation to practices and ways of
life. The chapter starts by presenting a view of practices as expressed in the
works of Wittgensteinian philosophers of education such as Paul Smeyers
and Nicholas C. Burbules, as well as philosophers such as John Rawls. Their
views of practices as dependent on stability and change are contrasted with
an account of a child’s dissonant voice and the breaks with established prac-
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tices that emerges from reading Astrid Lindgren’s novel Ronia the Robber’s
Daughter. The reading shows that the fragility of practices and the dissonant
voice’s ability for passionate expression beyond the norms of practices
opens the possibility for practices to be transformed. In order to spell out
what it can mean to speak outside of established practices, or to speak with
dissonant voices, the chapter turns to Cavell’s notion of passionate utterance,
as a reworking of J. L. Austin’s ordinary language philosophy, a form of
utterance that I take to invite constructive improvisation of new forms of
engagement where there are no established ways of engagement or where
those ways are dissatisfying and silencing.
Part IV ends with a conclusion and summary of the account I have attempted to give of dissonance and the kind of philosophical work it requires.
My conclusion is that the improvisation called for by the dissonant voice is
going, to use Wittgenstein’s phrase, the bloody rough way in philosophy, life
and education. But it is the only away if we are to avoid the laziness and
contentment that are the biggest stumbling block for perfectionist education.

2. Tuning in and Tuning Out

The title of this dissertation suggests at least four topics: dissonance, philosophy, children’s literature and perfectionist education. In this chapter, which
is written as a second introduction, I shall spell out why and how these four
topics belong together. Indeed I have already taken a step in that direction by
presenting three aims for the text: to develop the notions of attunement and
dissonance; to develop a moral perfectionist form of educational philosophising; and to develop a form of philosophising that advances through readings of children’s literature. This chapter basically aims at explaining how
these aims are interrelated, which in turn is meant to justify the structure and
the progression of the dissertation. The two main parts can be read as going
in slightly different directions, where Part Two focuses on the relation between philosophy and children’s literature and Part Three on issues of dissonance.
This chapter will start by pointing in the general direction that the seemingly different topics of the text take. Next I shall give a general overview of
moral perfectionism as a philosophical form of investigation or method. This
is followed by an overview of the notions of dissonance and attunement.
Finally I end by suggesting why these other topics involve a turn to children’s literature.

2.1 Why Perfectionism, Children’s Literature and
Dissonance?
This dissertation has a twofold aspiration. First, it is a philosophical treatment of everyday pedagogical interactions. More specifically it is an exploration of the possibilities to go on with voices that interrupt what is established – our attunement – in behaviour, practice and thinking. That is, voices
that are incomprehensible or expressions that are unacceptable, morally or
otherwise. Responding to such voices involves working within a tension
between two inclinations. We may want to wave off, discourage, or change
an expression as unacceptable or unintelligible. But we may also want to be
more tolerant and accept the expression as doing something worthwhile, but
different. I will not say anything that will give any general guidance on how
or when we should respond in one way or another, with tolerance or rejec41
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tion. Rather I want to explore different ways to engage with dissonance disregarding how we may place ourselves within and beyond the tolerance/rejection-dichotomy in a particular case. The point is that when we
engage with dissonant voices it is not clear to what extent rejection or tolerance is justified. I thus question how far theorising may be useful in gaining
insight in our interactions and take my philosophy of dissonance to be a way
to destabilise justification of our established practices and ways of interacting. The philosophical investigations of dissonance are meant to make manifest the possibilities and risks of engaging in interactions beyond established
agreement or attunements.
The second aspiration of the text is a philosophical engagement with literature. I use literature not primarily to illustrate philosophical positions, but to
let reading literature become a form of philosophising. Reading literature is a
way to explore the complexity of a range of philosophical issues. Thus literature becomes both a means of investigation and a means to test philosophical
intuitions. This turn to literature marks a dissatisfaction with what philosophy can accomplish through argumentation and what philosophy can do with
a particular and limited set of concepts for a subject, such as ethics, for example.
The investigation of attunement and dissonant interactions through literature may not in itself be much of an original contribution within philosophy
or more specifically within education.1 My contribution to such philosophical investigations through literature consists in a turn towards an investigation of dissonance in interactions between teachers and students, initiators
and initiated and, in particular, children and adults. As a consequence of this
turn to the particular dissonances of childhood and youth I primarily read
children’s literature here, both picture books and novels. I take this particular
turn to children’s literature for this philosophical investigation of dissonance
and attunement to be one of my real academic contributions.

1

In addition to Cavell, Diamond, Crary and Eldridge, philosophers I deal directly with in the
preceding chapter, there are a number of Wittgensteinian or post-Wittgensteinian philosophers who turn to literature (and other arts), both as a philosophical source and for insights to
literary theory. John Gibson, Garry Hagberg and Marjorie Perloff are also major figures in
this now sizable movement. See e.g., the essays in John Gibson and Wolfgang Huemer’s
edited volume The Literary Wittgenstein. For philosophers and literary theorists working in
the tracks of Cavell see Eldridge and Rhie’s recent Stanley Cavell and Literary Studies. Also,
I recognise that philosophers such as Rousseau, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche all acknowledged
the importance of poetry and fiction to philosophy. Another philosopher, preceding some of
these, is of course Iris Murdoch. See The Sovereignty of Good (New York: Routledge, 2001).
Although the Cavellian philosophers have affinities with Murdoch’s approach to literature,
there are also crucial differences. It is also worth mentioning Martha Nussbaum and in particular her essay “Finely Aware and Richly Responsible: Literature and the Moral Imagination”
in her Love's knowledge: essays on philosophy and literature (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1990).
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There is more to the connection between children’s literature and dissonance however. In fiction I can explore possible meanings of otherwise unintelligible expressions, seemingly irrational reasoning or immoral, even
downright evil, behaviours. Fiction also allows me to imaginatively explore
dissonant voices beyond my own established ways of speaking and thinking.
Many children’s books lead us to the margins of our forms of life and the
margins of intelligibility by giving an account from outside of established
conventions for intelligible speech. They lead us into a domain where children, entering into a life of language and in the process of becoming initiated
into adults’ ways of life and practices, often find themselves. In fiction we
can imaginatively engage in new forms of interactions where established
forms of life do not have to have the same role. The children’s books I read,
unlike common philosophical thought experiments, show such possibilities
by embodying the physical, emotional, intellectual and moral complexities
of life in dissonance, life on the margins.
The framing of the investigation as an investigation of dissonance and attunement through children’s literature grows out of two interrelated philosophical approaches, ordinary language philosophy and moral perfectionism,
both primarily drawn from the work Stanley Cavell and Ludwig Wittgenstein’s later philosophy. The notions of attunement and dissonance are drawn
from Cavell’s readings of Wittgenstein and are applied to explore actual and
possible interactions in the interrupted attunements that occur in our ordinary
everyday interactions with children. The engagement with literature can also
be seen as an investigation in ordinary language. The children’s books I read
give examples of the use of particular words, sentences and concepts in a
variety of different contexts, both normal and quite abnormally.
In the procedures of ordinary language philosophy, particularly of the
Wittgensteinian brand I lean on, there is an inherent critique of philosophy,
even of its own philosophy. It is not a critique of particular philosophies or
philosophers. Rather, it is a method for working on certain limiting philosophical aspects that lie in language and practice. Ordinary language philosophy, as I practice it, is thus a matter of being attentive to limiting tendencies
and temptations in my own thinking, a philosophy’s turn upon itself, an attempt to become clear about what philosophy can and cannot accomplish.
Ordinary language philosophy thus conceived is a form of philosophical
therapy where philosophers can work on their own temptations and limitations in ways of seeing their world, culture and others. It is an education for
grownups, as Cavell puts it, which involves a turning to what I ordinarily do,
say and think, to disclose the tempting traps of my theorizing.
Moral perfectionism is also present in both the investigation of dissonance and the philosophical turn to children’s literature and, in a sense, moral perfectionism takes over where ordinary language philosophy leaves me.
Thus, I use moral perfectionism as the overarching philosophical framework
from which I proceed.
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Moral perfectionism takes philosophy to be in the business of perfecting
the self and its communities in a continual process of transcending current
conditions of the self and its communities, by moving towards an unattained
self. These processes of perfecting can occur in our everyday interactions
and conversations between adults and children and are thus a form of ethics
of interaction. However, moral perfectionism can also be a matter of scholarly or artistic conversation with and through works of art, and literary or philosophical texts. The work of art, the text or the other can call for responses
and forms of interaction that go beyond my established ways of thinking and
doing and represent those not yet attained selves and communities.
Like ordinary language philosophy, moral perfectionism takes both philosophy and the self as continually turning upon themselves. Both ordinary
language philosophy and moral perfectionism involve confronting our own
loss, shame and confusion in the meeting with our own or others’ dissonant
voices. When we are lost in our interaction with the other; or when we do
not know how to go on together, when the other, a text or a work of art,
through its exemplarity, puts our own efforts to shame; then our further interactions can go beyond current establishments and suggest further forms
selfhood and community, or we can make a stand and say, “I cannot go to
where you are”. It is in the meeting with the unintelligible in ourselves and
others that we are given the chance to work on our intelligibility, to create
further ordinaries or to make a stand for our current ways.
The education involved in meeting the dissonant voice is something I like
to call perfectionist education. Meeting the dissonant voice pushes me to
take a position, to uphold a stance. I can take the risky road of trying to interact with the dissonant voice in its own terms, outside established attunements, and in that way in some sense search for new forms of attunement.
Many times, perhaps most times, I will stand for my present ways. I take my
position as rational or moral. Nevertheless, no matter how I actually go on
with the dissonant voice, I can go on by just following the flow, either of the
dissonant voice or of the established practices of my community. However,
the conclusion of this dissertation is that dissonance demands something
more. It demands that I go “the bloody rough way”, as Wittgenstein puts it,
and make it clear where I stand and that I take upon myself the responsibility
for that position, for what I take as moral, rational and intelligible. The
movement of the self becomes my movement; the community I stand for
becomes my community, the community I give my consent to. Perfectionist
education consists in perfecting the interaction between the teacher and the
learner where both are given a fair chance to take a stance wherever that may
be, whether the outcomes are tragic or happy.
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2.2 Moral Perfectionism and Methods in Philosophy
Let me say something about the moral perfectionism I draw from the work
of Stanley Cavell. To Cavell, moral perfectionism is a way of practicing
philosophy. However, “moral perfectionism” is just one term for the kind of
philosophical labour found in Cavell’s work, and just one way to describe
what I am aiming to do. Here I focus on the demands moral perfectionism
puts on the philosopher. In Chapter Eleven perfectionism will be worked out
in relation to dissonance. These few remarks can be read as an account of my
method of investigation, how I attempt to go about my search for a philosophy for dissonant voices.
“Perfectionism” is in many ways a problematic term that is frequently
misconstrued. In fact when Cavell first introduces the notion it is a response
to how he thinks John Rawls misconstrues Nietzsche. It is Rawls who uses
the notion to describe Nietzschean ideas that he wishes to reject. To Cavell,
Rawls not only misreads Nietzsche and misunderstand perfectionism, but
also the misreading and misunderstanding involves a rejection of ideas crucial in understanding morality and justice and a rejection of what philosophy
can do and should do. By exploring moral perfectionism Cavell not only
shows the limitations of Rawls’ philosophy, but also sheds light on further
possibilities for (moral) philosophy at large. Cavell thus reclaims the notion
“moral perfectionism” for his own purposes.
Nonetheless, Rawls’ suspicions give us reasons to be worried about calling something “moral perfectionism”. Moral perfectionism is often thought
to be elitist. This view of perfectionism, often taken to belong to Nietzsche,
can be expressed as defining the good in terms of a society’s realisation of
excellences in art, culture and science. This is loosely Rawls’ view on perfectionism.2 This suggests a particular understanding of Nietzsche when he
says, in Schopenhauer as Educator, “Mankind must work continually to
produce individual great human beings.”3 It sounds as if there are some

2

John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1971), 325 n.
51. For a discussion of other versions of this idea see James Conant, “Nietzsche’s
Perfectionism: A Reading of Schopenhauer as Educator”, in Nietzsche's Postmoralism:
Essays on Nietzsche’s Prelude to Philosophy's Future, ed. Richard Schacht (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000).
3
This is the translation used by Rawls. See A Theory of Justice, 325 n. 51. The history of this
passage in A Theory of Justice is rather problematic. Rawls takes the Nietzsche quote from R.
J. Hollingdale’s book Nietzsche: The Man and his Philosophy (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1965), p. 127. This passage is omitted in later versions of Hollingdale’s
book and when Hollingdale later translates the Cambridge version the passage is slightly
different. The passage quoted by Rawls is a bit longer and it is the final sentence in the passage that is most problematic, but the first sentence quoted here runs as follows in the revised
version: “Mankind must work continually at the production of individual great human beings.” Friedrich Nietzsche, Schopenhauer as Educator. In Untimely Meditations. Translated
by R. J. Hollingdale (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 161. Or in the German
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“great human beings” different from the rest of us, and that it is the success
or excellence of these few great ones that determines the good. The ultimate
goal for all becomes the perfection of a few exceptionally endowed. The
political implications of this vision are undeniably horrific.
The word “perfection” may itself invite such an understanding of something called “moral perfectionism”. Perhaps Cavell would have been wiser to
leave the notion altogether. Perhaps I would do better to leave the notion and
just say whatever I want to say. But no! The notion of perfectionism, the
idea of perfecting, involves something important and it is important to remind ourselves of these aspects of what perfectionism can be. Claiming a
particular significance for a concept is a way to involve ourselves in the kind
of conversions that moral perfectionism is meant to cause.
In opposition to the elitist version of moral perfectionism let me putatively share a few features of how I think of the notion. A preliminary aspect of
moral perfectionism is its way of describing the history of philosophy not as
primarily a history of different dealings with a set of unusually difficult
problems of a particular sort (though philosophy certainly involves dealings
with problems), but as a conversation between philosophers, subjects,
friends and enemies, through texts, in lectures or seminars, in libraries or
coffee shops, with or without pokers. Philosophy as a history of responses.
(Not unlike my efforts to comfort my child.)
Of course philosophy is not only a response to what we may call philosophical expressions, but also to all that may be involved in human life. This
is not only something that happens in the philosophical seminar. Moral perfectionism can be described as “a certain mode of conversation”, a mode
fitting to philosophy, but as I wish to show it is equally present in children’s
literature, and as Cavell has shown in his readings of Hollywood comedies
and melodramas, it is present in our everyday responses to each other. Philosophy as everyday conversation.
We can think of thinking itself as inherently perfectionist, of thinking autonomous thoughts as involving “transfiguration and conversion” (CHU,
37).4 The new deed and new thought involves a transfiguration of our selves.
When we think autonomously – which according to Cavell, following Emerson, is true thinking – we cannot rely on the thoughts of others, nor on our
own past thoughts. Thinking means change, to grow, a conversion of my

original: “die Menschheit soll fortwährend daran arbeiten, einzelne grosse Menchen zu
erzeugen….”
4
Cavell, like Wittgenstein, frequently uses Christian notions to describe what he wants to do
in philosophy. I take Cavell to suggest a secular understanding of the human condition as in
need of redemption where the saving power comes from the human itself. For a discussion
along these lines but more focused on Nietzsche, Heidegger and Wittgenstein (all who clearly
influenced Cavell), see Stephen Mulhall, Philosophical Myths of the Fall (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2005).
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words, in my voice. If philosophy is anything it is thinking, at least it should
be; philosophy then is engaged in this existential and moral struggle.
Autonomous speech and thought is not, however, only a matter of breaking loose from the demands of society. It is not an individual endeavour in
this sense. It is not only about me using my words. It is a matter of converting our words to be my words and in doing so converting my words to be
our words. Thinking is a conversion of the ordinary and the common. It is a
claim to exemplarity that puts our present state to shame.
This is exactly what the elitist understanding of perfectionism gets wrong.
It is not the excellence of an elite, a cultural or political aristocracy, that
should be perfected. It is the constant perfecting of thoughts, words and
deeds, by converting them to be mine, by taking my thought and speech to
be exemplary for others and by the sense of shame I feel when I realise how
far I fall short of autonomous thought and speech when I see others as my
exemplars.5
Moreover, philosophy with perfectionist ambitions involves an autobiographical mode. Claiming words to be mine involves taking my words, and
the hope for the kind of life they involve, as exemplary. A bold claim indeed; but perhaps not so bold if we realise that claiming exemplarity also
means revealing my shame and showing my growth, or at least a hope of
redemption in the attempt to stake out one direction for intellectual conversion. This is not about a few exceptional individuals, but a struggle that
should involve everyone. The works of literature I engage with throughout
this text are not only examples of this, but also work as exemplars that provoke me to form autonomous thoughts through my readings of them. Hence
these readings of literature provide ways to philosophize.
A further question is of course what role dissonant voices may play here.
My answer is that however strange, absurd, vulgar or outright wrong a dissonant voice may seem, we cannot presume that it is not exemplary. Thinking, perfectionist thinking, requires a certain degree of openness to what
provokes us.6 In seriously engaging with dissonant voices, whether in the
texts we read or in our everyday lives, involves a few perfectionist features.
It involves an attention to the ordinary; a care of ourselves; that we are and
are faced with exemplars; demanding agreement; destabilising the concepts
with which we approach the world; questioning or attending to our commu5

Clearly both Emerson and Nietzsche, the former Cavell’s primary interlocutor in developing
his moral perfectionism, were heavily influenced by Kant’s remarks in The Critique of the
Power of Judgement when he writes about artistic genius. See e.g. Immanuel Kant Critique of
the Power of Judgement (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 5:308. See also Eli
Friedlander, “On examples, representatives, measures, standards, and the ideal”, in Reading
Cavell, ed. Alice Crary and Sanford Shieh (London & New York: Routledge, 2006).
6
Cavell frequently quotes Emerson’s line, “Truly speaking, it is not instruction, but provocation that I can receive from another soul.” See CHU 37-38 or the epigraph in The Claim of
Reason.
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nal consent: trusting ourselves, our genius and impulses; that we go through
conversions, transformative changes and growth; in short that we perfect
ourselves.
Underlying these features, or perhaps guiding them, is the idea that the
self and our communities are continually becoming. The self, our communities and our impulses are always transcending themselves, continually moving beyond us, attained, yet unattained. As Cavell puts it, “perfectionism has
its foundation in rethinking” (CHU, xxix). The perfectionist continually
seeks instruction from other voices, not to restrain what is bad about him or
her, but to be open for what is good (CHU, 18). In perfectionism we are educations for one another, and in that sense perfectionism is a philosophy of
education, even for education, providing education.7
The topic of dissonant voices is thus internal to the method of investigation. Moreover, perfectionist philosophy may not only be suitable for investigating dissonant voices; if philosophy involves autonomous thinking it is
always potentially dissonant in itself. Philosophy may be that unconventional, that idiosyncratic, that it becomes mere nonsense to my fellows. Then
philosophy’s exemplariness is challenged as much as philosophy poses a
challenge. The philosopher is in a position of both providing education and
standing in true need of it, an education beyond established routes of
thought. Philosophy as perfectionist education.

2.3 Attunement and Dissonance
Here I shall give a preliminary introduction to attunement and dissonance. A
more elaborate take on these notions is given in the third part of the dissertation. Although I find enlightening the analogy with musical terms such as
attunement, harmony and dissonance, there are many more notions that may
shed light on this fundamental aspect of human life (and not only human life,
but perhaps living beings in general). I will talk about distance and separateness, or say things such as “being able to go on together” or “being lost”.
Other times these notions will be embedded in the literature I read or the
story I recount, without being explicitly expressed. The different notions and
narrative images are meant to bring out different aspects of how deeply life
is involved with what I call attunement and dissonance.
The story begins with the very basics of life. It begins with what Wittgenstein calls form of life. “Form of life” may, as Cavell suggests (NYUA, 4142), refer to both social and biological aspects of life, to both the kind of
7

That moral perfectionism can be thought of as a form of philosophy of education has been
explored with great clarity by Naoko Saito. See Naoko Saito, The Gleam of Light. But also
more briefly and from another perspective in Peter Dula, Cavell, Companionship, and
Christian theology, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011)., 67-74.
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animal we are and the kind of sociality we are involved with. The social and
the biological are givens when we investigate language. That we breathe,
walk, use our hands to grasp things, that we cry, that we have audible voices
and ears to hear them, and that we use these capacities and practice these
things, not only in solitude, but together, is part of what is given when we
speak and write. How we work with this form of life of ours can of course be
very different. Hence, we can also talk about forms of life, not only other
forms than that of humans, but different human forms of life.
As I understand Wittgenstein’s insight, and as I try to practice philosophy,
I do not take this as a theoretical explanation of the workings of our language. I can talk about form of life, forms of life and our weave of life, when
I am lost, when our metaphysics and epistemology seem to lead me nowhere, or when I am unable to know what I mean. In such circumstances it
may be useful to consider the point of using certain words or expressions in
my form of life, or the role of a concept in my weave of life. It is a matter of
paying attention to where our words have a place and a function and to recognise when we force our words from that place where words have no point
or use. For example, when I ask, “What is ‘grief’?” I should look at the role
of that word in my life and in my life with others. I consider my use of the
word and when that use has significance in interaction with others. Forms of
life are given when I consider the use of my words.
An investigation of the notion “grief” may lead me to recognise that my
use of “grief” is in agreement, or is attuned, with how many others use it. It
may help me realise that my response to phenomena that I refer to as grief by
and large agrees with others’ responses. Our weaves of life are sewn together, we are attuned. And, as in a harmonic structure, my voice, the words and
expressions I use, can be understood and heard as a part of a chord or a melody, or a whole symphony of life. Outside such attunement that single voice
is not even a voice. It is mute or nonsense. This means that although the idea
of attunement in forms of life is not meant to explain anything it gives a
sense of how dependent we are on this attunement and how useful it is to
remind ourselves of how we are attuned. We are attuned in how we talk, not
in the content of what we say. But if we are not attuned at all in what we say
and do – if we did not agree on anything being true for example– it would be
futile to talk about attunement.
The story turns out to be a bit more complicated than this, however. I
have presumed that there is a “We” that is attuned, but the introductory story
of giving comfort began from the assumption that my child and I were involved in becoming attuned. In our case there was no attunement to start
with. Rather, attunement was something we achieved. Certainly, when we
learn new practices this is often what happens. We attune to more experienced practitioners. Or, as may be the case of comforting the child, we form
a new practice. Thus, when talking about attunement in forms of life as
something given this is not given a priori in any traditional sense. Attune-
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ment in the ordinary becomes a task. To responsibly say “We” becomes a
task. The philosophical method of, call it, Wittgensteinian ordinary language
philosophy, as I practice it as a form of perfectionism, is to test when we can
say “We” and question when we cannot and still try to.8
Turning an investigation to attunement is a procedure to work on philosophical problems. As my introductory story indicates, it is a way to give an
account of everyday struggles in my life, not to explain my life, but to give a
kind of confession. “[It] is a matter of ethical and political commitment to
create a usable we”, as Naomi Scheman puts it.9 Philosophy of attunement is
a story about taking steps from biology to culture to ethics and back again. It
is recognising that ethics is nothing outside the flesh and blood of real lives,
even the life of the philosopher, and definitively not a subject divorced from
other philosophical areas.
If attunement in the ordinary is something we may turn to when we are
lost and if we acknowledge that the ordinary is a task, it is not hard to imagine situations where we are not attuned, situations where it seems impossible
to go on together.10 It is easy to imagine that we are not attuned in everything, perhaps not even in most things. I am not attuned with my child when
he cries and I cannot find ways to comfort him. We are definitely not always
attuned in the language we speak. The child may not even speak a language
yet. I am not attuned in some scientific practices and do not master the language of those practices. I take this to be similar to all living beings. Life is
not always attuned to itself and its environment, it grows in and out of tune
and so does its environment. Dissonance seems to be as common in forms of
life as attunement. No wonder some may find it troubling when someone,
like the ordinary language philosopher, like myself, tries to implicate us in a
“We” that we may not feel a part of. If ordinary language philosophers want
us to recognise that we can engage fruitfully in philosophy by acknowledging our ordinary attunement, I would add that ordinary language philosophy
must also attract our attention to our ordinary dissonance.
Wittgenstein’s writings are abundant with examples of more or less plausible scenes of dissonance, many of them involving the meeting between a
teacher and a student or a representative of an experienced speaker, an elder,
and a learner, a child. In the Philosophical Investigations Wittgenstein gives
several examples of a teacher giving a student an instruction to continue a
8

Stanley Cavell, “Companionable Thinking” in Stanley Cavell, Cora Diamond, John
McDowell, Ian Hacking & Cary Wolfe Philosophy and Animal Life (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2008), 96.
9
Naomi Scheman “A Storied World: On Meeting and Being Met” in Richard Eldridge &
Bernard Rhie (eds) Stanley Cavell and Literary Studies: Consequences of Scepticism (New
York: Continuum, 2011), 104.
10
For a discussion of the problems parents and children have in going on together see Paul
Smeyers & Stefan Ramaekers “Child Rearing: Passivity and being able to go on. Wittgenstein
on shared practices and going on” in Journal of Educational Philosophy and Theory Vol. 40
No. 5 (2008).
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series of numbers and the pupil responds to the instruction in a way that the
teacher cannot accept as doing what should be done in response to such an
instruction. Wittgenstein’s pupil then insists that they are doing what the
teacher tells them and pushes the teacher to the extent that the teacher cannot
justify a particular response to the instruction. Wittgenstein suggests that
when justification comes to an end we may get to the point at which we are
inclined to say: “This is simply what I do.” (PI § 217). I will return to these
examples throughout the coming chapters.
In discussing these examples Wittgenstein emphasises the absurdity of the
pupils’ responses and their insistence that they are following the instruction.
But Wittgenstein also acknowledges that sometimes we can see a system in
the pupils’ mistakes and even that their responses can be seen as an offshoot
or variant of our practice (PI § 143). Wittgenstein’s scenes of instruction,
whether he intended it or not, bring forth the tension between tolerance for
deviation in learning a practice or being initiated in a form of life, and the
need for stability in our established ways of doing things. We cannot and
should not accept anything as writing a correct series of numbers, but we
also want to be able to go on interacting, even in basic arithmetic, with the
pupils we teach.
Wittgenstein’s “scene of instruction” will make us wonder what justifies
the teacher to say that the pupil’s natural reaction to the instruction is mistaken.12 What justifies us saying that the teacher and pupil are out of tune?
And again, even if the pupil did follow the instruction in a way that we (and
the teacher) can accept, how do we know that the pupil is not just going
through the motions? How do we know that the pupil actually understood
the meaning of the instruction? What makes the pupil’s responses meaningful and not mere scribbles on a paper or mere sounds? The same philosophical questions seem to arise again and again. Attunement appears to have
taken us nowhere. Even though our attunements are a part of our forms of
life, this helps us recognise that our forms of life, our natural reactions, can
also be dissonant.
It is helpful to see Wittgenstein’s notion of natural reactions as a sibling
to the notion of forms of life. We are attuned in how to react to a certain line
of words or gestures in quite specific ways. Despite all our dissonances, our
agreements in judgement as competent language users are incredibly stable.
But how do we come to agreement? Wittgenstein’s answer to this question is
at times rather narrow. In the Investigations he talks about drilling, practising
and training.13 Cavell gives a more nuanced picture. The immediate problem
12

“Scene of instruction” is Cavell’s term for the example in Wittgenstein. See CHU, 71.
I take Kripke’s vision to be a paradigm case of such misreadings. Still, I think Wittgenstein
lends himself to such readings by giving the impression that he thinks of language acquisition
broadly as a matter of training and drilling. For discussion see CHU, Ch. 2, and Steinar
Bøyum, “Philosophy and Language Learning” in Studies in Philosophy and Education vol. 15
no. 1 (2007), 42-46.
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with the drilling and training picture is that it seems to give the responsibility
for learning only to the elders, the teachers. But, of course, Wittgenstein
must know that the success of training is also determined by the responses of
the trainee. The training and drilling pictures may thus obscure the mutuality
in coming to attunement. Even more problematic is that to speak a language
it is not enough to be able to use a word within the very specific context I
have learned to use it. Language becomes useful when I can project that
word into new contexts (CR, 180-190).
Learning a word is not only a matter of learning to apply it when others
expect me to, it involves a whole life with that word, a life that we do not
know the end of. Knowing the meaning of “apple” can involve speaking
about apple pies, cider, red and green, prices and weights, songs, stories,
myths, games, apple sauce or the fall. In learning a word I learn all these
things and since there is no end to this list, since there are always new contexts in which we could project our words, learning language is never over
(CR, 180). Here lies a perfectionist aspect of our interaction in language.
There is always an opening for moving beyond our present state. Dissonance
provides such an opening, but also shows its risks. We can’t accept just any
new projections. We can’t understand just anything.
That we cannot comprehend just any new projection is not a metaphysical
claim about the limits of language, but a statement about our practical ability
to make sense of things. It means that we do not know how far our attunement reaches. Sometimes, even quite often, someone, a child or a grownup,
makes a projection that we do not understand, and sometimes I make a projection that no one else understands. We are always under the threat of dissonance.
Indeed, attunement runs deep. We agree in our form of life. We agree in
our natural reactions, in how we respond to each other and what we take as a
response, in how we project words into new contexts, in not only taking
others as representatives of what we can say, but also in taking ourselves as
such representatives, in suggesting, so to speak, how we can go on with our
words. We not only come to attunement, we are responsible for our mutual
attunement. We demand attunement from each other. My infant demands
attunement with me. My child needs me to recognise and respond to its
needs and its expressions of those needs. I demand attunement of my children. I attempt to live with them.
Nevertheless, sometimes our natural reactions are out of tune, we do not
agree and our form of life is dissonant. I can always ask whether this is my
form of life. I can test if this life, our life – involving the language we speak,
the way we laugh, our pointing fingers, all our agreements in judgements – is
a life I wish to live. I may want to make sure that this attunement is something I can give my consent to. On such occasions there is not enough
agreement to get off the ground. What we say to each other becomes absurd
and incomprehensible. What we do becomes irrational and strange. Instead
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of finding a way back to common ground for how we live, we are truly lost.
Thus we see the real force of the challenge of dissonance, we see how absurd
it seems to us and how dependent we are on our agreement. Of course this is
worrisome. What we think of as most evident, what we depend on in living
human lives, does not rest on any foundations other than ourselves. We do
go on together, mostly without interruptions, but we do not know for how
long, and we do get interrupted, particularly by our children. We are right to
dismiss dissonance. However, we are also right to heed dissonance and even
learn from it. We are all teachers and learners, all children and elders.
It might seem obvious that we would not, should not, stray from our rather solid attunements. But what about when our lives with the environment,
our lives with animals, our lives with time, or with work, or with art, or as
families, as sexed or gendered beings, or our social roles, or moral discourses, are questioned? How far can we let our attunement in these areas of our
lives be challenged, or be subject to radical changes? Shall we accept street
art as art or is it vandalism of public spaces? Can we live differently with the
environment, think of it as a part of us, even as having consciousness? Are
such projections of “us” and “consciousness” possible? To what extent can I
let go of my identity as a man, as subject to a particular gender? Do I really
need to identify myself as a man? In what way would I lose my attunement
with others if I didn’t?
These may be unsettling questions, or they may not. They may challenge
our attunement in unreasonable ways, or they may not. The point is that it is
hard to find an a priori principle that determines when or how we let our
attunements be challenged by and even adjusted to dissonances. We just
have to follow Wittgenstein’s advice and look on a case by case basis remembering that every challenge is in a way unreasonable. This is what I will
attempt to do in this dissertation. In a sense then I shall follow Cavell in
exploring “the relation of a voice to different voices”, the relation of the
dissonant voice to the harmony of voices in communities or forms of life.14
Moreover, the point of talking about dissonance is to remind us of the difficulty of turning to the ordinary when we are lost in reflection about how to
go on and cannot find an ordinary to attune to. Talk of dissonance has the
same therapeutic purpose as talking about attunement, but without any reference to which we can turn to find our ways around. Acknowledging the dissonant voice is therapy without a home, without a couch.
When the philosophical therapy of the ordinary language philosophers
goes from a turn to our attuned practices to the provocations of dissonant
voices then it enters the business of moral perfectionism. To embark on the
journey of perfecting I need to experience the shame of the unthinkably excellent exemplar or the horror of the destructiveness of monstrous evils.
14

Sandra Laugier “Introduction to the French edition of Must We Mean What We Say?” in
Critical Inquiry vol. 37 no. 4 (2011), 634.
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These expressions push me to find further forms of ways of making myself
intelligible to myself when lost in my meeting the unintelligible dissonant
voice of another.

2.4 Children and Children’s Literature: An Education
for a Grownup
I have already suggested that moral perfectionism as an approach to philosophy may involve readings of literature. I have also suggested that in investigating children’s dissonant voices literature can be a way to imaginatively
investigate the margins of our forms of life. Let me expand on this a little
and also expand on what my turn to child-adult interaction involves.
By now it should be clear that I try to avoid a certain kind of theoretical
and political way of responding to otherness, to voices in the margins of our
form of life, to dissonant voices. The theories and politics I insistently try to
avoid are those that in various ways try to lay down requirements or conditions for interactions between living beings, whether those interactions are
linguistic, aesthetic, moral or any everyday interactions between a subject
and its environment. What I want to avoid is theory as a reduction of phenomena such as otherness or childhood to a set of essential requirements.
Avoiding making such theoretical claims is a tricky business and I am not at
all sure that one can always be entirely successful in this. I take this to the
kind of dogmatism we so easily fall into when philosophising that Wittgenstein speaks of (PI § 131). Also, it is not my ambition to do away with theory
altogether. I want to show what it could mean to give a qualified account of
children’s dissonance without a theory that conditions what we count as
what, but with a kind of overview of our theoretical, social and natural temptations to see those interactions with a certain kind of (prejudiced) outlook.
As I have suggested, interactions between children and their elders are
particularly elucidating since children often are at the margins of our forms
of life. For human children, at least compared to other mammals, it takes a
very long time to become attuned in the most basic forms of interactions and
no human comes anywhere near being attuned with all the interactions we
engage in as humans. Children naturally seem to be on the margins of many
of our forms of life and practices. An infant’s first expressions, cries and
smiles are not even close to being accepted as speech, though some form of
communication is clearly taking place. Children are in dissonance. Nonetheless, since growing up and becoming attuned in different ways is part of life,
children’s marginal voices are a part of human life.15
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Attending to children’s dissonant voices is also a way to elucidate in what
ways communities can (and cannot) learn from dissonant voices. Much, but
definitely not all, of children’s dissonance can be explained by their immaturity; they have not grown to accept all the givens of their elders’ forms of
life. As Dewey maintains, such immaturity is not merely a lack of something. It is what makes growth possible.16 This means that, even though our
forms of life are givens for our interactions, we constantly need to take responsibility for those ordinary forms of life and in our interactions with children we need to take upon us the task of coming to an ordinary with them.
Adults’ attunement in established practices becomes the given that we go on
from, and with the child we have to come to that attunement. Interactions
with children can therefore provide opportunities for us to recognise our
ordinary attunements, as well as to recognise when the attunements we live
in are not ours, when we cannot say “We do” or “We say.” If the alternative
to a theoretical account of otherness is what Wittgenstein calls leading our
words (and lives) back to their ordinary home (PI §116), we must also
acknowledge that instead of conditions determining our interactions, the
ordinary is our creation. I create a “home” for expressions of comfort when
my infant and I attune to each other.
Children’s literature helps me to engage with the experiences of children
as dissonant voices. It reminds me of the different homes for our words in
conversations with children. This is how children’s literature can become
philosophy. I turn to children’s literature, as Cavell turns to romantic literature, “not for illustrations, but for allegories, experiments, conceptual investigations, a working out of this complex of issues, and I claim that that is
what they are, that’s what produces these texts.”17 Later in the same discussion Cavell says, “I want story-telling to be thinking….”18 I read children’s
literature as a way of thinking about the philosophical approaches to meaning, morality and rationality. Children’s literature on the theme of dissonance helps me to see the task of establishing an ordinary, of finding forms
of life that both the dissonant voice and I can claim to be ours, of seeing
dissonance as part of our ordinary experience. It becomes a reminder that
however frustrated a dissonant voice may be, however difficult to under16

Dewey, Democracy and Education, 60. Naoko Saito has discussed extensively these aspects of Dewey’s philosophy in the light of Cavell’s readings of Emerson and Thoreau. See
e.g. Naoko Saito, The Gleam of Light, “Pragmatism and the Tragic Sense: Deweyan Growth
in an age of Nihilism” in Journal of Philosophy of Education, Vol. 36 No. 2 (2002) and “Perfectionism and the Love of Humanity: Democracy as a Way of Life after Dewey, Thoreau and
Cavell” in Journal of Speculative Philosophy Vol. 20 No. 2 (2006).
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stand, however unacceptable it may seem, it can also communicate something. For instance, Ellen Handler Spitz writes about how the depiction of
Max’s wolf-suit in Where the Wild Things Are can cause an experience of
how “the deep wisdom that a child’s naughtiness can be, in part, an outgrowth of his very smallness and of his frustration at his own helplessness.”19
Children’s literature becomes a means to conceptualise frustrations, helplessness, and smallness, not only of the child but also of adulthood. Children’s literature becomes a way to explore actual and possible forms of engagement beyond established ways of interactions.
This take on reading children’s literature for philosophical insights sets
my study apart from much else that is done in philosophy of literature, where
children’s literature is not frequently studied, and from literary theory on
children’s literature. It also sets the study apart from much work that is done
on children’s literature in philosophy of education and childhood. For instance, many of the strongest accounts of children’s literature in philosophy
of education focus on how it can serve as a pedagogical tool to teach certain
principles, moral values, or to introduce different complicated issues involving everything from learning to use certain words or the difficulty of sharing
toys, in picture books for the youngest, to problems concerning sexuality, in
novels for teenagers. For instance, Joanna Haynes and Karin Murris’ work,
culminating in their recent book Picturebooks, Pedagogy and Philosophy,
has in various ways demonstrated the philosophical power of picture books.20
Their discussion, however, is focused on the role of picture books in the
context of discussing philosophical issues with children. Nevertheless, their
discussion of children’s idiosyncratic reasoning in response to their teachers’
readings of children’s literature is draws attention to the difficulty of responding to what I call dissonant voices in educational practice.
Studying children’s literature thus works as a method for me to come to
see my relation to children more clearly and in new lights. Studying children’s literature shifts the centre of my attention. Taking children’s literature
with the same kind of philosophical seriousness as philosophers would take
readings of Plato, Aristotle, Kant or Wittgenstein, or with the same seriousness and intensity with which academia tends to Shakespeare, Ibsen, Kafka
or Proust, gives room for acknowledging the significance of easily neglected
aspects of life. As Naomi Scheman notes in discussing how queer and Jewish perspectives are culturally and structurally downplayed, such readings
invite certain kinds of questions.
From whose vantage point is the world most accurately seen? Whose art and
literature set the standards for aesthetic excellence? Whose experiences represent generically human encounters with life, death, the natural and social
19
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worlds? Shifting the center with respect to questions such as these – shifting
which work is taken as most interesting, innovative, significant, worth supporting and encouraging (so taken by those who set curricula, give grants,
make decisions about tenure and promotion) – has nothing to do with freedom
of speech or academic freedom; but it is so profoundly threatening to those
whose placement at the centre has seemed to them a fact of nature, faced with
such shifts…, they are convinced, I suspect in some cases sincerely, that their
rights must be being violated.21

What could be more threatening than questioning the relation between
children and adults? “Naturally” it often seems to us, privileged adults, that
children are less capable, less rational, less knowledgeable and less responsible than adults. Shifting the centre of our attention through the careful
study of art that is attentive to children’s experience and life at the margins
of adulthood is a way to question the apparent obviousness of such assumptions.
I am concerned not only, like Cavell and Wittgenstein, with how thinking
about children may help me dissolve certain philosophical difficulties, but
also with how to avoid the philosophical difficulties that arise in my meeting
children’s dissonant voices. Reading children’s literature becomes a way to
philosophise, a way to see the possibilities of the dissonant voice, to see that
the incomprehensible can express things and that it is my imagination of
different forms of expression and my acknowledgement of a particular voice
that sets the limits for my form of life. That is how the philosophical reading
of children’s literature is a moral perfectionist approach to philosophy. Studying dissonance through literature widens our imagination of what we take
as an expression, what our form of life can contain, and helps us to transcend
our present selves by destabilising what we can think of as a “We”. These
readings are meant to exemplify different trajectories of an “I” in relation to
a “We”. Hence my readings of children’s literature link the study of dissonance and attunement with the moral perfectionist approach to philosophical
work by unsettling my adult certainty, shifting the centre of my attention so
to speak. Children’s literature lets me be lost not only in meeting the dissonant voice but also in exploring the world as a dissonant child.
My turn to children’s literature also marks a struggle to avoid essentialism
when thinking of children. I do this by letting the literary accounts determine
the age of the children in the scenes I discuss. In some cases, such as Shaun
Tan’s The Red Tree, Var är min syster?, and The Lorax, the ages of the
characters in the books are quite unclear. The Lorax and The Red Tree could
be as much about a teenager as a seven year old. In other cases, Ronia the
Robber’s Daughter, How to Train a Dragon, or the Harry Potter books, although the latter two are part of series of books that follow a child growing
21
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up, the age of the child is important to how we understand the story. How I
talk about dissonance is of course dependent on the kind of practice or situation the dissonance occurs within. The search for an attuned form of comforting can, but will not necessarily, look very different when trying to give
and receive comfort as a fifteen year old or as an infant. For example, the
fifteen year old may be comforted by words with a particular meaning,
whereas the infant may find comfort in just hearing a soothing voice where
the meaning of the words bear no real significance except for the one who
speaks them.
My point in choosing many different accounts of children of different ages, of different genders, and in various different situations, is to demonstrate
many different aspects and variants of dissonance. What marks the child
protagonists in these works is how, in very different ways, they are at the
margins of the practice or form of life in which the scene plays out. The
point is to shift the emphasis from the child’s ability, for example, to reason
or know a particular issue. Shifting this emphasis suggests a wider range of
grounds to go on from with these children and the situations in which we
meet them. The shift of emphasis is an attempt on my part to demonstrate,
what I take to be a Wittgensteinian point: how one phenomenon seems remarkably opaque because I assume another to be more or less transparent.
That is, when I consider the age of a child, or someone simply as a child, that
comes with various assumptions about how I should interact with that child,
as it often does in my approach to men and women or people of various cultures and assumed backgrounds. Shifting my emphasis from age and abilities
to other aspects of those interactions is meant to elucidate that it can be the
things that we take for granted in our interactions with children that are most
questionable and unclear.
Indeed, it seems quite natural to assume that the child’s ability to read is
important to how we interact with the child in teaching them to read. But
what if we let that assumption go for a while? What if we let the centre of
our attention be on the point of the actions, thoughts, words and emotions in
the interactions in the scene of instruction of reading? Will we see things
more clearly? I think so. At the very least because it provides a more varied
experience of how a voice can be heard.
The shift of attention is not meant to dismiss that children’s abilities develop over time. The shift rather focuses our attention to the particular voice.
Therefore I avoid a focus on the age and abilities of the children I discuss
unless that is crucial to the situation. Not because such issues are irrelevant,
but because it allows me to present other pictures of our interactions with
children’s dissonant voices. Different relations, social and institutional settings, cultural norms, types of practices and so on may affect interactions in
infinite ways. I will only be able to say something about a few forms of dissonances hoping that the reader will find ways to go on from that to lead
their own confusions back to the manifold of disharmonies of an ordinary
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human form of life. I want to offer a suggestion for how engagement with
dissonance through the readings of children’s literature helps to show openings to the transcendence of relations between a self and its community or of
what kind of expression I take to belong to a community.

Part II: Philosophy, Reason, Morality &
Children’s Literature

3. Philosophy through Distance and Loss

Writing in the right style is setting the carriage on the
rails.
—Wittgenstein, Culture and Value, 39
…sometimes you just don’t know what you are supposed to do or who you are meant to be or where you
are...
—Shaun Tan, The Red Tree
One inconvenience I sometimes experienced in so
small a house, the difficulty of getting to a sufficient
distance from my guest when we began to utter the
big thoughts in big words. You want room for your
thoughts to get into sailing trim and run a course or
two before they make their port.
—Thoreau, Walden, VI, 3

At the beginning of The Claim of Reason Stanley Cavell asks how we can
approach a text like Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations. Can we
read such a work without acknowledging that “the way this work is written
is internal to what it teaches, which means that we cannot understand the
manner…before we understand the work” (CR, 3)? Cavell goes on to suggest that the Investigations presents a philosophy “written in criticism of
itself” (CR, 3) and follows up by insisting that we understand “philosophy
not as a set of problems but a set of texts” (CR, 3), which I take to mean that
philosophy can be understood as responding to itself rather than as working
out particular problems (although working with particular problems certainly
is part of such responses).
In this chapter I explore these two proposals of Cavell’s: (i) that philosophy is foremost a set of texts to be read and not solely a set of problems to be
solved; and (ii) that the way a philosophical work is written is internal to
what it teaches. The point of exploring these claims is to spell out useful
ways to philosophically investigate child-adult interactions and the possible
role of children’s literature in such investigations.
I begin by suggesting that the question of manner and style in texts like
Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations and Thoreau’s Walden is tightly
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bound to the kind of distance between the reader and writer these texts feed
on.
As I go on I shall investigate Cavell’s claims by reading three very different texts. First, I read a few paragraphs from Wittgenstein’s remarks on rulefollowing in the Investigations in order to investigate how philosophy can be
conceived as a set of texts. Second, I read Thoreau’s Walden: Or, Life in the
Woods (and Cavell’s reading of Walden in his Senses of Walden) to investigate how the style and manner of a philosophical work is internal to its
teaching. In working on both these claims through Wittgenstein and Thoreau
I especially focus on the notions of distance and loss that figure in their
work. Taking up distance and loss as a way to understand how philosophy
can be considered as a set of texts and how its content relates to its style
allows me to show how Wittgensteinian philosophy can be a fruitful point of
departure for exploring teacher-student and child-adult interactions.
I will suggest that we can further complicate Wittgenstein’s examples of
child-adult interactions by directing attention to the emotional dimensions of
such interactions. Moreover, though Cavell provides noteworthy accounts of
such interactions and an elucidating discussion of the complications of human interactions in general, I find a need to supplement his accounts of
child-adult interactions in the spirit of the clarity and complexity of, for example, his discussion of the interactions of spouses in his readings of remarriage comedies, Ibsen’s A Doll House or of Shakespeare’s Othello.
Therefore I will finally turn to Shaun Tan’s picture book The Red Tree to
explore the emotional dimensions of loss and distance in child-adult interactions and to complicate the Wittgensteinian and Cavellian vision.
I end by suggesting how Cavell’s two claims as well as the notions of distance and loss give me reason to turn to children’s literature to orient myself
among troublesome aspects of the child-adult interaction and localise the
child’s voice in those interactions.

3.1 Dissonance and Distance: Hearing Texts Through
the Echo of the Wilderness
“I should have liked to produce a good book”, Wittgenstein writes in what
his editors published as the preface to Philosophical Investigations. Earlier
in the same preface he says, “after several unsuccessful attempts to weld my
results into such a whole, I realized that I should never succeed.” His very
thoughts seem to resist this.
The best I could write would never be more than philosophical remarks; my
thoughts were soon crippled if I tried to force them in any single direction
against their natural inclination. —And this was, of course, connected with the
very nature of my investigation (PI, Preface).
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It seems as if Wittgenstein thinks that a philosophical work, at least his
kind of philosophical work, cannot result in a “good book.” The Investigations appears to be the result of several attempts to present his philosophy in
different ways, which is shown throughout Wittgenstein’s Nachlass. This is
crucial to think about what Wittgenstein is doing in the Investigations. It is
not only an expression of his sense that he is failing as a writer, but also an
expression of how Wittgenstein’s literary manner, or method, or style, is
interlinked with the content of his philosophy.
Here I will follow Stanley Cavell in suggesting that Thoreau’s Walden
can throw some light on what kind of difficulties are involved in writing “a
good book.” In both Walden and Cavell’s writings on Walden the notion of
distance becomes crucial. Here is Thoreau in the chapter called “Sounds”,
All sound heard at the greatest possible distance produces one and the same
effect, a vibration of the universal lyre, just as the intervening atmosphere
makes a distant ridge of earth interesting to our eyes by the azure tint it imparts to it (W, IV, 18).

The writer of Walden is charmed by the natural melodious sounds he
hears at great distance. The writer is uncertain about the source of the
sounds, but lets the sound formed by distance become an inspirational teacher articulating “the original sound of Nature” (W, IV, 15-18).
This may be understood as an attempt to be completely honest in one’s
thoughts, to only say what we hear and see the beauty in that. It is a trope
that expresses the importance of listening to sounds and voices that we cannot fully grasp and gaining from them by paying attention to what we actually do hear, to the sound.1
The writer of Walden mentions that he mistakes cows’ groaning for a
group of minstrels because of the vast distance from the sound and that this
discovery is a pleasant surprise (W, IV 19). He says, “I do not mean to be
satirical, but to express my appreciation of those youths’ singing, when I
state that I perceived clearly that it was akin to the music of the cow, and
they were at length one articulation of Nature” (W, IV, 19).
A few lines earlier he writes,
The echo is, to some extent, an original sound, and therein is the magic and
charm of it. It is not merely a repetition of what was worth repeating in the
bell, but partly the voice of the wood, the same trivial words and notes sung
by a wood-nymph (W, IV, 18).

1

David L. Norton “The Moral Individualism of Henry David Thoreau” in Royal Institute of
Philosophy Lecture Series Vol. 19 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 249.
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With such words the writer seems to express his appreciation for the original place of sounds in Nature where sounds are free to travel without the
interruption of human made walls. Nevertheless, there is more to it. The
distant sounds heard by Thoreau are not fully comprehensible to him; he
cannot completely make out what they are and is often mistaken. This is, to
my mind, a trope for the relation between speaker and listener, the beholder
and the beheld, reader and writer, and teacher and student. It is an expression
of insecurity and confusion in facing the sound of dissonance. What are we
really hearing, cows or minstrels?
Further, this allusion to sound can be read as a way for the writer of Walden to say that because of his efforts to be true to his own nature his readers
may try to figure out who this writer really is, what he really is saying, as if
it was something beyond the natural sounds of the text that determines its
meaning. Letting us know how he is satisfied with the echoes, not knowing
if he hears minstrels or cows, he also tells us that it is possible to be satisfied
with his text as the text is when we read it. An echo is not a distortion of the
original sound; a sound is a sound as it is, echo and all, a cow or a minstrel.
Can we find such satisfaction in a book that is not “good”?
Despite the uncertainties in what we hear when listening at a distance, or
to a dissonant voice, there is something about that distance that makes us
hear things more clearly. Only in the echo can we hear clearly how the
woods sound. The forest is an environment that produces a particular kind of
sound. This is one of the reasons for Thoreau to distance himself from his
community, from conventional forms of literature and philosophy. He positions himself, as Cavell puts it, “just far enough to be seen [or heard] clearly” (S, 11). He presents himself as a dissonant voice through which his readers and beholders could gain a clear view of their own position and their own
lives. Showing himself at a distance, both in his writing and his life at Walden, he presents himself as a dissonant voice. By working with him and his
text we may find ourselves coming into harmony with him and thus experiencing the transformation from dissonance to harmony.2
The two metaphors that are defining my study meet. I ground my investigation by describing human interactions through the metaphors of sound (or
music) and space. For the spatial metaphor the concept of distance becomes
the key term, marking the physical, emotional and social space between interlocutors, reader and writer, or teacher and student. This space between
persons is a way to point to how, despite our best attempts, our understanding of each other is always incomplete, but also that because of such incompleteness there is a point to talking about understanding, communication or
2

Writers’ distancing themselves from their readers can of course be reversed. Readers can
distance themselves from a text and the culture(s) and establishments the text represents.
Thus, the reader can sound dissonant when interacting with the text. However, such distances
and dissonances are most likely not as common in regard to Wittgenstein and Thoreau’s
eccentric ways of writing.
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interactions. The musical metaphor involves the concepts of dissonance and
attunement signifying what happens when we interact and the disruptions of
our interactions.
With the spatial terms I foremost wish to point to the stylistic aspects of
human communication, whether in philosophical texts or in giving or responding to instructions in a classroom or elsewhere, and how these interlink
with what is said. The musical notions are meant to shed light on the ordinary practices in which we find ourselves in harmony – which of course
doesn’t mean that we have bridged the distance between us but, as I say in
Chapter Seven, attunement requires acknowledging different voices as separate, standing in different positions, but in the harmony of ordinary life.
“Dissonance” marks the risk and factuality of reoccurring interruptions of
that attunement.
The musical and spatial metaphors meet in the notion of loss that I constantly return to and which I develop through the notion of distance in this
chapter. The existential loss that I elaborate on grows both out of a spatial
sense of not finding one’s way and of the musical sense of not knowing how
to go on with the tune we are playing. Both senses of loss involve a form of
lost contact with the world, others and ourselves. The notions of distance,
attunement and dissonance are meant to disrupt assumptions of what such
contact can consist in by suggesting that contact may not at all be what we
need to find our way or to continue playing together. As an improvising musician I have often found myself in a position where I do not know how to go
on with the other musicians, and in music it is seldom very rewarding just to
continue playing the same thing as the others. In interesting improvisation
each musician adds something of their own to the process; they mark the
distance from each other as much as they manifest that they play together.
It is through this sense of distance, dissonance, attunement and loss that
reading Walden can help orient myself in Wittgenstein’s Investigations.
Wittgenstein’s book is at a distance from what is expected from a conventional philosophical work. His text is very much a dissonant voice in the
philosophical landscape both of today and of his own time. It is not a “good”
philosophical book in any conventional understanding of what a good book
could be. Perhaps a good book in this sense would be a work where, as Wittgenstein puts it, “thoughts should proceed from one subject to another in a
natural, smooth sequence” (PI, Preface). Wittgenstein’s investigation is not
like this. Rather, the nature of the investigation compels him to “travel crisscross in every direction over a wide field of thought” (PI, Preface). Such
criss-crossing allows Wittgenstein to do something that cannot be done in a
good book. It allows him to write a book that we can read at a distance, identifying the distance between his readers and his writers, and giving his readers the responsibility to rework his thoughts and make them their own. In
Wittgenstein’s echo we can hear our own original sound just because we get
lost among the scattered remarks, the different voices and the criss-crossing
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paths in the book. In a sense no matter how much further we get into the
book we neither get closer to it, nor to Wittgenstein. Since there is no
straight path from A to B, or beginning to end, it is hard to see how we can
finish the book, or if we can find an end in it. In this sense it seems as if it is
not meant to lead us out of the confusion or philosophical captivity that so
many see as its point. Rather, it can be read as attempting to have us stay
confused, or lost, but pressing us to acknowledge that we are lost and that we
need to realise that what seems to have been clear is actually what confuses
us in the first place. The book, in its unfinished state, demands of its readers
to go on and, as Wittgenstein puts it, “stimulate someone to thoughts of his
own” (PI, Preface).
Both Thoreau and Wittgenstein put themselves at risk in creating such
distance. If style and content are interlinked in philosophy and if we cannot,
as Cavell says, “understand the manner before we understand its work”, then
how do we begin to read such a book? If we cannot understand such a text
without having, as Wittgenstein says about his early work, “thought the
thoughts which are expressed in it—or similar thoughts” (T, Preface), how
can we understand such a text at all? How can the philosopher break out of
his private idiom? How can a reader learn anything from such philosophy
when they do not know if it is a philosopher or a cow singing? The complexity and abstraction of philosophical thought makes it hard enough to understand as it is. The philosopher is in danger of becoming a dissonant voice
without getting across the invitation to the community to follow him or her
in his transformation.

3.2 Philosophy as a Set of Texts: Wittgenstein’s
Investigations
We are often taken by surprise by how things in life touch us. We do not
always know beforehand what will provoke us or put us to shame. Some
texts are more prone to provocation than others. Thoreau’s Walden and
Wittgenstein’s Investigations are surely examples of such texts. Both have
caused as much admiration as disapproval. Yet strong reactions are important for their success as philosophical texts. As Cavell writes about Walden,
You can no more tell beforehand whether a line of wording will cleave you
than you can tell whether a line of argument will convince you, or an answer
raise your laughter. But when it happens it feels like a discovery of the a priori, a necessity of language, and of the world, coming to light (S, 44).

This describes a process of transformation. I start to see whatever I take as
given differently. I might even take different things as givens. Such a pro-
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cess not only involves the serious reader of a text, but also the writer. For
instance, in writing Walden “[t]he writer retired to his solitary pond to spend
his moulting season” (S, 45). The writer is changing skin, transforming his
body, letting the old skin die by growing out of it. The moulting analogy
underlines possible biological aspects of change. It emphasises what a deeprooted transformation this is about. The moulting metaphor also is a reminder of how natural this is for those who are growing, for children. Such
change does not come naturally to grownups.
We can, as Cavell alluding to St Paul does, ask why “we take it that because we then must put away childish things, we must put away the prospect
of growth and the memory of childhood?” (CR, 125) Grownups have established habits and their bodies do not naturally grow. Adults have to make a
break with their present form of life. They are reborn, converted. Cavell
reminds us: “Conversion is a turning of our natural reaction; so it is symbolized as rebirth” (CR, 125). Adults’ struggles to grow the way children seem
prone to highlights interesting aspects of teaching. If to teach and to write is
to be an exemplar,3 to provoke transformation by embodying transformation,
for the student, then, as Cavell reminds us, “the anxiety in teaching, in serious communication, is that I myself require education” (CR, 125).
Both Wittgenstein and Thoreau chose to write at a distance from their societies. Thoreau wrote in a cabin by Walden Pond, Wittgenstein seemed to
prefer an even more remote house by a fjord in Norway or in the Irish countryside. They needed distance from their communities and, as we shall see,
from themselves to make their words their own and their writings instructive. The education called for in Thoreau and reemphasized by Cavell is
something of a change of nature and both the student and the prospective
reader are involved in such a conversion.

3.21 A Wittgensteinian Pupil
In the Investigations Wittgenstein perpetually returns to the problem of
teaching and instruction in ways that may throw light on Cavell’s claim that
in teaching the education needs to work both ways: both the teacher and the
student receive instruction. Furthermore, in Wittgenstein’s text this double
education frequently works on two levels: the education of the pupil and the
teacher in the text, and the education of the reader and the writer of Wittgenstein’s text.4 Consider the following passage,
3

I derive the notion “exemplar” from Kant, Emerson and Nietzsche. Nietzsche’s words can
work as a summary of the ideas connected to the notion: “I see above me something higher
and more human than I am; let everyone help me to attain it, as I will help everyone who
knows and suffers as I do.” Nietzsche, Schopenhauer as Educator, 162.
4
Peters and Marshall have emphasised the pedagogical style in Wittgenstein. I take the result
of my investigation to follow Peters and Marshall’s reading, but with an emphasis on the
pedagogical style as a form of moral perfectionism. Michael Peters, & James Marshall, Witt-
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Let’s now examine the following kind of language-game: when A gives an
order B has to write down series of signs according to a certain formation
rule.
The First of these series is meant to be that of the natural numbers in the
decimal system. – How does he come to understand this system? – First of
all, series of numbers will be written down for him, and he is required to
copy them. […] And here already there is a normal or abnormal learner’s
reaction. – At first, perhaps, we guide his hand in writing out the series 0 to
9; but then the possibility of communication will depend on his going on to
write it down by himself. – And here we may imagine, for example, that he
does copy the figures by himself, but not in the right order: he writes sometimes one sometimes another, at random. And at that point communication
stops. – Or again, he makes ‘mistakes’ in the order. – The difference between this and the first case will of course be one of frequency. – Or he
makes a systematic mistake; for example, he copies every other number, or
he copies the series 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . like this: 1, 0, 3, 2, 5, 4, . . . . . Here
we shall almost be tempted to say that he has understood us wrongly.
Notice, however, that there is no sharp distinction between a random
and a systematic mistake. That is, between what you are inclined to call a
“random” and what a “systematic” one.
Perhaps it is possible to wean him from the systematic mistake (as from
a bad habit). Or perhaps one accepts his way of copying and tries to teach
him the normal one as an offshoot, a variant of his. – And here too, our pupil’s capacity to learn may come to an end (PI § 143).

A fundamental question in this paragraph is when we can say about a pupil that the pupil understands the teacher’s instruction, when communication
takes place. One criterion for saying so is that the pupil writes down the series without the teacher’s assistance. The question of when we are justified
to say that the pupil understands the instruction remains, however. How long
does the pupil need to continue the series for us to be justified to say that he
understands (PI § 145)? What do we really mean when we say “the pupil is
following my instruction”? These questions reveal our tendency to search for
a justification of necessary and sufficient conditions for accepting or denying
the pupil’s reactions as our reactions. The search for such justifications both
denies and accepts a certain type of distance, or separateness, between individuals. It presupposes that there can be final justifications for what it means
to follow an instruction and that failing to fulfil the requirements given by
such justifications results not only in a distance between us and the child, but
complete incomprehensibility of the child, an irresolvable dissonance without hope of harmonious growth.
Wittgenstein’s philosophy is an attempt to treat our tendency to search for
such justifications and requirements.5 To the question “how far need he congenstein: Philosophy, Postmodernism, Pedagogy (Westport: Bergin & Garvey, 1999), Ch. 9
& 10.
5
For example, Wittgenstein writes: “The primitive language-game which children are instructed in needs no justification; attempts at justification need to be rejected” (PPF § 161).
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tinue the series for us to have the right to say that he continues them correctly?”, he replies, “Clearly you cannot state a limit here” (PI § 145). He claims
that there are no sharp distinctions between the random mistake and the systematic one. Wittgenstein also suggests that we can accept the pupil’s way of
writing series and try to “teach him ours as an offshoot, a variant of his.” All
of this is a matter of looking at the separateness between the child and the
teacher differently. It is to replace the search for certainty by acknowledging
the uncertainty and obscurity of separateness as a condition for learning.
Perfectionist learning begins when students and teachers do not reach each
other, when there is a distance between them. However, such distance is at
times, when we meet a dissonant voice, greater than we can bridge with a
few clarifications or explanations.
Of course there is a distance between most teachers and students and
teaching is supposed to bridge that distance by conveying new skills, providing new words and concepts, forming further forms of community and so on.
Dissonance is when those efforts break down, when the distance is so great
and the nautical charts so bad that we cannot see where our thoughts might
make their port. We are lost.

3.22 When the pupil’s ability to learn may come to an end
Indeed, the scenes of instruction depicted in Wittgenstein are examples both
of the perfectionist moments (moments which call for, but not necessarily
result in, a transformation of selves and communities) in the meeting of the
pupil and the instructor, and of the moment where the reader of the Investigations meets Wittgenstein. Just as it is hard, even unnatural, for both the
teacher and the pupil in § 143 to change, it is hard for us to change when we
meet Wittgenstein’s text. The difficulty to acknowledge our separateness is
not completely cured by a return to the everyday contexts where we live with
these kinds of instructions, as some Wittgensteinians would claim. It is our
lives that induce us to search for certainty about the meaning of our instructions. Teachers want to be able to tell whether a child can read or count.
Here, it is important to keep in mind what Wittgenstein actually claims: The
problem lies in what we expect from a philosophical account of the meaning
of “following an instruction” or “following a rule”, our expectation or desire
to finally determine what it is to follow an instruction.
Wittgenstein continues in § 144,
What do I mean when I say, “the pupil’s ability to learn may come to an end
here”? Do I report this from my own experience? Of course not. (Even if I
have had such experience.) Then what am I doing with that remark? After all,
This line of thought is indebted to Cora Diamond’s reading of Wittgenstein. See her “Introduction II” in The Realistic Spirit: Wittgenstein, Philosophy, and the Mind (Cambridge: MA,
MIT Press, 1991).
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I’d like to say: “Yes, it’s true, one could imagine that too, that might happen
too!” – But was I trying to draw someone’s attention to the fact that he is able
to imagine that? (PI § 144, my emphasis)

What does Wittgenstein mean, not what does the sentence mean, but what
does he mean when he says that the pupil, perhaps momentarily, lacks the
ability to learn the meaning of a word or an instruction? He suggests several
uses of this sentence, but none of these entails that we can ever conclude
whether the pupil lacks a capacity to learn or not. Though his last question
seems to be close to what he is doing with such a sentence, he is not completely satisfied with this. He is drawing attention to the fact that he can imagine that someone’s capacity to learn has come to an end. And it is important to recognise that it is his own imagination that Wittgenstein wants to
see. That is, his capacity to imagine that that pupil’s capacity to learn has
come to an end seems connected with his tendency to search for certain
kinds of answers when considering what it means to follow a teachers instruction; answers that limit the possibilities to go on with the pupil. But that
is not all of what Wittgenstein is doing by asking the question this way.
This is how I understand what Wittgenstein is doing: He lets his reader
follow his thoughts in development – follow his education – indicated by
him asking himself what he is doing with his own proposition. He speaks
representatively for how these problems develop for his reader, for me. Just
as the teacher asks himself what the teacher means with his instruction to the
student Wittgenstein asks about his own comprehensibility in saying that
“the pupil’s capacity to learn may come to an end here.” Thus we may understand Wittgenstein’s remarks as not only teaching a specific philosophical
content, but also showing us how to read his remarks. These remarks are also
comments on his literary style and manner.
This is a therapeutic procedure,6 towards a certain kind understanding and
education of the self. Since there is a distance (of comprehensibility) between the student and the teacher, between Wittgenstein and his readers,
6

Wittgenstein’s concept “therapy” needs some explication. I take “therapy” to be one of the
main concepts Wittgenstein uses to describe the kind of instruction he wants his writings to
give. Without getting too involved in a Wittgenstein exegesis, I think his views can be summarised as follows. To Wittgenstein philosophical problems are not purely intellectual ones,
but are deeply embedded in human life. He frequently uses words such as “tendency” and
“inclination” in thinking and speaking (philosophically). Such tendencies and inclinations
lead us to believe that philosophy needs, as Cora Diamond frequently puts it, to lay down
requirements for what the phenomena we are studying may need in order to be that phenomena. Such requirements lead to philosophical fantasies and mythologies. (See Diamond’s second introduction to The Realistic Spirit). Wittgenstein conceives his philosophy to treat such
delusions, tendencies and inclinations as a therapist would treat other illnesses. This suggests
a view of philosophy that is not a mere treatment of intellectual problems but of persons
living lives that lead to such problems. Which is what I am trying to show in this chapter. See
also Oskari Kuusela, The Struggle Against Dogmatism: Wittgenstein and the Concept of
Philosophy (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 2008), 43-46.
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Wittgenstein shows us how to investigate what we do with our own propositions, what we mean by our utterances. He shows us that our examples are
for ourselves. Thus, we may read Wittgenstein’s discussions with himself as
an autobiography where we follow him, as he puts it, through “a number of
sketches of landscapes which were made in the course of these long and
meandering journeys” (PI Preface). § 144 enacts such an autobiographical
narrative.
§ 144 continues,
——I wanted to put that picture before him, and this acceptance of the picture
consists in his now being inclined to regard a given case differently: that is, to
compare it with this sequence of pictures rather. I have changed his way of
looking at things (PI §144).

This passage is tricky since Wittgenstein is not clear about whether the
“I” here is the teacher and “his” refers to the student. The “I” can also refer
to Wittgenstein and “his” can mean me, his reader. Hence, rather than merely imagining an end of the capacity to learn, Wittgenstein’s wording suggests that attention to that imagination can change our way of looking at
things by introducing a new picture, one that does not necessarily defeat or
replace other pictures, but which may release us from our dogmatic inclination to hold on to overly narrow pictures. This is a moment where one can
discern what Cavell may call moral perfectionist aspirations in the therapy of
the Investigations. Here it is not enough to follow Wittgenstein’s philosophical argument. I must let myself be educated by him by imagining what he
imagines, and getting involved in his dramatic philosophical struggle. This is
also what Wittgenstein says about what teachers do when justifications of
the teacher’s ways of interpreting his own instructions come to an end, then
the teacher can only refer to his own example (see e.g. PI §§ 208, 217, 223).
What does it mean to change our way of looking at things when “the pupil’s capacity to learn may come to an end here”? Or put in my terms, how
can we change our way of looking at things when confronting dissonant
voices? One tentative answer is that in perfectionist education not only practice and examples are required, but also a certain attraction (PI § 208). The
reader of a perfectionist text, the pupil, or the dissonant voice, must share at
least some sensibilities with the writer, or teacher, for the text to “change her
way of looking at things.” Espen Hammer puts it well: “The good teacher is
able to draw the attention of the other – not by threatening to exclude, which
only sustains privacy and isolation, but by accommodating herself to the
singularity of the pupil.”7

7

Espen Hammer, Stanley Cavell: Skepticism, Subjectivity and the Ordinary, (Cambridge:
Polity Press, 2002), 27.
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Perfectionist education is mutually educative for teacher and child, reader
and writer, and depends both on a shared attraction to each other as well as
on a separateness that marks the distance between individuals. It is also
analogous to how Cavell describes change in his approach to Emerson. The
result of perfectionist change is not that the child conforms to the teacher or
the reader to the writer, but rather, the change in their ways of looking at
things is a change of the self, a step towards a further as yet unattained self; a
self that is not independent of societal conventions, but is independent of
conforming to them (CHU, 12, 49). Such changes are expressions of an autonomous self since it does not rely on anything external to itself, its own
projections of concepts, its seeing and hearing, to determine the direction of
its change.
Accordingly, philosophy cannot be merely a set of problems. If philosophy – conceived through Thoreau, Wittgenstein and Cavell – aims at changing our selves, then we should confront our-selves with texts that inspire and
that make renewal and autonomy possible, not with texts that aim to solve
our questions about how we should go on by telling us what determines
meaning, morality or correct knowledge. Indeed this is not merely about the
text, but about how we read it.
Borrowing Cavell’s language of moral perfectionism it is possible to see
Wittgenstein’s investigations as doing more than dealing with philosophical
problems. It allows me to see Wittgenstein as writing a text. However, such
a moral perfectionist stance in reading and writing philosophy demands a
willingness to enter into serious conversation, with a friend, teacher, child,
text or work of art. As David Granger, rephrasing Cavell, has put it, “Thus
begins a process of education between a text as a friend (‘another myself’)
and a reader, wherein the text calls the reader to his next self.”8 This stance is
also essential in both teaching and learning. Hence, the aim of Wittgenstein’s
philosophy is not to find solutions for philosophical problems, though many
of his discussions undoubtedly concern philosophical problems, but, as he
says, “The real discovery is the one that enables me to break off philosophizing when I want to. —The one that gives philosophy peace, so that it is no
longer tormented by questions which bring itself in question” (PI § 133).
Such a philosophy aims for the peace of mind that follows from the capability to live with our philosophical problems unsolved, to live with the
knowledge that we may be a little out of tune. Thus, philosophical conversations are not solely a matter of which problems we are discussing, but of
how to respond to texts. If our aim is to give philosophy peace, then we
should converse with texts that offer tranquillity in a life with such problems.
Hence, philosophy can be conceived as a set of texts to be read, texts to
be provoked by, to enter into conversation with, to change our way of seeing
8

David Granger, “Towards an Embodied Poetics of the Self: Personal Renewal in Dewey and
Cavell” in Studies in Philosophy and Education, Vol. 20 (2001), 115.
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and hearing things, to invoke our imagination. In short, philosophy is writing
texts that educate; they can be a friend or interlocutor that calls for a next
self. I have tried to show how a few paragraphs of Wittgenstein’s Investigations may be read this way.

3.3 Philosophical Style as Internal to Philosophical
Content: Thoreau’s Walden
If the manner, or style, of a philosophical work is internal to what it teaches,
then, like Cavell, we may ask whether “philosophy can become literature
and still know itself?” (CR, 496) This question has engaged Cavell throughout his whole authorship (QO, 154-55), and he claims that the question has
been immanent in philosophical discourse since Plato “banned poetry from
his republic” (CR, 496). Wittgenstein sums up his attitude to philosophy
when he says, “one should really do philosophy only as poetry [fiction]”
(CV, 24).9 But how can we write philosophy as a form of poetry, as fiction,
when its style is internal to its teaching, and still call it philosophy rather
than poetry or literature? And why would we want to?
I have suggested that in philosophy and in education, we need a kind of
distance between the reader and the writer, the student and the teacher. In the
following, I investigate the connection between educational distance – between reader and writer as well as student and teacher – and philosophical
style by considering some of the conditions for writing a book like Thoreau’s Walden. Turning to Walden and Cavell’s use of that work to get on
with his own philosophising allows me to explore how style has philosophical relevance in the way it works through a distance between the reader and
writer.
Thoreau is, like Wittgenstein, a writer who writes at a distance. His writing, just as his life at Walden, is at a distance from the community in which
he works, a distance from where he can be seen, but where his acts and
works are not entirely comprehensible to his observers, a distance which
keeps him close enough to serve as an example (the villagers of Concord
could observe Thoreau from the other side of the pond), but distant enough
to provoke his observers and readers, and both close and distant enough for
9

Here I followed David Antin’s rendering of Peter Winch’s translation, which reads, “philosophy ought really to be written only as a poetic composition.” In German the passage reads
“Philosophie dürfte man eigentlich nur dichten.” As Majorie Perloff notes the German verb
“dichten” is not easily translated into English. Perloff suggests that the word could be translated as “to fictionalize”, “to poetize” or “to make thick or dense.” See Majorie Perloff, “‘But
isn’t the same at least the same’: Wittgenstein and the question of poetic translatability” in
John Gibson & Wolfgang Huemer Eds. The Literary Wittgenstein (London: Routledge, 2004),
53 note 12. See also David Antin, “Wittgenstein and the poets” in Modernism, Modernity Vol.
5, (1998), 161.
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Thoreau’s acts of writing and living to be sufficiently obscure as to be acts
of disobedience (S, 55). In face-to-face interactions this distance is not easily
acknowledged; Cavell even maintains that in close interaction distance may
even be denied (S, 64-65). Moreover, my account of Wittgenstein’s scene of
instruction of rules indicates that this distance is very much present in all our
relationships. In many everyday situations I simply assume that I am comprehensible to others whether they are sympathetic towards my ways or not.
The discovery that I am not intelligible can at times be harsh and shocking, a
source of deep anxiety and conflict. Therefore we need not find it surprising
that Thoreau found it vital to make a text out of his experience in the woods.
Moreover, it is difficult to categorise Walden. To what extent is it a work
of fiction or literature, and to what extent is it philosophy or biography or
mythology? Walden asks us to discover its characters, but not finally. By
muddling its genre the text lets us rediscover its characters as fiction, as biography, as mythology. Hence, Walden keeps us at a distance and never lets
us see its writer(s)10 and its characters closely enough to deny the separateness of them as others. Walden is a reminder of everyday distances preparing
us for the moments where our incomprehensibility becomes insurmountable.
Still, we should appreciate the danger of distance and separateness. If obscure writing is a stylistic feature that is necessary to express philosophical
teachings such as Thoreau’s and Wittgenstein’s, if a philosophical idea cannot be taught without “writing at a distance,” then there is a real threat of
incomprehensibility in their work. Thoreau’s challenge, in writing Walden,
is that there are no conventional disciplines within which he can express his
position. The obscurity of his writing and his disconnection from conventional ways of life are only forced upon him as long as he finds his words
lost, or at loss, in the established ways of his contemporaries. The allegory
Thoreau uses is of a lost hound, horse and turtledove. He is frequently asking
travellers if they have seen his pets (W, I, 24). The loss of these domestic
animals marks a lost connection and hence a loss both in the sense that he is
missing something, that he is mourning, and that he is lost and cannot find
his way around. As Cavell suggests, “The writer comes to us from a sense of
loss; the myth does not contain more than symbols because it is no set of
desired things he has lost, but a connection with things, the track of desire
itself.” Such loss is not essentially a bad thing; it is an expression of the
writer’s autonomy. In the struggle to create his own self, Thoreau loses his
connection with the restrictions of the conventional ways of life and writing.
As Thoreau puts it: “Not until we are lost, in other words, not until we have

10

Given the different genres that Walden moves between it is easy to see that the writer does
not think of himself simply as one writer writing one work, but rather as several writers contributing to the text and growing with the text. See also, Steven Hartman, “‘The Life Excited’:
Faces of Thoreau in Walden,” The Concord Saunterer, New Series Vol. 12, (Concord, MA:
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lost the world do we begin to find ourselves, and realize where we are and
the infinite extent of our relations” (W, VIII, 2).

3.31 Senses of Loss
It is tempting to qualify loss by describing different kinds of loss or different
uses of the word. I can think of a few that the English words “lost”, “loss”,
“lose” and related words invite us to reflect upon:11 we lose things, which we
cannot find anymore; we lose games, competitions, and arguments in sports,
in business, in academia, in politics; we lose loved ones and feel loss; we get
lost in big cities, forests and mazes, where we cannot find our way around;
we feel lost in different social settings, where we do not know how to act
and behave; our words may lose their sense when used out of context; a certain practice may lose its point when a culture changes or reforms. Moreover, and perhaps for my purposes most important, we can talk about losing
faith in something or someone. Losing faith involves a range of “losses” that
involve subtle differences. For example losing faith in God is not exactly the
same as losing faith in our friend, or losing faith in a political party is not
like losing faith in my student, or losing faith in my own abilities to accomplish something is not the same as losing faith in a theory, idea or project.
Some of these are more akin to losing confidence, others perhaps closer to
losing conviction or certainty, even others are more akin to losing hope. (In a
way Wittgenstein’s philosophy can be described as an attempt to show that
philosophical scepticism is an expression of a lost faith in the ordinary and
he is in the business of finding ways to regain that faith.) It is hard see that
there is one thing in common in all these examples, but they are indeed related and seeing these losses as part of the same family allows for a metaphorical understanding of them, despite their differences, in terms of each other.
The question seems to be in what sense we need to be lost to find ourselves. First, we must recognise the truism in Thoreau’s statement: to find
anything, we cannot already have it, or know where it is. This seems to be
part of the grammar of “find” (at least in its most common uses); we search
for things that we do not know exactly where they are. Such a “find” is also
dependent on what kind of lost we are talking about. How do I find faith in a
friend or an idea? Second, we must recognise the sceptical aspect of the remark “not until we have lost the world...”. Thoreau here seems to go on from
a Cartesian method of doubt. However, whereas Descartes uses doubt in his
search for a foundation for certainty, according to Thoreau we can only
begin to find ourselves when we first get lost. Thoreau’s suggestion is thus
11

Admittedly, some languages may not call for a reflection on a connection between these
words in the same way. In German, for example, we would say “irre” for “being lost” and
would use different words for losing a thing e.g. “verloren” or “verlieren”. The connection
between these words must however be further explored before we can say it isn’t the same in
for example English and German.
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not a refutation of scepticism, but an acceptance of it. That is, expressing
scepticism in terms of loss invokes a view of scepticism not merely as an
intellectual problem, but as a drama or an existential crisis. Third, the sceptical aspect of this remark marks that Thoreau talks about loss in at least three
senses: a loss of connection with the world; a loss of connection with others
(what we are to realise is the “infinite extent of our relations to others”); and
losing ourselves with a need to find ourselves. Fourth, Thoreau lets scepticism be enacted by the wanderer getting lost in the woods, and thus replaces
philosophical vocabulary with an everyday and rather ordinary experience. I
understand Thoreau’s trope to express a sense in which sceptical loss, lack of
certainty, is a condition of the ordinary experience of human beings, and that
this condition is not only, not primarily, an epistemological problem, but an
existential problem. (I take this to correspond with existential dimensions in
Wittgenstein’s philosophy as he responds to the idea that, as he puts, “A
philosophical problem has the form: ‘I don’t know my way about’” (PI §
123)).
Attention to these four aspects of Thoreau’s remark sheds light on the
kind of writing Cavell speaks of when he says that Thoreau completes this
“crisis by writing himself out of it” (S, 51). To find my way out of loss, I
must acknowledge that I am lost in and through writing and reading. That is,
I need to acknowledge that there is a distance between me and my readers
and the authors I read, between the teacher and the pupil, between my mind
and other minds, between me and my community. It means acknowledging
that my or others’ voices may ring dissonant. To be clear, the loss Thoreau
seems interested in is a loss that marks the distance between reader and writer or teacher and pupil and such a loss marks that we are so distant to others,
the world or our self that we cannot find our way. Or, put differently, I am
lost when I cannot live with this distance.
In elaborating on the context in which Cavell’s book on Walden is written
Naoko Saito suggests a concrete understanding of such distance. Cavell
writes Senses of Walden while the US’s military engagement in Vietnam is
about to reach its close. In turning to Walden as a text that is an expression
of an American experience with obvious influences from Asian thinking,
Cavell is, according to Saito, finding an “alternative mode of relationship
between America and Asia.”12 Cavell’s book can be seen as an expression of
shame of his culture and nation and by writing it he seeks for ways to transform America from within. Writing such a text means writing himself out of
a loss within a native local culture. Accordingly, the aim for such a text is to
transform the native by creating further possibilities of engagement, a space
where one can be honest with oneself. Saito notes how important foreign
thought is for such projects in Cavell and Thoreau by letting the foreign (in
12
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this case Asian) thought destabilise the native and familiar that has become
so shameful, conventional and untrue to itself that one can’t orient oneself
amongst those cultural values, practices or perhaps even forms of life.13 Acknowledging the distance between me and my community and the loss I may
experience within that community opens the possibility to transform my
culture, whether it may be America, Sweden, Japan, a local school, or the
particular conditions for my interactions with a student or a child. Foreign
thoughts and practices may be what help us see such possibilities.
Accordingly, loss, as demonstrating the significance of the unavoidability
of both distance and the risk of dissonance for a text to be educational, facilitates the possibility for the writer of Walden to express his autonomy, and
indeed constitutes his autonomy. Put otherwise, loss leaves the writer alone,
responsible for his words. He must be lost, or detached, or foreign, to society, language, even himself, to have the power to found a self that he can take
responsibility for. It is acknowledging responsibility for and an appreciation
of our own experience, no matter what. Thoreau writes, “not till we are
completely lost…do we appreciate the vastness and strangeness of Nature”
(W, VIII, 2).
Given that loss is a condition for finding ourselves, I ought to let the texts
I read to find myself lead me astray, set me in a position where I can found
myself responsibly and autonomously; texts that I read to get lost and read
again to find myself. As Thoreau puts it: “Every man has to learn the points
of compass again as he awakes, whether from sleep or any abstraction” (W,
VIII, 2). I take the on-going discussions in Wittgenstein’s Investigations,
where I continually find myself at home and having that home questioned
(lost), to enact this. Wittgenstein writes as if his ideas are continually interrupted, as if there is no concluding end to loss. When I feel at home enough
to go to sleep I also wake up next morning refreshed and transformed, seeing
the world differently, once again not knowing where I am.
In writing himself out of this loss Thoreau too sets himself as an exemplar. He creates distances of stylistic obscurity to serve as invitations for
others to respond. In “writing at a distance” from his community he, like
Wittgenstein, patiently awaits recognition. He disagrees with his community
in the hope of showing them that there is something their notions, conventions and lives do not, cannot in its present state, embrace or comprehend.
Thoreau is clearly a dissonant voice.
The ambition of such writing is meant to leave us, both readers and writers, with a sense of uncertainty about whether we speak obscurely enough or
if our words are comprehendible at all. Thoreau writes: “I do not suppose
that I have attained to obscurity” (W, XVIII, 8) to which Cavell responds,
“That is, I do not know whether I finally have been able to leave you sufficiently alone, to make you go far enough to find us both; I cannot assume
13
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that I have kept still long enough in my ‘attractive spot’ so I might have
frightened some of its inhabitants away” (S, 50). And my response is to emphasise the importance of style in philosophy. Thoreau and Wittgenstein
certainly wrote in a style that put pressure on contemporary academic conventions not only because of the form of their presentations, but also because
of how they make themselves present in their work.
Again we should avoid dogmatic conclusions. Thoreau and Wittgenstein
demonstrate an open-ended avoidance of conclusions; their works are unfinished. Even though they attempt to write themselves out of a sense of loss, it
is not a matter of providing a clear map, but rather finding peace in the messiness and roughness of their world. Home is very much unhomely in that it is
not a final resting point nor a safe haven, but a state of finding peace in the
messiness of human lives. Walden helps us realise that any life we choose to
lead contains the threat of crisis and, as a consequence, what Thoreau calls
“moulting seasons.” Hence, we may need to leave our Walden to find our as
yet unattained self (S, 45). In Wittgenstein, this is manifested in that any
clear view of our use of words, which we need when we are lost in metaphysical dogmatism, is evasive. We need perspicuity, but “our grammar is
lacking in this sort of perspicuity” (PI § 122). We continually struggle with
language. I suggest that Thoreau and Wittgenstein’s texts enact an autobiographical drama where we are invited to follow the authors’ struggles to
overcome certain drives in themselves and their communities. Thoreau invites us to follow his life in the woods and the moulting processes involved.
However, since we face new crises, the journey goes on. This journey, depicted in the Investigations as a conversation between Wittgenstein and his
fictive interlocutors, dramatises an existential and moral struggle about leading a human life. If we do not recognise that the voices of the investigations
are not only Wittgenstein’s but also ours, this aspect of the text will seem
quite useless (CHU, 83). As Richard Eldridge notes, by enacting his “protagonist’s self-imaginations” Wittgenstein “moves at a level that is deeper
than that of arguing about theses, as the basis of the possibility of holding
any view about anything at all is continually queried and requeried.”14 To
Wittgenstein philosophy should not only depict, but actually consist in such
a dramatic struggle.
The struggle between Wittgenstein and his interlocutor not only elucidates the struggle between philosophical presumptions and the attempt to
avoid them, but also is a struggle between the conventional and the new,
between prejudice and rationality, which means a struggle of reason against
itself,15 of language against itself, to speak again and still speak comprehen14
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sibly. This is portrayed by Wittgenstein, when every time he seems to find a
home in ordinary practices, where he clarifies how we actually use the concept under discussion, it does not satisfy him. Similarly when Cavell writes
about Walden he emphasises this form of “distance from the self, or division
of the self” (S, 107) that involves a doubleness of both being and observing a
self. From such doubleness or distance within the self follows an “answerability of the self to itself” (S, 109) that Wittgenstein and Thoreau illustrate
by letting themselves be their own neighbours and interlocutors, or possible
perpetual next. Hence, as Cavell puts it, we find that “integrity is conceived
as an activity” of maintaining nextness to ourselves and “capacities for constant change” (S. 109). These aspects of open-endedness say something
about how we can approach a philosophical text.

3.32 Motivated Styles
The literary styles in Walden and the Investigations are motivated, Cavell
claims, by Wittgenstein’s and Thoreau’s wish for their readers to “become
interested in something” (QO, 7). The ambition to attract the reader’s interest
is the reason why the distinction between reading and writing is somewhat
obscure. If our entire sensibilities are involved in reading texts or our readings of texts, then we will go on from the text with changed ways of looking
at things, changed interests. This means going on with the text and responding to the text in my own writing in my own moulting processes and letting
the text speak representatively for me; the text writes me. It means that writing transforms into reading and vice versa. It means that I philosophise by
reading texts. This is the philosophical approach I take to work on dissonance.
Let me explain. It seems to me that it is fundamental to any serious philosophising that reasoning means taking full responsibility for one’s own
words. This responsibility involves “reading.” Such “reading” implies a view
of philosophy as a set of texts to read rather than a set of problems. According to Cavell, philosophy is something called for when there are no more
texts to read, when the best books provoke my thoughts rather than answer
my queries (QO, 14-15). For Thoreau, “reading” means not only reading
texts, but also reading nature: “There are the stars, and they who can and
may read them” (W, III, 4). Cavell elaborates further on this saying, that
reading is “a process of being read, as finding your fate in your own capacity
for interpretation of yourself” (QO, 16f, cf. W, IV, 1). And Wittgenstein
gives voice to this idea saying, “I should not like my writing to spare other
people the trouble of thinking. But, if possible, to stimulate someone to
thoughts of his own” (PI, x). I take Wittgenstein as suggesting that reading
him, as he wants to be read, is to move beyond his text, to find myself in his
text by writing myself out of it, out of my loss, the loss I find myself in when
reading the Investigations or the loss I find myself in in philosophy or life.
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Just as we say about the pupil that he has grasped his teacher’s instruction
when he goes on by himself in new contexts without further aid, a philosophical text demands of me that I move beyond it, as if the text is not
enough. This also sets the philosopher at a distance from any community of
ideas. “The philosopher is not a citizen of any community of ideas. That is
what makes him into a philosopher” (Z, § 455). Whatever has been written,
said or taught, no matter how insightful, is not enough for the philosopher.
There is always the possibility to give up our investment in a certain set of
ideas, and the reading of others’ ideas itself shows the possibility to go beyond them.
“Reading”, Cavell goes on to say, “is a variation on writing, where they
meet in meditation and account of their opportunities; and writing is a variation on reading, since to write is to cast words together that you did not
make, so as to give or take readings” (QO, 17). Through such “reading” I
can take responsibility for my words. I claim them as mine by writing. I not
only read my stars, but also write them. To paraphrase Thoreau, there is philosophy and those who can read it, or perhaps better, those who make the
effort to write it. To take responsibility for one’s words means that reading
philosophy is thinking itself and cannot be done responsibly without a response, without writing.
The notion of distance is helpful to understand this relationship between
the reader and writer of philosophy. Distance marks the separation between
the reader and the writer in a way that when such distance is acknowledged,
no matter how strongly I am drawn into a text, I must go on by myself, with
my words. I must, as Wittgenstein wants of me, think for myself. Distance
provides the education and gives me the responsibility to go on from the
text. Distance opens a gap for autonomy of both the reader and the writer.
Hence, working with philosophy as texts means working on texts by recognising my closeness to and apartness from the writer and the text, and how
that invites me to respond.
Likewise, philosophical texts and claims must earn authority for themselves (QO, 19). Philosophy should be inspirational, or educational, to its
readers and writers in the same sense as in the relationship between Wittgenstein’s teacher and his pupil. Philosophy speaks representatively for its readers. When it is fruitful as a response to our crises, philosophy invokes this
self-creating, self-claiming feature by lending itself to be written, read, and
reinterpreted. Reading and writing philosophy, or at least the philosophy I
find relevant, is a self-formation where we use our own past, as Emerson
used to say, to regard our lives as texts, with the books we read as commentaries.16 Philosophy is an endless education, an education not only in problems, or in texts, but in the manner in which I approach problems, texts, and
16
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others. It is an education that gives me the responsibility to use my words as
my words by regaining my connection with others.
Still we may feel inclined to object. “There is,” we may be tempted to
say, “a fundamental difference between the relationship of the reader and the
writer and the relationship between the teacher and student.” Of course there
is. The teacher and the student can respond to each other directly and the
writer and reader can only respond through the medium of the text and the
reader and writer seldom meet in person to converse about the text. But this
is exactly the point. Such directness may obscure the actual distance between
the teacher and the student. Therefore let’s not exaggerate the importance of
that difference. If we consider education as an invitation to speak representatively for the community of practitioners, of speakers, the pupil is instructed
in, then that education will also consist in the pupil being allowed to speak
for the community. We can then consider (which means just that, consider,
as we would of any competent mathematician’s experimentation with alternative takes on calculation) the pupil’s, as Wittgenstein put it, alternative
interpretation of the instruction as an alternative interpretation and not habitually as a wrong step. Pupils become co-authors of forms of life and skills
they are instructed in. Responding to instruction means both reading and
writing. My attempt has simply been to elucidate what I can learn from this
likeness between teaching and writing, reading and learning, and how that
likeness sheds light on the importance of acknowledging and working with
the distance between teacher and student. This is to dislocate the asymmetry
between teacher and student, writer and reader, where the teacher or the
writer is the authoritative picture and emphasises, as Peters, Burbules and
Smeyers put it, “the creative and unruly nature of authentic teaching and
learning.”17
The educational distance Thoreau, Wittgenstein and Cavell create in their
texts cannot be noticed without recognising their styles. Philosophy conceived in this way can be seen as a style, or styles, of writing and reading
(APP, 15). It is a sensitive response to texts. Thus the idea of reading and
writing philosophically may involve much more than traditional philosophical texts. Novels, picture books, poetry, religious scripture, film, opera, art,
nature, other persons, all may serve as philosophical texts when they facilitate a possible distance between ourselves and others and from ourselves, for
an education of our selves.

17

Peters, Burbules, Smeyers Showing and Doing, 7.
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3.4 “The world is a deaf machine”: Shaun Tan and the
Emotions of Distance
I have suggested that an underlying feature of interactions and conversations
is the distance between persons and aspects of the world – e.g. the distance
between the writer of Walden and the cows or the boys singing, or the distance between Wittgenstein’s teacher and pupil. I have also suggested that
such a distance is a feature that can involve a philosophical engagement with
the world and others. This indicates that distance is a feature of our everyday
interactions. Both Thoreau’s Walden and Wittgenstein’s Investigations can
themselves be seen as works that mark the distance between reader and writer, and writers and their community. Distance can also result in a form of
dissonance and be a stumbling block in further intercourse.
Nevertheless, there are problems with this account left as it is. Wittgenstein’s examples of the teacher and student and Cavell’s engagement with
the difficulties in approaching Thoreau’s text seem too abstract. Their accounts cannot by themselves account for the complexities of how distance
and dissonance affects us. Indeed, Wittgenstein says that his remarks can be
seen as language games that are “objects of comparison” throwing light on
some features of language, but not as a “preconception to which reality must
correspond” (PI § 130-31). (Cavell’s readings of Walden, films and other
forms of art and literature could be understood similarly.) However, since
Wittgenstein’s prime focus seems to be on words and language, the recurrent
scenes of interactions between teacher and student and children and their
elders in his texts, that set up comparisons with actual language use, do not
provide the best examples of the complexities of adult-child interactions.
Though Wittgenstein, like few others, emphasises the emotional and affective aspects of philosophical work18 his examples of teacher-student interactions do not always help us to feel the frustrations, dejections and even the
depressive sense of hopelessness that both student and teacher may experience when they find the distance between them to be too great or even
blocked by seemingly impenetrable walls. Naturally, since the issue of
teacher-student interactions wasn’t his main philosophical interest, we
should look beyond Wittgenstein’s text for objects of comparison that do
justice to the complexities of these interactions.

18

To Wittgenstein the hardest thing in philosophy is for the philosopher to realise that philosophical understanding is conflated with what the philosopher wants to see. Thus he writes,
“What has to be overcome is a difficulty having to do with the will, rather than with the intellect” (CV, 17e). There are also many remarks from Wittgenstein’s notebooks that express
Wittgenstein’s sense of overwhelming distress in being at loss in his age. For a nice overview
of these see Alessandra Tanesini Wittgenstein: A Feminist Interpretation (Cambridge: Polity
Press, 2004), 10-17. For a longer take on this aspect of Wittgenstein’s philosophy see James
Klagge Wittgenstein in Exile.
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Cavell takes it upon himself to complicate loss and distance in everyday
interactions when he engages with Shakespeare, remarriage comedies and
what he calls melodramas of the unknown woman.19 There are two things
that are obscured in Cavell’s account, however. First, there is a sense in
which reflection on particular texts or works of art may complicate things,
but the problem is that when we are lost for words our reflections are not
sufficient to help us find our way again, since we are literally lost for words:
we do not know where to begin our reflection or which words will help. As
Richard Shusterman has pointed out, although Cavell clearly does not mean
to think of the self merely in linguistic and textual terms, his focus on words
may obscure non-linguistic aspects of human interactions and, I should add,
the troublesome aspects of those interactions.20 I am not inclined to agree
with Shusterman and Granger21 when they suggest that Cavell excludes the
body from his philosophical project. To my mind the non-linguistic aspects
of human forms of life are merely sometimes underemphasised in Cavell
(and Wittgenstein) and in need of deeper elaboration. But often Cavell digs
deep into the non-linguistic aspects of life. Certainly the term “form of life”
or “life form”, so important to both Wittgenstein and Cavell, goes beyond
thinking of human beings as linguistic beings (NYUA, 41-42).
Second, though Cavell recognises that scepticism and loss to some degree
are gendered in the sense that to be lost in the interaction with the other
means that the other is taken as a passive object for my knowledge and
acknowledgement, and although he has an interesting account of children as
marginal voices in human forms of life; Cavell does not complicate children’s interactions in the same way he does in his readings of literary accounts of adult interactions. In fact at times Cavell even has a tendency to
sentimentalise children’s marginality, suggesting that we often take childhood dissonances as charming mistakes (CR, 124).22
Thus, I shall emphasise aspects of the child-adult and teacher-student interactions in a way that involves not only an intellectual but also an emotional effort. I shall consider how loss, style and distance are tied closely to chil19

For an illuminating discussion of Cavell’s psychologising of philosophy through literature,
film and opera see chapter 5 of Ludger Viefhues-Bailey Beyond the Philosopher’s Fear: A
Cavellian Reading of Gender, Origin and Religion in Modern Skepticism (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007).
20
See Richard Shusterman Practicing Philosophy: Pragmatism and the Philosophical Life
(New York, Routledge, 1997), 106 and Body Consciousness: A Philosophy of Mindfulness
and Somaesthetics (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2008), 16 & ch. 4. Although I
admire Shusterman’s attempt to show the importance of the body in philosophy, I have some
doubts about his tendency to focus on non-linguistic practices rather than language. A too
strong focus on practices or even Deweyan habits seems to me to share the same kind of
misleading one-sidedness as too strong a focus on language.
21
Granger, “Towards an Embodied Poetics of the Self,” 117 & 121.
22
Of course Cavell also recognises that adolescent dissonant voices may be much more difficult to dismiss as “charming.”
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dren’s experiences and feelings of their own dissonance. Few of Cavell and
Wittgenstein’s readers have emphasised the emotional aspects of children’s
distance, dissonance and loss. Rather the tendency has been to invoke hope
in the transformative possibilities of isolation.23 Though such hope is important we should also acknowledge the difficult emotional, even depressive,
work it may involve for those that we wish to give this hope.

3.41 The Red Tree
I have begun to develop a Cavellian and Wittgensteinian account of the
child’s exclusion from communities of reason and language, emphasising the
child’s struggle to take a position in those communities and how both adults
and children, teachers and students and readers and writers, may get lost in
such struggles. Shaun Tan’s words and pictures give a sense of the depression involved in children’s dissonance and our loss. In his picture book The
Red Tree24 (collected together with notes from the author and two other stories, The Lost Thing and The Rabbits under the fitting title Lost and Found)
we follow a child, whose gender is undetermined, through a day.25 The story
begins with the child sitting in a bed with a glum posture, black maple leaves
slowly filling the bedroom, with the words “sometimes the day begins with
nothing to look forward to.” These words set the scene for exploring the
emotional and affective aspects of what I call dissonance. This child can’t
see anything to look forward to. There is nowhere to go, no openings to go
on with herself or her community and as the next page reads, “things go
from bad to worse.”
As the story continues the child walks the streets. We read, “darkness
overcomes you.” Though the streets are filled with people the child is aloof.
The people on the street, busy with other things, are turned so that they cannot notice the child or the gigantic dark fish floating above her stooped head,
shadowing her steps. I get the sense that something heavy and overwhelming, an impenetrable emotional darkness overcomes the child.
The next page reads, “[N]obody understands,” and we see the child sitting in a bottle with fluid up to the ankles, wearing a diving helmet, in a position that suggests that it’s cold. The bottle is placed in a barren dark landscape. We now have a sense of what this depressive state may consist in.
23

I think Naoko Saito’s discussions of what she calls the recalcitrant child in chapter 6 of her
The Gleam of Light and her discussion of Japanese teenagers in the last chapter of that book
are examples of important exceptions. However, her accounts seem to focus more on the
social difficulties involved in distance and loss rather than the emotional struggle I emphasise
here.
24
Shaun Tan, The Red Tree, in Lost and Found (Sydney: Arthur A. Levins Books, 2011)
25
Others have presumed that the protagonist of Tan’s story is a girl. To me this is not at all
clear. See Kimberly Reynolds Radical Children’s Literature: Future Visions and Aesthetic
Transformations in Juvenile Fiction (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 99-101.
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The phrase “nobody understands” is thematised in other words and other
depictions in the book. The next phrase is “the world is a deaf machine without sense or reason.” The theme climaxes when a number of pictures depict
the phrase “sometimes you do not know what you are supposed to do…or
who you are meant to be…or where you are.” It is possible to take this
theme in two ways. “[N]obody understands” may be the source of much of
the depression, but it may also be the result of depression. The child is disconnected and the heavy dark fish that no one else notices despite its remarkable size both establishes the disconnection and is followed by it.
“Nobody understands” also indicates that there is a somebody that could
understand the child. The child is disconnected with something or someone.
The child is disconnected with the world – “the world is a deaf machine.”
This machine, depicted as a large square surrounded with monumental buildings full of people that seem equally disconnected, is also, we are told, without sense and reason. It is not only that nobody understands the child, but the
child cannot find sense or reason in the machinery of the world. However, in
the depiction of the phrase “without sense or reason” the deaf machine is
reinterpreted. Now the child is climbing a stair, leading nowhere, in a city of
words, a city made out of cuttings from papers and signs. Languages are
mixed, words put together in nonsensical phrases, and although the picture
contains a few phrases that almost make sense, the context makes them incomprehensible. This picture gives a sense that language is overwhelming,
that the child is lost among words. The world is deaf to the child, but it is
also incomprehensible to the child. The established ways of adulthood are
deaf, and they are nonsense to those marginal to the established conventions
of linguistic usage.
Cavell is sensitive to such adult deafness, but Tan’s picture book adds
something exceedingly important. The buildings made of words and letters
give a fragmented glimpse of a language that I may attain but do not reach. It
is a reminder of how I as a child fought my way to be acknowledged in a
linguistic community and how that fight may result in loss and depression. In
Tan’s book, not finding sense or reason in the world of adulthood is set in
the context of overwhelming emotional pressure.
Being emotionally locked out from language and reason is not the only
sense in which the child is disconnected. The phrase “sometimes you just
don’t know what you are supposed to do” indicates that even though the
world is deaf and does not understand the child, the world has expectations.
There are things the child is supposed to do. But what things? We see the
child on stage wearing a costume and surrounded by all kinds of weird creatures doing some kind of performance. The stage is full of signs with nonsensical words. It is easy to see how this setting may raise the question of
what the child is supposed to do, but an uncanny quality of this picture is not
the stage in its centre, it is the audience surrounding the stage. All that is
shown of the audience are their hats turned so that I sense their gaze directed
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towards the child. No faces are shown. Cigarette smoke between hats is reminiscent of chimneys in an industrial landscape. It is as if there is a dark massive machine that places an impersonal expectation on the child. It’s no
wonder that I can discern a tear on the child’s cheek.
Expanding on what it may mean that a picture of a cube suggests a certain
use to us Wittgenstein proposes that “we’re most under a psychological, not
a logical, compulsion” (PI § 140). This remark is helpful to understand Wittgenstein’s project. A picture or a word may be used in many different ways
(PI § 139). However, we seem to be inclined to see a picture in a particular
way, as a cube for example, or a cube as a dice. Tan gives life to the expectation as psychological. The child is not looking for a logical must, but for a
belonging among its elders. The oscillation between the psychological expectation and the logical becomes a powerful, but incomplete, picture of
Wittgensteinian philosophical critique. We may be inclined to read Wittgenstein’s saying that ‘a picture, that lay in our language, held us captive’ as
suggesting that we are held captive by the expectations (or our experience of
it) of our fellow speakers (PI § 115). We are so to speak stuck in the mud of
finding the right use of the picture of a word, blind to other possible uses and
then we are lost when we find that we don’t really know what those expectations are.
I find the oscillation between psychology and logic repeated in the Investigations, from its beginnings with St Augustine, the shopping for apples,
and the builders, to the rule-following and private language remarks, to the
discussion of seeing aspects. Wittgenstein seems to say that logic may not be
the best help in diagnosing loss here (which is not to say that it cannot be of
some help). I am suggesting that a picture book is very helpful.
Wittgenstein is not suggesting that philosophers’ logical investigations of
concepts such as “cube” can be replaced by a psychological and therapeutic
account. The psychological compulsion is introduced by saying “we might
be inclined to express ourselves like this” (PI § 140). Looking for a psychological explanation of use is not that much better. Neither psychological
expectations nor logical solutions will solve the child’s problem of not
knowing what to do, or say, or what the words that surround the child can
mean. When Wittgenstein adds psychological compulsion to his account he
is reminding us that there are many processes that we are prepared to call
“applying a picture of a cube.” This goes for how I use Tan’s book as well.
The emotional dimension it adds suggests only one inclination in attempting
to grasp dissonance in our interactions.
Hence, not knowing what he or she is supposed to do, the child is left to
logically riddle out the nonsensical words, or to find ways to please his or
her audience’s expectations. In the picture I see a child who has given up on
this task, too tired to go on. In the Investigations it is the teacher that gives
up when the student’s capacity to learn seems to have come to an end (PI §
143-144, 217); in The Red Tree it is the child’s spade that is turned. But
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Wittgenstein, read through Tan, can be read as saying that though adults may
be held captive by a particular application of a word or a picture and thus
lost when facing other possibilities, we can feel equally lost by the sense that
there is nothing at all that can tell us what to do. The latter is the position
Wittgenstein seems to want for us, but as Cavell has famously remarked: “It
is a vision as simple as it is difficult, and as difficult as it is (and because it
is) terrifying” (MWS, 52). Tan tells me how this feels. Distance and dissonance can be emotionally overwhelming.
Still, Tan complicates matters further. It is not only a matter of industrial
expectation on what the child is supposed to do, the child says that “sometimes you just don’t know…who you are meant to be” and “or where you
are.” Whereas “what you are supposed to do” is depicted with an audience
expecting something, the “supposed to be” and “where you are” depicts the
child alone. The first with the child standing towards a wall full of different
obscure drawings, sketching a picture of herself in the exact same position
she stands in. The second phrase is conjoined with a picture of the child in a
vast and strange landscape of rolling hills, one hill with what seems to be a
cemetery on top of it. These pictures give some sense of hope. In the rest of
the book the child’s surroundings seem overpowering. The child is small in a
large, deaf, dark and pressuring world. But now the child draws the answer
to what it is supposed to be. Being lost is not only bad. It also means that the
child has the opportunity to reorient itself. Not knowing what to be opens the
way for taking responsibility for one’s own being.
When we return to the child’s bedroom “suddenly there it is right in front
of you/ bright vivid/ quietly waiting/ just as you imagined it to be.” An attentive reader will expect this. Several pictures show a small red leaf. Now a
red tree is growing on the bedroom floor, first small with just a few red
leaves, then as the child enters the room the tree is in full bloom covering the
room. The child is smiling.
The child is lost and eventually finds something, which is where we arrive
with Wittgenstein, Thoreau and Cavell. We must lose ourselves to find ourselves. But notice how differently Tan arrives there. Of course the arrival in
the case of a picture book is even more vague than in these rather obscure
philosophers’ texts. The pictures and few words in Tan’s book open up many
different emotions and interpretations. Both the philosophers and Tan begin
with the problem of going on, with a teacher, with a community, with the
world. They emphasise that going on may be difficult. However, whereas the
philosophers emphasise the reflective sense of loss – in Thoreau and Wittgenstein losing our selves is a matter of being lost for words, we do not
know what to say and how to go on in language – in Tan this loss in language is emphasised as an emotional loss. The child is lost because her emotions disconnect her from the world and words of the adults and this emotional disconnection may also result in disconnection with words. Emotional
loss marks the extreme difficulty with which children grow into communi-
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ties of language and the deep emotional struggle involved in losing and finding ourselves; a difficulty that Wittgenstein and Cavell, despite their emphasis on philosophical problems being embedded in the very lives of men and
women, children and adults, seem to emphasise less in their accounts of
children.26 As suggested by Kimberly Reynolds, Tan’s use of nonsense and
the very few words that carry the story mark the limits of language as a cure
for loss; they underline how human interaction involves more than words.27

3.42 Cavellian Emotions
Cavell is not oblivious to children’s emotional struggle; this is clear from the
intense attention he gives this in his autobiographical work where he discusses his difficulties in orienting himself as a child among the different
worlds he enters into.28 There he also traces how emotional loss is crucial to
his philosophy, not only for his philosophical development, but also his life
as a child seems to have importance for what philosophy can be for him. As
Cavell puts it, “Blocking adult certainties philosophically is a way of asking
that childhood be remembered; drawing out childhood uncertainties is a matter of suggesting that adulthood not to be sought too quickly” (LDK, 462).
Cavell marks, with Dickens, Twain and Freud, that what happens when
we are children needs to be remembered and taken seriously. This is part of
the philosophical task of Cavell’s autobiography. It is also something that
Tan’s The Red Tree does. To Cavell, “childhood events are events of the life
of the mind; they are intellectually powerful, as serious as any adventure of
the mind can be.”29 Remembering childhood becomes a task for philosophy
– an idea he shares with Wittgenstein, recalling how Wittgenstein begins the
Investigations by discussing St. Augustine’s childhood memories. Like Tan,
Cavell emphasises that, for the child, loss (he uses words with more positive
connotations: “bewilderment and wonderment”) is as natural as the acquisition of language. Loss and acquisition of language, as shown in The Red
Tree, are to Cavell “one another’s cause and consequence” (LDK, 462).
The problem here is that both Wittgenstein and Cavell, at least on the face
of it, see loss primarily as having importance for “the life of the mind”, and
that struggle lies in language. But the picture book reminds us that words are
not all the philosophers need to worry about. Children struggle to orient
themselves in all aspects of human life. There is a limit to what the mind and
language can do and as philosophers interested in childhood and in the difficulty of human interactions we need to pay close attention to the nonsensi26

For an interesting exception see Cavell’s retelling of his son’s reaction to the funeral of
Cavell’s mother. LDK 461-62 & 467-68.
27
Reynolds, Radical Children’s Literature, 101.
28
For an elucidating discussion see Paola Marrati “Childhood and Philosophy” in Modern
Language Notes Vol. 126 No. 5 (2011).
29
Marrati, “Philosophy and Childhood”, 958.
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cal. In Tan’s work the child does not understand the adult world and adults
do not understand the child. It is not only the child that is lost. The format of
the picture book is thus interesting. It reminds us that we can interact without
words. We can interact with pictures. Pictures provide an emotional framework that enhances the meaning of the words and goes beyond them. Beyond the words, then, lay further forms of engagement. The pictures affect
me. Approaching them is a powerful experience. I feel expectations; I am
not only told that something is expected. I feel depressed and overwhelmed,
I do not simply say so. If my language is limited, if the world is deaf to my
words, and I cannot say who I am or where I am, then perhaps I have to
sketch myself on a wall. If I am lost, if I am both physically and emotionally
displaced, words are not applicable. The child in Tan’s book reminds us of
the difficulties involved here. It reminds us of the vulnerability of children in
the margins of our forms of life and that the despair of distance is foremost
not an intellectual issue but an emotional response to living. A marriage of
different meanings of “sense.”

3.5 Finding a Red Tree in Philosophy and Children’s
Literature
I do not think that what I have said stands in contradiction with Wittgenstein
or Cavell. Nor do I think what we find in Tan is not found in these philosophers’ works at all. I do think, however, that their works are not sufficiently
attentive to the emotional lives of children facing the difficulties of distance,
loss and dissonance. Picture books may be helpful to re-emphasise the emotional difficulty of being a child at loss, at a distance from its elders, or in
dissonance. Perhaps they remind us of what Cavell calls the “unspeakable
importance” of the scenes of our childhood – there are things of such importance to me that no one may share that sense. As Cavell puts it, even
“parents do not know what is important to the child…” (WV, 154).
The question that remains is how the important notions of loss and distance and the claims of the importance of style and texts to philosophy relate
to each other. Let me offer a few words of clarification.
What emerges out of this chapter is a vision of philosophy that is fundamental to how we can explore the child-adult and teacher-student relationship; particularly as such interactions are tested by dissonant voices. I have
suggested that such a philosophical investigation will involve an engagement
with texts in the widest possible sense. Texts may even be the stars in the
sky. I have also suggested that this involves attention to style in writing philosophy. A philosophical work should be a claim for words to be my own.
“A man’s style is a picture of him” as Wittgenstein puts it (CV 78). Both
these aspects of what I want for a philosophy of childhood and dissonance
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maintains the importance of distance between reader and writer. The style of
prose of a philosophical work with an ambition to provoke the readers to
work on themselves is marked by the distance it sets up between the reader
and writer. Of course, such distance, as I try to show by reading the Investigations, is also crucial in the interactions between teachers and students, or
more generally between interlocutors. This distance implies that the words of
the teacher may not find their way to the student; the words of the philosophers may not find their way into the traffic of the words of readers of philosophy. In teaching, as in writing, people are lost. In short, these interactions involve a risk of dissonance. However, I have suggested that distance
also comes with possibilities. Without distance the pupil and the reader cannot hold back their consent to the words they are given, but with distance the
pupil and reader can make the words their own. Because there is a distance I
can get lost in our interactions and by acknowledging this loss I find the
need and possibility to find my further self, my red tree. Philosophy as reading texts involves getting lost, an acknowledgement of distance, and writing
myself out of such loss means that I present a picture of my journeyings as a
narrative. That is a matter of style in teaching and in writing, a style that
should be recognised as belonging to a text and a writer, not only to a problem.
Now, Tan’s picture book allows me to emphasise that distance and the
risk of dissonance it involves are not notions that will solve any philosophical problems to do with the interactions I am interested in. Although the
notions may shed light on some of the philosophical difficulties involved,
they are primarily meant to emphasise how troublesome a human form of
life can be. The bottle that the child is caught in is not like the Wittgensteinian fly-bottle in that we escape from the philosophical problems involved.
The distance between the child and the world is a non-intellectual distance. It
is not the distance between the philosopher and the ordinary. Hence, even
Wittgenstein’s therapies are not really helpful here. The child’s loss is deeper than philosophical loss because in the case of the child it is not only the
child’s words that are taken out of traffic, but the child itself, a person, is
taken out and cannot orient him- or herself as a person in the world of its
elders. That is a result of the child’s dissonance and the distance it creates
from its elders as not yet being within adult practices, having nothing else
than themselves to lean on. In a way it makes their dissonance unique, a
dissonance in entering into practices, whereas adults’ dissonant voices, like
Wittgenstein’s and Thoreau’s, are more about distancing from practices.
Philosophers and educators might ask the question “What does it mean to
be lost or isolated?” or essentially similar questions. I have suggested that
such questions cannot be adequately worked on without also asking questions such as “What does loss feel like?”. Only if we immerse our whole
being in this issue will it come alive and be significant enough to lead to the
kinds of life we want.
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The need to involve our whole being puts pressure on the kind of texts
and how I engage with those texts to explore children’s dissonant voices.
How I engage with those texts and the kind of style I use to write myself
through those texts gives me three reasons for turning to literature and children’s literature when investigating dissonance: (i) This philosophy needs to
be an engagement with texts. (ii) Style of expression is essential to work on
dissonance. (iii) Dissonance requires an engagement not only of the intellect,
or the mind, but my whole being, my body, emotions and memories.30 I need
to feel as vulnerable as the child. Such engagement of my whole person, so
to speak, also means that I recognise the distance between the writers I read
and myself, between me and the dissonant voice, but a distance that is identifiable only through a close and serious engagement with the dissonant voice
or text. To summarise, I turn to children’s literature to orient myself as a
philosopher AND as a human being, and to localise the child’s voice in the
thicket that comprises human forms of life.
***
The notion of stylistic distance that I draw from Wittgenstein and Thoreau
(and from Cavell’s engagement with them) suggests a framework for talking
about dissonance; or rather a method, a philosophical language, a way of
seeing, for how we can live in interactions characterised by dissonance. If
one wants to go on with a dissonant voice, and one certainly does not always
aim for this, one must be willing to re-examine and re-evaluate one’s own
life and history as well as the life and history of the voice one is trying go on
with.
Such seeing and hearing anew is an important aspect of coming to the dissonant voice. However, it involves a special kind of engagement with texts,
voices, and persons; an engagement that means that we let ourselves be provoked by these voices. Thus, writing on dissonant voices requires writing at
a distance – that is, writing in a way that provokes us to see and listen differently. It is a writing that attempts to transform us without any assurances that
such transformations actually will happen. A philosopher of dissonance will
also be a dissonant voice. Nonetheless, writing with such an aim is not
enough. It makes philosophy a matter of telling a story, setting up a drama
that involves the reader as both a co-author and one of its main protagonists.
When we examine dissonance we examine our own movement from finding
something incomprehensible to becoming a part of it. Surely, if I am right,
the way to write about dissonance philosophically involves the reader in
such a transition. Reading such a text is also writing it. Keeping this in mind
when reading Wittgenstein we can also see how his philosophy is autobio30

Putnam suggests something similar in recounting the experience of reading Cavell. See
Hillary Putnam “Philosophy as the Education of Grownups: Stanley Cavell and Skepticism”
in Alice Crary & Sanford Shieh eds. Reading Cavell (London, Routledge, 2006), 119.
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graphical, retelling the story of the journeys of his thoughts, struggling with
philosophical apprehensions in a dramatic poetic form, not reaching a final
conclusion in form or content. The end is not a final justification of an intellectual position, but a call for continual growth, a call to write and write
again, a call to learn.
Now I have presented the main framework for my philosophical approach. I have indicated the importance of children’s literature for this kind
of philosophising (at least when philosophy turns to childhood). I have also
suggested that such a philosophy involves two notions, that of loss and distance. Note that this vision of philosophy is not separate from how we respond to dissonance in real life. The same notions, distance and loss, the
same kind of education is involved. Philosophy in this view is simply not an
activity different from other forms of interactions among the kind of animals
we are.
However, the idea that philosophy involves our whole being remains to
be further explored. I shall do this, among other things, with regard to what
rationality and morality may involve in the next two chapters. I will go on to
show that morality and rationality are not separate from our emotional lives,
but are very much a part of them. This will involve questions about the kinds
of lives we live with children and the community we share with them, as
well as how literature can be a way to involve more than just our minds in
exploring philosophical and moral issues.
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A guiding idea for this chapter is Wittgenstein’s view of philosophy as a
struggle against dogmatism, a struggle against philosophical tendencies to
search for one form of justification of our practices and ways of thinking.
Philosopher Oskari Kuusela has recently explored this theme in Wittgenstein
and writes, “The struggle against dogmatism,” of metaphysics and philosophical theses laying down requirements for how our lives, language, and
thinking must work “is a struggle with oneself and one’s prejudices (wherever they might be inherited from).” He goes on to say that Wittgenstein’s
“philosophy turns from the imposition of metaphysical demands onto reality
to the acknowledgement of the ethical demands that philosophy places on its
practitioners.”1 I take it that Wittgenstein’s philosophy shows that this struggle is not only a struggle within philosophy, though perhaps it is more
strongly felt there, but also for human life in general. Indeed, Wittgenstein
describes this tendency to think of our representations of reality in language
or otherwise, as something to which reality must correspond. He calls it a
“dogmatism into which we fall so easily in doing philosophy” (PI, § 131). In
this chapter, I explore how such dogmatism is manifest in moral philosophy
and thinking, as well as in moral education, and I give examples of how literature can help us to, temporarily at least, move beyond such dogmatism in
our own thinking.
If moral philosophy is constrained by a tendency to take moral concepts
as the only means to articulate a moral position or make a moral judgment,
then philosophy has laid down a dogmatic requirement for what moral thinking may consist in. Philosophy often turns its investigation to broad moral
concepts such as “duty,” “right,” “wrong,” “good,” “bad,” “desirable,” or
concepts of particular virtues and vices such as “courage,” “meanness,”
“kindness,” “temperance,” “pride,” or other concepts assumed to be of importance in moral thinking. Such concepts and the lines of reasoning connected to them are useful and have an important role in much moral reasoning, but, or so I shall show, it is crucial that we are alert to the tendency to
take these and the principles they suggest to be the only guide in moral discourse or to take such concepts as metaphysical requirements that ultimately
determine what constitutes moral thinking. Drawing such limits will inherently and dogmatically reduce our moral lives.
1

Oskari Kuusela The Struggle Against Dogmatism, 285-286.
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Philosophers such as Cora Diamond, Stanley Cavell, Alice Crary, Richard
Eldridge have engaged philosophically with literature, poetry and fiction, in
order to remind us of how much moral thinking goes on beyond, before, or
even without using moral concepts or principles: beyond what we may call a
moral theory. These reminders can release us from the inclination to take
particular moral concepts to demarcate moral discourse and can support us in
taking up morality as a continual task of our ordinary lives. I claim that this
means that moral reasoning involves continual reconsideration of what moral
reasoning can be by introducing further movements of ethical thought that
transforms our pictures of moral reason. Accordingly, this chapters side
tracks from the issue of dissonance and attunement in order to say something
more about the relation between children’s literature and philosophy. The
chapter foregrounds the kind of improvisations outside established practices
and discourses called for by the passionate utterances of dissonant voices I
discuss in chapter eleven. The moral reasoning beyond moral concepts that I
demonstrate here suggest a form of engagement beyond the established practices that philosophical dogmatism can be blind to.
This chapter turns to the Norwegian picture book Garmann’s Summer.
The chapter not only suggests a vision of moral thinking but also aims to
demonstrate the role that literature, and particularly children’s literature, can
play in moral discourse. I let the book’s elaborations on the difficulties children can face when starting school show what moral thinking beyond moral
concepts can be and the role that literature, art, and storytelling can have in
moral thinking. I do not propose solutions to difficulties concerning children
starting school (my focus is not fear of schooling per se), but I wish to show
that moral work may consist in acknowledging such difficulties, in all their
complexity, as having a role to play in the lives of real human beings. I do
this not merely by argument but by showing a form of moral reasoning beyond moral concepts.2 In doing so, I wish to show how moral reasoning and
moral philosophy are closely connected to our reactions to our surroundings,
including our passions, our fears, our attentiveness, and our attitudes. This is
not a psychological investigation of particular emotions, but a way to show
that moral reasoning involves much more than conceptions of right and
wrong, good or bad. Accordingly, I am not looking for a philosophical interpretation of a children’s book, but I am reading a children’s book to do philosophy. I let the boy Garmann’s fears become an investigation into ethics
and moral rationality.

2

Here I use “show” in the Wittgensteinian sense of trying to show his readers the way out of
the fly-bottle (PI § 209), as emphasized by Peters, Burbules, and Smeyers. See Showing and
Doing, 14, 215.
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In Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations, ethics is explicitly mentioned
only once, very briefly, at § 77:
… [I]t is clear that the degree to which the sharp picture can resemble the
blurred one depends on the degree to which the latter lacks sharpness. For imagine having to draw a sharp picture “corresponding” to a blurred one. In the
latter there is a blurred red rectangle; you replace it with a sharp one. Of
course – several such sharply delineated rectangles could be drawn to correspond to the blurred one. – But if the colours in the original shade into one
another without a hint of any boundary, won’t it become a hopeless task to
draw a sharp picture corresponding to the blurred one? Won’t you then have
to say: “Here I might just as well draw a circle as a rectangle or a heart, for all
the colours merge. Anything – and nothing – is right.” — And this is the position in which, for example, someone finds himself in ethics or aesthetics when
he looks for definitions that correspond to our concepts.
In this sort of predicament, always ask yourself: How did we learn the
meaning of this word (“good”, for instance)? From what sort of examples? In
what language-games? Then it will be easier for you to see that the word must
have a family of meanings (PI § 77).

Although the point of invoking the notion of ethics in this paragraph is
not primarily about ethics as such, it proposes something noteworthy about
moral thinking. Wittgenstein is unmistakably arguing against dogmatic ways
of philosophizing. There is no clear and exact way to draw this blurry rectangle. All rectangles made out of the blurry one are useful in that they say
something about the original picture, but none of them fully captures what
the blurred rectangle depicts. This allegory sheds light on the problem of
drawing sharp boundaries for concepts. If language is constantly evolving as
Wittgenstein suggests and if, following Cavell’s take on Wittgenstein, we
can always project concepts in further contexts, then such sharp boundaries
(though they may serve some purposes and surely give some indication of
how we use certain concepts in some contexts) as we set by our current linguistic practices cannot fully cover all possible uses of our concepts, and our
concepts must be seen as having blurred boundaries (CR, 180-190, PI §§ 18,
71, 76). We can see how Wittgenstein tries to release us from a far too limiting picture of language as dependent on strict definitions or distinct concepts. Still, we want to know, recalling that Wittgenstein’s philosophy makes
ethical demands on the philosopher, how such release is an ethical matter.
We find dogmatic views in many forms in moral philosophy. For example, one may ask to what extent a principle such as Kant’s categorical imperative can become dogmatic. Kant describes his Groundwork as a “search for
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and establishment of the supreme principle of morality.”3 He maintains that
he is not teaching anything new about morality but claims to show that
“common human reason” already knows how to reason morally.4 In this,
Kant’s approach to ethics resembles Wittgenstein’s investigations of language that also aim to show what we already know. We may be misled,
however, if we take the principle(s) for moral thought that such investigations lead us to as the supreme principle(s) of morality, as the order of moral
thought, or as a requirement for what we must do to take a moral position
(cf. PI § 132). I believe that this is a tendency within philosophy in general –
to take the sharp rectangle that I draw, which is useful for some purposes, to
depict what the blurry rectangle depicts, just more clearly. There seems to be
a false sense of clarity at work here. The principle or the sharp rectangle is
not a clear representation of moral reasoning or of a blurry rectangle, just
one comparison with it, one among many.
Of course, establishing “the supreme principle of morality” does not imply a denial that there are other principles or aspects of morality besides such
a principle. Rather, it seems to affirm that, while there are other aspects of
morality, there are some that are more important, perhaps even essential, and
others that are not important at all. Even so, if the supreme principles are
taken as guiding ideas, then such principles can become misleading. To be
fair, however, one may argue that for Kant, as for many moral philosophers,
it is the search for principles that is important here.5 Few would claim that a
philosopher has established such principles once and for all, although some
do make rather bold claims about this. For example, one could even say that
within a Kantian philosophical framework human reason is characterised by
a constant search for and reworking of its own principles or conventions.6 To
3

Immanuel Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 4:492.
4
Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, 4:404-405.
5
According to Paul Guyer this is most clear in Kant’s last writings, Conflict of the Faculties,
and in his political philosophy. See Paul Guyer, Kant (London: Routledge, 2006), 39, 302.
However, and I presume that Guyer would agree, Kant manifests already in Critique of Pure
Reason and in “What Is Enlightenment?” that what marks philosophical activity is the search,
or the critical work of the philosopher, rather than any philosophical conclusions.
6
One way of thinking of this in Kant is by emphasizing the importance of attention to competing reasons for action in moral thinking. Another would be continually to explore how
Kantian, or other, moral principles could be understood. See e.g. Andrew Reath, “Formal
principles and the form of a law” In A. Reath & J. Timmerman eds. Kant’s critique of practical reason (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010), and Klas Roth “Education and
progressive orientation towards a cosmopolitan society” in Ethics and Education, Vol. 7
(2012). Although, such philosophical endeavours are certainly commendable, it is not, if I
understand, exactly what I am talking about here. My emphasis has been on how reason turns
against such principles, questioning them, suggesting alternative principles, or simply breaking its own bonds; and how, in doing so, reason perpetually redefines itself. It is a reasoning
not about particular philosophical principles, but about what it means for philosophy to be
engaged in such activities altogether. In short, it is a question of what philosophers can do. It
is within such a context that Kant, when introducing his philosophical project in Critique of
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give up such a search would itself mean to fall into some kind of dogmatism,
a dogmatism that Kant, for example, insistently wanted us to avoid.7 This
avoidance, however, leads to a paradox in philosophy’s aspiration and, as
my invocation of Kant suggests, for human reason. That this lies in human
reasoning, in turn, suggests that the paradoxical difficulty goes deeper than
its manifestation in philosophical discourse.8 (One way to phrase that paradox is to think of philosophy’s struggle with itself and its tendency to rely on
principles as a struggle between claims for universality and the particularities of lived human lives. I shall return to this below.) Let me explain by
turning back to Wittgenstein.
We can take principles of moral thought as what Wittgenstein describes
as objects of comparison, which are meant to shed light on how we talk and
think in moral discourse, by way, as he puts it, “not only of similarities, but
also dissimilarities” (PI § 130). Wittgenstein takes us further in this direction
when he says, “For we can avoid the unfairness or vacuity in our assertions
only by presenting the model as what it is, as an object of comparison – as a
sort of yardstick; not as a preconception to which reality must correspond.
(The dogmatism into which we fall so easily in doing philosophy)” (PI §
131). Philosophising becomes dogmatic when philosophers take such princiPure Reason, says that “reason has to be its own student.” See Immanuel Kant, Critique of
Pure Reason, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), B xiv. Pauline Kleingeld
expresses this aspect of Kant’s philosophy well saying that “reason is not given to itself as an
object, but nevertheless needs to present itself to itself in the process of gaining clarity about
its own workings.” See “The Conative Character of Reason in Kant's Philosophy,” Journal of
the History of Philosophy Vol. 36 (1998), 97. This seems to me to be an investigation of the
limits of my own comprehensibility, and the reason that Wittgenstein thinks of philosophy as
he practices it: as a moral work on ourselves. Of course, this not only a Kantian view of reason and philosophy. For instance, Hegel has also remarked, as Robert Pippin reminds us,
“man must meet with his own reason.” See Robert H. Pippin Idealism as Modernism: Hegelian Variations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 423.
7
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, vii-xiii.
8
One could argue that this paradoxical tendency of human reason is something characterized
by something we may call “male reason.” If so, it is possible to think of Wittgenstein’s, and
perhaps to a larger extent Cavell’s take on this as a non-response to this paradox. They tell us
that philosophy’s response to its own paradox is not found in “single philosophical method,
though there are indeed methods, different therapies, as it were” [Wittgenstein, Philosophical
Investigations, § 133]. I take this to mean not only that philosophy should involve a variety of
different forms of reasoning, but also that the dissolution of the paradox is not an intellectual
discovery: rather, it is a realization of what drives my own philosophical reflection. Thus, it is
a matter of becoming clear of who I am and the multifarious forms of reasons and sensibilities
that make up my thinking. For a discussion along this line, with a further problematizing of
Cavell’s philosophy as a form of feminine reason, see Ludger Viefhues-Bailey Beyond the
Philosopher’s Fear. I take some version of the idea of seeking out different forms of reason to
be present already in Kant, though he himself seems to have been too blinded by racist and
sexist prejudices to see reason in many instances. As Allen Wood and Adrian Piper put it:
Rationality is xenophilia. See e.g. Wood, Kant’s Ethical Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1999), 302, and Adrian Piper, “Xenophobia and Kantian Rationalism,” in
Feminist Interpretations of Immanuel Kant ed. Robert Scott (University Park PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1997), 66.
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ples as requirements for moral discourse instead of objects of comparison,
when they take the yardstick as a picture determining what counts as morality or moral reasoning. Consequently, the view of ethics I explore is not a
criticism of moral philosophy as such. It is rather a reminder of a tendency
for taking a few principles as comprising moral thought or all, or most, of
what is of moral importance. In short, searching for principles for moral
reason is not wrong as such, but it gives an incomplete picture. Philosophical
dogmatism occurs when philosophers or others rely on their principles to
ensure that, as long as we keep to them (which is by no means always an
easy or straightforward matter), all is well.
Thus, the struggle against dogmatism in philosophy is itself a moral work
that aims at clarifying my own moral standing and helps me recognise my
responsibility for my moral life, by reminding me of my responsibility for
what moral discourse might be. Formulating moral principles and moral
concepts has its place and formulas have their use, but it seems crucial to be
clear about what we are doing when we use them. However, such clarity is
not easily achieved, especially when this involves acknowledging how our
concepts are embedded in our everyday lives and, thus, goes far beyond the
application of particular (moral) concepts.
To my mind, attempts to clarify our own moral stances are in line with
what both Kant and Wittgenstein suggest in their calls for avoiding dogmatism. Reason seems to struggle with itself by not only laying down requirements for its own conditions but also at the same time transcending the limits
of those requirements by putting them into question. The paradox, which I
find in Wittgenstein, and which is perhaps less pronounced in Kant, is that
philosophers tend to avoid acknowledging philosophy’s struggle against
itself, as if philosophy is picturing itself to be in search for principles or requirements that it can rely on to represent its subject matter – be it morality,
language, or whatever else philosophy directs it gaze at. Philosophy’s reasoning avoids reason’s capability to transgress its own limits. Philosophy’s
dogmatic blindness means that its avoidance of dogmatism in searching for
ways of principled reasoning may itself lead to further dogmatic limitations.
That is, the philosophical aspiration, its search and its attempts to avoid
dogmatism, is its dogmatism. This is what I refer to as “philosophy’s tendency.” To my mind, this is the reason Kant and Wittgenstein in their time,
as will any great philosopher in his or hers, called for new forms of philosophising. In Wittgenstein’s case it meant looking for a philosophy that could
help me “break off philosophising when I want to,” so that philosophy “is no
longer tormented by questions which brings itself in question” (PI § 133).
What Wittgenstein realises is that philosophy’s torment of itself constantly
recurs in human thinking, as if it were inherent to thought and reason itself
(PI § 115); and that, although we cannot escape philosophy’s self-criticism,
we can work on this criticism tormenting us.
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Hence, the dogmatism I wish to disclose is not that of any particular philosopher, say Kant, or a particular principle, say the categorical imperative;
the dogmatism I turn against is the restraint that philosophy puts on itself by
working as if thinking could resolve its own problems and by forgetting,
even ignoring, that it is thinking and reasoning, that is philosophy, or say
human life, that is the cause of its own torment, that the clear thought is an
illusion hiding the clarity of a blurry reality. So it is not something fully
avoidable, but I can come to see that my moral reasoning hides aspects of
our moral life. In our philosophising we need reminders of this. What I want
to show is that literature, particularly children’s literature, and our engaging
with children, can serve as such reminders.
To see the philosophical tendency in another light, let me put this differently. The tendency to take a few moral concepts or principles as the subject
of ethics is analogous to how, according to Wittgenstein, philosophy often
conflates transitive and intransitive uses of words. One of Wittgenstein’s
examples is the verb “long,” as in “to long for the winter to end.” We can
speak about a longing without having something that we are longing for; “I
am longing” may be used this way. This is an intransitive use of “long.” “I
am anxious” may be another example. The philosophical difficulties arise
when we think that the intransitive case is a particular case of the transitive.
That is, when we take “I am longing” as a version of “I am longing for ice
cream” and say that, in the former case, I am just not aware of what I am
longing for. In doing so we exclude the possibility of the intransitive use and
lack clarity about what we do and can do with such words. A picture of
“longing” as only having a use when it is transitive, limits our understanding
of our practices and ourselves (BB, 21-22, 29).
In doing this, we are again taking the clearly drawn rectangle to be a
comprehensive manifestation of the blurred one. It is a matter of conflating a
limited form of clarity with being clear about the actual complexities involved in moral life. I claim that reading literature can be a way to come to
see the “intransitive” aspects of “morality” and “ethics.” The moral lessons
we draw from literature are not always something that we can pin down with
moral concepts. Reading literature may involve us in what Steinar Bøyum,
drawing on Wittgenstein, has called “intransitive learning” – a learning
where our transformation is not only tacit but also unspecifiable.9 The search
of moral philosophy is thus not necessarily a search for something, or a
search that could be satisfied by finding something, be it the establishment of
a principle, a categorical (or hypothetical) imperative, a principle of utility,
of justice, or a virtuous balance. It is simply a search. I believe literature can
work as a reminder of such philosophical inconclusiveness and help us find
peace in it.
9

Steinar Bøyum, “Intransitive Learning: A Piece of Grammar” paper presented at Nordic
Wittgenstein Society’s annual conference, Odense, June 2012.
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4.2 Burying Birds and Being Scared
Through an innovative artistic use of digitally edited pictures Stian Hole’s
picture book Garmann’s Summer tells a story about six-year-old Garmann’s
inquiry into fear, death and the social demands of schooling. In the following, I explore how Garmann’s Summer can be seen as a form of moral thinking.
Garmann’s Summer is interesting for several reasons. First, it is a recent
picture book. This enables us to approach the work without the many presumptions we may have when reading a classic text. Also, second, Garmann’s Summer is a picture book with artistic ambitions in both the text and
the pictures, which calls for a rich variety of different approaches and readings. Third, the book may be in many ways provocative and disturbing for
both adults and children. This is shown by the variety of receptions of the
book in different contexts. For example, in Scandinavia, the book has, almost without exception, been celebrated for its seriousness and originality,
whereas the reception in the United States has been much cooler, even hostile. Some of this has to do with differences in what kind of subjects, and
what manner of treatment of such subjects, we find suitable for young children. Hence, whereas in Scandinavia the book may result in a rethinking of
how picture books are made and as such may be seen as transformative, in
the United States, some critiques, while recognising its artistic originality,
have questioned whether the book is even suitable for children. The English
translation of the book has even left out some of Garmann’s reflections, for
example, how his aunts’ breasts feel when he hugs them or that we will be
eaten by worms and become soil when we die. Fourth, and finally, Garmann’s Summer has a special meaning to me, both because it relates to my
own childhood, growing up in Scandinavia, and because it has helped me
look differently at the experience of starting school. This, say, autobiographical, approach is crucial because invoking my own experience of the text
illustrates how a work of art intransitively, beyond conceptualisation, can
transform moral experience and what we give further moral significance to.
Garmann’s Summer begins by showing Garmann and his aunts sitting in
his garden. Garmann has a bouquet of wild flowers in his hands and is thinking that soon summer will end and that soon he will start school. When we
turn the page we find Garmann recollecting the arrival of his three aunts at
the beginning of the summer. The book ends when they leave at the end of
summer and Garmann is left alone to worry about starting school the next
day. Between these events, we follow Garmann talking to his aunts and his
parents about starting school, about their fears, and about dying. We see
Garmann’s reflections on these themes both in the text and in the pictures.
We also see how these reflections are closely connected to his experiences of
his environment. At one point, we are shown one of his hiding places and
follow how he first considers death.
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Surrounding the garden is a hedge with secret passages inside. Hundreds of tiny sparrows live in there. If Garmann sits absolutely still, they will come out.
He creeps in and gives a few crumbs to the birds, who twitter and warble with
delight.
There is a dead sparrow on the ground. Garmann picks it up in his hand
and strokes it gently. The grey feathers at the back of its neck are still soft. He
puts the bird in a big, empty matchbox and buries it in the ground. Then he
makes a cross with two sticks and places it on top.
Garmann hears the aunts’ voices, laughter, and the clink of coffee cups in
the garden. When you die, you travel in the great starry wagon in the sky,
thinks Garmann, but first you will be buried down under with the earth-worms
and become dirt.10

Can this be written differently? Is it possible to get the full sense of what
is going on here without the picture? The words of the book, to some extent,
say what the pictures illustrate. Still, it seems difficult to respond to this passage in the same way without the pictures. Something is clearly lost without
them. Can I imagine saying this in some other way? Of course I can. But
would that really be saying the same thing? This scene is certainly a blurry
rectangle.
Concepts such as “right” and “wrong” seem morally insufficient in responding to this scene, but the scene still calls for a response. To be emotionally and intellectually detached from Garmann’s tender care, and the
tenderness with which he is described and depicted, seems inhuman. Garmann has a relationship with these birds. He feeds them and shares their
hiding place, and he patiently awaits their appearance by being still, showing
that he apprehends their fears. (Here I am reminded of Thoreau’s Walden:
“You only need sit long enough in some attractive spot in the woods that all
its inhabitants may exhibit themselves to you by turns” W XII, 11). The
death of one of them means a lot to him. It means so much that the bird is
given a funeral. It is not unusual to bury animals, of course. Garmann, however, holds the funeral alone, accompanied only by the birds in the shelter
they share. Moreover, this event occurs at a time in the story when Garmann
has just discussed fear and death with his elders, and everything is about to
change: his dad has just left to go on tour with his orchestra; his aunts are
10

Stian Hole, Garmann’s Summer, trans. Don Bartlett, (Cambridge MA: Eerdmans Books for
Young Readers, 2006). I have amended the translation. The second clause of the last sentence
in Bartlett’s English translation reads, “but first of all you have to be buried,” whereas the
Norwegian original reads “men først må man graves ned til meitemarkene og bli til jord.” The
English translation leaves out that Garmann’s thinks that, when we die, we are buried among
worms and will become dirt before we travel in the starry wagon in the sky – in Norwegian
“himmelen,” which can be translated both as “the sky” and “heaven.” This translation misses
the complexity of Garmann’s worldview, the connection to nature he shows involving both
decomposition and a religious understanding of death, and also misses a dimension of how
Garmann thinks about starting school. After becoming soil, there is still the hope of the starry
wagon and traveling through heaven.
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about to leave, not to return until next summer; Garmann is about to ask his
Mum about her fears; Garmann is about to start school.
So, how do I respond to Garmann, the book and the boy? I am invited into
the world of Garmann to engage in his investigations of fear and death. A
response to this involves an acknowledgement that this is a person, a human
being, someone who bleeds when we prick him and laughs when we tickle
him; who, despite being a child, represents us all as human beings. In response to this story, I acknowledge his fears, his curiosity, and his moral
awareness of animals as having human characteristics. Acknowledgements
do not have to involve explanations of moral concepts and appropriate behaviours; but rather follow a sensitivity to the persons and works of art one
engages with. The ethical demand of this narrative is to acknowledge the
protagonist. Such acknowledgement cannot be prescribed by requirements of
what it must involve. All I can do is give different examples, tell different
stories, so to speak.
Moreover, this story invites different responses. It is possible to draw several rectangles in reading it, none that is the same as the actual story and its
pictures. It may even be tempting to read it as suggesting that certain actions,
thoughts, or practices are to be prohibited and others promoted. The story
may be read as providing reasons or as being a contribution to a rational
deliberation about death, fear, childhood, or schooling. However, if this story
or other stories have moral points that are not captured by moral concepts, if
these kinds of stories are constitutive of the lives we live as moral beings and
are thus constitutive of moral rationality, then such readings lack something.
Still, I may feel inclined to ask if the point of moral philosophy, to give us a
rational language that may guide our thoughts about our lives, in this case
about fear, death, and schooling, is lost here. Can telling or reading a story
really be constitutive of moral rationality?
I can see at least two ways to go on in light of such questions. First, it
could be argued that telling a story and responding to a story is not directly a
matter of giving rational reasons. Instead, such reasons could be claimed to
be dependent on more than just such rational aspects of human life as telling
stories. Second, it could be argued, following Alice Crary, that a rational
response in a moral debate involves more than just a narrow form of objectivity where subjective sensibilities are excluded as irrelevant.11 This means
that we need instead a wider conception of objectivity where moral rationality is construed as involving an “expression of a sensibility internal to all of a
person’s modes of thought and speech.”12
The latter appears to be the more convincing response to these questions,
although Crary, when introducing the idea of a wider and a narrower concep-

11
12

Alice Crary, Beyond Moral Judgment (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), 20-21.
Crary, Beyond Moral Judgment, 95.
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tion of objectivity, and consequently of rationality, appears to argue for the
former idea. She maintains that:
… a person’s ability to make the connections constitutive of a rational line of
thought presupposes sensitivities characteristic of her as a possessor of a language and on which modes of discourse that cultivate a person’s sensitivities
may therefore make direct contributions to rational understanding in the virtue
of doing so.13

Such a conception of rationality certainly is helpful in arguing for the use
of fictional literature in philosophy, in particular in moral philosophy, which
involves an understanding of moral philosophy and literature as engaged in
moral thinking beyond the use of moral concepts. Indeed, moral reasoning
seems to presuppose many forms of sensitivity. Nevertheless, such an understanding may mislead our understanding of rationality and of the role of
literature and art in rational modes of thought.
Crary’s position is reinforced when she says not only that rationality is
dependent on “sensitive characteristics” but also that such “sensibility [is]
internal to all of a person’s modes of thought and speech.”14 Crary’s own
discussion of Wittgenstein’s thought establishes this. She concludes:
We might say that… Wittgenstein is inviting us to see that our concepts, far
from being instruments for picking out contents that are independently available… are resources for thinking about aspects of the world to which our eyes
are only open insofar as we develop certain practical sensitivities.15

Without having certain “practical sensitivities”, I cannot even see or
think of certain aspects of our world. Crary exemplifies this in two ways:
First, by showing how works of literature – one of her examples is Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice – may change our understanding of certain concepts; and, second, how changes in our societies have given certain concepts,
such as “sexual harassment” and “domestic violence,” very particular moral
connotations. She asks us to consider how we follow Austen’s protagonists
in Pride and Prejudice in order to see how the conception of pride may
gradually change or develop and how that helps us to see the many different
phenomena that such a concept might involve. Later, Crary shows how seeing sexual harassment and domestic violence at all is “intelligible only in
terms of a certain evaluative perspective”16 and is, thus, subjective. That is, a
perspective determined by an understanding of social structures of inferiority
of men over women that has become visible by, among other things, women
finding employment in areas previously exclusive to men. Hence, some con13

Crary, Beyond Moral Judgment, 128. Emphasis added.
Crary, Beyond Moral Judgment, 95. Emphasis added.
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cepts with moral impact - such as, for example, pride, sexual harassment and
domestic violence - are not even comprehensible given a certain perspective,
a certain way of seeing.17 Reasons are embedded in our seeing and sensing.
Reason, whatever else it may be, is part of life, the flesh and blood of the
human animal. Reasoning is as much a part of what Wittgenstein would call
“our natural history as walking, eating, drinking, playing” (PI § 25).
Let’s turn to Garmann’s Summer again. Garmann is scared of starting
school.18
“How do you feel about starting school? Do you have butterflies in your
tummy?” Auntie Borghild asks.
“I’m scared,” Garmann answers, wondering how butterflies get into your
stomach.

In the picture of the boy, we are shown his thoughts about x-raying his
stomach to see the butterflies, but we can also see the fear in his eyes. As in
so many other pictures in this book, one can see Garmann’s worries in his
eyes and facial expression. Even when he smiles, which is only on the opening page, one can see that something is bothering Garmann. Seeing this is
important for our acknowledgement of Garmann. Seeing is a moral work. It
involves seeing something as something – seeing it as pride, as harassment,
or as fear.
When his aunts understand that Garmann is scared, they respond:
Auntie Ruth furrows her brow. “I’m scared too,” she whispers. “Soon I will
have to use a walker with wheels.”
“You can borrow my skateboard,” Garmann answers, imagining Auntie
Ruth skating along the pavement at full speed! Auntie Ruth laughs.

In this picture, we are again invited into Garmann’s imagination and are
shown Ruth on a skateboard flying through a city like Tony Hawk himself.
These pictures of Garmann’s imagination are a relief in the story. In all of
them, we see the aunts smiling, looking genuinely happy.
Garmann goes on investigating his elders’ fears. Auntie Borghild, when
asked by Garmann, says she is scared of leaving Garmann when she dies but
adds that she is excited to fly into the big garden she told him about earlier.
Auntie Ruth responds that she is scared of “the long winter”: “All old ladies
are scared of the winter – the cold, dark nights and snowploughs and slippery pavement and shovelling snow. And trudging through the snow in
17

Arnold Davidson presents a similar argument, also influenced by Cavell, but concerning the
emergence of the concept “sexuality.” See “The Emergence of Sexuality” in Critical Inquiry
Vol. 14 No. 1 (1987).
18
Here it is important to remember that Garmann is afraid of starting school, not of education
or learning. It is clear, both from this book and its sequel that he is eager to learn. But his
learning so far seems to have been on his own terms, through his own wonders and questions.
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heavy boots with a walker.” Garmann finds it strange that anyone could be
afraid of winter. The pictures show his smiling snowmen on one side and an
old woman with a walker struggling through the impossible snow on the
other. Auntie Augusta is not scared of anything, and Garmann concludes that
this is because of her poor memory. “If you can’t remember anything, you
have nothing to be scared of, Garmann thinks.”
When Garmann turns to ask his parents about their fears, the pictures
change. Garmann is turned away from us. Talking to his father, we see him
from behind; when talking to his mother, he is hiding in the bushes. We
can’t see him and the pictures no longer directly correspond with his imagination, as if Garmann’s feelings are beyond us, our access to his mind and
inner life limited (to words). Part of the context is concealed, and it is easy to
doubt whether Garmann’s investigation is comprehensible.
“Are you scared of anything?” Daddy and Garmann are sitting on the doorstep
drinking juice. Daddy doesn’t seem to hear the question.
…
Tomorrow Daddy is going on tour with the orchestra. Garmann has seen
the black suit and the violin case ready in the hall.
“I’m scared of leaving you and Mama,” Daddy says finally. “And I always
get scared before a concert. What if I play too fast?” He takes a deep breath.
“I think everyone is scared of something.”
“Even Hannah and Johanna?” [Hannah and Johanna are Garmann’s twin
neighbours who seem to know everything he does not know. They lost their
front teeth, know how to read and can ride a bicycle.]
“Even Hannah and Johanna,” Daddy says.
Then he goes to the attic to practice.

Here, I learn something about Garmann’s fear. He is alone. Even though
everyone, including Hannah and Johanna, might be afraid of something, and
this may be an important insight to Garmann, he is left alone to deal with his
fears, and they are surely different fears from those of the self-assured twins,
his parents, and his aunts. Garmann does not say anything about his fears
other than that he is scared of starting school. Some of the fears of his elders
are not fully comprehensible to him – Auntie Ruth’s fear of winter, for example. The struggle of this boy comes out as a dissonance. He is not fully in
reach of his elders. They are not attuned. But the readers of the book can
reach him! They are invited into the world of his imagination. They are given a chance to engage emotionally, and not just with his words: the whole
mood, imagery, even the cover of the book tell me something about Garmann. My perspective changes, and I can engage with Garmann as if his
world were mine. Seeing this, I understand the words in Garmann’s questions differently. What do these words mean outside the context of this story,
without knowing where Garmann comes from and where he is going, without seeing his back or his face? What does it mean when Garmann asks his
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elders what they are scared of? Are his questions rational? Doubting the
ability to answer these questions becomes part of my understanding of Garmann. (The progressive form of the verb “to understand” is more than surface grammar; it marks an on-going quality of understanding an other.)
If I cannot fully understand Garmann’s questions about fear outside the
context of this book, then what has that fear got to do with morality or moral
rationality (other than that it can be justified or not)? Fear isn’t a moral concept, is it? If I cannot see how my perspective on children’s fear, on starting
school, on thoughts about death and change, can be transformed by reading
the book, then a certain evaluative perspective is lost to me. However, as I
gradually sense Garmann’s fear of schooling as a fear of death, my sensitivities may change. His fears become more and more comprehensible for each
page I read. I grow from dissonance to harmony with Garmann, and his marginal voice becomes part of my experience, my ordinary. Such a change of
perspective cannot be put into words or forced under concepts, but rather is
experienced in my attitude toward something, toward Garmann, toward children and schooling. I come to see schooling as frightening, without even
being shown a school or classroom, without being able to explicate what it is
about schools that is frightening. It dawns on me. It is a rational understanding beyond words, concepts, and judgments: a claim to a common approach
to the world. It is a revelation of a previously unnoticed aspect of the world.
However, in this sense of getting to know Garmann, say, of becoming attuned to him, I am still in some doubt about how far such attunement
stretches. I cannot tell how he reacts to his parents’ fears.
Still, to read Garmann’s Summer without a sensible engagement in the
tenderness of this boy and the tender attention of this boy to the dying bird –
a part of himself leaving him as he prepares for school, or so he appears to
believe – is like thinking of the other without considering how we actually
respond to others that bleed, sweat, freeze, get sick, are healed, eat, get hurt,
laugh, and so on. We miss aspects of the other as being a human like ourselves (and as some of these traits are clearly shared by other animals we
may miss that they are also our others) (CR, 412). This is clearly a moral
point, a point that is internal to morality but that goes beyond moral concepts
and overly narrow conceptions of rationality. I find that moral philosophy in
its objective aspirations is incomprehensible without seeing certain aspects
of the world, in this case, as a scary place. Morality and moral philosophy
thus understood are constituted both by our language and our sensibilities as
two inseparable aspects of rationality. The emphasis is on the role of moral
thinking in our life. As Cora Diamond puts it,
Justification in ethics as anywhere else, goes on within the lives we share with
others, but what we make count in that life is not laid down in advance. The
force of what we are able to say depends on its relation to the life of words we
use, the place of those words in our life; and we may make the words tell by
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argument, by image, by poetry, by Socratic redescription, by aphorism, by
Humean irony, by proverbs, by all sorts of old and new things.19

Moral philosophy does not necessarily involve laying down requirements
or principles for moral discourse. The responsibility for moral discourse does
not lie outside our lives in some pre-given principle or dogma. Instead, what
has to be accepted, what is given, is my form of life, my flesh and blood
(PPF § 345). There is not one rectangle that finally establishes the limits of
morality.

4.3 Traveling into Heaven: Universality, Particularity
and Literature
The above discussion of philosophy’s struggle with its own dogmatism can
also be expressed as a tendency to struggle between universal and particular
moral claims. Literary narratives can partake in philosophy’s struggle between making universal claims (as if they expressed a transcendental essence
of ethics, language, and thinking) and the autonomy of the human being in
saying, thinking, or doing something of her own. Literature, like Garmann’s
Summer, contextualizes such philosophical struggles. It serves to give philosophy life, the life needed for a philosophical account to have meaning for
the particularities of our lives. Thus, philosophy and literature are engaged in
a struggle with and against each other, both demanding aid from one another. Philosophy’s claim to universality is tried in the court of particularities of
human life. The stories of fictional characters can be representative objects
for comparisons of those particularities.20
I take this image as a version of Kant’s impression of humanity as living
in two worlds: a world of sense and a world of understanding, where the
former is the world we live in through our senses and the latter is the world
we aspire to live in as moral beings.21 Responding philosophically to literature, film, art, and possibly also music is a way to articulate the world of
understanding, but without succumbing to the dogmatic tendencies to articulate such a world solely in terms of moral concepts. This makes it possible to
maintain Kant’s distinction without taking it as a metaphysical position, but
rather taking it to illustrate at least two different aspects of life. Responding
to literature through a critical engagement means engaging in a kind of selfreflection. In responding to fiction, I can say something about what I want
the world of understanding, or as Kant sometimes put it, the kingdom of
19
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ends, to look like, or not to look like (PH, 99-100). This is a conversation
between the particular and the universal.
Such a Kantian approach to literature involves, as Richard Eldridge has
emphasized, a view of literature as having a role in our moral lives and in
moral reasoning.22 Eldridge suggests that philosophy’s struggle between
universality and particularity can also be expressed as a struggle to live a
moral life of freedom. The world of sense, nature, and society’s pressure
resists our attempt to take a moral position, to live a moral life and to act
autonomously. I may in moral despair ask (what I take to be the question
underlying many of Kant’s major texts) how a moral life, whatever we imagine it to be, is even possible under the pressures of society and causality.23
How can we ever act as free autonomous beings if our actions are determined by natural causality and norms of society or the concepts we take as
moral? Are children really free to use words however they want? It seems
that we are both subject to and in need of resisting social conformity. Am I
really morally responsible for my life if my life is determined by social
norms and natural causality? Can I resist the dogmatic judgments that reside
in our moral language and live autonomously?
Let’s look at these questions by returning to Garmann through Kant’s
views of the artistic genius. Garmann is a boy with a special eye for the nature around him. In the first picture, where he is holding a bouquet of wild
flowers, we are told,
Garmann closes his eyes and thinks of black slugs, itchy mosquito bites, and
starting school.
He opens his eyes again and looks at the apple tree. The branches are like
crooked fingers pointing to the sky. Soon it will be autumn.

To my mind Garmann displays some features of Kant’s artistic genius
with “the inborn predisposition of the mind…through which nature gives the
rule to art.”24 Garmann gives us, here and in other places in the book, a new
standard for our judgements. As the work of genius shows a new way of
looking and a new kind of object - a new concept25 - Garmann not only appreciates the beauty of nature, he looks at nature with an imagination that
recreates his sensible experience into new rules or standards for the beautiful
– the apple tree reaches for heaven. Garmann does this in response to fear,
the fear of starting school. When he closes his eyes, he gives a judgment on
nature; but, when he is reminded of school, he looks at nature differently and
starts telling a story and, thus, poetically reworks his experience. He imagi22
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natively goes beyond the limitations of the words his elders provide. Garmann’s story becomes, to use Eldridge’s words, an “allegory of the possibility of human freedom and self-understanding in the world and an indication
that such an achievement is possible.”26 Garmann’s narration of nature is a
creative construction of new rules for such a narration, which is a means for
him to express his freedom in the face of the compulsion to go to school.
Such poetical reworking of experience allows him to go beyond the demands
of his community and his emotions. Neither of them binds him; rather, they
free him as he encounters all the artistic possibilities they give him. It is because of emotional and communal demands, not in spite of them, that he can
let his own nature rework his experience. Or to paraphrase Norton Baktin,
“[Garmann] allows his imagination and understanding to play over the entire
field that judgement discovers in the [world], the field of all that he might
think or say about his experience of it.”27
It is possible to see expressions of genius in such ordinary, everyday responses to nature and human society. Such genius is auto-nomous in a very
literal sense. As the Kantian genius gives the rule to art, the moral genius
gives rules to morality, rules that may be independent of our current moral
language. Garmann, and anti-heroes like him, opens up the possibility for an
understanding that the Kantian genius does not have to be, as some may
maintain, something unique, found in only a few. Garmann’s genius can be
found in his ordinary everyday experience of life. Call this a democratization
of the Kantian genius.28 Genius thus conceived involves the courage to head
to that “gleam of light which flashes across [ones] mind,” to use Emerson’s
words.29 Or to put it with a Kantian flavour that both Emerson and Nietzsche
pick up, genius becomes a matter of having the courage to stand as an exemplar for others, not something to imitate but something to emulate in becom-

26
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ing an exemplar of artistic autonomy.30 When anyone can judge for all, then
particularity and universality merge, continually challenging each other,
suggesting that even the oddest voice, the most dissonant sound, the most
eccentric play, can claim authority to transform my seeing and hearing.
We follow Garmann’s imaginary response to nature and life throughout
the book. His aunts arrive on a boat “from another time”; his aunts shrink in
the sun and they soon will not be seen over the grass. Instead of using a
walker with wheels, he imagines Auntie Ruth “skating along the pavement at
full speed” on a skateboard. In response to Daddy saying that Mum has roses
in her cheeks, Garmann notices that flowers seem to have the same names as
old ladies. Garmann’s most elaborate responses, however, lie in his imaginary response to death. He discusses death with his aunts, and they share
their feelings and thoughts about death. It is described in imagery that relates
to the natural surroundings in which the discussion is set. Auntie Borghild
describes dying as traveling through the sky, passing through a large gate
into a garden similar to, but bigger than, the garden they are sitting in and
that she praises Mum for keeping beautiful. When the aunts leave, at the end
of summer, we read,
Three deep blasts of the ship’s horn and the aunts leave town behind them. He
watches them getting smaller and smaller. Soon they will be traveling into
heaven.
They wave to Garmann until the boat is a dot merging into the clouds.

Garmann makes a connection between reaching into the horizon, traveling
into heaven, “travel in the great starry wagon in the sky”31 as Aunt Borghild
puts it, and dying, as Garmann repeats in thinking about his dying bird. His
aunts are dying, and the boat, on reaching the horizon, actually merges into
the clouds, into heaven. That Garmann sees this connection does not mean
that he believes they are dying. They return every summer. Rather, that he
sees that connection or that aspect of the event is an aesthetic judgment. He
gives a thoughtful and creative response to how his aunts leave him and to
his thoughts about death and school. The picture even contains an angelic
dragonfly, just as in the picture that accompanies Aunt Borghild talking
about her death in which he depicts her flying with dragonfly wings followed by dragon-flies and other insects.
The narrative of death and fear in this book is also about a young boy’s
fear of starting school. Garmann’s imaginary responses to his aunt’s words
are a way for him to work out the moral aspects of schooling as a way of
dying. He seems terrified that this new stage in his life will mean that he dies
30
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and needs to be buried, with the worms. At the same time as the vision of
flying on a starry wagon after the worms have done their part (are the worms
teachers and the community of people deciding about Garmann’s education?), there is still a starry wagon that travels through heaven.
Following the young boy’s investigation of the concepts of death and
fear, realizing that his investigation was also about the end of summer and
the start of school, the story is a moral discussion beyond the existential
questions about fear and death, beyond moral concepts. It is a story that involves our entire sensibility, not only our mind. Hence, this story, with its
pictures, as so many other stories, may be conceived as a way to engage in
moral discourse.
The story certainly helped me to respond differently to my own children’s
hesitancy in starting school. Reading it, looking at its pictures, still touches
me and guides my ways of looking at schooling. I am scared too. In this way
Garmann’s Summer speaks both universally, making claims about possible
experiences and meanings of schooling that can widen our understanding of
schooling, and it speaks from the particular, of one boy’s fate and struggles
with his society’s expectations. The book expresses the possibility of human
freedom by playfully resisting the conventionally established idea that
schooling is necessary. It helps me see that, to children, schooling may mean
not only education, an arena for learning and growth, but also leaving life or
dying.
Garmann’s responses to his fears, of starting school, of old age, and of nature, are exemplary for how making art of our experiences can enrich our
conceptions of these things. It shows that art can help us see further aspects
of, or renewed significance in, our concepts.32 This, in turn, suggests that
principled reasoning based on moral concepts is insufficient for moral
thought. This way of making universal moral claims, in letting the particular
of one protagonist speak for all, exemplifies how even the most eccentric
voice can speak universally for humanity. However, this also exposes the
vulnerability of such dissonant voices, the danger of isolation. Will anyone
stand by Garmann’s side if school turns out to be as scary as he seems to
believe? Will anyone be able to see those risks in schooling?33
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4.4 Difficulties of Educational Reality
Stating that literature, and art in general, can be a vehicle for moral thought
and moral learning or for transforming our moral sensibilities can be deeply
problematic for many reasons. One of those reasons becomes salient when
considering possible roles for children’s literature in moral education.
Teaching morality through art can become moral propaganda, drawing students into narratives that manipulate them to hold specific moral values
without reflection. This is clearly incompatible with the view of literature as
assisting in attempts to live autonomously, and it is certainly not the kind of
moral education a democratic community needs. Of course, considering the
insight from Garmann’s Summer, it seems equally unreasonable to think of
teaching, in schools or universities, as killing students. I am sure many
teachers have doubts about the actual results of their teaching, but thinking
of even some of these results as death seems a bit harsh. From a teacher’s
perspective, Garmann’s experience may seem over the top. But realising that
so much teaching (my teaching?) easily falls into moral propaganda and
manipulation perhaps makes it seem less harsh. Can teaching and training in
moral reasoning be anything other than manipulation?
Such worries disclose difficulties of the reality of teaching moral thinking. Teaching often involves giving rules, norms, and principles for how
students should come to think and act, but it also involves engaging students
in autonomous thinking and acting. A possible philosophical response to this
paradox would be to look for a solution to it, perhaps by arguing for how
autonomy and set procedures can be balanced, or by arguing for when in a
teaching process the students’ autonomy should be encouraged or in what
specific areas such set procedures should be promoted. However, such a
response seems to deflect from the difficulty of teaching, call it the difficulty
of educational reality.
Here I find Cora Diamond’s work particularly insightful. In her curious
essay “The Difficulty of Reality and the Difficulty of Philosophy”, she explores what I experience when reading Garmann’s Summer and perhaps
what Garmann experiences when thinking about school. In Diamond’s
words, these are “experiences in which we take something in reality to be
resistant to our thinking it, or possibly to be painful in its inexplicability,
difficult in that way, or perhaps awesome and astonishing in its inexplicability.”34 This is not because these problems are hard to solve; it is not that kind
of difficulty. Rather, it is a difficulty that “shoulders us out of life.”35 Garmann’s view of schooling as dying surely puts him at odds with the ordinary
reality of most adults and many children in his community. If I, as a teacher
34
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or parent, take his fear seriously, perhaps by fearing for my children or students what Garmann fears, will I be shouldered out? What happens to my
sense of myself as a teacher? Can I be a teacher and acknowledge Garmann’s fear without, as Diamond perhaps would say, being a “sick soul”, a
“wounded animal” myself?36
An important example of difficulties of reality in Diamond’s essay is her
discussion of J.M. Coetzee’s novel Elizabeth Costello, and in particular the
part of the novel that previously was given as Coetzee’s Tanner Lectures.37
These were published as The Lives of Animals with comments from prominent scholars such as Amy Gutmann, Peter Singer, Wendy Doniger, Barbara
Smuts and Marjorie Garber.38 Coetzee delivered these lectures by reading a
story about an elderly, quite successful writer, Elizabeth Costello, who
comes to a fictive college to deliver a lecture with a follow-up seminar, as
she puts it, “on the subject of animals”, a subject her audience does not expect.
Although several scholars have commented on Diamond’s essay (for example scholars such as Stanley Cavell, John McDowell, Cary Wolfe, Ian
Hacking, Stephen Mulhall, and Stefano Di Brisco),39 very few have looked at
Diamond’s essay from an educational perspective. One exception is Paul
Standish whose response to Diamond involves what seems to be a difficulty
itself.41 Standish begins his essay by outlining a course based on The Lives of
Animals. Standish does this with a sense of irony. In the second part of the
essay, Standish reads Diamond and Cavell’s discussion of Coetzee, which
makes the course outline appear more and more like a joke, a prank of sorts.
However, as good humour should, the joke keeps a sense of seriousness
about it. It reminds us of the silliness of some of our best attempts in teaching important moral issues.
Let me give a brief summary of Standish’s ironic course outline. However, let me do this with a twist. Imagine that Garmann is taking this course.
Standish’s course is directed toward much older students, but the outline and
literature may be adapted to younger children. Standish’s course outline
36
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closely follows Coetzee’s lectures, and my outline adapts Standish’s ironic
take on the lectures. We may think of the course outline as something suggested by a teacher who is impressed by Coetzee’s lectures:
Lesson One: On the horrors of animal life. This lesson draws upon Costello’s comparisons between factory farming and the Holocaust. The students are asked to reflect upon “the targets of Elizabeth’s claims” and “why
Elizabeth chose this as a topic for her lecture….”42 When presenting it to
smaller children we replace the Holocaust comparison with a comparison
between the evil Cruella De Vil’s attempts to make a coat out of Dalmatian
puppies’ fur in the Disney film 101 Dalmatians and the enjoyment, and
blindness of the meaning of, eating meat in most Western societies.
Lesson Two: The practicalities of preparing animals for food. Standish
suggests that the students watch a TV show in which the participants are
taken through the process of the slaughter and consumption of meat. In
Garmann’s case, they are taken to a farm and are shown cows kept for milking as well as animals bred to be eaten, for example chickens. Thereafter, the
children are shown the school kitchen and shown how the chickens are prepared for grilling. Because of their age, they are not shown the actual killing
of the animals. The children are now asked to reflect upon what they have
learned from this experience, how they were affected by it, and if it changed
their attitude toward eating meat.
Lesson Three: Eating taboos and cultural difference. Now the children
are asked to prepare a dinner (like the one in Coetzee’s lectures) in which
people from different cultures and religions with differing dietary restrictions
and decrees are supposed to participate. They are asked to reflect upon why
there are differences between the cultures regarding food, how they may
divide people, and whether it is important to care about this.
Lesson Four: The case of animal rights. This lesson introduces notions of
human rights, children’s rights, and animal rights. The children are asked to
reflect upon some of the rights they have, based on how they are formulated
in books written for children about the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (CRC). In this case, the teacher chooses to use Unicef’s
cartoon versions of the CRC.43 They are then asked to reflect on what kind of
rights animals could and should have.
Lesson Five: Questionable comparisons. The children are asked to reflect
on the extent to which it is reasonable to compare Cruella De Vil’s Dalmatian fur coat with meat-eating. Can we really compare eating animals with
killing them for luxury clothing? Can we compare eating chicken or sausages with killing dogs? Dogs are pets after all.
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Lesson six: Arguments and stories. The teacher now reveals that the
source of these lessons is a story about a woman written by the author John
Coetzee. The children are now asked if this makes a difference and why it
may be important to tell stories about these issues as opposed to talk about
them in the way they have done so far.
I can imagine that a child like Garmann, who in solitude buries small birds,
may be deeply affected by a course like this. He may decide to become a
vegetarian. I can also imagine children, perhaps Garmann, who despite the
obviousness of lesson two, do not see the connection between what they are
eating and what they have talked about. Others may be as disturbed as Costello and, like her, feel wounded by the cruel reality of our consumption of
meat and killing of animals. Some may become confused, not knowing what
to think, having been raised to eat meat (or as vegetarians) and now worried
about how they feel about it. All this may involve some of the children in
further debates, or it may put them off from talking about it at all. It is also
easy to imagine all kinds of reactions from the children’s parents, from outrage to silent support.
The teacher may or may not be happy about the results of the lessons.
Vegetarians, debate, reconsiderations, and so on, may be what the teacher
wanted. Nonetheless, such results give me a further sense of Garmann’s
fears. Someone has put words in his mouth, words that are supposed to express what he feels when he encounters nature, words that determine what he
experiences when eating or sitting in the bushes with his, to use Thoreau’s
words, “brute neighbours.” The course has become manipulative, despite the
variety of possible results.
Regardless of the problems of adapting Standish’s course to younger students, it is striking how ordinary it seems. I have never seen a course outline
like this concerning animals but have come across very similar outlines
about other issues such as bullying, gender, children’s rights, or, in higher
education, professional ethics. (Interestingly, most such outlines do not contain the final lesson about the question of the course being based on fiction).
The courses introduce words and concepts for further debate and thinking
about different moral issues. For this purpose, literature or art is used to illustrate how to come to “reasonable” conclusions or as a pedagogical tool
for making difficult moral concepts easier to understand. However, these
concepts, these debates, and the suggested solutions to ethical problems may
deflect from the actual complexities of our lives with animals, our bullying,
our experiences of gender, our lives with children, or the moral aspects of
our professions. Moreover, using literature to convey these concepts and
solutions is exactly what Diamond warns us against when she criticizes
Coetzee’s commentators for taking the story about Costello as a theoretical
argument dressed in a literary suit. What kind of education, what kind of
formal education or schooling, does the boy in the bushes need about ani-
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mals? What do I need to say to myself to come to terms with the reality of
children or students actually fearing my teaching? Do I need to say anything? Are moral words or concepts my redemption, something that tells me
what to do, how to think?
Now, I can hear someone asking, “But aren’t words and concepts also
useful?” I can also hear Ian Hacking, in his response to Diamond and Coetzee, reminding me, “Deflection can be perfectly healthy.”44 Shall we really
avoid attempting to give words to experience? Isn’t education to a large extent about developing linguistic and conceptual capacities? Indeed, Diamond’s examples are not of young children in school but of grownups who,
in experiencing beauty, goodness, and the horrors of our treatment of our
fellow animals find that their thoughts cannot fully grasp their experience.
Don’t we need a language in which to experience that our words cannot fully
grasp our experience?
Deflection may be exactly what a child needs. The teacher may have good
reasons for avoiding the comparison between factory farming and the Holocaust or for not taking them through the process of the actual slaughter of the
animals they are about to eat when making a course outline for younger children. It seems reasonable to protect children from the horror that Costello
feels about eating meat, just as many states have regulations about which
movies children are allowed to see. The teacher deflects a blow that may
hurt the children. The teacher would not want children to be wounded in the
way Costello is, calling herself a wounded animal. Instead, we teach them to
debate the issue. We teach Garmann to talk about his birds. We tell him that
school is not all that bad. Garmann may even be given tools that expand his
imagination, his genius. He may find friends or a starry wagon.
Certainly, words are useful, even crucial. After all, words are what Costello uses to reveal her wound, to express her difficulty of reality. Garmann
uses words to re-describe nature, to talk about fear, death and school. The
question is which words are useful and for what. The words “I am scared”
are useful to Garmann, so is the word “death.” However, to understand Garmann we need to see the role these words have in his life at this particular
moment. To understand Garmann’s words we need to be turned, as Diamond
puts it, “toward flesh and blood, the kind of animal [he is].”45 It is Garmann’s
life, the book we read, that makes the words his words. (Can we understand
words without considering that someone is using these words for a particular
purpose?) This means acknowledging the complexities involved in Garmann’s fears and their expressions, complexities that involve more than his
words. It not only means acknowledging Garmann’s words but also the
finitude of his words (in his attempt to express his experience of the horrors
of schooling), as well as the finitude of my words in trying to grasp his fears.
44
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But, of course, not everyone shares my experience of Garmann’s fears as
a difficulty of reality, shouldering out thought and language, just as not everyone is wounded by our treatment of animals as Costello is. Diamond repeatedly emphasises this as part of the difficulty. Our words and concepts, as
much as they unite, also isolate us, give us difficulties. My voice may be
dissonant. Still, sharing my experience of the difficulty, even in isolation or
at risk of isolation, is a claim to universality. It is pleading with my fellow
beings that they acknowledge my wounds. It is a claim that reminds us that
the ordinary – such as the ordinariness of schooling and meat-eating – is not
a given; rather, as Cavell puts it, it is a task. It is a claim that helps us find
significance in different aspects of our lives.46
A one-sided focus on concepts and logic will miss the person in the class
or the book and treat issues as if they were divorced from the people discussing them. This is what, according to Diamond, Coetzee’s commentators have
done. They focus on Costello’s arguments (sometimes as if they were Coetzee’s) and not the story about the woman Elizabeth Costello, who describes
herself as a wounded animal. Consequently, as Diamond puts it, “For none
of the commentators does the story have any significance in how we might
understand the story in relation to our lives, the lives of the animals we
are.”47 The story, to these commentators, is just an ornament to the arguments. But, then, do the arguments have any significance outside its narrative frame?
So, what I respond to in this section is a sense of scepticism about what
our words and concepts can do, what kind moral work they can do – scepticism as seeing the finitude of our words as their failure.48 The teacher in my
story - just as Coetzee’s commentators in Diamond’s story do - attempts to
teach us words that deflect from this failure. But this finitude is also what
opens onto wide possibilities in our life with language. Acknowledging the
finitude of our words is what Diamond, as I understand her, calls the difficulty of philosophy. Teaching, if grounded in such acknowledgement, can
become a means for us to acknowledge the complexity of our moral life, of
our life in general. If all that education does is provide argumentative, theoretical tools to deal with these complexities, then it will lead to a deflection
of these complexities, and thus a deflection of life itself. This is a simplification that surely will help us to solve moral problems, but that may also mean
that we deflect from the difficulty of reality. The trick is to remain aware of
the fact that a clear rectangle is never the same as a blurry one. We want life,
so we need the blurriness of flesh and blood.49
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Thus, teaching may be thought of as introducing the student to the ordinary, that is, to a certain attunement of concepts, world and others.50 We
come to know the world or morality not only by grasping something by our
concepts. We attune to the world and each other. We live together in the
world. Thus, thinking about how we ordinarily teach and learn concepts
dissolves the puzzlement that drives the arguments about how to balance set
procedures and autonomy. Turning to the ordinary reminds us that the act of
balancing is in teaching and learning itself, in the lives we lead, and that the
balancing act is an inherent part of such lives. If we avoid balancing, we fall;
thus, we must keep it up, and stop thinking that if we can just get it right,
then we would not need to keep up the balancing act anymore.
Keeping in mind the features of genius in Garmann’s response to his fears
and the universal demands that such ethical-aesthetic responses involve, I am
reminded of the fragility of our responses to Garmann’s expressions of his
fear of schooling. Garmann’s beautiful way of responding to his fears, of
expressing his fears, may isolate him. We simply may not realise how these
fears should or could be taken into account when we think of what schools
are and what they do. We simply may not be prepared to see Garmann as an
exemplar for our experience of starting school. Our sensibility can hinder us
from acknowledging Garmann’s experience as reasonable, that his claims
are not claims of reason. I certainly hope that this is not the case and that
such hope does not isolate me among other parents, teachers and educators.

4.5 “Thirteen Hours Before School Starts”
Perhaps I recognize myself, as a philosopher of education, in the final words
of Garmann’s Summer. As Garmann looks with worried eyes through the
open window of a nearly empty room, I read,
The wasps on the windowsill are dozy. His sixth summer went much too fast,
Garmann thinks. As he buckles his backpack, he can feel a cool breeze. From
the corner of his eye he sees the first leaf falling from the apple tree. [The
same apple tree that reached for the sky?] Before he goes to bed he checks his
teeth one last time to see if any are loose.
Thirteen hours to go before school starts.
And Garmann is scared.

Philosophy may be truly terrifying when we realize that we are responsible for its universal claims. Moreover, philosophy is really terrifying if it, as
schooling, takes from us the responsibility for who we are and how we live,
by laying down metaphysical requirements for our thoughts and actions.
This seems to be Garmann’s real fear. Can he really continue in his wonder50
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ing awe of nature in the same way after his teachers have told him what to
think and how to think? Perhaps Garmann is right to be afraid. Either he can
persist in his imaginary interpretations and face the danger of being unschoolable, even unintelligible, or he can conform to what institutionalised
schooling provides for him. The response I have suggested is something we
may call a moral perfectionism; it is an ethics beyond moral concepts.51
Consider Cavell’s take on perfectionism as something that “challenges
ideas of moral motivation, showing…the possibility of my access to experience which gives to my desire for the attaining of a self that is mine to become, the power to act on behalf of an attainable world I can actually desire”
(CW, 32). This challenge suggests something not yet achieved or even
achievable, an “eventual community” (PH, 152). As such it involves an ethics much like Kantian aesthetic judgements. It is a vision of morality that
goes beyond judgements about right and wrong, good or bad, virtue or vice.
It is rather a matter of how we come to live with ourselves and others. As
Cavell puts it elsewhere, it is a moral outlook that comes before such judgements where we turn our conversation to the “finding of mutual happiness
without a concept” (CHU, 32) – indeed, a Kantian formulation. This means
that we cannot determine beforehand the outcome of this conversation. The
moral is finding pleasure in the play that constitutes our mutual conversation. This suggests that “moral” has an intransitive use.
Children’s literature can awaken the imagination that is needed to see
the whimsical thoughts of children as autonomous thought. Literature helps
us see genius and to develop our own rejected genius thoughts – that is, to
see ourselves as exemplars for artistic, social and moral communities yet to
come. Children’s literature can awaken the imagination we need to speak for
children. This makes it possible for us not only to become attentive to children’s voices, but also to awaken the imagination needed for us to grow into
autonomous beings, constantly engaging in transfiguring our mutual attunement and reclaiming our communities of reason. As Diamond puts it in her
reading of Dickens’ A Christmas Carol,
We all know that we were once children, but that may be mere
abstract knowledge, incapable of entering our adult lives. Or it
may be imaginatively available to us; the acceptance of our own
past childhood may be imaginatively present and active in us as
adults. Without the imaginative presence in us of the child we
were, we are as adults incapable, Dickens thought, of enjoyment
and hope, and that cripples us morally.52
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This is clearly a reminder of an ordinary aspect of our lives: we do know
that once we were children, and we need to remember the importance of that.
However, Diamond does not stop there. She goes on to notice how
Scrooge’s moral transformation is a result of his becoming imaginatively
aware not only of the child in him but also of his death (or his mortality) and
of his present state.53 Imagination here is not based on a concept of the other
as rational or sentient, but rather our imaginative awareness makes the other
alive to us by bringing ourselves – our sense of being part of a story, of being alive with and for others – to life. This is clearly what happened when I
read Garmann’s Summer. The reading transformed my moral sensibilities
and my reasoning. Garmann made my own childhood alive to me again, my
own school start, my own death. I don’t even have to share Garmann’s experience. His story and his imagination provoke my imagination and affect my
story. My moral imagination comes into play with my understanding (again,
this is a Kantian aesthetic rhetoric) and calls for attention to the ordinary and
extra-ordinary of the particular interactions in my life. Here moral perfectionism means that there is moral force in every word uttered, every story
told (CHU, 32), beyond the few concepts commonly thought of as moral.
As an educator and teacher, I can converse with Garmann and become a
part of the world he desires. I let him challenge me. Do I want to? Is he right
to fear me? Can I really sense his fear? Or is my understanding of the role of
schooling bound by my dogmatic requirements for what (moral) education
consists in? Is there room for Garmann’s genius in our schools?
Thus, Garmann leaves us, looking fearfully into the distance for something else.
***
This chapter has built on the Wittgesteinian idea that philosophical work is
as much emotional as intellectual, that the work of the mind is a work of the
will. It has shown that moral rationality is not separate from subjective sensibilities and that moral philosophy is not a discourse separate from literature. Children’s literature, I have suggested through the example of Garmann’s Summer, can aid the philosopher of childhood and education to take
into account such sensibilities when considering the moral lives of children.
Yet I have so far only alluded to the importance of a rational community and
acknowledgement of the child’s expressions as reasons so far. In the following chapter I shall explore how acknowledgement of our lives within rational
and linguistic communities not only becomes an important philosophical
concept, but also how it is important for how children can have a voice in
philosophy, and consequently for how philosophy of childhood and education can be practiced.
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How can professional philosophy with its sophisticated expressions and
forms of reason speak for children or give children a philosophical voice?
How can children have a voice in philosophy? Gareth Matthews’ texts implicitly respond to these questions. His conversations with children show
how philosophy can speak for children and how children speak for philosophy. This chapter can be read as an attempt to reconstruct Matthews’ philosophy of childhood in the light of these questions. I suggest that we
acknowledge children both as rational beings who can actually contribute to
philosophy by educating philosophers and as learners who sometimes can be
reached by the sophisticated language of philosophers. I further claim that if
philosophy turns to children’s literature as a source for its investigations it is
possible to embark on a search for children’s voices in philosophy as an
education for both philosophers and children. This is vital to any attempt to
philosophise with children because it demonstrates how we, in many ordinary contexts, actually acknowledge children as rational conversational partners who contribute to our understanding of ourselves as rational beings. Or,
to put it differently, children’s literature becomes a way to explore not only
our relationship with children, but also how such relationships can be a philosophical education for both children and adults. This emphasises both the
role philosophical reflection can play in establishing a rational community
encompassing children and adults, and how this is possible through an
acknowledgement of children’s rationality. Clearly, if there is something to
these suggestions, doing philosophy with children has, at least on the face of
it, a role in establishing this community.
Investigating these suggestions opens for a way to reconsider interactions
between children and adults that allows for acknowledging reason in seemingly unreasonable dissonances; which is crucial for the further investigation
of dissonant voices in part three of this book. Moreover, giving children a
voice in philosophy is a step towards seeing what it means to engage with
dissonance philosophically; as the child stands on the threshold of established practices and ways of life. The chapter takes a step towards a philosophy that engages with the voices on the margins of intelligibility, rationality
and morality.
In short, in this chapter I investigate how philosophy can speak for children and how children can speak for philosophy. I maintain that we should
understand children as responsible rational subjects who are involved in their
121
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own philosophical inquiries and who can be involved in our philosophical
investigations – not because of their rational abilities, but because we
acknowledge them as conversational partners, acknowledge their reasons as
reasons, and speak for them as well as let them speak for us and our rational
community. In order to show this I turn to Gareth Matthews’ philosophy of
childhood and suggest a reconstruction of some of his concepts in line with
Cavell’s philosophy. I continue by reading the children’s books, The Lorax
and Where is My Sister? and Henrik Ibsen’s play, The Wild Duck.

5.1 The Lorax and Responsible Children
In Dr Seuss’ The Lorax the Once-ler gives the last seed of the Truffula Trees
to a child; a seed with which the child can re-establish the paradisiacal world
once destroyed but he once-ler’s greed. The Once-ler says,
You are in charge of the Truffula Seeds.
An Truffula Seeds arte what everyone needs.
Plant a new Truffula. Treat it with care.
Give it clean water. And feed it fresh air.
Grow a forest. Protect it from axes that hack.
Then the Lorax and all his friends
may come back.1

This gesture seems to suggest that children, this child, may be responsible
agents that can handle such a task. It is possible to respond to such gestures
in at least two ways: (i) We can take this as an illustration of an empirical
possibility. Do children demonstrate or manifest the ability to take such responsibility? (ii) We can take this story as an invitation to imagine that we
can acknowledge children as responsible and rational agents, which means
that our attitude to children is as vital for our conception of them as rational
as their ability to demonstrate rational capabilities. This also means that the
child and the Once-ler share the same fate; they both bear the responsibility
and the consequences of one another’s lives and actions.2 The Once-ler’s
instructions to treat the seed with care, ultimately giving the seed to the
child, can be seen as an acknowledgement of the shared fate, or as I shall put
it: speaking for the child and letting the child speak for him.
To my mind there are several things in The Lorax that prompts this second kind of response. The figure of the Once-ler is clearly an adult. For
instance, he opens up a successful shop, and he starts a corporation and establishes a factory with many employees. When the Once-ler first comes to
1
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the Land of the Truffula Trees, however, it is depicted as an Eden where
fantastic animals play while the Once-ler enjoys nature. Inspired by his new
environment and using a Truffula Tree, he creates his first Thneed, the production of which eventually destroys the Truffula Trees, along with the
beautiful landscape, and exploits its resources. One moral of The Lorax is
that the child has to take responsibility as a result of the irresponsibility of
adults. The message seems to be that we have to trust our children, that they
are our only hope. How can we even think otherwise? Who else will take the
responsibility for the fate of humanity? But are we justified in giving children this form of responsibility? Is it a responsibility they can fulfil? In what
sense can we understand children as rational responsible beings, and in what
sense do we speak for children as sharing our fate?3
The hopes and doubts expressed in these questions are with how we live
with children as rational beings and moral agents, and with children’s roles
and marginal positions in our forms of life. Children are the future of humanity, and in some sense the future of rationality. If as I suggest, our response to children’s literature can be conceived as an acknowledgement of a
shared responsibility or community or reason, then children’s literature can
help us acknowledge the kinds of lives we can live with children as corepresentatives of our communities of reason, as co-founders our forest of
Truffula Trees, our restored future world. If our response is one of acknowledgement, we need to pay attention to how children’s literature can help us
be honest about the lives we live and may live with children.

5.2 Reconsidering Gareth Matthews’ Philosophy of
Childhood
In the early paper “Philosophy and Children’s Literature”, before his groundbreaking work on the philosophy of childhood, Gareth Matthews surveys
how philosophical thought, what he calls “philosophical whimsy”, is presented in children’s literature. By referring to a few empirical examples of
children raising the same philosophical questions and making the same philosophical claims he finds in children’s literature, Matthews argues that
“what philosophers do (in rather disciplined and sustained ways) is much
closer than usually appreciated to what at least some children rather naturally
do (albeit fitfully, and without the benefit of sophisticated techniques).”4 As
3

Admittedly, The Lorax is a thought provoking text about environmental issues. The reading
I suggest of the text as being about our moral lives with children is not separable from its
environmentalism. Rather the environmental issues strengthen my attempt to show that we
share a fate with our children, that we share a responsibility for a future world and that our
actions and expressions form our shared future.
4
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he proceeds in his work on philosophy of childhood and philosophy for children, Matthews extends his empirical examples of children’s philosophical
reasoning. This allows him to make the forceful claim, against Piagetian
research on children’s development, that our interactions with children really
ought to be understood as interactions with rational beings or moral persons.5
Mathews justifies his claims by finding empirical evidence of children
demonstrating philosophical abilities.
Although I agree with Matthews’ conclusions – that children’s thoughts
may be closer to what philosophers do and that we ought to acknowledge
children as rational beings and moral persons – I believe that his claims can
and needs to be strengthened if we take a different route from our readings
of children’s literature. This route not only re-evaluates children’s assumed
or denied rationality but also reformulates how rationality could be pictured.
It involves reading children’s literature not only as illustrating and presenting philosophical issues that children may think of, but as a philosophical
expression of existential problems that are latent in our relationships with
children: this elucidates how we in fact live with children and how we might
live with them. In the light of this it is possible to reconsider Matthews conversations with children. These conversations do not have to be understood
primarily as empirical evidence for children’s philosophical abilities and
rationality but rather as images of how philosophical conversations with
children can demonstrate our acknowledgement of children’s voices as making claims to be involved in our communities of reason.
Accordingly, in this chapter I propose that children’s literature can invite
us to acknowledge children as rational responsible beings. I argue that the
basis for children’s capabilities to reason lies as much in our acknowledgement of them as reasonable as in their attempts to reason with us. Such an
acknowledgement means to speak for children as rational beings and to
speak for children as rational we are not dependent in children manifesting
empirical evidence of reason. Instead, such acknowledgement is a claim to
community with children and as such a claim to shared rationality. Reading
children’s literature philosophically can be a way to help us see more clearly
our role in giving children a voice in our communities of reason. If we are
blind to our role in those communities, we are also blind to their rationality.
We are, as Cavell puts it, “missing something about [ourselves], or rather
something about [our] connection with these people, [our] internal relation to
them” (CR, 376).
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5.3 Imagination, Community and Literature
The imagination called for by stories is significant with regard to the
acknowledgement of children’s voices. Consider again Coetzee’s character,
Elisabeth Costello, and the reply that she gives when having just spoken of
Ted Hughes’ poem “The Jaguar,”6 she is asked about how far it is possible to
imagine the inner life of an animal:
I would reply, writers teach us much more than they are aware of. By bodying
the jaguar, Hughes shows us that we too can embody animals—by the process
called poetic invention that mingles breath and sense in a way that no one has
explained and no one ever will. He shows us how to bring the living body into
being within ourselves. When we read the jaguar poem, when we recollect it
afterwards in tranquillity, we are for a brief while the jaguar. He ripples within
us, he takes over our body, he is us.7

Certainly, a major setback in Costello’s reasoning is that it immediately
invites a sceptical reply. In what sense can a reader of “The Jaguar” actually
get inside the jaguar? We may simply note that since the jaguar’s senses and
expressions are so different from ours, we can ask whether it is possible to
come close to anything like embodying the animal. The poem may create an
illusion (if even that) of our coming closer to the jaguar experience, but can
we really tell whether we have come any closer?
Nonetheless, Costello’s reading of Hughes’ poem can give us another
kind of answer. It shows us the power and importance of human imagination. It is only in philosophising or in intellectualising Costello’s response
that we would raise the question of actual embodiment of the animal.8 Both
Costello’s reasoning and “The Jaguar” are works or literature. We know that
Costello’s reasoning is imagined. We do not know anything about Costello
outside of our and Coetzee’s imagination and we do not know anything
about the jaguar’s experience besides what Hughes invites us to imagine.
6

The second half of the poem is what seems to illustrate Costello’s point. It reads,
But who runs like the rest past these arrives
At a cage where the crowd stands, stares, mesmerized,
As a child at a dream, at a jaguar hurrying enraged
Through prison darkness after the drills of eyes
On a short fierce fuse. Not in boredom—
The eye satisfied to be blind in fire,
By the bang of blood in the brain deaf of ear—
He spins from the bars, but there is no cage to him
More than to the visionary his cell:
His stride is wildernesses of freedom:
The world rolls under the long thrust of his heel.
Over the cage floor the horizon come.
Ted Hughes, ”The Jaguar” in Selected Poems (New York: Harper and Row, 1972), 3.
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The apparent illusion of understanding the jaguar is not an illusion at all.
This imagining of the other is all we have to go on if we want to understand
one another, whether an animal or a human. Even though some philosophers
may have claimed to overcome sceptical threats about other minds, we do
not ordinarily think of those (most of us do not know them) when we engage
with others. In interacting with others we do not act on a certainty of understanding the other or of being understood by the other. Rather, this interaction is a matter of attuning ourselves to the other by acknowledging their
words and actions as our words and actions – which means making a claim
to a shared community. Understanding the other may thus be conceived as
having a clear overview of how we live and possibly can live with that particular other – how we live the jaguar, how we live with a child, even how
we live with ourselves.
Costello shows that Hughes speaks for the jaguar; he gives the jaguar a
voice in a human language, as Coetzee gives voice to Costello and her equally wild sensitivities. This is remarkable about poems like “The Jaguar”.
Hughes not only invites us to imagine being a jaguar, he makes this possible
by using his words in such a way that we can imagine being a jaguar. Other
words may not succeed in this. Indeed, Hughes words, or Costello’s use of
them, may not do this to all of us. That does not even happen in the story
about Costello: she is quite alone in her approach to animals. However, in
speaking for the jaguar, in trying to put the jaguar’s experience into words,
Hughes also claims that we have enough in common with the jaguar to understand it, enough in common to translate the jaguar’s experience into
words. This is what “speaking for” means here; it is a claim to a shared
community (CR, 20). It is an acknowledgement of the other.
Although in reading “The Jaguar” our imagination appears to help us
acknowledge what we share with an animal and find something in common
with it, can it be said that we share what might be called a rational community with children? We are certainly not always inclined to think so, as is
shown by the helplessness of our reason in the face of children’s dissonance.
Children’s literature can challenge the stability of our reason and challenge
our inclination to respond to children in certain ways. Children’s literature
may even lead us to identify imaginatively with, or even to embody, the
central (child-)characters and follow their ways of reasoning. Just as Costello
is affected in reading Hughes’ poem, se we also may be affected by reading
about Costello.
Though we may recognise that some very young children do reason and
express themselves comprehensibly, it seems much more difficult to
acknowledge them as persons that we can reason with about the same issues
as adults. We live as if some human beings are children; we project that aspect onto young human beings. To be sure, there is nothing wrong in seeing
some human beings as children, but some of our ways of picturing children
may blind us to other aspect of our lives with children. For example, as
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Dewey notes, our understanding of children as immature may lead us to
focus on capabilities they lack rather than capabilities they have.9 Our
(mis)understandings of children, at least for some of us, is then similar to our
(mis)understandings of animals. Because they are different from us, and of
course children are not as different from us as animals (are they not?), we do
not always see the shared features that can establish a community of reason.
We do not always recognize how we actually live with children. Although in
some respect we live with children as if they were human, in other respects
we may fail to acknowledge that children are a part of our communities of
reason. We lack a clear view of our lives with children, to use a Wittgensteinian phrasing (cf. PI § 122). We attempt to teach children our ways of
reasoning, but we are blind to children’s ways of reasoning. Thus, it seems
fair to assume that the asymmetry between the child and its elders in the
ability to reason in particular contexts (contexts important to grownups) may
give us a limited picture of children, a picture that may obscure other possible ways of living and reasoning with children. Pictures of such asymmetries, if these are the only pictures we have of childhood, feed our tendency
to think of children merely as uncompleted adults or rational not-yets.

5.4 Rationality and Children’s Legal Rights
An example of how talk of rational abilities may blind us to other aspects of
our community with children, which distinguishes my position from Matthews, is to be found in his discussion of children’s legal rights. Matthews
raises this issue through the illustrative example of the Gregory Kingsley
case, where, in a Florida State court in 1992, a child claimed a standing legal
petition to terminate his biological parents’ legal right to him. This finally
led to a divorce between Gregory and his parents. Is this reasonable? Can we
give children the legal right to petition on their on behalf? Matthews and I
are in agreement in saying yes.
Matthews maintains his position by asking two principal questions: (i) Is
the child sufficiently rational, or rational in the right way, to be able to be
self-determining? (ii) Would it be in the child’s own interest to restrict the
child’s ability to be self-determining?10 Matthews’ answer to both these
questions is: “It depends.” Some children would be sufficiently rational, and
then it would not be their interest to restrict their ability to be selfdetermining. He suggests that children become gradually more selfdetermining as their rational abilities mature and that Gregory demonstrated
a sufficient rational ability to be self-determining in this case.11
9

John Dewey Democracy and Education, 46.
Matthews, The Philosophy of Childhood, 70.
11
Matthews, The Philosophy of Childhood, 79.
10
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I think Matthews’ argument is misleading. It is not solely a matter of the
child’s rational ability, or his power to demonstrate that ability. In fact, talk
about rationality solely as an ability seems confused. Rather we should
acknowledge the child as a human being and a rational conversational partner. In Cavell’s words, “the basis of it seems to lie in us” (CR, 433). I understand this to draw out part of the moral aspect of Wittgenstein’s saying: “My
attitude towards him is an attitude towards a soul. I am not of the opinion
that he has a soul” (PPF § 22).
But still, rational? Can we really acknowledge small children as rational?
If Hughes can have some of us imagine that we have enough in common
with a jaguar for us to imagine that we become a jaguar, can we not imagine
children sharing enough with us to be a part of our rational community? It all
depends on whether we speak for children and acknowledge them as having
a voice of their own in our community. Of course, this is not wholly independent of children’s abilities. Even though the basis of acknowledgement
lies in us, we cannot share a human form of life with just anything without
risking our sanity. If I insist on treating rocks as moral persons and trying to
involve in rational deliberation, it is reasonable to question my sanity, or at
least my understanding of certain language-games. I find it tragic that my
sanity may be similarly questioned if I do the same with children. We seem
to need a clear view of our lives with children to understand the extent of our
actual acknowledgement of children’s voices and possible future lives with
children – that is, a clear view of the multifarious different ways in which we
respond to children’s expressions as rational or not.
Dr Seuss’ gesture can remind us how we do in fact live with children –
that we do share a fate, a future world and a community – as is evident in the
way that Seuss let the Once-ler teach the child protagonist how his world
became desolate. This gesture also allows us to picture the possibility of a
new kind of life: it allows us to picture a mythology of a paradisiacal forest
of Truffula Trees where the animals’ joyous games and practices are
acknowledged as valuable. We imagine a possible life depicted as a return to
the colourful world of childhood fantasy. This return to childhood fantasy, as
a way of reasoning, can be realised if we (re)turn to children’s literature.

5.5 Children’s Literature and Children’s Reasons:
Where is My Sister?
Remember how Costello begins her clarification of her reading of Hughes
poem by saying “writers teach us more than they are aware of.” This shows
how Costello reads the poem as more than a text, as something that establishes a commonality with animals, illustrating how literature can challenge
our imagination by inviting us continually to look beyond the text and to-
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wards what the text does to us when we read it. Children’s literature can
invoke similar challenges. As Hughes’ poem suggest our common fate with
animals, reading children’s literature may draw our attention to particular
aspect of children’s reasoning. This may challenge our understanding of
rationality, a challenge brought home to us by the dissonance between the
established logic in adult’s reasoning and the whimsical expressions of children’s play and imagination. (Are children’s “whimsy” and grownups “sophistication” expressions of different modes of rationality?)
In the picture book Var är min syster? (Where is My Sister?), the Swedish writer and illustrator Sven Nordqvist invites us into a child’s world (or
two children’s worlds). As in Coetzee, this is an example of a fictional character giving an account of another’s reasoning. Even though the childprotagonist in this story is an animal, this book can be read as a conceptual
investigation of our acknowledgement, acceptance and responses to the other
as a human being.
A small animal, most likely a mouse, asks an elderly animal, possibly a
mole, to help him look for his big sister. They take off on a journey through
an extraordinary landscape in a balloon in the shape of a pear. The bulk of
the story is told through s series of fanciful pictures of landscapes, with
mixed perspectives, varying scales and seemingly out-of-place objects. The
illustrations, which remind me of how I played in my own childhood and of
how I now enjoy playing with children, seem to be of what goes on in a
child’s mind when playing a role-game or letting their imagination flow as
they discover the world: a truck is needed to pick a spruce cone; a knight
rides a snail in a medieval joust; someone really small uses an axe to harvest
carrots. The words accompanying the story told by the pictures share these
characteristics. Reading the book with the pictures is not only a matter of
reading a text, but also of playing with pictures and language in conversation
with the child (the child we are reading with or the child in ourselves, in me).
The book depicts and enacts children’s play as well as invites us to play.
In giving an account of what his big sister has told him, the younger
brother says:
If we are among the could
we can fly, she says.
Because if one won’t do that one will fall,
And if one falls one will die,
but we cannot die
because first we shall grow old,
so we can fly
if we are among the clouds.12

12

Sven Nordqvist Var är min syster? [Where is my sister?] (Stockholm: Opal, 2007). This
and the following excerpts from Var är min syster? are my own translations.
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Some of the premises in this “argument” are obviously false and its logic
does not fit adult’s established ways of reasoning. It appears as if the adult
and the child in this story are at a moment where Wittgenstein would say
that reasons come to an end (PI § 211). There is a dissonance between the
adult’s and the child’s practice of reasoning. The fully-grown animal’s incredulous answer is not very surprising.
She reasons her own way, your sister.
Just don’t believe everything she says.
It is probably good to begin by practicing flying
no more than a yard above the ground
and have someone on the ground catch you
if it does not turn out well.13

This response, by actually responding to the child’s thinking, acknowledges that the child’s reasoning is a way to reason even though it may not be
a very reliable one – if acted upon, it might even be dangerous. The child’s
argument, if we can call it that, does not need to be a valid argument according to our adult standards for it to enter the “space of reasons,” to use
Wilfred Sellars’ term.14 Of course, grownups, philosophers even, also frequently reason poorly. Hence, by responding to the child’s reasoning as reason, good or bad, we acknowledge the child as taking a position in our rational community. Even if we have standards for good reasoning, those
standards do not necessarily have reasons themselves (cf. PI § 477-85).
Thus, our reasons come to an end when we realize that nothing more, nothing less, than us actually acknowledging the child’s reasoning as reason initiates the child in our community of reason. This is how our community of
reason is born and reborn (CR, 125). Within such communities we can raise
questions about good and bad reasoning, we can correct the child’s reasoning and often be right to do so, and the child can question our reasoning. But
isn’t nonsense to think of this child’s reasoning, or ours, as good or bad if we
do not acknowledge what the child does, and what we do, as reasoning?
Nevertheless, it is not enough to speak for the child or let the child speak
for us as members of a community of reason since we have doubts about the
rationality of the child’s actual argument. We may find it difficult to see the
point of the child’s ways of reasoning even if we accept it as such. The combination of pictures and words in Nordqvist’s book may help us overcome
this and actually enter into the child’s world, which is visible in these words
and pictures. It becomes clearer as the characters continue through another
landscape and the young animal tells us something about his sister that may
give us a clue about where to find her. Our mouse explains:

13
14

Nordqvist Var är min syster?
Wilfred Sellars Science, Perception and Reality (New York: Humanities Press, 1963), 169.
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Then she was gone the whole day
But she came home when it was dark.
She said that she had seen a road
that maybe led to Africa
and China or Greenland
or maybe around the whole world.
Another time I shall go there, she said.
It was behind a couch.
A blue road. Or a yellow road
Behind a green chair.
Or maybe it was a great ocean,
I don’t really remember.
– It would be good to know
if we shall look
behind an ocean or a couch.

The pictures in the book are the source of these bewildering thoughts. As
noted, they depict the child’s description. Or, rather, the reverse: the child’s
words describe something we find in the pictures (the pictures tell the story
and the words depict the pictures), pictures that appears to mix up scales and
perspectives, fantasy and reality. This is important, if we notice that after
flying through the child’s landscapes, the child’s world, the adult animal is
now more humble in his response. He acknowledges the child’s fantasy
worldview and seems to realize that the quest is as much a game, or roleplay, as it is an actual search for the sister. He can see a reason or a point in
the child’s whimsical sentences. His response thus become a way of speaking for the child – an acknowledgement that, as they both become attuned to
this game, the question as to whether they should search behind a couch or
an ocean is critical.
To follow the story, both in the pictures and in the words, we must be able
to imagine what the child sees, to enter into the child’s fantasy. Letting ourselves do this is not so much a matter of attuning the child to our practices
but of attuning ourselves to the practices of the child. (I shall return to the
issue of reversed initiation in Chapter Eleven). In this way, reading children’s literature with children and entering those worlds together is making a
claim for community. Reading children’s literature with children is a step
towards such a community, but of course we may also enjoy reading children’s books by ourselves and such solitary reading is also a way to explore
our lives with children.
This kind of philosophy or way of philosophising seems to me particularly fruitful both for attempts to philosophise with children and for any philosophy that claims to say something about our relationships with children.
Children’s literature can awaken the imagination that is needed to see the
whimsical thoughts of children as autonomous thought; it can awaken the
imagination we need to speak for children. This makes it possible for us not
only to become attentive to children’s voices, but also to awaken the imagi-
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nation needed for us to grow into autonomous beings, constantly transforming our mutual attunement and reclaiming our community of reason. Philosophy for children and philosophy of childhood are thus ways of coming to
clarity about the life we live with children and our shared fate in that life, as
well as of achieving clarity about the life with children we want. This is the
kind of philosophy I need to work with children’s dissonant voices.

5.6 Establishing a Community of Reason
If speaking for a rational community and letting participants in that community speak for us is crucial, can philosophy have a role in this? Can philosophy speak for children? We have seen that in reading children’s literature we
can give voice to children, but can I give a philosophical account where I
speak representatively for children without writing for them as my readers?
If, as Cavell suggest, philosophy can be an “education for grownups” (CR,
125), can it also be an education for children? What does it take for philosophy to be an education for children?
I do not think these questions can be dealt with without acknowledging
the separation between children and their elders. Let me explain. Cavell ends
The Claim of Reason by saying that Shakespeare’s Othello and Desdemona,
lying dead on their sheets, form an emblem of the truth of scepticism. They
form “an emblem of human separation, which can be accepted, or granted or
not.” Perhaps poetry or literature can find redemption for them, by, as Cavell
suggest, making “room for hell in a juster city,” room for separateness. But
then again, is such redemption acceptable to philosophy if philosophy still
hopes to overcome the scepticism of other minds, that is to overcome the fact
of human separation, rather than acknowledging it? Does this mean that philosophy should become literature? Cavell ends The Claim of Reason with a
question. “But can philosophy become literature and still know itself” (CR,
496)?
I find Cavell’s philosophy particularly helpful (as an education for
grownups) as a point of departure to work on our relationships with children,
or our lives with children, and working on those relationships sketch out how
philosophy also can be an education for children. This interest corresponds
with Cavell’s attention to the educative aspects of acknowledging separateness in relationships in adult marriages. In Cavell’s readings this acknowledgement fails in marriages such as Othello and Desdemona’s, or Nora and
Torvald’s in Ibsen’s A Doll House, and is successful in what he calls remarriage comedies (PDAT, 122). If reading these films and plays and noticing
the education or lack of education these couples provide for each other may
be a philosophy for grownups, then can my readings of children’s literature
be philosophy as education for grownups? Can philosophy become children’s literature and still know itself?
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Philosophy, Cavell maintains, can be an education for grownups. I claim
that philosophy also can be an education for children. This does not only
mean that philosophical activities that involves philosophical conversations
with children in schools or elsewhere. It also means that philosophy itself
can give voice to children and educate children. I introduce the idea as way
to extend Wittgenstein and Cavell’s works in order to rethink why we want
children to be involved in philosophical practices and why we need philosophy in educational institutions and schools.
Consider how Cavell calls our attention to some aspects of learning languages in the opening of Wittgenstein’s Investigations. There, famously, by
referring to St Augustine’s Confessions, Wittgenstein introduces the idea
that philosophical pictures of language may mislead us. Continuing the confessional mode of both Augustine and Wittgenstein, Cavell asks,
“But what happens if ‘my elders,’ all of them (those bigger people from
whom, according to Augustine passage, I learn to use words), will not accept
what I say and do as what they say and do? Must they? Is it only natural to
them? Is it their responsibility?” (CR, 28)

Notice Cavell’s wording and the voice he is expressing here. Cavell is using a child’s wording. He says “my elders” (which are Augustine’s words)
and, “those bigger people,” emphasising that there are bigger people than he
is. Notice also that Cavell continues Augustine’s (and Wittgenstein’s) confessional use of the first-person. Giving voice to his childhood worries, Cavell speaks representatively for children, lending his voice to express the
doubts of a child being initiated into a linguistic community.15
Accentuating how tragedy (scepticism) and the problem of representativeness are interlinked Cavell continues,
I would like to say: If I am to have a native tongue, I have to accept what “my
elders” say and do as consequential; and they have to accept, even have to applaud, what I say and do. We do not know in advance what the content of our
mutual acceptance is, how far we may be in agreement. I do not know in advance how deep my agreement with myself is, how far my responsibility for
the language may run. But if I am to have my own voice in it, I must be
speaking for others and allow others to speak for me. The alternative to speaking for myself representatively (for someone else’s consent) is not: speaking
for myself privately. The alternative is having nothing to say, being voiceless,
not even mute (CR, 28).

There is a lot going on in this passage. Having already, in my reading of
The Red Tree in Chapter Three, shown some of the emotional complications
involved in this process of coming to language, I shall now bring out a few
15

That these are worries of Cavell’s own childhood is highlighted in his autobiographical
work. See for instance LDK, 19-21, 30-31, 100, 110.
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ideas relevant to this chapter. It is still the child, Stanley Cavell, who speaks.
Cavell is giving voice to a child’s anxiety over whether he will be able to
speak comprehensibly together with his elders. However, the child Stanley
realises that this uncertainty, or anxiety, about whether agreement will be
reached or not, is not only his, but also his elders’. Stanley expresses, and in
a way discovers, a separateness between him and his elders.
Play writer, Henrik Ibsen explores such separateness in the relation between a child and her elders in his play The Wild Duck. In the final act,
Hedvig, a fourteen-year-old girl, shoots herself (perhaps accidentally) to
show her love to her doubting father, Hjalmar. Hjalmar has doubts whether
Hedvig actually is his daughter. Hedvig overhears him saying, “Oh, what
proof could she give me? I don’t dare to be reassured from that quarter.”16
This drives Hedvig to take extreme measures to have her love for her father
acknowledged. However, the cause of Hjalmar’s doubts is not Hedvig herself, but an early affair that his wife, Gina, had. To Hjalmar, this confirms an
unbridgeable separateness in his family and brings his doubts to the fore. It
introduces a distance, a difference, between him and his daughter that his
(dogmatic) picture of the ideal family does not allow for.
Hedvig not only struggles with having her voice heard and acknowledged
by her elders, especially her father. She also has to struggle with her elder’s
tendency to use vague metaphors about idealistic moral ideas and their tendency to speak outside the everyday contexts of language. Her elder’s confused talk makes her simple questions unanswerable. Likewise she struggles
with Hjalmar’s tendency to not fully mean what he says. This makes her
subject to the whims of her elders, and she is not able to trust them.17 In both
cases, her elders are reluctant to take full responsibility for the words, which
means that no one speaks for Hedvig. It means that no one can speak for her.
She is forced to the margins, into dissonance. She is forced to improvise,
since established ways of speaking do not give her a voice.
When Hjalmar discovers that his life with Hedvig does not fit his picture
of their relationship, he seems unable to respond to her, unable to speak for
what have been a community between them. Why should he speak for her:
they are separate, and she is other? Hedvig and Hjalmar are separate, she is
other, and as long as Hjalmar (falsely) takes himself as “the man of the
house,” the breadwinner and the one who decides the point of their speech,
Hedvig is voiceless. Her words not so much lack meaning, but they have no
room, no point, in Hjalmar’s world where father and daughter are one. What
is the point of speaking if we are not separate? And further, what is the point
of speaking if the other is too distant, completely separate or without any
16

Henrik Ibsen The Wild Duck in Ibsen: Four Major Plays, Vol. 1 (New York: Signet Classics, 2006/1884), 211.
17
Toril Moi suggests a similar reading. See Toril Moi Henrik Ibsen and the Birth of Modernism: Art, Theater, Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 263-64.
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ability to understand us? This is part of Cavell’s struggles in speaking as a
child. It is a struggle with the language or our elders. It is a language that
gives us the possibility to speak in community and to express our position, it
gives us a voice – but on the conditions of our elders’ conventions for
speech, for judging what is worth saying, which means that those conventions may also limit our room to express our position and limit our voice and
our humanity. The tragedy of The Wild Duck lies in the lack of responses to
Hedvig’s improvisations. Despite her dissonance she desperately speaks
without anyone to speak to.
Unlike Hjalmar (more like Hedvig) the child Stanley, like most children,
accepts what this separateness demands of him if he wishes to enter the linguistic community of his elders and find his voice in that community. (This
is not necessarily what he wants to do or should do. There are many reasons
for children to detach themselves from their native linguistic, moral and rational communities.) The child, in Cavell’s passage, knows that in speaking
he is also speaking representatively for his community; he speaks as if they
do what he does. But he also lets his elders speak for him, speaking as if he
does what they do. The education, taking place a child learns to speak and
enters a linguistic community, is consequently both for the child and the
elder. Both of them strive to find their voice in the community that is becoming theirs as they acknowledge each other’s words as words. Hence, acknowledging the child’s reasons and words as our words is not a matter of
translating their language into our language, or our reason into their reason,
as if we spoke two different languages. Rather, it is to acknowledge their
reasons as reason and their language as language, just as we recognize the
jaguar’s experience as our experience. Of course there is a limit to what we
can recognize as our language or as our experience; few, if any, of the jaguar’s expressions will be taken as language. But such limit is not set a priori.
Rather it is something we will have to experience in conversation with others.
Nonetheless, in this passage, Cavell never loses sight of the possibility of
a sceptical outcome of the child’s and his elder’s interactions, an outcome
where they do not, or cannot, acknowledge one another, a possible dissonance. Cavell says things such as “If I am to have a native tongue”, “if I am
to have my own voice”, “We do not know in advance”, and “I do not know
in advance”, indicating that he continually struggles with his uncertainty
over how far (even if) he and his elders can go on together (PDAT, 203).
Cavell invites us to read his text as he reads Wittgenstein: “Now it is becoming clear that each of the voices and silences of the Investigations … are
meant as ours, so the teacher’s and the child’s positions, among others, are
ours, ones I may at any time find myself in” (CHU, 83). Sceptical voices are
not only expressed and heard by philosophers, but also in literature and in
everyday life. Here we find that the sceptical voices are both heard and expressed by a child struggling to find a native tongue. When reading Cavell
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the teachers’, “the elders’”, and the children’s voices are ours. Their struggles with scepticism are our struggles. (Hjalmar, of course, seems to think
his struggles only concern him and his situation.) Thus philosophising with
children is not only about enhancing children’s philosophical, and other,
abilities: it is also about struggling together with the doubts we are faced
with in philosophy, in literature and in our everyday interactions with others;
it is about acknowledging that human life is inherently subject to scepticism.
In such a philosophy of childhood, the philosopher speaks representatively for the child and the child speaks representatively for the philosopher.
That is how philosophy can be an education both for children and for
grownups. In a sense, in speaking representatively for children, philosophers
of education and childhood allow themselves to become children or recognise children’s voices in themselves the same way Costello uses Hughes’
poem in order to think herself into the being of a jaguar.18 They acknowledge
the child in themselves and children’s struggles with the discovery of being
separate from others. The philosopher struggles with the sense that others are
enigmatic and incomprehensible, that we are not understood by others
(MWS, 263; CHU, 23). The education of the philosopher and the child consist in the ways that their voices form a community or reason, thought and
language, and their transformations of one another’s voices in participating
in this community. When reading Var är min syster?, The Lorax, Garmann’s
Summer or The Red Tree letting them speak for our possible rational community with children, which changes the conditions for children’s voices in
our community, this can also be an education of children even when we read
children’s literature without them present other than as characters in books.
This is not an education of a particular child or a particular philosopher, but
an acknowledgement of our shared community and of the ways that such
community can transform itself in our conversations when we speak for on
another. That means that philosophers of childhood, as so much of children’s
literature (though clearly not all children’s literature invites such reading),
should not only speak with children and about children, but also for children
and as children in order to give voice to their struggles to become part of our
communities or reason.
Now, I must stop a while before going on. Going on very much from
Cavell’s work there are reasons to be wary of my suggestion of a link between philosophy as an education for both grownups and children. Cavell is
cautious to associate children’s bewilderment too closely with philosophical
thinking. He thinks that there is great difference between how we should
respond to children’s thinking and “bewilderment” and how philosophy answers adult “perplexities.” Philosophy, following the tradition of Socrates,
he says, seeks to put a stop to adult’s unthoughtful bewilderment. “Whereas”, as Cavell insightfully puts it, “thoughtful responses to childhood’s re18

Cf. Cora Diamond “The Importance of Being Human.”
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flections are not to lead them to self-repudiation but to help them go on, to
further their exploratory responses, as if listening for orienting echoes of
their assertions as they wonder what the world is, what things and persons
are to expect of each other” (LDK, 461). Philosophy then becomes a way to
avoid the adult certainties that Socratic philosophy is supposed to put an end
to and instead draws “out childhood uncertainties” (LDK, 462). If philosophy as education for grownups is a matter of drawing out childhood uncertainties, and our responses to children’s thought more a matter of helping
them to go on exploring thought, language and living, is this really the same
kind of education?
I think Cavell’s worries about associating children’s thinking with philosophy’s more systematic and sophisticated intellectual methods are exaggerated. I have attempted to show what it can mean for children to have a voice
in philosophy and how philosophy can gain from those voices; but Cavell
reminds us that childhood’s education in philosophy and its contribution to
philosophy may be different from that of adulthood’s involvement in philosophy. This difference, however, does not mean that philosophy cannot serve
as an important meeting place for children and adults, a meeting place that
can be educative and transformative for both.

5.7 Telling a Story About Children and Philosophy
I may seem unfair to Mathews’ struggle to argue for children’s rationality.
Admittedly, I am impatient with his claims when he speaks as a philosopher
trying to argue his position. My point has been rather different from his. The
question of children’s rationality becomes a real worry because it leaves us
in a position where our arguments lose their force. If we cannot acknowledge
children’s expressions as reasons despite our worries about how well they
reason according to our standards, then we have no common ground, our
reasons come to an end, and there is no point of arguing with them. We
acknowledge children as reasoning with us and in doing so we create a
common ground from which we can advance conversations and sow doubts
about our and other’s arguments. (“She reasons her own way, your sister.
Just don’t believe everything she says.”) This means that the question of
rationality becomes a different question from what Matthews may have had
in mind. Whereas Matthews appears to claim that, since some children can
reason philosophically, we should involve them in philosophical conversations, my claim is that we involve children in philosophical conversations to
establish a community of reason, to make a claim of reason.
Nonetheless, when Matthews speaks for or lends his voice to children, a
different scene is played out. Then his approach is transformed into a serious
acknowledgement of children’s thoughts. He actually demonstrates the kind
of conversation with children I call for, both in his styles of writing, in
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speaking for children in his books, and in the actual conversations with children that motivate his writing. My worry is that what his philosophical style
tells us is not fully compatible with his claims as a philosopher.
In Dialogues with Children, Matthews tells us a multi-layered story of his
philosophical conversations with children at a Scottish music school.
Though his story evidently is based on his actual study of these children,
Matthews does not present his findings as conventional empirical research
(e.g. as a developmental psychologist might do). Rather he chooses a narrative structure with which he can engage his readers in more literary manner.
The tone of his prose, although interposed with some “adult” philosophical
terminology, is suggestive of the conversations he has with children, as if his
readers were also children. Thus, Matthews invites us to acknowledge his
children’s reasoning, or, so to speak, their philosophical language-games.
However, this is only audible to us as long as we allow ourselves to take
both Matthews and the children’s accounts seriously, despite their lacking
“the benefit of sophisticated techniques.” This means acknowledging the
account as a philosophical account, which is an invitation to enter into a
discussion with children and with Matthews as a child, as well as an invitation to speak for a shared community with them.
On a further note, Matthews’ worry is not merely that the complexity and
even geniality of children’s philosophical thoughts are not acknowledged.
He is also worried about the lack of philosophical thought in adults’ lives in
general, which may cause adults and psychologists (and perhaps even teachers) to fail to acknowledge philosophical aspects in children’s thinking.19
When we encounter the philosophical thoughts of children, we do not always
recognize them as such, not only because of their at times unsophisticated
expression but also because of our unfamiliarity with philosophy. In Matthews words: “What we as adults don’t do, when we talk to children, is discuss matters we ourselves find difficult or problematic.”20 It seems as if we –
at least in Western cultures, in our established ways of adulthood – avoid
philosophical examination of our lives. Such examinations and the voices
that provoke them may lead to what may appear as unbearable dissonances.
Cavell puts a similar idea somewhat differently. Referring to Wittgenstein’s discussion of children who respond to their teachers’ instruction in a
non-conventional, dissonant way, Cavell writes as if he where the teacher or
the adult responding to a child’s questions. When the discussion is about
learning to use letters or basic arithmetic Cavell is quite satisfied saying to
the student that this is just what we do, but when the child’s dissonant voice
turns to moral or existential questioning and makes my reasons run out I may
not be inclined to simply state, “This is what I do” (CR, 124-5). Matthews
helps us to acknowledge the reality of children asking such questions, which
19
20
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means recognising children’s questions as having philosophical depth and
importance. Nevertheless, most of us do not have straight answers to such
questions. Some of us might even believe that no one has such answers, and
yet we are not satisfied. Such dissatisfaction may lead to a disgust, not only
for the child’s questioning of our way of life and thought, but for philosophy
as such. I am inclined to think of this as an anxiety over the groundlessness
of our practices. The authority of adulthood’s established ways is in question
if we take the child’s philosophical questions seriously.
There seems to be at least two ways out of this reluctance to children’s
philosophical questionings. (i) One way would be to continue our resistance
to philosophy. We can hold that the philosophical thoughts of children are
nonsensical, irrelevant and essentially confused (as some philosophers would
say about philosophy). Thus, we may claim that children should be educated
out of their philosophical confusion to leave philosophy as it is and help
children (and ourselves) to do other things than ask these seemingly confused questions. (ii) The second route, which I embrace, would be to
acknowledge philosophical worries, whether in children or adult, as part of
the human condition. We may, as Cavell and Matthews’s emphasise, feel
lost in the face of children’s philosophical questions. Nonetheless, this loss
puts us in a position where we can find and found our communities and ourselves. This means that we engage in conversation with children not to establish set answers to their questions (building new moral and metaphysical
systems), but to found a way, as Cavell puts it “on the way, by the way” (S,
137). To borrow and freely adapt phrasing of Naoko Saito in respect of Cavell: Philosophical conversations with children involve the task of founding a
community.21 Then, indeed, children do speak for philosophy.
Thus, we can read Matthews’ attempts to promote philosophy with children as an acknowledging of a shared fate with children, as if our acknowledgement of children’s philosophical questions established that they shared
our deepest human concerns. When children raise questions about
knowledge, scepticism, reality, ontology, beauty, morality, the meaning of
life and so on, and we, despite their, to our adult minds, unsophisticated expression, acknowledge those questions as pertinent to us in our human conditions, we enter into a conversation that reshapes or revolutionises the very
foundations or our communities. In such conversations we speak for a transformed community where children are invited to found our ways of speaking, thinking and living. To philosophise with children is to say, “You are in
charge of the Truffula Seed,” or, “You are responsible for our future community of speech and reason.” I believe this is something philosophy for
children programmes, depending on their design (one may certainly question
if a “programme” is the right way to go about it), could do, but also that this
21
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is something we can do in many, perhaps more ordinary conversations with
children, if we take their questions and assertions seriously.
I have suggested that philosophy related to childhood can be a speaking
for children and an education of children by the reforming of our shared fate
and community as much as a speaking for adults and educating them. Read
and written in this way, children’s literature will become a call for acknowledging the rationality of both children and grownups and serve as philosophical education of both. Children’s literature can open our ears to children’s
philosophical thoughts and invite us to philosophise with children. Being
engaged in philosophy for children is being engaged in our community of
reason.
Perhaps one can summarise this chapter as an attempt to show how an
acknowledgement of children as rational beings is an acknowledgement of
children as human beings that we educate and are educated by. As human
beings, they are both responsible for and subject to our community or reason
and our shared future. If the questions we recognise as philosophical (questions of knowledge, or morality, or justice, or being or meaning) are essential
to how we live and shape communities, then to philosophise with children or
with children’s literature can be a way to acknowledge that children are both
participants in and responsible for our lives and communities.
***
The point of showing ways in which children’s voices can have an impact in
philosophy and how philosophy can have an impact in children’s lives is to
emphasise the role of philosophy for living with dissonance. Again this is
not a theoretical position but a way to lead ones life. It is a reminder of when
and how we actually live with voices that appears to go beyond our logic,
but that I actually acknowledge as reasonable (Where is My Sister?). But it is
also a reminder of the tragedy it is when our assumptions about rationality or
our existential reality hinders us to see how life contains more possibilities
(Hjalmar and Hedvig). Hence, living with dissonance becomes a matter both
of my subjective sensibilities and of my ability to acknowledge a seemingly
unreasonable voice as having something to say to me. Now if philosophy can
aid in such acknowledgements its seems to me important to return to the
question of how philosophy can do so and what philosophy must be attentive
to in order not to set up further requirements that instead hinders acknowledgement beyond our current practices.

6. Children’s Literature Towards a Usable
“We”

“Morning is when I am awake and there is dawn
for me. Moral reform is the effort to throw off
sleep.”
– Thoreau W, II, 14.
Acknowledging children as participants in our lives and communities raises
the question of what comprises such a community and how it is constructed.
I shall approach this question as a question of what it means to say “We” and
what it means for an “I” to speak for someone else – a question at the fore of
both ordinary language philosophy and moral perfectionism. I also take this
to be a question of what the ordinary language philosopher, who appeals to
what we do and say, is claiming. I conclude Part II of the dissertation by
exploring how philosophical claims are made through literature by emphasising the autobiographical dimensions of such claims. Since such claims
involve claims for community it will be important to show how one can
avoid the pitfalls of essentialism when thinking about the children that are
taken to belong in, or are in the process of being initiated into, such communities. Such essentialism would mean setting down conditions for how we
understand who we are and what it means to belong or not belong to such a
“We” – a “We” that can involve the most distant forms of separateness.
In this chapter I shed light on an aspect of Cavell’s philosophy that has a
bearing on how I give a role to children’s literature in philosophy of childhood and education. Also, I say something more about what it means to
write from the position that philosophy is fruitfully conceived as a set of
texts. This means that I will have to say something about the autobiographical and confessional aspects of ordinary language philosophy and moral
perfectionism, which are important for work in and on dissonance. I conclude by suggesting how to work out a philosophically, politically and existentially useful “We” that can include even the dissonant voices that we often leave out of such considerations.
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6.1 Children’s Literature and Approaches to the
Ordinary
In one sense we may understand Cavell’s writings, especially in bringing in
the perfectionism of Thoreau and Emerson together with the ordinary language philosophy of Wittgenstein and Austin, as a radicalisation of the educational scenes we are confronted by in Wittgenstein’s Investigations. If
Wittgenstein says that if we tried to advance theses everyone would agree to
them (PI § 128), Cavell takes this further. It seems as if philosophy, as Wittgenstein and Cavell practice it, must teach us what we already know. For
Cavell this means that whatever is taught has in some sense been heard before. But this seems to imply that philosophers have nothing to say to one
another. In philosophy we do not teach each other anything new (CR, 3233).1 So, as Cavell says, “[w]hat is left to us is the accounting. Not recounting, of tales or news; but a document, with each word a warning and a teaching; a deed, with each word an act” (S, 30). In this particular sense we do
not, we cannot, teach children to do, for example, mathematics by laying
down theses for what mathematics is and how it is conducted, how we follow a certain mathematical rule. As I understand Wittgenstein, we can only
give an account of what we do (cf. PI §§ 109, 124, 126, 127, 496) and in
giving an account we are also accountable for the claims we make. When we
teach mathematics we claim, “this is what we do and what we have done and
I take responsibility for it,” then we expect children to follow what we do.
To my mind such a reluctance to lay down theses may result in a crisis in
our efforts to understand education and in how philosophy of education may
be conducted. If the only thing we can do is to give an account of what we
do, if that is what teaching human practices amounts to, what then do we do
in the face of dissonance, when children do not accept that account, or when
they interpret it differently, or when we find it impossible to share it with
them, or when children would like to give a different account?
Consider Dumbledore’s reaction to Harry Potter and his friend Hermione’s dismay when their account of the events leading to the death of Harry’s parents and the conviction of Sirius Black is not accepted. Dumbledore
says to Harry and Hermione: “There is no shred of proof to support Black’s
story, except your word – and the word of two thirteen-year-old wizards will
not convince anybody.”2 Cavell is sensitive to this kind of difficulty. One
way to understand the problem is as a crisis, the point where we leave an
account, as in when Thoreau leaves Walden, or when Cavell leaves Walden.
As Cavell puts it, “Leaving Walden, like leaving Walden, is as hard, is perhaps the same, as entering it” (S, 116). The problem seems to be when we
1
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accept Wittgenstein’s exhortation to lead our words back to their ordinary
home (PI § 116), we find that that ordinary is a child, a Thoreauvian child, at
the side of Walden, at a distance from our community, then finding the ordinary is a detachment from our community – what I call a dissonance. Coming back to the ordinary can thus be more an act of disobedience than an act
of conformity to conventional practices (cf. TOS, 50). In the case of Harry
Potter, accepting the moral implications of and responsibility for claiming
the truthfulness of his account is such disobedience, even in the face of a
world of adult authorities believing something different.3 Dumbledore is an
exception. Dumbledore trusts the children and their account enough to leave
it to them to solve this difficulty. His trust goes beyond the conventions and
rules of the wizard community, since they are not met with sympathy anywhere else. He gives them the responsibility and holds them responsible.4
When we take children’s reactions, children’s accounts, seriously, we
need to be prepared to consider leaving our own account, leaving our Walden so to speak. Here children’s literature is helpful. When I read Harry Potter I believe Harry and Hermione’s account because I have followed their
story. At least I imagine that they tell the truth in the story. The same could
be said of the account of the presumably younger child in Where is My Sister?. Despite the idiosyncratic ways of expressing his thoughts about his
sister I find myself trusting this child’s account enough to try to figure out
what he means and I hope to see some sense in it. Of course this differs from
situation to situation, and the struggles with taking an account seriously will
involve different kinds of difficulties depending on how attuned I am with
the language of the account. For example, in the case of thirteen year olds
like Harry Potter generally the problem may not be to understand the account (though perhaps one may not get the significance of what the teenager
says), whereas younger children, say a three year old, at times may be very
difficult to understand.
I use the accounts of children’s literature, for example J. K. Rowling’s
Harry Potter, Hole’s Garmann’s Summer, Tan’s The Red Tree that I have
looked at so far, in two ways: (a) First as therapeutic texts, where the text is
used to lead our words back to their home in everyday language; to an ordinary in which we are attuned as speakers and practitioners. In teaching children we often try to do more than just give an account of what we do. For
example, when we teach a young child to use the word “chair”, we also
make claims about what a chair is. According to Cavell and Wittgenstein this
is unavoidable (PI § 373, CR, 76-77, 185-86). Nevertheless, learning what
something is also involves a risk of getting lost in metaphysics, to get stuck
3
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in the fly-bottle so to speak. As an adult I risk losing myself in a metaphysical pride, where I assume to know beforehand how the child must act, think
or speak if they want to do what I do, what we are doing, or what things we
are engaging with. Children’s literature may assist in loosening the bonds of
dogmatic metaphysics by accounting for ordinary contexts in which I cannot
say how the child must go on. Children’s literature can do this by showing us
children giving accounts.
(b) The second way in which children’s literature may be used as a philosophy of education and childhood is, to use a concept of Cavell’s, as a
nation’s scripture. These texts take the ordinary as a task. Something we do
not just return to, but something that we perpetually uphold and recreate. In
this light, returning to the ordinary becomes a task of not only finding our
way back, but also founding an ordinary, a rescue of language as ours.
Consider how Cavell suggests that Thoreau’s Walden can rescue language:
Writing—heroic writing, the writing of a nation’s scripture—must assume the
conditions of language as such; re-experience, as it were, the fact that such a
thing as language exists at all and assume responsibility for it—find a way to
acknowledge it—until the nation is capable of serious speech again (S, 33, my
emphasis).

As Timothy Gould has noted, the phrase “as it were” and the word “assume” are important in this passage.5 A nation’s scripture sets up a mythology, a fantasy, of a place where everything is alright. It is a place where we
can rest. We can find peace in our taking Harry and Hermione’s account
seriously. In reading Harry Potter I am at ease with Dumbledore’s attentiveness to the children. It is as if the book depicts an ideal relation to children
where both our words and the children’s words are recognised as representative of a linguistic community. Nonetheless, this resting place is only a
pause; in this sense even therapeutic philosophy is a fantasy. The mythology
is only a worthy place for our thoughts to rest until we find ourselves “capable of serious speech again” – that is, until our words actually express something in that life. Cavell asks for an awareness of the possibility that this kind
of fantasy, and our speech when we rest in it, is betrayed by our actual lives.
“[O]ur words do not carry our conviction…” (S. 34). After accepting the
good life with children we find in Harry Potter we may find that we do not
actually live this way with children. Whereas therapeutic uses of children’s
literature help us to see, or hear, the ordinary circumstances in which we live
with children, the scriptural use of children’s literature gives us a fantasy to
take responsibility for until we can take responsibility for the ordinary – or
until the ordinary has become the “new world” depicted in the work of art,

5
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literature and music that we take responsibility for because it is our own
creation.
Nonetheless, neither focusing our attention on the ordinary nor constructing mythologies works as an escape from our scepticism concerning children’s rationality. When I said that the tension in how we live with children
might invoke a scepticism of children’s rationality (and not only children’s
rationality) I implied that we might not need a solution to this; and my reading of Ibsen’s The Wild Duck suggests that a solution to such a scepticism
could be devastating. Harry Potter may shed some further light on this.
Harry Potter and his friends are constantly misjudging things. Everything
in Rowling’s work seems to point towards an uncertainty about whether
children’s judgments are trustworthy. Harry believes at first that his parents
were killed in a car accident, when they were in fact murdered; he believes
his father was a hero, when in fact he was (also) a patronising bully; at one
time he believes he has a vision of his friend getting attacked, when in reality
it is one of Voldemort’s tricks; until the very end he mistakenly believes
Snape is an evil Death Eater, murderer and traitor, when he in fact is his
closest ally who in the end in some sense cares for him more than anyone
else. The story is filled with such misconceptions. Though Rowling gives us
a place to rest, where we can trust Dumbledore’s goodness and possibly see
him as an exemplar in trusting young children, she also gives us just as many
reasons to mistrust the children’s (and Dumbledore’s) judgments and decisions, depicting them making severe mistakes. She is reinforcing our disappointment with children’s accounts. The story seems to be saying: “Of
course, we must trust children’s judgments, but nothing is as it seems.”
Taking a step back to the ordinary and finding a satisfying mythology will
not defeat scepticism (neither of other minds nor of the external world).
Children’s literature, such as Harry Potter, can remind us of the deeper
source of scepticism involved in our lives with children; or, let’s say, our
disappointment with knowledge causes a continual struggle with scepticism.
Our questions about whether we can trust children’s accounts, their judgments and interpretations, their reasoning; or whether we can take them as
representatives of our communities; or whether we can accept what children
do as what we say and do; will not come to an end. I use the methods of
ordinary language philosophy, of therapy and of using literature, art, music
and film, in a philosophy of education directed towards childhood, to prevent
me from stopping when I am at ease in a certain mythology. The approach
aims at avoiding any kind of dogmatism that will lead me to believe that
there is a final solution to scepticism, or a definite way to educate and live
with children.
I suggest that we can view these works of children’s literature as a form
of literature of resistance,6 resisting the established thoughts of adulthood; a
6
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kind of literature that resists our inclination to reject children’s reasons and
the way we live with children; a kind of literature that turns our minds and
sensibilities to acknowledge our rejected thoughts in the accounts on and of
children. In short, children’s literature, as therapy and as scripture, can be a
powerful philosophical tool to combat our natural adult chauvinism.

6.2 Philosophy as Autobiography
As noted, particularly in Chapter Three and in considering writers such as
Thoreau, Wittgenstein, and Cavell, there is a sense in which the philosophical methods that I am proposing are autobiographical.7 These authors share
an autobiographical tendency in their way of philosophising. Such an autobiographical tendency is a further means to work with the tension between
philosophical and literary prose. The tension between philosophy and literature is not only a matter of different genres of prose, but also of what can be
said by using a particular kind of prose. As I suggested in Chapter Four,
philosophy, even Wittgenstein’s, has universal pretensions, whereas literature has more particularistic aims. According to Cavell, philosophy’s autobiographical aspects bring this tension to the surface.
The autobiographical dimension of philosophy is internal to the claim that
philosophy speaks for the human, for all; that is its necessary arrogance. The
philosophical dimension to autobiography is that the human is representative,
say, imitative, that each life is exemplary for all, a parable for each; that is
humanity’s commonness, which is internal to its endless denials of commonness (APP, 10-11).

Again this is a picture of philosophy as a dramatic struggle, now between
humanity’s need for universality or what humans have in common, the need
to speak for all, and the denial of that. It is a struggle between the rational
community’s claim of reason and the individual’s autonomous self-creations.
The tension between these two features of autobiographical writing is what
makes it philosophically relevant. The first is that the autobiographer speaks
for humanity universally, the second that the autobiographer challenges the
reader to enter new worlds of thinking and acting. The particularity of autobiography works as a critical rethinking of its own universal claims to speak
for others.
Let’s begin by considering the first aspect of philosophical autobiography, autobiography’s claim to speak for all. Reading philosophers’ works
as autobiographical is to recognise what we share with them, to recognise
7
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their struggles and temptations as ours, but also to recognise that they are
claims by historical figures set in particular historical and intellectual situations. That is the philosopher’s claim and that is their arrogance.
My reading of the ordinary language philosophy of Wittgenstein and
Cavell recognises this arrogance as part of my own philosophising and realises the need to continuously fight it. The weight of, for example, Wittgenstein’s philosophy lies in my recognising my confusions and resolutions in
his. In ordinary language philosophy, as Cavell practices it,
…the problem is raised of determining the data from which philosophy proceeds and to which it appeals, and specifically the issue is one of placing the
words and experiences with which philosophers have always begun in alignment with human beings in particular circumstances who can be imagined to
be having those experiences and saying and meaning those words. This is all
that ‘ordinary’ in the phrase ‘ordinary language philosophy’ means, or ought
to mean (MWS, 270).

Here Cavell talks of what I have called the therapeutic ordinary. In autobiographical philosophical writing the reader “is invited to find herself implicated in what is said.”8 In this sense the autobiographical claims of the
ordinary language philosopher serve as his or her claim to represent his or
her readers. A philosophy that replaces transcendentalism with representativeness and universal necessary conditions with claims of shared communities of language, thought and practice, claims that we do the same things; in
Cavell’s words, it makes claims to community and claims of reason (CR,
20). Of course this is a risky business. As in other attempts to speak meaningfully the words of the philosopher can be rejected. I may not feel at home
in some of Wittgenstein’s language games, finding them hard to play, even
useless.
One way to be able to implicate the reader in the story of the philosophical autobiography is to use examples where meaning may be elucidated by
reference to commonly shared circumstances. According to Cavell, this is
what John L. Austin does (MWS, 271). Wittgenstein, however, recognises
that philosophical problems are much more embedded in human life than is
the case if we would be satisfied with just referring to conventional ways of
speaking and thinking. His engagement with children’s dissonant voices, as
in § 143 discussed in Chapter Three, clearly demonstrates this. Wittgenstein
is concerned with uses of words where conventions are of no help, “where
meaning is not secured by what we ordinarily say” (MWS, 271). Just asking
what we ordinarily say can never satisfy me. I should always be aware of the
margins of my ways of speaking, my practices and my form of life. What if I
am not clear about what is a functioning “We” in my “We say…”? What if
my readers or interlocutors cannot recognise such a “We”? In the Investiga8
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tions Wittgenstein let different voices respond to each other and question
each other’s claims. The struggle between the different voices seems to be a
way to elucidate the difficulty in saying “We.” When one voice in the Investigations says “We say…” there is often another voice saying things like “So
you are saying that…”, questioning the claims of the former voice. Wittgenstein denies that referring to conventions, what we ordinarily say and do,
may completely avoid philosophical problems and instead he gives voice to
scepticism, realising that we can always project our words and concepts into
further, unconventional contexts, and thus leave a door open to “further”
philosophical discussions (cf. MWS, 52). Hence an account of the ordinary,
of what I say, also relates to the idea of literature and philosophy as a nation’s scripture, as something that suggests a further form of life, as a task of
finding further forms of engagement and interaction.
The autobiographical philosopher cannot make his claim to speak representatively for his readers merely only by referring to what they have in
common. The autobiographical philosopher must also be attentive to, and
invite his readers to reflect on what they don’t have in common. When the
ordinary language philosopher appeals to what we say, he invites his readers
to recognise that they are implicated in this “We”; but it is of equal, possibly
even greater, philosophical importance when the teacher, or the philosopher,
and the pupil, or the philosopher’s reader, cannot recognise such a “We.” I
may become a dissonant voice just by opening my mouth. This is also part
of the story Thoreau is telling us by distancing himself from his community,
moving into the woods. And I may ask if it is a part of my story.
It is not surprising that one of the literary genres that Wittgenstein, continuing Augustine’s legacy, chooses for his prose in the Investigations is a
more specialised autobiography in confessional form. Cavell seems to have
been among the first to bring out this aspect of Wittgenstein’s philosophy.
Inaccessible to the dogmatism of philosophical criticism, Wittgenstein chose
confession and recast his dialogue. It contains what serious confessions must:
the full acknowledgement of temptation (“I want to say …”; “I feel like saying …”; “Here the urge is strong …”) and willingness to correct them and
give them up (“In everyday use …”; “I impose a requirement which does not
meet my real need”). (The voice of temptation and the voice of correctness are
antagonists in Wittgenstein’s dialogues.) In confessing you do not explain or
justify, but describe how it is with you. And confession, unlike dogma, is not
to be believed but tested, and accepted or rejected. Nor is it the occasion for
accusation, except of yourself, and by implication those who find themselves
in you (MWS, 71).

The confession is an example of how the autobiographical mode of writing can serve both as a distance between reader and writer, and as an invite
to let the autobiographer represent our own temptation. The confession can
serve both as a way for us to recognise the temptations of the autobiographer
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in me and as a provocation to deal with this temptation and this demands
both dimensions of autobiography.
Accordingly, the confessional style is by no means merely a rhetorical
device in Wittgenstein. It emphasises the idea that philosophy, to Wittgenstein, is work on ourselves (CV p. 24), and that it becomes, as in St. Augustine, a means for purifying ourselves.9 In a letter to Norman Malcolm Wittgenstein writes: “You can’t think decently if you don’t want to hurt yourself.”10 Wittgenstein’s ideal is complete philosophical honesty and it hurts to
see oneself clearly. To Rush Rhees Wittgenstein once said: “If anyone is
unwilling to descend into himself…he will remain superficial in his writings.”11 I take this to be the sort of purification Wittgenstein sought in philosophy and elsewhere. A confessional philosophy will not work if we are
not completely honest about our philosophical intentions and the temptations
attached to those.
Thus, Philosophy (to Wittgenstein) is something very personal. As James
Conant suggests, “It is, for Wittgenstein, not only possible to discern aspects
of a person’s character in the character of their philosophizing, but essential
to the formation of any true estimate of their philosophy that one is able to
do so.”12 Wittgenstein’s philosophy has a deep moral imperative. When he
exhorts us to “look and see” to gain a clear overview of our words, and that
he takes this as an avoidance of a certain kind of metaphysics, the aim is also
a language, void of philosophical dogmatism, in which we can be fully honest and decent. It is only with such an opening for honesty, however dismal
our prospect may be (considering the lack of perspicuity in our language (PI
§ 122)), that can confess our philosophical and moral “sins”.
Moreover, a confessional, personalised, say subjectivised, form of philosophy indicates what is meant by, or what is achieved in, returning to the
ordinary or the everyday as both Wittgenstein and Cavell seek to do. First it
means that the confession must be expressed, voiced.13 We confess to someone and if we as philosophers publish our writing we confess in public. The
confessional style is both a means to create ourselves anew, to give ourselves
a publicly recognisable new identity, and an invitation for others to investigate themselves. Reading a confession is a call to write and to speak.
Second, the way Cavell insists that the ordinary philosopher invites his
reader to test his claims is not unexpected. This philosopher sets him- or
9
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herself as an exemplar and as a representative for a readership, making a
claim of a common ordinary way of speaking and reasoning in everyday
contexts. Such claims also involve making a claim for a common set of
temptations to try to say something more than what we say, to try to ensure
that ordinary conversations will be attuned if they follow certain metaphysical standards or requirements for meaningful speech.
Like the Kantian genius the ordinary language philosopher’s claims are
both particular and universal. This is how Cavell explains it:
The philosopher appealing to everyday language turns to the reader not to
convince him without proof but to get him to prove something, test something, against himself. He is saying: Look and find out whether you can see
what I can see, wish to say what I wish to say (MWS, 95-96).

This is a further reason why readings of literature or experiences of film,
music or art, may play such an important part in the philosophy I try to give
voice to. In letting my readers follow my readings of the literary works I care
about, and am attracted to, I set my philosophical ambitions in the context of
the drama of my life, which emphasises that my philosophical struggles, no
matter how bizarre, are struggles of our everyday lives.
I think of this as a pedagogical aspect of philosophical writing (and reading), an aspect that points toward the potentiality in approaching dissonance
through confessional philosophy. The confessional genre allows me to be
honest about my temptations in meeting the dissonant voice. A confession of
who I am, where I want to go and what I want to become can make it clear
how we, the community I engage in, find some voices dissonant, how we
believe a voice breaks with the tacit conventions of our lives, why we want
to hold on to some things.
When we consider the second way in which autobiography serves as a
model for philosophical prose, we find that literary readings may serve further purposes. The writer of literature; and of philosophy – if the philosopher
is willing to acknowledge his debt to poetry and fiction – may, as does the
modernist artist or composer of new music, present us with a new world and
the concepts for understanding such a world.14 The writer, or at least his text,
speaks representatively for this world and its inhabitants, and is inviting us
into this world. Thus, the writer invites us to consider not only what we have
14
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in common with him/her, but also provokes me to consider aspects of myself
that I do not recognise. As Emerson points out about the poet: “He smites
and arouses me with his shrill tones, breaks up my whole chain of habits,
and I open my eye on my own possibilities.”15 Here Cavell’s formulation
about the situation of the serious ordinary language philosopher is enlightening: “All the philosopher, this kind of philosopher, can do is express, as fully
as he can, his world, and attract our undivided attention to our own” (MWS,
96). Philosophy takes upon itself the task of the ordinary by attentive readings of literature that works as a nation’s scripture.
Let me pause here for a short moment. Contemporary discussions within
philosophy of education, sociology, political theory and elsewhere may give
us reason to be suspicious about notions like “a nation’s scripture.” Don’t
such notions involve an unwarranted understanding of the nation as the fundamental unit for our communities? I am thinking of the work of, for example, Ulrich Beck who suggests an understanding of sociology that complicates methodological reliance on the nation, or of philosophers of education
such as Marianna Papastephanou who again and again has returned to the
notion of cosmopolitanism in order to problematise our understanding of
education, or David Hansen who uses that very same notion, cosmopolitanism, to instil some hope by helping us see how education involves aspects of
our life that lie beyond the nation.16 The concept of the nation in this context
is suspicious. However, Cavell’s use of it is rather useful to such cosmopolitan orientations. It is a way to think of Thoreau’s Walden; a book that is
written for a reforming of a particular community, in a particular nation.
Cavell’s book Senses of Walden is written for that same nation in a different
time, for different purposes. The nation of the United States is part of what
these texts seek a future for, and a different future than their current directions seem to be moving towards. A nation’s scripture is thus not primarily
for the nation-state, but for whatever community such scripture seeks to
transform. Writing a nation’s scripture, writing that kind of literature or philosophy, can be taken as a cosmopolitan undertaking and is always, it has to
be, cross-cultural or transnational. A nation’s scripture challenges us to see
new possibilities for our current communities and practices. Moreover, a
nation’s scripture may not only present new possibilities for our nations or
local communities, but may help us to see whole new worlds. A nation’s
scripture is in this sense a cosmopolitan notion.
15
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It seems to me that by bringing in literature to philosophy and to education, it is possible to release our anxieties over the philosophical problems
we are tempted by, an end to our tendency to try to find their final solution in
philosophical theses. As a nation’s scripture literature and philosophy can
present us with, as Cavell words it, “a new world and to understand a new
world it is imperative to understand its inhabitants” (MWS, 84). This “new
world” is the work of literature or art (in the quoted sentence a work of modern music). The inhabitants, composers, artists, writers and readers of this
world make the world. When we ask what makes a composition into music,
we doubt, or perhaps better put, sceptically doubt, the existence of such a
world. But if we step out from our philosophical chamber and find ourselves
within such a world such doubts, as Hume reminds us, are not sane. As Cavell puts it: “[We] may find ourselves within the experience of such compositions, following them; and then the question whether this is music and the
problem of its tonal sense, will be—not answered or solved, but rather they
will disappear, seem irrelevant” (MWS, 84). This is a challenge for our imagination. A challenge analogous to the one we face when we respond to
dissonant voices, which is a challenge to grow into the common world with
the dissonant.
When we live a life where such experimental music has the place of music to us – that is, when we step into, or grow into, the world of such music –
then there is no (philosophical) problem of determining whether this is music
or not. The new work of music, as the dissonant voice, requires of us a new
way of listening and in some cases a further projection of our concepts. This
new way of listening doesn’t dogmatically exclude old forms of music, nor
do old ways of listening exclude new ways. (Though, sometimes we, for
different reasons, draw limits for such things. We set up our own limitations.) When we learn how to listen to the new work the problem of whether
this is music simply will not seem important to us. This is what a nation’s
scripture is meant to do and to my mind it is analogous to how Wittgenstein
understands his philosophical statements as objects of comparison. Wittgensteinian objects of comparison make it possible for us to conceive different
uses of words and concepts, see different aspects of them, in different ways
depending on what mode of description we use.17
Accordingly, philosophising through objects of comparison requires a different kind of pedagogy. “Teaching which is not meant to apply to anything
but the examples given is different from that which ‘points beyond’ them”
(PI § 208). A pedagogy of a nation’s scripture as object of comparison is
how I take Cavell to understand Wittgenstein’s idea of putting a complete
end to a philosophical problem. It is not only about “leading our words back
home” (PI § 116), but also about acknowledging that home, even if it means
we must claim a new home, a further context. To Cavell’s Wittgenstein it is
17
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“true that for him [Wittgenstein]…this happens when we have gone through
a process of bringing ourselves back into our natural forms of life, putting
our souls back into our bodies; whereas I had to describe this accommodation of new music as one of naturalizing ourselves to a new form of life, a
new world” (MWS, 84).
The new world has to be presented to us and in being presented to us, in
literature, music etc., we face the philosophical, even sceptical, problem of
what it is that is presented. Is this a world? Is it comprehensible? Is it beautiful? Is it just? Philosophy through art becomes an art that engages the reader
in the process of thinking; both the writer’s thinking and the invention of a
way of thinking introduced by the work of literature or the poem, its world,
so to speak.18 Philosophy of dissonance recounts for the philosopher’s meeting with the dissonant voice, a fictive or a real voice; it confesses our sleepiness, the temptations, prejudice, and inclination it has in this meeting; and
possibly, hopefully, tells the story of the relief from those temptations, the
story of our awakening to a new world. A philosophy of dissonance shows
how the dissonant voice, because of it being dissonant or otherworldly, can
open for such new possibilities or worlds. As such it is a form of moral perfectionism.

6.4 Romanticisation and Essentialisation of Children:
Who are “We”?
Having addressed various ways in which an engagement with the issue of
dissonance and childhood takes philosophy in certain directions, I shall address some further problems with going on from Wittgenstein and Cavell to
give an account of children’s voices, and in particular when those voices
raise worries for how to go on with them. I have already suggested that in
Cavell there can be found tendencies to romanticise children’s dissonance
and that Wittgenstein’s examples sometimes are too remote from our common engagement with children, too clinical in a sense, in order to account
for the full emotional complexity of these interactions. I shall address this in
connection with the autobiographical mode of writing that is suggested in the
previous parts of this chapter. To respond to the allegations that Cavell’s
philosophy is essentialist and romantic when it speaks for and about children
I will show the complexity in letting the “I” of the ordinary language philosopher become a politically, socially and morally useful “We.”
A significant challenge to the philosophical route I take from Wittgenstein and Cavell is posed by children’s literature scholar Karín Lesnik-
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Oberstein in her essay “The Philosophical Investigations’ Children.”19 Lesnik-Oberstein emphasises what I have taken as problematic in Wittgenstein’s account of childhood. She thinks of the “child” in the Investigations
as a child in a Wittgensteinian language-game and of the occasions where
Wittgenstein uses “child” as different objects of comparison casting light on
language. Though I think that many of these reflections in Wittgenstein are
useful in thinking about different aspects of child-adult interactions, it seems
to me that this also suggests a limitation on how far Wittgenstein’s “child”
language games are useful for a philosophy of childhood. Taking child-adult
or teacher-student interactions too far as objects of comparison risks essentialising the notion “child” and of thinking that there is some form of reality,
some existing human practices, to which Wittgenstein’s language games
correspond. Such essentialisation is, I take it, what Lesnik-Oberstein accuses
Cavell of. She thinks Cavell describes the child in Wittgenstein “as a stable,
‘psychological’ identity,”20 whereas in Wittgenstein’s account the “child” is
a word in a language-game that is constructed for the philosophical purpose
of getting an overview of language. I think the same suspicion can be directed at much of what I have said about children so far. Am I presuming a
notion of “the child” as a set identity of someone entering into language,
someone that stands for certain kinds of possibilities?
Although, Lesnik-Oberstein’s critique points to an important problem I
believe she misses some very crucial aspects of Wittgenstein’s philosophy as
well as Cavell’s. She does not pay enough attention to Wittgenstein’s insistence to write philosophy that is drenched in the particularities of (a) human
life. Although the “child” in the Investigations can be read as a construction
with a philosophical purpose in mind it is not just any construction. It is a
notion invoked in a work that starts with a reading of St. Augustine’s Confessions. Lesnik-Oberstein rightly notes that “the child” occurs as a grammatical notion that sheds light on and complicates what we may mean by
following a rule, or what it means to retrospectively turn to language (this is
how she understands the Augustine passage with which the Investigations
begin), or how teaching language often is a matter of training rather than
explaining.21 However, if these instances of grammatical investigations of
how we speak and teach language are not also set in the context of how
Wittgenstein’s philosophy is also confessional, we cannot make full sense of
Wittgenstein’s project. Without that mode something is lacking.
Take for example PI § 144 which I discussed in Chapter Three. LesnikOberstein too notices the slip between reader and pupil in #143.22 She reads
this as problematising Wittgenstein’s use of “I” and “our” and she takes it as
19
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a way for Wittgenstein to show a common commitment to the text. I cannot
but agree with her. Yet, she does not see the living conversation the use of
“I” and “our” invokes. She has lost the confessional and autobiographical
dimension of these terms as they are first used in Wittgenstein.
Lesnik-Oberstein takes the children in remarks such as these to “serve as
an imaginable other-self, who then turns out to be neither clearly imaginable,
nor self, nor other.”23 This is surely true of #144. In that remark we do not
know who we are talking about and whose imagination it involves. And as
we go through Wittgenstein’s language-games we find that they are games, a
playing with words for a particular purpose – games with words that play
with the notion “child” and our expectations of it. However, LesnikOberstein’s take on this, as I see it, correct understanding of Wittgenstein, is
also indirectly related with another idea: as she puts it, that there is no
“‘Wittgenstein’ [that is] an anterior, autonomous subject whose ‘purpose’
and ‘intent’ produce the meaning of the text.”24
According to Lesnik-Oberstein there is no Wittgenstein in this text. I take
it that this can mean two things: (i) Wittgenstein’s “I” in this text is continually problematised and evaded; and (ii) that the “I” in the text is essentially
constructed by the text itself. Or, as Lesnik-Oberstein puts it, “The ‘reader’
and/or ‘narrator’…have to simultaneously be constructed as lacking an investigative facility which this text constitutes as itself.” Although there is a
sense in which the reader and the narrator of the Investigations come into
play by their common commitment to the text there is also a sense in which
Lesnik-Oberstein’s formulation takes this commitment both too far and not
far enough and as such is taken out of traffic.
Even though I realise that it may get me into the deep water of contemporary literary theory and its common denial of the extra-textual of texts, it
seems to me that it is only in highly theoretical endeavours that we speak of
an author as not being in the text. Of course there are plenty of examples of
texts where the author’s presence is not clear or downplayed, but I cannot
think of the Investigations as such a text. Wittgenstein’s presence is very
clear. He frequently refers to himself, to “What do I mean?”, “What I am
inclined to say”, “Must I know” or “What I wanted to say” and similar expressions. He also at times implicates the reader in this, saying “We find”,
“We call something” or “We can imagine.” It is of importance that we consider such expressions as expressions of a someone. We can do this without
essentialising the examples or the subject we enter into conversation with. In
fact it is odd to say that we do any such thing when we enter into ordinary
conversation or read texts. Despite all the sceptical problems philosophy
may present to us when we read and converse, we ordinarily do not have a
problem with talking about reading a person’s words or speaking to a partic23
24
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ular person. We can even do this when the claims for authorship are unclear
or in question, as for example when attributing the Daode jing to Laozi, or
the Torah to God. Despite the myths surrounding these texts and perhaps
because of those myths we can read them as authored by legendary figures
as prophets or heroes, even God. We can imagine the Torah as written by the
hand of God and we can live with people that firmly believe that this is the
case even if we are in doubt or disbelief about it ourselves. (Of course many
people who firmly believe in a divine or mythical authorship of these texts
frequently in various ways problematise this within sets of beliefs that involve such an understanding of the text’s authorship). It is clear that how we
conceive the authorship of such texts is enormously important to the kind of
significance we place on the text.
What Wittgenstein’s problematising of the “We”, “Our”, and “I” amounts
to could rather be understood as showing that we can live with the uncertainty of how far such words can reach. We can read the Investigations and feel
the temptations Wittgenstein expresses, but we can also feel that the text
shuts us out – that there is no “We” there at all. Wittgenstein’s attempt to
muddle the “I” and the “pupil” may simply pass us by or even put us off. We
may respond: “I do not want to be a part of this.” That is the risk of writing.
That is the risk of speaking a language. That is the risk of reading. We become implicated and we can become excluded, or we can draw back our
consent to what is said and how it is said. The Investigations enacts how we
live with scepticism of the other (the author of the text or Wittgenstein).
Lesnik-Oberstein’s reading seems to say that we should do away with our
ordinary ways of thinking and talking and heed to the sceptic’s language. I
suggest that we reject the sceptic’s language but acknowledge the risks of
our ordinary interactions.
But this is not all that is going on in Wittgenstein’s text. What I have been
saying is that in my interactions with texts and with others I rely on my imagination. I am constructing futures with my fellow speakers or the texts I
am reading. I am living on a hope that I can go on with them. This is why
children are so important in Wittgenstein’s examples. I imagine myself as
having a future in language with children and I imagine children as being in
a position of having a future with me. In the passage from Cavell that Lesnik-Oberstein quotes he contrasts this with Wittgenstein’s infamous examples of the builder with only four words saying that after a while it is impossible to imagine these builders as having a future in language. If we meet
adults that only have four words it would not be clear whether we would say
that they have a language. The extent to how far we can imagine going on in
language with such persons seems to me quite limited, at least as far as my
imagination goes. This is very much in line with what Lesnik-Oberstein
says, except that she does not note that Cavell is talking about his own imagination. Like Wittgenstein, Cavell writes in a confessional mode. Stanley
Cavell, the parent and the child, is imagining children as having a future in
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language. Hence it is not a matter of setting “child” in quotation marks and
saying that “child” belongs to a language game that Wittgenstein uses as an
object of comparison, which leads her to the charge against Cavell that he
misses Wittgenstein’s anti-essentialist motives. Instead, it is a matter of noting that this is where my imagination takes me.
Hence, when Lesnik-Oberstein invokes Wittgenstein’s use of analogies to
serve as comparisons with ways of speaking and living, analogies that at first
may work, but later fall apart as useless, she cannot fully account for the
importance of the work these analogies do in the Investigations or elsewhere.
She avoids what they really are about. It is about Wittgenstein, or Cavell, or
me, investigating our imagination, how far it extends, where it fails. In this
sense it is an investigation of ourselves and our futures. Wittgenstein is rather clear with what the problem is here. For example, consider PI § 593: “A
main cause of philosophical diseases – a one-sided diet: one nourishes one’s
thinking with only one kind of example.” When investigating my imagination I will find that it is, like Wittgenstein’s and like Cavell’s, limited to
particular examples. What I need, then, are new objects of comparison that
do not limit my present view of things. But more fundamentally I need to be
aware of my own limitations. I need to confess.

6.5 A Grownup Confession of Childhood: The Limits of
“We”
Having shed light on the connection between confession and imagination, I
am now ready to problematise certain tendencies in talking about childhood,
further than Lesnik-Oberstein does in her criticism of Cavell. In thinking
about childhood adults have a tendency to go on from two examples. They
either remember their own childhood or they consider their own children or
children in their presence.25 The former clearly limits our imagination as our
memory is quite selective and opaque. The wide range of autobiographical
writings is a remarkable evidence of our tendency for such selective remembrance. This clearly limits our imagination and the nourishment of our thinking. Still, the latter invocation of our own children can be equally inflicted
by limitations. The children we are spending time with, for parents and
teachers daily, are thought of in certain settings, settings that are clearly determined by the power of the adult. The language and life of the adult is set
as the frame of reference for investigating childhood. Both the memory of
our own childhood and the way we invoke our experience of children in our
present life can be read as a way of setting up boundaries for what is an ac25
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ceptable “We”. Such boundaries tend to be invisible to us since we cannot
imagine what anything outside them would look like. Such boundaries in our
thinking are what, I take it, Wittgenstein wants us to get in view. They clearly limit what we can see.
Framing the problem like this is exemplary of how philosophy constantly
is questioning itself. The philosophical critique of Lesnik-Obertstein also
sets up boundaries for how we can understand Wittgenstein and his use of
children in his language games and other analogies. Her critique may hide
certain aspects of our ordinary engagement with texts, as my response to that
critique may also do. But this framing also shows how a very particularistic
confessional mode in philosophy is deeply political. Naomi Scheman puts it
well when she explores her relation to Cavell’s philosophy as a feminist
philosopher:
Philosophical problems…were the neuroses of privilege, the irresolvable residues of the construction of modern privileged subjectivity.
Those problems were mine insofar as I identified with the privileges I
had – some, as it were, by courtesy – as well as with those I was expected to take up; but it was a matter of political solidarity to distance
myself from those privileges, hence from those problems, to disidentify with the subject of philosophy.26
Such disindentification with philosophy is exactly the mark of what a
philosopher does according to Scheman, and I take this as a correct understanding of what Cavell and Wittgenstein want of philosophy. However, it is
a distancing, in the sense I described in Chapter Four, from the (dogmatic)
presumptions carried by the philosopher’s privileged position.
If children are conceived as having a future in our lives, in language or
other practices, and that is framed as if they were not full participants, but
human “not-yets”, then the privileged position of adulthood is rather impossible to imagine otherwise. If the memory of my life, and my life with children, is the only confrontation that my imaginative capacities have, then
such a picture of children as “not-yets” will be continually affirmed. Children will, through my narrow conceptual world, be left on the margins of my
form of life, permanently dissonant.
We need objects of comparison that let the imagination go wild. We need
to see what happens if we turn our presumptive imagination around. We
need to see roles changed and reworked. We need a Walden of childhood.
That is, we need to imagine a place where we can renegotiate our lives with
children – a place where we can rethink what “We” may mean when we talk
to or about children. A place in the wild, a scene for improvisation beyond
the score of our established conceptions and practices. In this place both our
26
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memory of childhood and our experience with the children in our surroundings can be compared with all different kinds of engagement with childhood.
But such a place should also, as Scheman suggests, invite the “You”, the
“You” who reads the text about this place and the “You” who is the child I
meet.27
The point of invoking a second personhood here is that the first person
plural cannot be useful, it is empty, without your acknowledgement of that
connection. As much as I give my consent to a “We” there is always a
“You” that also is consenting to or resisting that “We.” That means, as
Scheman has it, that “[p]art of acknowledgement is recognizing that you
hold part of my identity; you know me in a way I cannot, I cannot, without
your help, know myself.”28 A “We” conceived this way marks a certain kind
of connection and responsiveness rather than similarity or sameness among
the persons that take themselves to be a part of that “We.” It shows that the
“I” need a “You” as a critical friend. Or put otherwise, without you my confession does not make much sense. This is why Lesnik-Oberstein’s insistence that there is no Wittgenstein in his text is misleading. Without imagining Wittgenstein the discussion between my “We” and his “You” and vice
versa would be quite empty.
This is not to say how we are to approach children in our daily lives. It is
to suggest the role of new imaginary spaces in our lives with children. And I
want to suggest that if we are inclined to think of children as not yet speakers, or not yet singers, or not yet mathematicians, or not yet walkers, our
imagination of the kind of connections we have with children is limited and
as such our imagination of the kind of language games in which “child” is
useful is limited. Letting the child “you” address “Me,” and for me to
acknowledge that such a child “You” holds my identity, is a challenging
task.
Taking the language of this chapter into the account, Part II of this dissertation, with its chapters on philosophy and children’s literature, is meant to
show how children’s literature can help us to work on the tendencies to think
of children as not-yets. Part III of the dissertation is meant to show how children’s dissonant voices, if we let them be that provocative “you”, can widen
our imagination and give us a more varied diet for a range of issues.
***
As we are about to go into Part III a number of things should be in place.
First, a conception of philosophy that involves an engagement with children’s literature and art and as such a philosophy where the emotional involvement in philosophical problems is as important as their intellectual
formulation. But also a concept of philosophy as involving a perfectionist
27
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form of education in the activity of philosophising, which means that reading
philosophy should involve writing, where philosophy is structured around
texts as much as around particular problems. Moreover, the conception of
philosophy that I have tried to develop suggests that philosophical discourse
is essentially existential and inseparable from life. In this sense I take philosophy to be pedagogical. Second, I have tried to spell out a broader concept of
rationality that is not separate from the kind of animal we are, but which
involves both our subjective sensibilities and our acknowledgement of reasoning, even very eccentric reasoning, as reasoning. Third, drawing from
this broad concept of rationality I have suggested a notion of morality that
takes moral thinking as being as much about sensibility as about intellect.
(Admittedly, this is badly put since, according to the view I have set out,
sensibility and intellect are not separate.) This has meant that moral thought
can be expressed equally profoundly within literature as in moral philosophy. It meant to show that moral thought has much to gain from engaging
both in philosophy and literature and that moral philosophy needs to engage
with literature. Fourth, I have attempted to destabilise the notions of “We”
and “community” crucial in ordinary language philosophy and moral perfectionism. Perhaps the best way to summarise the view of community and the
notion of “We” that has grown out of these discussions are through the
wording of Cavell’s Emersonian perfectionism: community and a usable
“We” is always both attained and unattained. In a similar vein the notion of
childhood has been suggested not being a stable identity.
When I go on to explore the notion of dissonant voices, as one would
expect, these notions and conceptions will be important as a background
texture, and will aid me in spelling out a wide range of dissonant situations
as well as a variety of responses to dissonance.

Part III: Children’s Dissonant Voices

7. Playing in and out of Tune

Understanding a sentence is much more akin to understanding a theme in music than one may think.
What I mean is that understanding a sentence lies
nearer than one thinks to what is ordinarily called
understanding a musical theme. Why is just this the
pattern of variation in loudness and tempo? One
would like to say “Because I know what it’s all
about.” But what is it all about? I should not be able
to say.
— Ludwig Wittgenstein, PI § 527
If you hit a wrong note, it’s the next note that makes
it good or bad.
— Miles Davis

Miles Davis is famous for claiming that there are no mistakes in music. To
him, hitting the wrong note provided further forms of musical engagement
and opened for new things to happen in his music. A dissonant or out of tune
note would give him the opportunity to play something he hadn’t played
before. This is all fine when we talk about jazz or other forms of improvisational music. But what about other practices? What about when we use letters in reading and writing? Or what about when we teach children mathematics? Can we be as open to dissonances in those practices? Wouldn’t it be
quite tragic if we gave up our efforts to initiate our children into our ways of
speaking, counting, reading and writing? This chapter will explore what it
means to agree in practice, to be attuned, so to speak, in order to say what it
means to engage with dissonant voices in practices that are less open for
change than those of artists or musicians on the edge of their art forms.
The chapter begins by introducing the existential dissonance that I take to
be the issue at stake here, by way of a reading of Pippi Longstocking and her
first day at school. In the second part I shall investigate Wittgenstein’s notion of agreement. In section three I will account for how Cavell’s translation
of Wittgenstein’s “Übereinstimmung” to “Attunement” instead of the traditional “Agreement” lets musical metaphors shed new light on the issues and
suggests a therapeutic use of “Übereinstimmung” in Wittgenstein. In the
fourth section I shall develop the view that there is a resemblance between
162
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the dissonance of philosophical discourse and dissonance in our lives with
children. For children the dissonance, or lack of agreement/attunement, is
always present. I shall contend that living (with children) involves an existential struggle with dissonance. This enables me to gesture towards a tentative description of dissonance. In the fifth and final section of the chapter I
elaborate on how one can respond to dissonant voices and suggest that one
such response may be in line with Wittgenstein’s philosophical therapies.

7.1 Abnormal Cases
“It is only in normal cases that the use of a word is clearly prescribed; we
know, are in no doubt what to say in this or that case”, Wittgenstein writes
and continues, “The more abnormal the case, the more doubtful it becomes
what we are to say” (PI § 142). Still, we can be tempted to think we need to
determine what would fall under a certain practice, such as calculating, reading, playing chess, picking out colours, picking apples, tuning an instrument,
and so on. And when, in abnormal cases, we are unable to determine what
falls under a practice, we may get confused. We may be tempted to look for,
and think we need, a straight answer to questions such as: “…where are the
bounds of the normal?” and “What are the limits – and tolerances – of being
in agreement in how we go on with the child?”1
These questions are about agreement in our practices and in our use of
language, but they also have to do with how we live our lives, how we understand what is rational, and what it means to become human. Asking what
are the limits of our tolerance for what we would count as being in agreement with a child raises other related questions. What about our disagreements, where we don’t seem able to go on with the child? What about situations where we cannot understand the child’s responses to our instructions as
rational?
Consider how Pippi Longstocking manages her first day at school.
‘Now Pippi [the teacher says], can you tell me how much seven and five
make?’
Pippi looked rather surprised and cross. ‘Well, if you don’t know, don’t
think I’m going to work it out for you!’
All the children stared in horror at Pippi. The teacher explained to her that
she wasn’t to answer that way in school. She wasn’t to call the teacher just
‘you’ either; she was to call the teacher ‘ma’am’.
‘I’m awful sorry,’ said Pippi apologetically, ‘I didn’t know that. I won’t do
it again.’
‘No, I should hope not,’ said the teacher. ‘And now I’ll tell you that seven
and five makes twelve’.

1

Richard Eldridge, Leading a Human Life, 241.
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‘You see!’ said Pippi. ‘You knew it all the time, so why did you ask then?
Oh, what a blockhead I am! Now I just called you just “you” again. ‘Scuse
2
me,’ she said, giving her ear a powerful pinch.

There are several similar conversations in this chapter of Pippi
Longstocking, throughout Astrid Lindgren’s work, and in children’s literature in general. These scenes are striking. Pippi can be seen as either being
intentionally ironic about the conventions of the school and teacher student
relationships, or as quite oblivious to those conventions, not knowing how to
appropriately respond in those situations, something that on other occasions
troubles her. In any case from the teacher’s perspective Pippi becomes a
troublesome and rebellious student. Pippi, giving herself a pinch, mocks the
convention of not addressing her teacher as “you”, as if the teachers weren’t
worthy of that kind of respect, as if what matters in their interaction is calling the teacher by her proper title (something the teacher actually suggests
by enforcing that convention on Pippi).
Despite her age, this is Pippi’s first day at school. (Pippi did not consider
school to be important until she found out about summer and Christmas holidays.) Hence the teacher wants to see what Pippi knows already. Pippi’s
response mocks not only the convention of not calling the teacher “you”, but
also the teacher’s authority and legitimacy in being the one asking the questions. Pippi’s dissonant behaviour questions conventions taken as selfevident, or not even conventions, but as givens in the school and educational
culture she is in. No wonder the other children are horrified. Pippi puts herself in the position of the teacher, giving herself the right to ask the questions. “Well, if you don’t know, don’t think I’m going to work it out for
you!” As Pippi continues this throughout a number of attempts on the teacher’s side to figure out what Pippi knows, the teacher simply abandons her
attempts in resignation, exhausted. She does not know how to go on with
Pippi. Pippi seems to play without acknowledging or knowing the rules of
the game of teaching and learning in this school.
Wittgenstein also gives examples that point out where instructors do not
know how to go on with a child. One of those is the scene in § 143 that I
discussed in Chapter Three. Another, perhaps more famous one, is in § 185.
Both these scenes depict a teacher giving a child an instruction to write down
a series of cardinal numbers. For now I just wish to demonstrate how both
Pippi and the Investigations point out how there are tacit aspects of our ways
of doing things, to use Nicholas C. Burbules’ rethinking of Michael Polanyi’s notion,3 which are taken for granted when we go on in agreement.
Both Lindgren and Wittgenstein illustrate what I call dissonance, where the2

Astrid Lindgren, Pippi Longstocking. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1954/1945), 60.
See Nicholas C. Burbules, “Ways of thinking about educational quality” in Educational
Researcher Vol. 33, No. 6, (2005), and “Tacit Teaching” in Educational Philosophy and
Theory, Vol. 40, No. 5, (2008).
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se tacit ways are not followed by one of the students. In Pippi we are asked
to imagine, we are given a picture of, how we still (I say “still” since Pippi
was published in 1945) tend to think schooling should function. That is, as
enacting an asymmetrical relation where the teacher is educating the child.
Could it be different? This assumption is implied by the kind of questions
the teacher asks Pippi. Pippi and the teacher can’t even seem to agree upon
what the point of schooling is. Pippi does not see school foremost as a place
to learn but goes to school because she wants summer and Christmas holidays, which perhaps is a way for her to establish a closer connection to other
children. The other children and the teacher do not easily accept the idea of
going to school just for the benefit of having holidays. The asymmetry between teacher and student and the idea of school as place for learning is the
rough ground from which the teacher and her students go on together, but
Pippi does not seem to see that as a ground at all. In a matter of speaking,
school does not have that function in her life.
As the teacher continues her effort to ask Pippi questions Pippi seems to
accept the game they are playing. But her responses can still be seen as
mocking it and questioning its point or at least not acknowledging the
grounds of the practice as grounds.
The teacher decided to give up arithmetic completely. She thought that perhaps Pippi would be more interested in learning to read. She therefore brought
out a picture of a pretty little green island surrounded by blue water. Just over
the island stood the letter ‘i’.
‘Now, Pippi, I’m going to show you something very interesting,’ she said
quickly. ‘This is a picture of an iiiiiisland. And this letter above the iiiiiisland
is called “i”’.
‘Oh, I can hardly believe that,’ said Pippi. ‘It looks to me like a [straight]
line with a flyspeck over it. I’d like to know what islands and fly-specks have
4
to do with each other.’

Pippi’s reaction to the letter “i” is not at all what the teacher expects. Still
her reaction is not completely incomprehensible. With a little imagination
we can understand what she is saying, but it may be hard to make sense of
the point of saying it if we limit ourselves to thinking of the conversation as
solely about the letter “i.” Pippi simply seems to confuse a letter with a picture. But is she? Pippi’s dissonance goes deeper than this. The teacher says
that she is going to show Pippi something interesting and Pippi responds by
distrusting the idea of what is “interesting” in the teacher’s account and she
adds that what she would like to know about is how her understanding of the
letter as a picture of a line with flyspeck is connected with an island. And
perhaps to Pippi, if we allow our imagination to go on a little, understanding
this would be far more interesting, considering that her father actually lives
4

Lindgren, Pippi Longstocking, 62
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on a small island in the Southern Sea.5 Pippi’s answer is only incomprehensible in so far as we limit our imagination of what the sign “i” may signify.6
So far I have left out a crucial aspect of the account of Pippi at school. I
have read it almost as if this was a real situation and something that bothers
teachers or philosophers of education. Although that may be the case, the
account is part of a literary work that children and adults alike are amused
by. It is a humorous account of a child responding to an ordinary school
situation. But what is it that makes this funny? Isn’t it the absurdity of the
situation, the absurdity of turning inside out conventions that even most
children take for granted? There is something humorous about Pippi’s alternative interpretation of the signs and questions, by suggesting that these can
be seen as something we are not used to seeing them as. We may find it
amusing that we actually can think of the sign “i” as “a line with a flyspeck
over it” and not only as a letter. Or that we can see the silliness of the teacher’s questions in Pippi’s misunderstandings of them. Recognising our reactions to these moments is important. It can be seen as a natural reaction to
deviance and marks the lines of the normal for us. We sometimes find things
funny, frustrating, sad, difficult, or stunning, just because they are deviant
and interrupt the order, when we have lost the grounds for how to go on together. The humour or the tragedy in scenes such as these is actually what
drives the philosophical issue. The philosophical question of dissonance that
I explore starts when the deviance we face leaves us lost for words or explanations, when it seems that all we can do is either laugh or cry. Depending
on the genre of writing, scenes such as these can be both tragic and comic.
I suggested that Pippi’s dissonant response to her teacher’s interrogation
could be either intentionally ironic or as if she does not understand how to
appropriately respond to such questions or see their point. Does it really
make a difference? Is it clear in this case what is intentional and what isn’t?
How is finding a letter interesting or not, or seeing the point of teacher-child
relationships, fully intentional? Describing the pupil’s dissonant response to
the instruction to write down series in § 185 Wittgenstein writes:
This case would have similarities with one in which it comes naturally to a
person to react to the gesture of pointing with the hand by looking in the di-

5

I take Pippi’s response to the picture of the letter “i” to show similarities with the possibility
of language and our responses to pictures and letters that are brought out in Wittgenstein’s
discussion of Jastrow's Duck-rabbit (PPF, xi). The important point here is that even though we
may see a different aspect of a sign or an object it does not always make sense to say of a pen
that we are “seeing it as a pen.” Rather, we just think and speak of pens. When we need a long
small object to pull out the key we dropped under the fridge we may discover another aspect
of our favourite pen.
6
In the Swedish original my suggested imaginative response to Pippi’s reaction to the picture
of the letter “i” does not work, since “island” is “ö” in Swedish and the original text has a
picture of a hedgehog, or igelkott, for the letter “i” instead.
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rection from the finger-tip to wrist, rather than from wrist to finger-tip. (PI §
185, my emphasis).7

Seeing something as something, a finger as pointing for example, does
not need to be fully intentional and we can react very differently to the same
words or signs, as if they were not even the same words. Reasons are not
enough in these situations. We cannot really say what it means to see the
point of certain practices. When Wittgenstein’s pupil in § 185 claims to follow the instruction and his teacher cannot accept that he does, we quite soon
run out of reasons for why the pupil should go on in a particular way, reasons why he should count going on in the same way as his teacher.
Cavell has described this as a crisis in the scene of instruction and a crisis
of consent (CHU, p. 76). He emphasises that the response that Wittgenstein
is commonly taken to suggest, that we tell the student “This is simply what I
do” (PI § 217), is mistaken.8 If reasons have run out, or if we are in a space
where we do not know what reason is (an abnormal case), how would it help
to say, “This is simply what I or we do”? Such an understanding of Wittgenstein suggests that the pupil and the teacher can “achieve agreement”, as if
they consented to a contract. Instead Cavell suggests that Wittgenstein’s
claim is much weaker. Agreement is not something achieved, but something
we come to, something we fall into if and when we share natural reactions.
The Wittgensteinian idea of agreement is, in Cavell’s reading, something we
refer to when justifications have run out and not something that itself justifies our practice.
Hence, Cavell suggests that we take Wittgenstein at his word. What Wittgenstein says is not that we should respond, or even that we do respond, by
saying “This is simply what we do.” Rather, Wittgenstein says that when his
reasons run out, then he is “inclined to say: ‘This is simply what I do’” (PI §
217, my emphasis). Following Cavell’s Wittgenstein on this line of thought,
and if we share his inclination, it opens for a wider range of responses to the
abnormal pupil. The abnormal case not only points out where our reasons
end, the limits of comprehensibility, but also it can point towards an unattained community. In one sense it can be a “re-negotiation” of our social
contracts. In Cavell’s perfectionist formulation: “I think of the scene of instruction, in which being inclined to say, but not saying, “This is simply
what I do” is the sign of a kind of promise, say of initiation into a culture,
7

In this and the previous quote from § 185 I have changed Hacker and Schulte’s rendering of
Anscombe’s translation slightly in a way that I find more true to the German original. Whereas Hacker and Schulte write, “I thought that was how I had to do it”, I suggest it should be
read, “I thought that was how I should do it.” This rendering makes the situation more puzzling since it implies a question of how strong the teacher’s authority as an instructor in basic
arithmetic is. The feeling of unease about this scene is important.
8
Nonetheless, this certainly seems to be Kripke’s understanding. See Saul Kripke, Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language: An Elementary Exposition (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982).
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and (its) language, and (its) promises, its unattained but attainable states”
(CDU, p. 115). This type of agreement is not achieved by moulding the pupil
to fit “what I or we do” but this is an agreement searched for, perhaps at
times even hoped for, in the interactions with the other, the child or the elder.
Still, we want to ask, and perhaps should not stop asking, how far our tolerance for the dissonance as unintelligible, irrational and immoral can reach?
It’s fine to say that we search for agreement in our interactions and that
sometimes the abnormal dissonant voice helps us to renegotiate established
practices, but when can we say that such negations are justified and when are
they simply dangerous? Even if we can imagine that Pippi has a point in her
understanding of “i”, it does not mean that we should give up trying to help
her to learn to read and using “i” as we currently do in such practices. That
would indeed be a tragic response to a comic scene.
We can look towards where we agree in order to avoid confusions about
certain concepts and we can look for further forms of engagement by suggesting new forms of agreement, new projections of concepts and even further forms of life. What this boils down to is how and when I find myself, or
whomever I engage with, intelligible. Struggling for intelligibility is, following Cavell’s perfectionism, an essentially moral effort “in a dark place in
which one has lost one’s way” (CHU, xxxii). Approaching dissonant voices
such as Pippi’s and the pupil of § 185 is a work on ourselves in conversation
with the unintelligible.

7.2 Agreement in Judgments
So let’s look more closely at how Wittgenstein talks about agreement. In
often-quoted paragraphs of the Investigations Wittgenstein writes:
“So you are saying that human agreement decides what is true and what is
false?”—What is true and false is what human beings say; and it is in their
language that human beings agree. This is agreement not in opinions, but rather in form of life.
If language is to be a means of communication there must be agreement
not only in definitions but also (queer as this may sound) in judgments. This
seems to abolish logic, but does not do so.—It is one thing to describe methods of measurement, and another to obtain and state results of measurement.
But what we call “measuring” is partly determined by a certain constancy in
results of measurement (PI § 241-242).9

9

I have kept to Anscombe’s translation of § 242 since it seems closer to the German original.
Both Hacker and Schulte’s as well as Anscombe’s translation translate “Verständigung” as
“Communication.” Although this is correct “Verständigung” is a broader concept than “communication” and may refer to reasoning and understanding as well.
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There is no question that the idea of agreement was important to Wittgenstein. There is, however, a controversy over how this notion should be understood. To begin exploring the notion it is worth recalling that the interlocutor’s comment “So you are saying that human agreement decides what is
true and what is false?” is a response to the previous paragraph.
Disputes do not break out (among mathematicians, say) over the question
whether or not a rule has been followed. People don’t come to blows over it,
for example. This belongs to the framework from which our language works
(for example, yields descriptions) (PI, § 240).10

The worry expressed by the interlocutor’s question in § 241 seems to be
that whether or not it is true or false that we have followed a rule is decided
by the fact that we do not come to blows over such issues; that we agree.
Wittgenstein’s answer, that human beings agree in their language, indicates
that people agree in what they do with language. In § 23 Wittgenstein writes
about one of his uses of the term “language-game”: “The word ‘languagegame’ is used here to emphasize the fact that the speaking of language is part
of an activity, or of a form of life” (PI § 23). Agreement is in the activity of
speaking, reading and writing and agreement in for example
Giving orders, and acting on them –
Describing an object by its appearance, or by its measurements –
Constructing an object from a description (a drawing) –
Reporting an event –
Speculating about the event –
Forming and testing a hypothesis –
Presenting the results of an experiment in tables and diagrams –
Making up a story, and reading one –
Acting in a play –
Singing rounds –
Guessing riddles –
Cracking a joke, telling one –
Solving a problem in applied arithmetic –
Translating from one language into another –
Requesting, thanking, cursing, greeting, praying (PI § 23).

And so on. The list gives us some indication about what it might mean
when Wittgenstein talks about agreement, not in opinions – since human
beings may differ in opinion even though they are engaged in the same sort
10

I have rendered the translation of the last sentence here to something I feel is both close to
Wittgenstein’s German and makes the discussion of Wittgenstein’s view among contemporary philosophers clearer. Anscombe’s first translation reads: “That is part of the framework
on which the working of our language is based.” Hacker and Schulte’s rendering of
Anscombe’s translation reads: “This belongs to the scaffolding from which our language
operates.” Here is Wittgenstein’s German original: “Das gehösrt zu dem Gerüst, von welchem
aus unsere Sprache wirkt.”
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of activity – but in form of life. Thus, imagining a language, of any sort, is to
imagine a form of life with that language (PI § 19).
So, according to Wittgenstein, people generally agree in what they do in
language. This seems to be quite obvious. However, Wittgenstein further
claims “if language is to be a means of communication there must be agreement not only in definitions but also in judgments.”
Gordon Baker and Peter Hacker maintain in their influential commentary
on Wittgenstein that Wittgensteinian agreement is an “agreement on the
truth or falsity of…empirical propositions.”11 It is tempting to conclude then
that Wittgenstein, despite his claims to avoid theoretical pretensions, maintains a theory of meaning where agreement in judgments or beliefs is a necessary condition for successful communication. This would mean that when
Wittgenstein says that this is not an agreement in opinions but in definitions
and judgments he advances a theory that places agreement as a foundational
condition for meaningfulness. Indeed he says, “People don’t come to blows
over [whether a rule has been obeyed or not]. This belongs to the framework
from which our language works” (PI § 240). Nonetheless, I find Hacker and
Baker’s take on Wittgenstein problematic. It will be evident in what follows.

7.21 Rule-following and Sameness
One way to start investigating what Wittgenstein is driving at is to recognise
the textual context of §§ 240-242. These remarks are found at the end of
what traditionally has been conceived as Wittgenstein’s rule-following discussion and at the beginning of what has been called the private language
argument. I regard “agreement” as essential to Wittgenstein’s thought in
both these discussions, if they can be regarded as separate discussions at all.
Consider what he writes in §§ 224 and 225:
The word “agreement” and the word “rule” are related to one another, they
are cousins. If I teach anyone the use of the one word, he learns the use of the
other with it (PI § 224).12

Another related word in this family is “same”.
The use of the word “rule” and the use of the word “same” are interwoven (PI
§ 225).

11

G. P. Baker and P. M. S. Hacker, Wittgenstein: Rules, Grammar and Necessity. An Analytical Commentary on the Philosophical Investigations, Vol. 2, (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell,
1985), 259.
12
Hacker and Schulte use “accord” instead of “agreement” here. However, the German original says “Übereinstimmung” and elsewhere in the Investigations “Übereinstimmung” is translated as “agreement.” Hence, I chose to follow Anscombe in using “agreement” here or, as I
shall suggest later in the chapter, “attunement.”
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One of the worries in section § 185 is that the pupil actually claims to
have gone on in the same way as the teacher shows. The pupil thinks that
they actually are in agreement. The question is what we would actually call
doing the same thing. As Wittgenstein puts it: “If from one day to the next
you promise: ‘To-morrow I will come and see you’—are you saying the
same thing everyday, or everyday something different?” (PI § 226). In calling something the same, e.g. saying the same thing or talking about the same
colour, as when we are following a rule, we may be tempted by the possibility that there are many forms of regular behaviour that may be called the
same. How can we tell whether the teacher or the pupil is right about whether the pupil actually does the same thing as the teacher has told her to? When
the teacher asks his pupil to write a series by adding two and the pupil, when
reaching 1000, starts to write “1000, 1004, 1008, 1012… etc.”, and the
teacher tells her she is wrong while she persists in saying that she is doing
what the teacher told her, can we justify that the teacher is right in his interpretation of “add 2”?
Wittgenstein’s point seems to be that these questions are misplaced. Answering them would mean that we decide what language, or human life, is
before even investigating what we do and how we live with language. Rather, the term agreement is a notion that gives us a certain representation of
the workings of language that we may use to compare what we actually do
with language. We can say that we are in agreement about what it means to
do the same thing in most contexts and investigate how far that agreement
stretches. This is an investigation of our judgments, an investigation of our
agreement in what we call “red”, in what we call “add 2,” or about the point
of a teacher asking questions to her pupils. And Wittgenstein’s examples of
disagreement, like the many disagreements in Pippi Longstocking, elucidates
what we call “doing the same thing”, “following a rule” or “being in agreement” in particular contexts by showing what a disagreement may look like.
Now, it is important to pay attention to how we experience these examples,
to our sensibilities; which ones make us laugh, which ones scare us, which
ones do we find strange or abnormal, or which ones make us angry, frustrated or upset?
There is another aspect of the relation between the word “same” and
“rule” that is of relevance for how we understand agreement here, an aspect
brought to my attention in reading Cavell’s essay “The World as Things”
(PDAT, 236-80). There Cavell investigates the role of collecting things in
human life and calls our attention to the very first example of a languagegame in the Investigations, the example of sending someone shopping with a
slip that says “five red apples.” A significant question may be raised about
such a scene. What is it that makes the things the shopper brings back from
shopping belong to a collection of five red apples? What makes a thing belong to a set of red apples? What makes these things the same kinds of ob-
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jects? Why do we classify the way we do? There are certainly occasions
when many of us would be uncertain whether we should call a colour red or
orange. What determines whether, in such a case, the colour is red? Why do
we say of blueberries that they are blue when they may seem more purple
than blue? What are the criteria for saying that something has the same colour as other things?
Though there are indeed cases where we may be uncertain in our colour
judgments, we still would not accept that a child, call her Eve, with the instruction to shop for five red apples who returns from the store with five
green apples followed the instruction. Five red apples are not the same as
five green apples when we have asked for five red apples (although, of
course, five red apples can be the same as five green apples if colour or kind
are not important to us, only that they are apples). Now imagine that we ask
Eve why she came back with five green apples, and Eve, similar to the child
in Wittgenstein’s arithmetic examples, answers: “I did bring back five red
apples.” We may want to dismiss such an answer by simply saying that the
child is wrong, but I am inclined to inquire further into what Eve could
mean. Imagine Eve saying, “It is just apples and many apples are green, yellow and red all at the same time anyway.” Eve is certainly right and we
would actually call some apples red though parts of them may have different
shades of green or yellow. However, Eve says something more than this. She
implies that the colour of the apple is not really significant (cf. PDAT, 263).
I ask her about this. “Well….” She stops to think, as if she is struggling to
find a way to explain herself: “I don’t really like the peel and on the inside
apples are never red.” Apparently the colour of apples, at least the colour of
the peel, is not what is important to Eve. We are still worried about her response. “But you said you brought back five red apples!” She responds: “Of
course, red is a warm colour and these apples taste warm, they taste red.”
Now we realise that our judgments of the apples she has brought back do not
agree. My judgment is about what we, after this conversation, may call the
colour of the peel. Eve’s judgment is about something else. We have ways in
which we make colour judgments and Eve may even share some or all of
those, but she also has another way to make colour judgments (if we are
willing to call them colour judgments) that may seem unfamiliar to us.
Can we understand Eve’s judgments? I am not sure I can, but I can let her
teach me. But how? What will she be teaching me? I think I know what decorators and designers mean when they speak of warm colours in a room, but
this girl says that something tastes red and that red tastes warm and she is not
just saying, “These green apples taste like red apples.” How can she teach
me this? Can she tell me what she means? That would be like asking someone who has never heard polyphonic music to describe what a major third
sounds like. It seems quite impossible. Perhaps she can show me what she
means. She can take me to the shop and let me taste a few apples. She can
talk about how they look, taste and feel, how we can use them in different
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dishes, and I can try to make judgments about the redness of the flavour of
different apples and let her correct me. To understand this kind of concept of
red, that seems so strange to me, I must change the way I live with apples
and this girl; as Wittgenstein puts it, I must change my attitude towards them
(cf. PPF § 193, 195, 258). Perhaps this involves just a slight change, perhaps
it involves major change, but it still involves change that makes agreement in
our judgments possible, agreement not necessarily always about which apples are red, although consistency in this seems to be important, but in what
different points we can see in saying that an apple is red. This is something I
am inclined to call “agreement in form of life.” Another way to put this may
be to say that we reach a degree of like-mindedness. We come to a stage
where Eve can say, “This apple tastes red. Have a bite! Now do you see what
I mean?” All of a sudden it dawns on me and I can say, “Yeah, I see what
you mean. This really does taste like red.”
The story about Eve may shed some light on how the words “agreement,”
“rule” and “same” are related. But really what kind of light? What do we,
what do I, see here? I may say that what I call “same” or “following a rule”
is deeply embedded in how I live. This is it. I find that it is difficult to understand what Eve’s conception of “red” involves unless I try to live in a way
where such a conception of red is useful, has a point, in which speaking of
“red” in such circumstance is intelligible to me and my interlocutors.
To follow a rule or an instruction (another relative) can be pictured as
what Burbules calls tacit knowledge. We cannot explicate how we come to
agreement (which makes the teaching itself tacit), only what the agreement
looks like to us.13 When we teach someone to follow a rule we simply expect him or her to go on together with us in a way where both the teacher
and the pupil agree that the rule is followed. Otherwise we would likely assume, as the teacher in § 185 does, that someone (we cannot presume that
the teacher is not that someone) has misunderstood the rule, the instruction
or the situation in which it is applied. Consider the following remark of
Wittgenstein’s:
Following a rule is analogous to obeying an order. One is trained to do so, and
one reacts to an order in a particular way. But what if one person reacts to the
order and training thus, and another otherwise. Who is right, then?
Suppose you came as an explorer into an unknown country with a language quite unknown to you. In what circumstances would you say that the
people there gave orders, understood them, obeyed them, rebelled against
them, and so on?
Shared human behaviour is the system of reference by means of which we
interpret an unknown language (PI § 206).

13

See Burbules, “Ways of thinking about educational quality”, 5-6 and “Tacit Teaching”,
670-72.
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We may read this passage as saying, “agreement is not only agreement in
how we go on together, but a ‘shared human behaviour.’” We must assume,
and see, something in common with people’s speaking foreign languages to
be able to interpret what they do. Nevertheless, we may also interpret this
passage somewhat differently. In the first paragraph Wittgenstein states an
obvious fact, that we are trained to react in a particular way when given an
order or in response to a rule-expression, only to raise a philosophical worry
about this fact: If we disagree about the interpretation of the order how do
we know who is right? I have already raised this question and it seems to
remain throughout several of the preceding and following sections of the
Investigations. Can’t we ask the same thing even if we are aware of our
common beliefs and the common behaviour of mankind? We can regard the
teaching Wittgenstein suggests in § 208 as a first answer to these questions.
If I accept that one of the individuals in disagreement doesn’t have the right
concepts to understand the instruction then I will “teach him to use the words
by means of examples and by exercises. — And when I do this I do not
communicate less to him than I know myself” (PI § 208 cf. RFM VI § 48).
Undeniably, we may still not come to agree in our understanding of the rule,
and in thinking about when children learn language this quite often is the
case. (Even though we teach through example and practice, or in other
words, even though we train a child, this is not necessarily the way the child
learns. In fact, this is not likely to be the case.)14 However, it does not mean
that we stop teaching them; we may simply just try to speak about something
else, leaving some discussions for later (though our curricula seldom leave
room for such responses). We don’t have to talk about everything with everyone (PDAT, 137).
Nonetheless, there are difficult situations where we do not know how to
go on together, but where it seems important, even crucial, that we go on
together. We cannot, for example, or at least we don’t want to, at the risk of
treating them as mad, exclude children from too many of our languagegames even if we do not share their behaviour or beliefs. In school settings
we even have a formal obligation to reach an agreement in many practices –
e.g. we cannot stress enough the importance of coming to agreement about
the use of, for example, letters and numbers. It would be deeply worrying if
we did not come to agreement about, for example, how to write a simple
series of cardinal numbers or the basic uses of letters.

7.22 Private Languages and Wittgenstein’s Diary
To only focus on coming to agreement on how to go on with rules, however,
seems to me to be a too one-sided reading of Wittgenstein’s idea of agree14

See Michael Luntley, “Learning, Empowerment and Judgment” in Educational Philosophy
and Theory, Vol, 39 Nr, 4 (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2007).
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ment. For a fuller understanding of “agreement” we should also consider
how the concept of agreement works and the remarks on private languages
that follow §§ 240-42. If the focus in the rule-following discussion is how
we can go on together with our words, how we can go on together with
words in rule-formulations, instructions, signs and so on, then the private
language discussion can be seen as giving examples of how, when, and what
may drive us to not go on together, or when we are unsure if there is a “together,” a “We,” at all.
Wittgenstein is commonly described as denying that there can be such
thing as a private language.15 There are of course some indications of such a
denial in the Investigations. However, Wittgenstein never makes such denial
explicit and it is important to note that, as in many other places, he asks us
only to imagine something. First he asks us to imagine human beings who
only speak in monologue. Then he asks us to imagine a language “in which a
person could write down or give voice to his inner experience” (PI § 243).
After this Wittgenstein, as if to give us time to imagine such language and to
mark that he himself needs to consider his own request, stops with a curiously long hyphen (
) and then asks: “Well, can’t we do so in our ordinary
language?” He continues and asks us to imagine a situation where only the
person speaking can know the individual words. A language no other person
understands (PI § 243). Why is this interesting to Wittgenstein and why is it
interesting to us to read his remarks? Who is really bothered by such an
idea?
Cavell’s representation of this theme in the Investigations as a search for
a correlation between the inner and the outer is an elucidating starting point
for looking at these remarks from a perspective of agreement (CR, 340-41).
The correlation between the inner and outer may break down or become
infected. It is in need of treatment. No wonder then, if the inner and outer is
one of his “themes”, that Wittgenstein alludes that his philosophical teaching
is something like a therapy.
This is not all. Though Wittgenstein is treating a philosophical problem,
the problem here seems to be very personal to Wittgenstein. Consider the
diarist of § 258-262. Once again Wittgenstein wants us to imagine someone,
and this time himself, writing the sign S for a particular sensation of his. He
records in a calendar every time he experiences what he calls S Wittgenstein
writes that “first I want to observe that a definition of the sign cannot be
formulated” (PI § 258). First note that Wittgenstein says, “want to ob15

See 190-93, P. M. S. Hacker, Wittgenstein: Meaning and Mind (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1990), 255, Kripke, Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language and for examples in philosophy of education see D.W. Hamlyn, “Education and Wittgenstein’s Philosophy” in Journal
of Philosophy of Education Vol. 23 No. 2 (1989), 217 and Paul Smeyers, “Initiation and
Newness in Education and Childrearing” in Paul Smeyers and James Marshall eds Philosophy
and Education: Accepting Wittgenstein’s Challenge. (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1995), 116-117.
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serve…” and remember that Wittgenstein takes philosophy to be a work on
one’s will (CV, 17e). The imagining of Wittgenstein as a “private diarist”
accordingly appears to reveal his tendency to want to say something about
his inner lives. He also calls attention to the fact that the only way in which
he can point to this sensation is when using the sign S when he is concentrating on the sensation. Now, remember that Wittgenstein already said that the
raw material of philosophy is to give an account of the temptation to use an
expression in a certain way (PI § 254). These temptations are for Wittgenstein the kinds of temptations that philosophy is to treat as an illness (PI §
255).
The notation of this private sensation suggests a number of such tempting
uses in the remarks about private languages; for instance, the temptation to
find a use of the private notion S that can ensure that the next application of
S refers to the same sensation. In the remarks on private languages Wittgenstein is still working on the different temptations involved in the rulefollowing remarks, which is the tendency for philosophy to look for a very
strong connection between the things we call the same, a connection he likens to the substitution of “the same” with “identical” (PI § 254). Given this
strong sense of sameness it may be tempting to push the investigation of the
possibility for talking about inner experience in a direction where it seems
nonsensical to talk about criteria for the correct application of S. I commit to
a memory of the connection between S and a first sensation, but this requires
that I remember the connection correctly in the future (PI § 258). The question is still what criteria I have for connecting the first experience with future
experiences and calling them the same. Why are all these cases of S? So,
whatever terms I use to think about what I am doing when using S, they are
terms from public languages such as “sensations”, “has” or “something.”
These are terms that everybody understands and not private at all (PI § 261).
Now recall that Wittgenstein introduces the private diarist by saying “I
want to keep a diary about the recurrence of a certain sensation” (PI § 258).
We are asked to imagine Wittgenstein doing this. But again and again he
questions the sense in attempting to express such imagination. Do we mean
anything when we say we imagine this diarist recording sensations? For
instance, Wittgenstein compares giving a private explanation of word, by for
example directing one’s attention to a sensation, to letting my right hand
give my left hand a gift (PI § 268). What is the point of such explanation, of
such a gift? What can I do with those words? The temptation seems to be to
think that I am doing something without noticing that I may still say, “Well,
now what?”
This difficulty (that giving a private definition of a word becomes as
pointless as saying that our right hand gives something to the left), like so
many of the philosophical fantasies or mythologies presented in the Investigations, seems to be a very real worry for Wittgenstein (and possibly for any
innovative thinker). I understand the illness that Wittgenstein treats in the
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remarks on private languages to be Wittgenstein’s own. It is an illness that
follows not only from Wittgenstein’s philosophical tendencies, but also from
the method he presents for providing that treatment, his idiosyncratic style of
writing and his approach to philosophy. The anxiety of not being able to
express himself is a worry Wittgenstein faces in practicing philosophy the
way he does. Is the self-treatment we follow in the Investigations analogous
to the left hand giving the right hand a gift? What makes Wittgenstein’s sentences meaningful at all? In the Investigations this also seems to be a struggle with the conclusion of his earlier work (“Whereof one cannot speak
thereof one must be silent” (T # 7)). How could he say something when there
are no clear criteria for what he is saying? One of the diseases Wittgenstein
is fighting in the Investigations, and in particular in the private language
argument, is the anxiety of the possibility that everything he says is nonsense. Cavell takes this position (CR, 348).16
To my mind, the private language remarks express Wittgenstein’s own
anxieties more than, as elsewhere, temptations stemming from pretheoretical pictures that drive philosophical confusions. The philosophical
anxiety Wittgenstein is facing is that “when one is doing philosophy one gets
to the point where one would like just to emit an inarticulate sound” (PI §
261). The idea of an inner life that we look for criteria to express, and ensure
our own understanding of, seems to be a mere ornament and has no real use
(PI § 270).
The philosophical tendency for inarticulate sounds – which we may or
may not recognise in ourselves – takes two directions. Wittgenstein describes the idea as a grammatical fiction, a myth and a fantasy (PI §§ 221,
307, 549, Z § 211, RFM, III § 26). We think we imagine something, but in
trying to articulate this we cannot make sense of our seemingly plausible
imagination. Cavell suggests that the force of this “fantasy of a private language, underlying the wish to deny the publicness of language, turns out, so
far to be a fantasy, or fear, either of inexpressiveness, one in which I am not
merely unknown, but in which I am powerless to make myself known; or
one in which what I express is beyond my control” (CR, 351). It seems, then,
that either I am unable to express my sensations, my inner life, or my inner
life is open to all others.
Admittedly there are strong reasons to read Wittgenstein’s remarks on
private language as suggesting that the idea of agreement in judgment and
the public character of language solve his problem. Private languages are
impossible because language is dependent on a community of speakers;
agreement is the basis for meaning. This seems to suggest that the human
condition is set and determined by a kind of harmonious ideal of coexist16

Cavell argues for a similar position in relation to Emerson’s and Thoreau’s styles of writing. And I have already explored one aspect of the anxiety over whether philosophical writing
is intelligible through the notion of distance in Chapter Three.
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ence. Such ideal coexistence, however, is another philosophical fantasy that
both Wittgenstein and Cavell wish to disclose. It is a fantasy of necessary
inexpressiveness and a very real temptation. We can take the difficulty of
this fantasy a step further by following Cavell in recognising how the temptations of scepticism and epistemologies are responses to the sceptic’s worries that stem from the same wish. Here is Cavell:
A fantasy of necessary inexpressiveness would solve a simultaneous set of
metaphysical problems: it would relieve me of the responsibility for making
myself known to others – as though if I were expressive that would mean continuously betraying my experiences, incessantly giving myself away; it would
suggest that my responsibility for self-knowledge takes care of itself – as
though the fact that others cannot know my (inner) life means that I cannot
fail to. It would reassure my fears of being known, though it may not prevent
my being under suspicion; it would reassure my fear of not being known,
though it may not prevent my being under indictment. – The wish underlying
this fantasy covers a wish that underlies skepticism, a wish for the connection
between my claims of knowledge and the objects upon which the claims are to
fall to occur without my intervention, apart from my agreements. As the wish
stands, it is unappeasable. In the case of my knowing myself, such self-defeat
would be doubly exquisite: I must disappear in order that the search for myself be successful (CR, 351-52).

This ambiguity in taking the private language discussion as an argument
for the publicness of our mental lives (life with mental terms) and against the
possibility of a private language reinstates the sort of scepticism it is supposed to defeat. Hence, as said earlier, the conclusion of the private language
discussion regarded as an argument is a fantasy in itself. No matter how we
treat these words, Wittgenstein’s words, they avoid any perspicuity of our
use of words, our grammar, which Wittgenstein believes that we need to
clarify philosophical problems. Wittgenstein’s own words are in danger of
being mere nonsense. If we understand the private language remarks in this
way we may with Cavell say that the moral of these remarks is that the sceptic about other minds is not sceptical enough, “the other is still left with his
knowledge of himself; so am I, along with mine” (CR, 353). When we imagine a private language – “[S]ounds which no else understands but which I
‘appear to understand’ might be called a private language” (PI § 269) – we
open for a scepticism about other minds; but we can neither really make
sense of the words presenting this fantasy nor of its refutation. Instead I am
left with my own fragile responsibility to let my words express my life and
“I respond to the words of others as their expressions” (CR, 355).
The idea of a private language appears to further express the idea that
meaning something, saying something, is a fragile struggle. As with the remarks on rule-following where the practice of following a rule or set of rules
is an on-going but still stable endeavour without anything determining or
justifying each step except what we do, the private language remarks suggest
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that nothing ensures that our inner is hidden, nor that it is open to view, rather they emphasise the struggle to be known and to hide ourselves from
view. This, of course, goes the other way around as well. When I try to understand another’s expressions there is no guarantee that if I just keep to a
certain theory of the mind, or whatever, I will ensure an understanding of
that other.
The remarks on private languages are important in educational practice,
particularly in child rearing when we engage with children that are learning
to use language. Wittgenstein’s remarks on private language can be understood as a child’s struggle to be known. The diarist writing down his sensations is very much like a child trying to express their inner life to her elders.
The child tries to express something without the conventions of her elders’
linguistic practices and the words of any given language. Given this reading
Wittgenstein can be said to give voice to the mute child like no one else before and after him. Cavell famously writes:
We learn and teach words in certain contexts, and then we are expected, and
expect others, to be able to project them into further contexts. Nothing insures
that this projection will take place (in particular, not the grasping of universals
and not the grasping of books of rules), just as nothing insures that we will
make and understand the same projections. That on the whole we do is a matter of sharing routes of interest and feeling, modes of response, senses of humour and of significance and of fulfilment, of what is outrageous, of what is
similar and of what is else, what a rebuke, what forgiveness, of when an utterance is an assertion, when an appeal, when an explanation – all the whirl of
organism that Wittgenstein calls “forms of life.” Human speech and activity,
sanity and community, rest upon nothing more, but nothing less, than this. It is
a vision as simple as it is difficult, and as difficult as it is (and because it is)
terrifying (MWS, 52 emphasis added).

More than forty years later Cavell comments on this remark:
Terrifying because this seems to allow that my meaning anything, my making
sense, depends on others’ finding me worth understanding, as if they might
just decide that I am without sense. Childhood is lived under this threat. It is
no wonder Melanie Klein describes the child’s world as hedged with madness,
negotiating melancholy for paranoia, reparation for destructiveness (PDAT,
264).

In every new projection lies the threat of not being understood, of not
“sharing routes of interest and feeling, modes of response, senses of humour” and so on. This is one of the threats the remarks on the idea of a private language respond to. As if one of the underlying questions in the remarks were: Is this new projection, or this way (my way) of saying something intelligible to others, and if not, is my way of saying something really
saying something? Am I intelligible to myself?
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Clearly the rule-following discussions and the private language remarks
are part of the same philosophical investigation, which is an investigation of
the struggle to get known, to become a part of a human (linguistic) community of shared reason, of being sane; and concurrently a struggle for privacy
and autonomy, to be able to uphold the uniqueness of ourselves. In childhood this struggle seems to be even more salient. Early childhood education
may be understood as a way for us, adults, to make the child comprehensible
to us and recognise the child’s aspiration to be known. Nonetheless, such
struggle for intelligibility also reveals the limits of education. “Nothing insures that this projection will take place…just as nothing insures that we will
make and understand the same projections”. We still have to live with the
possibility that we cannot understand the child and that some children in
some circumstances do not want to be understood and detach themselves
from our communities.
The difference between Wittgenstein and many other philosophers is that
many philosophers are interested in constructing a systematic theory for how
an interpreter understands a speaker and Wittgenstein seems to be interested
in how he as a philosopher understands human forms of life. For many philosophers, reaching agreement and intelligibility is an on-going struggle, a
task. For Wittgenstein however there are no systematic theoretical explanations of agreement, no one philosophical treatment that could vaccinate us
from these tendencies. Indeed, the very idea that we find a philosophical
method that puts a definite end to philosophy is an idea that itself needs
treatment. But, for Wittgenstein, the struggle replaces theory, and philosophy
becomes a part of the human struggle with communality. His philosophy can
be seen as his attempt to orient himself in the fragility of human life.
Thus, the term “agreement” in Wittgenstein has several therapeutic philosophical aims. Our agreement in the words we use, that is the grammar of
our words or the criteria we master in speaking intelligibly, is something we
may refer to when our linguistic activities break down, when we are out of
agreement or, as Cavell puts it, “when attunement is threatened or lost” (CR,
34); when we do not know how to go on with our words; when, as in the
case of our anxiety over being understood, we fail to express our inner life;
when we are lost. We refer to criteria and agreement in our ordinary use of
words when we need to lead our words back from their metaphysical use to
their home in everyday language (PI § 116). Accordingly, the use of
“agreement” in Wittgenstein is not a way to explain how words come to
mean something, it does not lay down requirements or conditions for successful communication, it is just one of many instruments we can use to
overview what we do with language. It is giving an account, as I put it in the
previous chapter.
Having said this, we should not forget how much agreement in our use of
terms can help us to understand each other. Indeed, the lack of agreement in
the private language examples seems to be one of the main problems. There
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are just no common practices we can refer to as the home of these words.
Hence, as much as “agreement” is a term that can be useful to dissolve philosophical problems as a reminder of when we do go on speaking comprehensibly with each other, it is also a term that itself leads to fantasies of redemptive conditions for smooth intelligible speech and interaction.

7.3 Übereinstimmung,
Attunement

Agreement

and

Cavell’s

Now we have reason to reconsider what “agreement” might mean in Wittgenstein and to suggest an alternative translation of the term. There seem to
be some aspects of Wittgenstein’s use of the term that get lost in
Anscombe’s English translation of Wittgenstein’s “Übereinstimmung” as
“agreement.” Although “agreement” tells us something about what Wittgenstein might have wanted to convey, it misses other aspects and limits our
outlook.
The German of the first sentence in § 242 reads: “Zur Verständigung
durch die Sprache gehört nicht eine Übereinstimmung in den Definitionen,
sondern (so seltsam dies Klingen mag) eine Übereinstimmung in den
Urteilen” [If language is to be a means of communication there must be
agreement not only in definitions but also (queer as this may sound) in
judgments]. Wittgenstein seems to play with the musical connotations of
“Stimmen.” “Stimmen” can refer to an instrument that is tuned and “Übereinstimmung” a harmony between voices, instruments or strings. A more
fitting English term, then, would be what Cavell suggests, namely, “attunement.”
“Attunement” suggests a musical dimension that involves a sense of mutuality. We are mutually attuned and adjust to each other. In English it is
tempting to think of agreement as being a matter of agreeing on something.
For example, we agree on criteria for the use of words. However, we do not
attune “on” criteria, we are attuned in our practices. In such attunement we
can see criteria for the use of our terms not as something we have come to
agree on but as being in our use.17

17

The word “in” is important. Criteria do not determine what we mean. Wittgenstein and
Cavell only refer to criteria to show how we ordinary use words that we are philosophically
confused about. That is, criteria are something that we can see when we investigate how we
use our words in ordinary contexts. For discussion see e.g. Stephen Affeldt, “The Ground of
Mutuality: Criteria, Judgment, and Intelligibility in Stephen Mulhall and Stanley Cavell” in
European Journal of Philosophy Vol. 6 Nr. 1 (1998) & Martin Gustafsson “Perfect Pitch and
Austinian Examples: Cavell, McDowell, Wittgenstein, and the Philosophical Significance of
Ordinary Language,” Inquiry Vol. 48, No. 4 (2005).
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There are innumerable comparisons of music and language in Wittgenstein’s writings, bringing out different aspects of language use as well as of
music.18 Nonetheless, in speaking of attunement he seems to be after something quite different than, for example, the ring or sound of a word or sentence (see e.g. PI § 31, 545). Here, in the context of attunement, the ring or
sound (der Klang), is not about a single word, but in judgment – that is, attunement in our responses to the world, the teachings of our elders, our impressions of each other, our interpretations.
The sound of our attunement in judgments may seem peculiar. It can be
hard to hear and may even be elusive to us. However, when we speak we
seem to presuppose that we are attuned, even though we may have doubts
whether our words reach the other. In Cavell’s words:
The idea of agreement here is not that of coming and arriving at an agreement
on a given occasion, but of being in agreement throughout, being in harmony,
like pitches or tones, or clocks, or weighing scales, or columns or figures.
That a group of human beings stimmen in their language überrein says, so to
speak, that they are mutually voiced with respect to it, mutually attuned top to
bottom (CR, 32).

What is important here is not that every speaker’s voice in the orchestra
of language is the same as the others, but that different voices are attuned,
that we find our practices of making judgments harmonious, that they are
willing to call what they are doing “speaking the same language,” that we
recognise our differences and at the same time recognise that we are playing
the same tune. We may have different opinions about whether we are playing the same song (like the pupil and teacher in § 185), or we may want to
try changing the tune and the key, or even play, on the face of it, a different
melody, even off key or out of tune, together with whatever else we are playing, like Pippi. When we question whether we actually are attuned we also
doubt our ability to hear the pitches of different voices. Then we doubt either
our own or others’ judgments; we doubt if what we say is comprehensible.

18

Wittgenstein frequently uses music as an analogy to make different philosophical points.
For example, in working on his early ideas of logic he compared musical themes to propositions (Notebooks, 1914-1916, von Wright, G.-H. & Anscombe G.E.M. eds (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1979), 14.2.15). In his latter works he used musical analogies more
frequently. For example, he compared his own sentences with music (PO, 74); he exemplified
intentions with playing music from a score (PG § 58); he compares the reinterpretation of a
facial expression with the reinterpretation of a chord as we hear it modulated into a different
key (PI § 536); he makes a cryptic comparison between someone who plays on all the keys of
an organ manual at the same time with what he is doing with philosophers in his writings (PG,
I §141); he compares the ability to enjoy a piece of music with the ability to solve a mathematical problem (BB, 117); he compares a mistake in following a rule with a mistake in a
musical composition (RFM, III § 75); he compares aspect-blindness to the lack of a musical
ear (PPF § 260); and so on.
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That is why, on those occasions, we may need to find our way back to the
attunement that is the original home of our words.
Consequently, being in harmony, being attuned, is a quite delicate endeavour. We cannot even ensure that what we hear and what we do together
is harmonious. This is something that is emphasised as we switch to speaking about “attunement” rather than “agreement.” The bounds of attunement
are very much blurred, just as it is, at least for those of us who do not have
perfect pitch, when judging the tuning of an instrument. We do not need a
rigid exactness to sense the harmony, in fact most string instruments are
tuned slightly “out of tune” to be able to play in more than one key. We may
even question if what we mean by “being attuned” involves exactness or we
may ask what “being exactly in tune” means. Are such questions nonsensical?
So, Wittgenstein’s, or rather Cavell’s, idea about attunement can be said
to be this: When we are attuned in the use of language we do not have a
problem; then the idea of attunement is difficult to define. However, when
we doubt that we speak about the same thing, when we raise some types of
philosophical question, when we attempt to teach children whose expressions we do not understand, when we do not know how to go on with our
words, then it is sensible to speak about leading our words back to their everyday use, where we feel at home. Such a home is not necessarily a home in
a common past, however, but can also be a home that we come to and which
is in becoming in the living of our lives.
The following passage emphasises this existential characteristic of Wittgenstein’s philosophy and how that relates to his use of “attunement”:
The way to solve the problem you see in life is to live in a way that will make
what is problematic disappear.
The fact that life is problematic shows that the shape of your life does not
fit into life’s mould. So you must change the way you live and, once your life
does fit the mould, what is problematic will disappear. (CV 28e)

When our use of language becomes problematic, when our life with other
language users (or language users to be) is interrupted, we can get lost.
When Wittgenstein comments on the possibility of not reaching agreement
on what we call “agreement” or “attunement” and writes, “I am lost when I
talk, I cannot act in agreement with them” (RFM Part III § 70), then what is
lost is a relationship with others. The treatment of this problem can be to
attune ourselves with others. Nonetheless, the private language remarks
show that this is an on-going struggle. I am continually trying to make myself intelligible to others and others intelligible to me, and at the same time
to distance myself from others by hiding my inner life from them. Attunement is the home where I can rest, but also the place from which I depart in
these struggles. Paradoxically, it appears as if the problems of life can disap-
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pear only if we can be at peace with living our lives as an on-going struggle.
In a sense, peace in attunement comes not only through a therapeutic return
to previously established practices, but also through a perfectionist struggle
for further forms of attunement.

7.31 Attuned Readers
Let me clarify the aspects of “Übereinstimmung” that we can see if we understand it as attunement in addition to agreement. Let me begin this extending one of Wittgenstein’s examples, the example of the philosophical confusions about reading in §§ 156-168 of the Investigations.
Imagine a child, say a five year old and call him Adam, coming to a place
and a school where no one speaks his native tongue.19 Adam knows the
names and the sounds of the alphabet of his native tongue, but not how to
read; that is, Adam can read the alphabet and name the letters, but cannot
form words or sounds of words from what is written in a book. Now, in this
new country they use the same alphabet, but the letters are pronounced a bit
differently. It is easy to imagine that Adam might learn to “read” or spell out
words in this new language that he does not yet understand. (Adult readers
do this all the time. We know the conventions for how our letters would
form words phonetically and every now and then we read words that are new
to us. We may read them out loud and pronounce them correctly without
having a clue what they mean.)
Can we say of Adam that he is reading? We may need at least, as Wittgenstein suggests we do (§ 156), to distinguish between two uses of “reading”: one in which we talk about an adult reader who knows the language
and what she reads, and another in which we talk about someone learning to
read. We may certainly say of Adam that he is in agreement with us about
the use of the letters to produce the particular sound of a word and about the
adult that it is in attunement with us as he responds to the text. Even so, this
does not help us very much. I have not made this clear before, but we can
talk about attunement on at least at two levels. First, we can say that the
child is in agreement with us in his response to the signs on the page that he
is reading from; and second, we can talk about our agreement in what we
call “reading.” Even if we find that there is some form of attunement in both
the practice of the adult and of Adam, this does not help us to know whether
that agreement represents something we are justified to call “reading.”
If we think of this example through the picture of attunement we can see
some other aspects of how we work with language here or, more generally,
of how we go on in practices together.
19

I started to work on this example as my son was going through this exact experience in
going to the United States and having to learn to read in Kindergarten there at the same time
as he was learning English.
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First, it is important that attunement works throughout, and not only on
one given occasion, which is of course something we can see in the musical
analogy – an orchestra does not play in tune if one instrument is not tuned.
The question then becomes how far we are willing to stretch our use of the
concept “reading.” If a child produces the right sounds is this reading? Or do
we demand something more before we can call it “reading”? We look for
attunement both in the child’s and our attempts to read as well as in our use
of the word “read.”
Second, if attunement is supposed to work throughout our whole practice,
then we are faced with cases of uncertainty. (We do not know how the orchestra will sound (klingen) on every given occasion just because the instruments are tuned and we have played a couple of pieces. New chords and
scales in different keys may affect our perception of the instruments’ tuning.) We do not know in all cases that, or even how, we are going to go on
together. There will always be new contexts in which we would like to redraw the boundaries of a certain concept, but we have no assurance that our
fellow speakers will understand. Is reading such a case? Well, it depends.
We just have to look and see. Are we attuned in our use of “reading” to describe someone who does not understand what he or she reads? In what context would we agree on something like that? Another question would be,
even if we accept that we would use “reading” to refer to what Adam does,
how far does Adam need to go on before we can say that it is reading?
However, raising these questions as philosophical questions about whether this actually is a case of reading is also relevant here. This shows us a
third way in which the concept of attunement reveals new aspects of our
practice. We can answer these questions by referring to agreement and saying, “well the philosopher just needs to look at contexts where we agree in
using the term reading and see whether the uncertain case corresponds with
those less controversial cases.” If, however, our model is attunement, this
uncertainty of whether we will go on together with a word in different contexts means that we must also pay attention to abnormal cases. We can always refer to cases were we have been attuned, which may guide us in how
we go on together when we are unsure whether we shall call this “reading”
or not, but that does not mean that we actually will go on using “reading” in
a certain way in the abnormal case. So, this will not help someone who
wants a final answer or, say, an ahistorical, complete understanding of how
the concept “reading” works. Rather, attunement points towards a therapeutic treatment of the very inclination to refer to attunement as a solution to
philosophical problems.
A fourth aspect of our efforts to understand language that is not naturally
included in the term “attunement” is the importance of having a voice. “Attunement” may capture important aspects of language as a practice, but as
Wittgenstein struggles with the idea of private languages we are also intro-
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duced to the aspect of language as articulating ourselves, of telling ourselves
and others who we are and what we experience.
There are two aspects of the human voice that I strive to articulate here.
One is the question of articulating a sound that is recognised and that invokes interpretation and responses. Wittgenstein goes in this direction by
opening the Investigations with a quote from St. Augustine, in his effort to
describe his acquisition of language. If we understand the whole Investigations as a response to the pictures of language like the one given in the opening quote, we also see the importance of understanding Übereinstimmung as
the goal for a child, Wittgenstein or Augustine, in his striving to audibly
articulate, give voice to, or make known, his inner life. This is the same
quest that is reworked in both the sections on rule-following and private
languages that surround the remarks on agreement. It is a matter of the child
coming to have a voice in the linguistic community of his elders, that he is
attuned with them in their acknowledging his expressions as expressions (cf.
CR 28).
The struggle for voice seems to begin in the very first cry of the infant.
Saying that we are attuned is thus saying that we are speaking as members of
a linguistic community; it is accepting the other’s voice and taking the responsibility of speaking representatively for our community in every word
we utter (a responsibility, I take it, that we constantly fail to fulfil). We may
thus understand the problem of the child’s reading as an on-going struggle
with language for attunement, a struggle for the elders’ acceptance of the
child’s efforts to read (an acceptance that in this case seems to be reinforced
by the elders calling the child’s effort “reading”). The elders’ struggle to
acknowledge the child’s act as reading is revealed in the elders’ questioning
whether they are justified in calling what he does reading. It is a struggle to
have a voice in a human community, of having the sound of one’s instrument understood as music, as something we would say that is attuned or not.
The other aspect of voice is that language, more commonly spoken than
written when it is learned, literally consists of sounds. We recognise others
and ourselves by paying attention to the sound of our voices. We do not all
sound exactly the same when we speak. We use our voices to construct our
identity as humans. Moreover, as we change the tone of our voice in various
contexts we do quite different things with what we would recognise as the
same word (we ask a question, command, give comfort, etc.). This is possible because we recognise the voice of the speaker as a human voice. Although we certainly may distinguish between a dog barking out of happiness
and a dog that barks to frighten off an intruder, we would not, at least not
most of us, recognise in this barking the more subtle expressive sounds that
we do in humans. In the human voice we can recognise sounds as expressing
something particular. This suggests a primordial form of attunement that has
much to do with our physical makeup, vocal chords, our capability to register certain sounds and the like.
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What is interesting when we hear Adam articulating the words he attempts to read is that it actually raises the question of reading at all. Though
we may not be in agreement in our response to Adam’s efforts, we are attuned in that we do respond to his expressions and that it is the term “reading” that comes under discussion. What it sounds like when the child tries to
read is important for how we will talk about what Adam is doing.
All these aspects of language that may be brought out when we picture
ourselves as being attuned in the language we use point towards an uncertainty about how we are going to sound to each other when we go on together. Is it going to be a sound that we can acknowledge as harmonic, as our
sound? If I call what Adam is attempting to do “reading”, how many of my
fellow speakers will understand what I mean? Questions of a similar nature
continually come up in my engagement with Adam. When are the child’s
expressions a questioning of our understanding of reading and when are the
expressions mistakes? How abnormal am I willing to let the child’s uses of
words or letters be before I do not, or cannot, acknowledge what it does as
what I do? When am I willing to say that the child is attuned to me? When
can I speak for the child and let it speak for me?

7.4 Children’s Dissonant Struggle
The question for us now is how the musical aspects brought out in Cavell’s
attunement can shed light on Wittgenstein’s many examples of nonagreement, where we are unsure if we can go on in agreement or even what
agreement in a certain practice would be. The reading of Wittgenstein’s idea
of attunement/agreement through the private language discussion also implies, I suggest, that we must be attentive to the fact that we sometimes are
out of tune. Cavell stresses that the notion attunement is meant to give a
picture of how we can, and what it means to, fall out of agreement.
I just said now that Wittgenstein is partly motivated to philosophy by a perception of the attunement of one human being’s words with those of others.
Another part of his motivation is perception that they sometimes are out of
tune; that they do not agree. This is in the Investigations, hauntingly the case
in philosophizing, and the disagreements in question are typically not those of
philosophers with one another but of philosophers with words of ordinary
human beings. It is not Wittgenstein’s purpose to show that philosophers are
“wrong”. What would they be wrong about? In denying the existence of the
world? In denying certainty to empirical statements? In saying that meanings
or sensations are private? But are these ideas wrong? And does “wrong” mean
“false”? Then whom will you inform that they are false? The ordinary man?
But will he either not understand what you say, or he already knows they are
false…; or if he thinks they are true he will not believe you…Then will you
inform the philosopher? But he will either find that you do not understand
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him, or else he will say he is not denying what you take him to deny (CR 3233).

The philosopher is here in a very similar position to that which children
may be in when they try to convey something to their elders but lack their
elders’ language – a position that seems to drive towards a private language.
There is a risk that the child, the philosopher and, I would like to add, the
artist, cannot, or does not, harmonise with the attunement of the ordinary
(language).
Cavell refers to dissonance as a position where the limits of knowledge
and experience are reached; where someone, despite our best efforts, does
not share our “natural understanding and reactions”: “When these limits are
reached,” Cavell says, “when our attunements are dissonant, I cannot get
below them to firmer ground” (CR, 115). I call this an existential dissonance.
It is a position where I find myself in need of a point of reference that will
guide me how to go on with a voice, but where such a point cannot be found.
In a sense I find myself in a scene where I am not certain what my life is. Let
me clarify this further.
Burbules’ notion of the tacit in Wittgenstein’s thought may shed light on
how deep dissonance may run.
Certainly a good deal of what is involved in a form of life, for Wittgenstein,
concerns tacit knowledge and understandings that are shared within a particular community of practice. They are those things, he says, that cannot be
doubted because they constitute the very conditions that make asking questions or doubting possible: ‘If you tried to doubt everything, you would not
get as far as doubting anything. The game of doubting itself presupposes certainty’ [OC §115]. More than this, their tacit character also makes them difficult or impossible to doubt because they do not exist as propositional beliefs—rather, they exist more as a field of implicit understandings so embedded in ways of living and interacting that it may be literally impossible to imagine what it would mean to live without them. Recognizing that they exist,
and that they might be doubted, is often the consequence of a very disruptive
experience: an encounter with an alien culture, a traumatic challenge to one’s
well-being and security, or even a mortal danger to one’s life itself.20

In a way what Burbules describes is what it means to be attuned throughout and what it means when such attunement is disrupted, that is, when we
find ourselves responding to a dissonant voice. In a dissonant situation it
does no good to point to a shared practice since the very communality of the
practice is under question, what we thought was the only way of speaking,
acting and thinking is confronted with something else, something we do not
know what to call. We realise that there are things in our lives that we cannot
put into words any more than we can justify them. We do not often let our20

Burbules, “Tacit Teaching”, 671
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selves be threatened by a child’s dissonant voice in this way. Naturally we
do not want our “well-being and security” to be challenged. We are, like
Wittgenstein, inclined to say, “This is what I do” (PI § 217).
Still, sometimes we are challenged. For example we do project words into
further contexts and in that way establish or extend our practices. Since such
projections are essential to a language and practice that is adjusting to the
changing conditions of life, we must pay careful attention to our reluctance
to take dissonant challenges as seriously as they deserve. We must realise the
depth of dissonant challenges and at the same time be willing (as we sometimes are) to reconsider our lives. Still the problem, the terrifying problem, is
that every attempt to articulate the tacit attunement of our lives becomes an
unintelligible private language to those challenging that life, as their challenges are incomprehensible to us. The expression of the challenge is nonsense just as the response to the challenge is. Hence, in a sense, the dissonant
voice is mute. The most natural response to dissonant voices will thus be to
show each other what we do and how we live; but this is not enough. We
will not understand each other unless we also can influence each other in a
way that our lives become similar enough for us to be comprehensible to
each other. It is a matter of growing together.
However, it is not always clear where a dissonance lies, what makes a
given case dissonant. Whose voice is dissonant when I am unable to understand a child, is it my voice or the child’s? A distinction may clarify the matter. We may talk of dissonance as a single disharmonious voice standing out
against a community of more or less harmonious voices. We can also imagine two or more persons in a dissonant relationship. Then the dissonance is
not due to one abnormal response and how we can go on together with that
person. This is a dissonance in the actual practice. I do not take it to be clear
in any given case how these two forms of dissonance may work in the different forms of dissonance in a particular case. The distinction rather aims at
introducing different ways of approaching the issue.
It is important to bear in mind that in the Investigations many, if not all,
of the philosophical ideas that are discussed, including the nonsensical character of these ideas, are Wittgenstein’s own thoughts. However, the possibility of dissonance shows that the struggle to express this kind of philosophical position isn’t merely Wittgenstein’s, Cavell’s, or my problem. Rather,
the struggle lies in the possible dissonant relation of those expressions to
others’ ordinary use of words. Philosophy, even in its autobiographical form,
is a struggle with others. In pursuing a philosophy of education built on a
Wittgensteinian and Cavellian background I find this crucial. Serious philosophers will be dissonant individuals (like Wittgenstein) and the success of
this kind of philosopher is dependent on whether his readers can recognise
themselves in his thoughts, feelings, temptations and so on. Children also
face this threat of being dissonant in relation to the established ways of
adulthood.
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If there is, as I suggest, a resemblance between the philosopher and the
child in this struggle to comprehend the world, others, and ourselves, then if
philosophers are worthy of attention, children’s dissonance is something that
we ought to explore from the philosopher’s perspective. As the Wittgensteinian philosopher’s success is dependent on us recognising our own intellectual temptation in his writings, so too is the child’s success in becoming a part
of our community of reason dependent on us taking seriously their queries,
worries, happiness, games, wants, reasons, cries, obediences and disobediences, critique, interests and preferences. Dependence on recognition is
sometimes quite unproblematic, and sometimes, as we shall see, very problematic and difficult. When a relation with a child demonstrates dissonance
we may just say that the child hasn’t learnt this practice yet. Nonetheless,
sometimes the child’s dissonant voice, like the philosopher’s, like Pippi’s,
becomes a critical voice, and this is where our ability to take the child seriously is put to the test. But Pippi’s voice is not only critical, it is also meant
to be funny. Can we really take that seriously? Children’s critical dissonant
voices lead us to a point where our reasons come to an end. Consider how
Cavell gives voice to possible critical questions children may ask:
When my reasons come to an end and I am thrown back upon myself, upon
my nature as it has so far shown itself, I can, supposing I cannot shift the
ground of discussion, either put the pupil out of my sight – as though his intellectual reactions are disgusting to me – or I can use the occasion to go over
the ground I had hitherto thought foregone (CR, 124-25).

In referring to the dissonance in Wittgenstein’s examples of children following instructions to continue series, Cavell continues:
If the topic is that of continuing a series, it may be learning enough to find that
I just do; to rest upon myself as my foundation. But if the child, little or big,
asks me: Why do we eat animals? or Why are some people poor and other
rich? or What is God? or Why do I have to go to school? or Do you love black
people as much as white people? or Who owns the land? or Why is there anything at all? or How did God get here?, I may find my answers thin, I may feel
run out of reasons without being willing to say “This is what I do” (what I say,
what I sense, what I know), and honor that (CR, 125).

These critical and philosophical questions of the child detach him or her
from our practices and our lives. When the questions worry us, we take the
child’s questions seriously. And taking the question seriously means that,
although the questions detach the child from our lives, we let the child become a part of our lives, just as we can with philosophical critique.
Thus we have a further criterion for dissonance. A dissonant voice is not
only an abnormal voice that we cannot understand; it is also a voice that we
care sufficiently about, take seriously enough, to resist, engage with, or
strive to go on with. Perhaps one can say that that is what distinguishes dis-
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sonance from mere noise. It is empty to talk about dissonance if no one cares
enough about each other to attempt to understand and engage with one another, if we don’t even attempt to go on together, if our pursuit is not mutuality. I am inclined to say that we need to find some form of attraction, however small, to the dissonant voice for it to become dissonant. This moment,
where I am unsure about how to go on with the child, is threatening, but may
also be enlightening to me, the teacher (cf. PDAT, 113). Attraction is the
ingredient that allows dissonance to become transformative and therapeutic.
Moreover, attraction to the other also points towards a responsibility to actually look for dissonances in the noise of human interactions. In a sense the
attraction and care for the dissonant voice keeps the distance between the
other and myself close enough to be transformative rather than just beyond
reach.

7.5 Dissonance as Therapy
So, dissonance is the term I use for when we wish, but do not know how, to
go on together; when we are not satisfied with our reasons for speaking,
behaving, acting, thinking, and living the way we do when we meet an alternative way of behaving, acting and living, or are faced with an incomprehensible voice that we still desire to understand. The dissonant voice disturbs
our assumptions and natural reactions and leaves us with no ground to fall
back to. As Cavell puts it:
I felt in my breath as my words flew to their effect now vanishes into thin air.
For not only does he not receive me, because his natural reactions are not
mine; but my own understanding is found to go no further than my own natural reactions bear it. I am thrown back upon myself; I as it were turn my palms
outward, as if to exhibit the kind of creature I am, and declare my ground occupied, only mine ceding yours (CR, 115).

I have implied that our lives with children naturally involve dissonance
and that this is articulated in many works of children’s literature. It is a dissonance between individuals or between individuals and established orders
of action and thought. Though children’s questions, particularly small children’s, are not always, or even seldom, as articulate as in Cavell’s example
above, we constantly struggle to understand their sometimes recalcitrant
actions and behaviours, their expressions, feelings and thoughts, and they,
from birth, struggle to convey these. One might then understand dissonance
as mere misunderstanding. However, dissonance goes deeper. It is a place
where our reasons come to an end, where we do not know how to respond,
or when we can’t find a response that fits our understanding of harmony and
when I am thrown back upon myself.
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There are several ways in which I have already talked about dissonance. I
have used notions such as dissonant voice, dissonant relation, dissonant
practice, dissonant situation, and hinted towards a dissonance in practice and
dissonant challenges. These are clearly interrelated and I would not wish to
define them finally or even attempt to make them fully distinct. The different
notions of dissonance must leave room for an open-ended application.
When I talk about dissonant voices, however difficult it may be to discern
which voices are dissonant, I mean the individual voice that poses a challenge to our well-established practices and ways of life, challenging something that we don’t even have to take as self-evident, but that is impossible to
articulate in our current language and life. We can hear such a voice in many
contexts, situations and practices. A situation, practice or context where such
a voice is heard we can call a dissonant practice. Thus my understanding of
dissonance is not only as voices or situations that are unusual or abnormal,
but situations we cannot reasonably handle, which frighten us. This is the
dissonant challenge or, say, thinking of dissonance as a challenge.
Thinking of dissonance as a challenge is a way for me to say something
about the educational aspects of dissonance as a philosophical project. Admittedly, the idea of dissonance is on the verge of becoming a philosophical
fantasy. This is not necessarily a problem. Just like any picture of our lives
and language this picture of the breakdown of attunement must be considered with care. We need to be aware that describing a situation or voice as
dissonant may be a fictional construction. How can we make sense of such a
fantasy if we think of it as challenging the very prerequisite for speech and
human intercourse?
This means that to treat dissonance philosophically we need to treat it, so
to speak, indirectly. We need a way respond to the subject. As I have suggested, to respond to dissonance means to grow together outside established
practices. To understand dissonance we need to experience a transformation
of ourselves that consists in growing as a response to a dissonant situation
that becomes an attuned situation. An example of such a transformation is
the girl teaching me about the warm taste of red apples; another example
may be how we might imagine coming to see a point in Pippi’s interpretation
of the sign “i”. We cannot actually say what red tastes like until such a transformation has taken place, neither can we see what Pippi means by “i” until
we have the imagination to see other aspects of that sign.
Dissonance becomes more than a problem of how to understand each other epistemologically. It is a moral and existential problem of how to go on
and live with deviant voices; it puts pressure on our lives lived with deviance
and in particular on our lives as educators and teachers involved in instructing in, reproducing and establishing practices. If the call for transformative
conversation with dissonant voices is not taken seriously, if such voices are
not responded to, then our cultures and practices may simply stagnate. Dissonance calls on us to respond in a language that, until our response, has not
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belonged to the conversation we are in. Dissonance calls for improvisation,
playing outside the score. At the same time, however, if we always let dissonant voices direct our practices, they would break down and stable attunements would be impossible.
The remark that responding to dissonance is a matter of growing together
has a bearing on how we can approach dissonance philosophically. Literature depicts such movements and children’s literature in particular shows
how such responses are lived between children and adults. Since dissonance
can emerge in all kinds of situations, from writing series of numbers, to picking apples, to learning to read, to how we experience school, to how we treat
animals, to how we approach different cultures, in all kinds of different moral discourses and so on, literature becomes a means to be attentive to the
particularities of dissonant voices and our responses to them. There is no
universal medicine for our worries in meeting dissonant voices, but only,
both philosophically and practically, the possibility of considering one voice
and one situation at a time. Hence, in the chapters that follow I shall suggest
a range of examples of dissonant voices that shed light on different aspects
of various forms of interaction. These examples can thus be seen as objects
of comparison that can shed light by both similarities and dissimilarities on
the manifold of dissonances we live with.
Moreover, a philosophical account of dissonance seems to need the intensity of poetry and literature, of music and art. The frustrations, humour, fear,
and feelings of surprise, that are involved in the meeting of the dissonant
voice is part of what drives the philosophical temptation to want to respond
to the voice. Literature can, as I have tried to show, give life to those aspects
of situations that are philosophically perplexing and the sense of loss in
those situations.
Since there is no language in which a complete picture of a particular occasion of dissonance can be spelled out, the words of that language have not
yet been given more than a private meaning (which we may not find to be
meaningful at all). All I can do is ask of a reader to follow my journey from
dissonance and nonsense to attunement and comprehensibility. We can experience this as going from being outside life with a certain piece of art to understanding it and living it. As Wittgenstein puts it: “What I want to teach is:
to pass from unobvious nonsense to obvious nonsense” (PI § 464). However,
the therapeutic aim here is not merely that of going from nonsense to meaningfulness, or as in Wittgenstein’s remark to go from a nonsense we do not
see to seeing the pointlessness of a certain word, but also to notice such a
change taking place, to notice that we are seeing something differently, as
nonsense or meaningful. The philosophical therapy of dissonance is thus also
a form of perfectionism that gives an account, a nation’s scripture, not only
of sense and nonsense, but also of further possible interactions.
Noticing changes in our hearing and perceiving is something Wittgenstein
appears to work on in his remarks on seeing aspects. There Wittgenstein
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maintains that when we notice a new aspect of a picture, for example Jastrow’s famous Duck-rabbit, it is not in our visual impression or perceptual
experience that we find the relevant changes, but in what we say and do, in
how we live, in our “fine shades of behaviour” (cf. PPF § 120, 192-5, 209,
210).21 We do not hear anything new in Schoenberg’s music when we grow
to appreciate it. The same notes are played every time we hear it. When we
appreciate Schoenberg we may not be inclined to use the language of tonality to talk about it. (That seems to be the point of calling it atonal. Indeed,
many did not feel comfortable calling Miles Davis’s music Jazz when he
turned electric). Our form of life with tonality may be too established to give
it up easily. However, our conception of what we find beautiful and what we
call music can change. We hear something, notice another aspect of what
was always there, that changes everything (cf. MWS, 83-84). This means
living a different life with the dissonances we find in Schoenberg’s works or
with the dissonant voice of our communities. It means that our attitude to
music has changed.
As Matt says to Borka, in Ronia, the Robber’s Daughter, after defeating
him in a fight over being chief of the two rivalling robber bands and both
Ronia and Birk refusing to take over the leadership of the robbers in the future: “I have to get used to it…and you will have to, too. You can’t do anything with children these days. They do as they like—you just have to get
used to it. But it is not easy.”22
Matt still cannot fully comprehend the kind of life Ronia and Birk want
for themselves, but at least he has grown from complete incomprehensibility
to an acceptance, even an acknowledgement, of their decisions about their
way of life. He acknowledges that there is something he has to get used to,
something nonsensical to him, but he can see this now, at the end of the story, and he understands that just as the life his daughter wishes to live is a
futuristic myth to him, in the future his and Borka’s “proud robbers” life
would be “no more than a legend.”23
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8. Varieties of Dissonance

Youth cannot know how age thinks and feels. But
old men are guilty if they forget what it was to be
young…
— Albus Dumbledore, in J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

In this chapter I will suggest that we should avoid thinking of dissonance as
one kind of phenomenon, but rather as a variety of phenomena. In the first
part I will demonstrate how thinking through such variety may help avoid
pitfalls in the varieties of accounts of dissonance we find in children’s literature. Some of this literature, I suggest, may obscure our views of dissonance
if we do not keep in mind the wide varieties of interactions and voices we
engage with. In part two I go on to suggest something analogous when we
think of dissonance as an intrinsic part of everyday life. The third part is
meant to demonstrate how an openness to varieties can replace one-sided
responses to children’s dissonance.
Before I begin this chapter let me turn the investigation towards myself.
Some time ago my children (then three and five) used to argue, as if it were a
matter of life and death, about who should open our front door when we
came home. My initial response was – in my naïve belief that I could help
them see something deeper, as if I could tell what that would be – an attempt
to help them understand what “really” matters. I wanted them, particularly
the oldest, to grasp that who opened the door was not “really” important. If
they could just understand that, then this seemingly endless quarrel could be
solved. The idea was to teach them not to fight over things that are not worth
fighting for. My wife had a much more practical and respectful way of dealing with this. She simply accepted the fact that that who opened the front
door was immensely important to them. In dialogue she and the children
agreed on a schedule for which days each child should open the door.
This is an everyday problem for parents and educators. Similar disagreements and arguments and solutions to contentions come up everywhere. On
the face of it this seems to be a matter of a conflict of interests. Both children
want to do something and think it is really important that they do it. However, my response to my children’s conflict forces it in another direction. One
might say that I spoke in a dissonant voice here; or one might say that my
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children were dissonant by my adult standards. I did not only try to solve the
conflict, but I wanted to tell my children what sort of things should have
worth for them. However, the problem contains yet another dimension. In
attempting to say that the question of who opens the door is not important,
that small things like that are things we should not argue about, I reveal a
lack of understanding of my children’s sensibilities, what they take to be
important and of value. It was incomprehensible to me that one could attach
such importance to opening a door. To me door opening was just a practical
matter. I did not see the point of putting any other value in everyday dooropening activities, except perhaps to be courteous by opening doors for others around me, which was not the issue for my children.
Weeks later I was pressed to consider another aspect of this conflict. Reflecting on how I, and I assume most people, at times come to see beauty in
seemingly quite everyday objects, events or impressions, for example the
ability to enjoy the flavours of a very simple meal, or the beauty, no matter
how out of tune, of a child singing, or the people you meet on the way to
work, or the colours of the leaves in fall, or the dirty brick wall of the storage
unit next door. We can see beauty in almost anything. This ability is something that I do value and think that we, for many reasons, should value. The
point here is not whether I am right in striving to see a certain value in everyday things. The point is that I, in reflecting on my children’s conflict, naturally responded insensitively to their ability to value something everyday just
because I couldn’t see its value and because I thought of myself as knowing
something about what things are worth valuing that they did not. Moreover,
though I professed to the belief that we should learn to value everyday experiences, I could not even see that door-opening was something of any other
value than for getting inside the house, and as such did not see the point of
their quarrel. The question for me was rather how we should teach someone
how not to value such a thing.
Mine and the children’s different attitudes to opening the door and my inability to make sense of my children’s attitude made the children’s behaviour
not only incomprehensible to me, but even offensive. In a sense I made my
children’s voices sound dissonant. To me they fought about something
worthless, something it didn’t make sense to value at all, and I, like Ronia’s
father Matt, couldn’t understand how one could live such a life. My children
certainly could have felt equally disturbed by my conviction of the negligible
value of door opening. The dissonance here was a matter of not sharing the
same sensibilities and, as a result of how deeply rooted these sensibilities
were in my life, I forced my children’s voices into the margins of that life.
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8.1 Good and Bad Children’s Literature
The ambiguity of this heading is intentional. It illustrates the aim of this
section. First, I want to emphasise that there are works of children’s literature that would not fit my philosophical project; books and stories that do not
help us acknowledge children as moral rational persons, or books that prevent rather than facilitate intimate engagement with dissonant voices. Such
books and stories may serve to drill children into adult ways of thinking and
acting and leave little or no room for children’s own philosophical worries.
Second, these books tend to moralise childhood and emphasise what being a
“good” or “bad” boy or girl means.
Much children’s literature and other kinds of literature doesn’t work in
the way I have suggested in the preceding chapters. Literature that does not
invite the kind of responses I suggest we can give to literature; literature that
cannot work as what I have called a nation’s scripture or as Wittgensteinian
therapy. Instead of being literatures of resistance and a literature that
acknowledges the child as a potential moral person and acknowledges the
child’s rationality and life as being as worthy of serious consideration as
adult lives, these kinds of children’s literature are literatures of indoctrination into the established ways of adulthood. Some children’s literature is
simply written to enforce certain kinds of values. In such cases the playfulness of children’s thoughts may be recognised, but not acknowledged. Such
literature deserves a much more critical scrutiny than I have demonstrated in
relation to the works I have presented so far. (I do not deny that there are
aspects of the literature I do find fruitful for my philosophical project that
also deserve more critical readings.)
A paradigm example of this is given in Burbules’ critical reading of
Crampton’s picture book about the young train engine Tootle.1 Burbules
shows that this, on the face of it, quite innocent story carries politically, ethically and philosophically dubious assumptions about children and in particular the aims of raising and educating children and that it does this in a rather
manipulative way. Tootle is described as someone that wants to obey the
rules of his elders, but falls short because of his natural impulse to play. In
falling short it is the benevolent forgiveness of his elders that gives him the
hope of becoming what every little engine should want to be: a flyer. The
moral of this story is similar to what Ibsen depicts as a rather repugnant attempt of Torvald’s to forgive Nora when she has just as much reason to forgive him as well, which in a sense she does by leaving him with the freedom
of not being attached to her with any responsibility. In the case of Tootle,
however, he accepts his elders’ mercy, as if he needed it, as if his elders had
nothing to learn from him, as if the model for what he needs to be has noth1

Nicholas C. Burbules, “Tootle: A parable of schooling and destiny” in Harvard Review of
Education, Vol. 56 No. 1 (1986).
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ing to do with his own desires, happiness or reflections, but is already established by his elders’ assumptions about “the good life.” The moral of the
story seems to be: “Do what is expected of you and when you fail your elders will always forgive because you are still young and inexperienced.”
We also find these morals in folk tales, nowadays cleaned up, Disneyfied,
and retold in various forms. The moral to trust your elders’ judgment and not
give heed to the temptations of the beauty of nature in Red Riding Hood is
much like the moral of Tootle. These books seem to me moralistic – that is,
their aim is a didactic drill into a certain way and view of life – rather than
aiming to challenge adults’ and children’s moral assumptions. Another,
much more complex example, is Where the Wild Things Are where the child,
Max, ends up taking off his wolf suit, taking off his wildness, to reconcile
himself with the behaviour expected by his mother. The book allows Max to
live out his wildness, but as he realises how much he misses the love of his
mother he puts away his childish things, to use St. Paul’s words,2 he puts on
his human skin again, and returns to dinner waiting for him, still warm.3
Even a book like Where the Wild Things Are, with all its artistic strengths
and which is very much attentive to children’s desires, both the wild and
more conventional ones, must bring the child back from the wildness, and
not as I will suggest in Chapter Eleven, bring the adult out into the wild.4
The wild and natural reactions and desires of the child in works like Tootle are more or less subsumed and not reflected upon further. The books I am
attracted to are attentive to the natural child in all its wildness; they challenge our moral assumptions. This does not always mean that the child’s
behaviour is or, should be, accepted; but it does mean that the child is
acknowledged and its voice is taken in to consideration.
So, much children’s literature contains assumptions about what it is to be
a child and what it is to be a good or bad child. Moreover, such stories not
only convey these assumptions to children, but also to adults. These books
tell us something both about some aspects of our general culture’s take on
children and about how hazardous it is to trust literature to transform our
understanding of and lives with children, rather than responding instead to
works of literature that actually challenge us.
Literature, or most other artistic expressions, is, as I have suggested, a
very powerful source for moral reasoning and shaping of worldviews. This is
clearly true for children. After reading a story or watching a movie we can
find children’s play continue or imaginatively rework the stories and charac-

2

1 Corinthians 13:11
Sendak, Where the Wild Things Are.
4
For a discussion of the many valuable aspects of Where the Wild Things Are as a work of art
for children see Haynes and Murris, Picturebooks, Pedagogy and Philosophy, 28-49.
3
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ters they just have experienced.5 I can see my own children doing this, I remember this from my own childhood and it is exploited to absurdity by the
toy industry, as can be seen by anyone who enters a toy store.
Children’s literature can be oppressive and often is, but I want to point
towards children’s literature that isn’t. However, even the children’s literature I feel drawn to and choose to respond to may serve as an oppression of
childhood as irrational, intuitive etc. One might even argue, as Perry Nodelman does, that all children’s literature is an interpretation of children’s behaviours, thoughts and expressions that are authored by adults that carry
adult assumptions and representations of children, and that children’s literature is adult-centred.6 In my quest to argue for a turn to children’s literature
as a language for philosophy one may ask whether I am just working out
new assumptions about children. Nodelman’s objection deserves to be taken
seriously. Still, my response to Nodelman is: This is exactly what I am doing. I am providing adult interpretations of children’s behaviours, thoughts
and expressions. However, I am looking for a new set of assumptions about
children and childhood and such new assumptions, new objects of comparison, to use Wittgenstein’s term, very much can grow out of careful reading
of innovative children’s literature. That is how I can work on the sensibilities
that are in play in my life with children, but as I have suggested, new sets of
objects of comparison, new pictures, are just a resting point. There will be a
time when I have to leave this Walden of childhood.
The issue for me is a matter of how we respond to different children’s literature. The difficulty is how such a response, even how the literature that
we respond to, can be a way to give voice to children, especially when their
voices sound dissonant, rather than silencing their voices by not letting them
speak for themselves.7 The notion of dissonance can work on this tension.
Whenever we speak for a child it is always possible that the child will not
give its consent to our way of speaking and living with it. Our response to
the child as a moral person, our response to anyone as a moral person, revolves around this sceptical possibility. We need to acknowledge, and not be
frightened of, children being incomprehensible to us. That is the educating
distance that a relationship of friendship, marriage, mentoring, parenthood,
or the like, needs. We need to acknowledge that their dissonant responses to
our attempts to speak for them may require willingness on our part to reeducate ourselves and rework our assumptions.
5

Ellen Handler Spitz has discussed children’s imaginative responses to different forms of art
in her The Brightening Glance: Imagination and Childhood (New York: Anchor Books,
2006) and Haynes and Murris give several empirical examples of imaginative responses to
picture books in Picturebooks, Pedagogy and Philosophy.
6
Perry Nodelman, “The Other: Orientalism, Colonialism and Children’s Literature” in Literary Theory and Children’s Literature: Children’s Literature Association Quarterly Vol. 17
No. 1 (1992), 30.
7
Nodelman, “The Other: Orientalism, Colonialism and Children’s Literature,” 30.
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One specific problem with many of the books that are particularly challenging is their tendency to dehumanise children. In Tootle this is made very
clear. The pupils in the school are all engines whereas the teachers and
adults are humans. This is true of many of the books I draw upon in the following chapters. For example, as long as Max in Where the Wild Things Are
remains rebellious he belongs among the Wild Things, some kind of monsters. In Ronia, the Robbers Daughter it is in the castle that the adults determine the terms for discourse, whereas the children are only truly free in the
wild forest where all manner of animals, beasts and magical creatures live.
In Cressida Cowell’s How to Train Your Dragon Hiccup’s closest allies,
except other children, are dragons, not his elders.8 Children in these books
are wild and have a special connection to the wild.
It is significant that in these accounts, albeit in different ways, both nature
and childhood are differentiated from adulthood. The (male) human adult is
something distinct from children and nature. Reading these works risks cementing attitudes towards children as toward an engine or domestic animal,
something that if it is malfunctioning can be fixed, or if it does not do what it
is supposed to it can be trained. These works of children’s literature feed on
an adult inclination to see a need to rework interactions with children in order to ensure they run as smoothly as possible for the adult. It is a picture of
childhood as a wild nature in need of taming. (This is certainly what happens
in Tootle, but also in Where the Wild Things Are, although there it is Max
who lets himself be tamed, and in Ronia, Ronia and Birk can only be called
home, the place they belong, by their parents begging them).
On the other hand, however, these works present a picture of children not
so much as wild or untamed, but as innocent, not fully responsible for their
actions. Children are innocent by nature and do not understand the world.
Therefore, they cannot be held fully responsible for their actions. Hence,
Tootle is forgiven because he does not have the full capability to control
himself. However, this innocence is not something different from the wild,
but follows from it. The childish person lacks the ability of full control and
thus is not fully responsible. Innocence becomes the cute and charming way
of describing the threats of the violent wildness of childhood. Literature, in
depicting the wildness and innocence of childhood, can work as a form of
cover up of dissonance. Dissonance becomes something that we expect children to grow out off. In some cases that may be fine, but then the dissonance
is made mute instead of being the force for transformation that it also can be.
A picture of adult standards covers up the tension between the possibility for
transformation and the stability of our practices and forms of life.
It is crucial to note that some of these books resist the cover-up in such
readings of children’s literature. The possibility of resisting the inclination to
conceal the tensions of dissonance is in fact what draws me to them. I can’t
8

Cressida Cowell, How to Train Your Dragon (London: Hodder’s Children’s Books, 2003).
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see many alternative readings to Tootle, but all of the others discussed so far
really work on the tension between the demands of adulthood and adult assumptions about childhood, and children’s inability to fit into those ideals.
The children conquer a world in which they are in power. A world they may
find quite different to the one given them by their parents. These worlds,
distinguished by the possibilities the children see, are closed to most adults.
For instance, Ronia sees another way of life as a real possibility, and Hiccup
speaks to dragons and finds them to be intelligent beings, even though their
nature and dispositions are very different from the Vikings’.
In these cases the literature invites us to rework our assumptions in two
directions: First, we may recognise that the child is not so different from us;9
second, we must recognise that the distance between our lives with children
and the lives with children we read about is educational, as is the distance
between children and adults. Adults can learn from their children as much as
children can learn from their elders. Such literature resists the picture of the
educational relationship between children and adults as an asymmetrical one,
where the adult is the educator and the child gets educated. If there is an
asymmetry between Hiccup and Stoick, between Ronia and Matt, or between
Tootle and the human adults, then the asymmetry lies in the power structure
of the relationship. The picture of such child-adult asymmetry is not necessarily false, but it is too limited and hides other possibilities.
The asymmetry can be seen as a result of how children are on the margins
of our practices and forms of life. Children would in this sense be taken as
not-yets on their way to being initiated in to adult practices and lives. Children are on the outside. Books such as Tootle emphasise this and draw from
it a view of education as taking children in. The description of children as
wild and innocent assumes children to be powerless. But this is not all. If
talk of innocence and wildness becomes a way to control our understanding
of the child it also becomes a form of essentialisation of children as other, as
a form of ultimate “them.” “Children” becomes a term for those who are not
yet like us. Hence the development of a child, whether we are talking biologically or intellectually, is measured against its participation in adult life and
practice. Such a picture is very tempting, perhaps even inevitable. It is what
establishes one side of the tension between tolerance and rejection of the
dissonant voice. Of course there are alternative views of childhood, but can I
really say that children are not not-yets on their way to becoming adults?
Isn’t the young toddler a not-yet speaker? Wouldn’t it be tragic if we didn’t
attempt to initiate the toddler in to our ways of interacting in language? We
have to, don’t we? Of course we do, and that is what gives such pictures of
childhood credibility. They are by and large correct.
The trouble is to let the picture become more than a picture, and instead a
form of essentialisation of childhood that drives narratives like Tootle. To
9

Nodelman, “The Other”, 34.
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my mind, such essentialisation of childhood follows from an essentialisation
of adulthood; an essentialisation that is brought out in the dichotomy between child and adult, and by my thinking of myself as belonging to a “We”
of adults. The essentialisation of childhood becomes a result of thinking of
the adult “We” as a stable constant to which children must relate. Once the
present practices are set as a standard for children becoming initiated in to
my practices, then what I think of as my practices is fossilised. That is what
happens in the scene where my children are fighting about the door. What
has become significant and what is trivial in my everyday life is determined
by my way of life. I take this life as the “We” to which both my children and
I belong. My children in this instance are set at the margins of that “We.”
Hence it is my conception of what “We” consist in that in a particular practice or situation entails an assumption about the asymmetry between my
child and me.
This is not to say that there are no such asymmetries or that they are simply a result of unwarranted assumptions. For sure, when I come to a new practice I find myself in an asymmetric relationship with those who have already
mastered the practice, no matter if I am a child or not. Children are, of
course, as newcomers in the world, more often than others subject to such
asymmetries. But the asymmetry is not something that ensures that I am
right about the practice or that my taking something as significant or not is
justified. The temptation, which books such as Tootle feed on, is to take
adults lives as standards for children. That is, a temptation to take the variety
of different ways life at a given moment to be what is available to the child
— to take the child as a wild thing in need of taming.
The notion of dissonant voices is meant to remind us that there is nothing
given in a practice or form of life. Yes, of course, Wittgenstein writes,
“What has to be accepted, the given, is…forms of life” (PPF § 345). But I
take that to mean that if I am to speak or render myself comprehensible within a form of life or a practice, that form of life is given. It does not mean that
the forms of life or practices themselves are given, as dissonant voices so
kindly remind us. Moreover, though attunements in forms of life and practices has to be accepted if my judgement, apology, joke, story etc. is to have
a point, but the way they are actually lived and performed does not. Possible
different ways to perform a practice opens for different ways of shaping a
“We.” This destabilises the sense of community or the “We.” Looking at
dissonance from the perspectives of different communities and constructions
of different forms of “We” requires a sensitivity to a variety of dissonances.
There is a sensibility to the existential dimension involved here. If dissonance lies in the way we live and conceive ourselves as in or out of consent
with communities or different forms of “We”, then dissonance is existential
in that it invokes questions of what I am and where I stand.
It would be deeply misleading to think of dissonance as one form of otherness, as if there are a variety of practices and ways of life and just one
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other to those – that other that does not belong to our “We.” Otherness, in
particular the otherness of childhood, thought of as dissonance, is meant to
show that dissonant voices can come to practices in a variety of ways. When
a voice is beyond the convention of the twelve tone scale it has infinitely
many ways to be out of tune. But it also means that the practices or forms of
life do not give us any support in how to respond to the voice.
We thus have a complex description of the moral responses to dissonant
voices. On the one side we have the responsibility to initiate the dissonant
voice into our practices. When it comes to children it is unthinkable that we
might give up our attempts to teach them to speak with us and enter into the
basic practices of our communities. On the other side we have dissonant
voices pointing towards further possibilities of engagement. The sciences
and the arts, as many other endeavours, would stagnate without reforming in
response to at times radically dissonant voices. Even children entering established practices could be such a voice.
However, the role of the dissonant voice or of dissonance in an interaction
can be rather different depending on the practice. In my example of comforting an infant I am responding to the incomprehensibility of the child’s cry by
trying to adapt our practice. In the case of Garmann, I find his comparison
between schooling and death to reform my sensibilities towards schooling.
However, though I may see a point in Pippi’s take on the letter “i”, I do wish
and am willing to work with her to learn to read and write in attunement with
my ways of reading and writing. Being part of such a practice and community will give Pippi a voice that may sound dissonant and attuned in multifarious ways that are not open to her as an illiterate. And we need eccentrics like
Pippi, like Thoreau, like Wittgenstein, to have a voice in writing.
Some practices and institutions, say basic arithmetic or reading and writing, are more like riverbanks than a floating river, changing shape slowly
rather than progressing quickly downstream. Some ways of doing things do
not change significantly even over very long periods of time. But we can still
be faced with other forms of living even when it concerns such basic and
rather stable practices. Some dissonances require a strong sense of attunement. Maybe Pippi could have a great interest in and develop a talent for
writing literature. Imagine Pippi growing up writing novels that revolutionise literature and writing practices. She becomes a recognised master. Her
literary voice may at first be dissonant. But this dissonance, a result of new
ways of thinking about literature, requires mastery of reading and writing.
To produce dissonant literature Pippi must learn how to write, how to spell,
how to tell stories, she needs a developed vocabulary, and to master many
other skills that are institutionalised in established practices and in mutual
attunement with others. Then she may have a voice in writing that is not a
mere noise but something that makes us wonder whether it is good literature
or not. What I will be suggesting is not that we give up our sense of depend-
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ence on attunement, but that that we find ways of listening to dissonances in
our attunements in coming to attunement.
Given the stability of many practices it is tempting to take the initiation
into some basic practices as something that is fully asymmetrical. The older
practitioner initiates the younger not-yet practitioner. What I want to suggest
is that while this view may not be wrong, it does give a one-sided view of
mutual attunement. This is what marks the difference between the forms of
children’s literature that interest me and those that I do not find as useful and
philosophically enlightening. My investigations draw on literature that involves dissonance and that reminds us of the variety of dissonances. Hence
these literatures can assist us to transform our assumptions about children’s
dissonant voices, our sensibilities and even our own lives.
To reemphasise what I suggest in Chapter Three, if we let reading be a
form of writing and vice versa, we will use these texts, even Tootle, as way
of reading ourselves, of revealing our inclinations and our dreams and thus
to work on a further self in an as yet unattained life with children. Children’s
literature, as well as the dissonant voices in our everyday life, truly work in
the way the writer and illustrator Stian Hole suggests when he says: “For me,
both making and reading picture books is a way of sharpening my senses.”10
To me this means to see things afresh, and to become sensible to possibilities
that I previously could not imagine.
Before going on let me just recall a passage from Wittgenstein.
A main source of our misunderstanding is that we don’t have an overview of
the use of our words. Our grammar is deficient in surveyability. A surveyable
representation produces precisely that kind of understanding which consists in
‘seeing connections’. Hence the importance of finding and inventing intermediate links.
The concept of a surveyable representation is of fundamental significance
for us. It characterizes the way we represent things, how we look at matters.
(Is this a ‘Weltenschaung’?) (PI § 122)11

The literary examples I come back to are such “intermediate links.” Children’s literature can help me to see connections. If the way we represent
things is crucial to our understanding of them, literature like Tootle is deeply
problematic. The connections such literature presents limit our understanding of the situations they describe. Rather than sharpening our senses they
make them dull and give a false appearance of surveyability, forcing on us a
certain outlook. Wittgenstein is telling us that our grammar lacks surveyabil10

Stian Hole, Interview with Stian Hole, author and illustrator of Garmanns Sommer (May
2008) http://www.eerdmans.com/Interviews/holeinterview.htm (2010-03-26, 13.00).
11
“Overview” [übersehen] and “surveyable representation” [übersichtlicht Darstellung] (also
translated “perspicuous representation”) are key notions in my reading of Wittgenstein. Their
translation into English is difficult. However, for now Hacker and Schulte’s translation is
sufficient for my purposes.
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ity; that our lives are not perspicuous is what makes limited views tempting.
A surveyable representation thus needs various “intermediate links.” We
need to look at varieties of cases and representations to come to some form
of surveyablity, without forgetting that life itself resists complete surveyability.
When my children persist in giving significance to who should open the
front door I shouldn’t limit my thinking to only one case. I should ask myself
if there are other ways to look at this than the way I am inclined look at it
now. I can compare my situation with other accounts I find in literature and
elsewhere. I can ask myself if thinking about schooling as death helps me
see schooling and death differently. I can ask myself if saying that “i” is a
line with fly-speck over it points beyond the use of “i” as a letter. I can consider whether opening a door may have a function far beyond just the triviality of entering a house. What if I see the door as the gate to my home, or my
magical kingdom, or as a sign of power, or as protection from all that I find
scary, or as a welcoming hug of a loving parent? Will door-opening have
different significance to me then? Imagining a variety of particular cases,
fictional and otherwise, is crucial to seeing connections that give me at least
a partial overview of the dissonant situation I am in. Philosophical work
requires as much artistic imagination as art and literature. Living with dissonance requires imagination, imagining things otherwise, as much as it requires responsibility for taking a stance for the significance of taking the
letter “i” to be a letter and not just a picture of a line with a fly-speck.

8.2 Living with Dissonances
Do we always want attunement? Is that always our real need? Perhaps a
more pertinent question is: When do we want and need attunement? If attunement becomes important to us when we do not know how to go on – that is,
in facing dissonance – we may be tempted to let that be our philosophical
dogma. When we are facing dissonance we can just point towards other occasions where we have been attuned. This is hardly satisfying.
Various kinds of dissonances and responses to dissonance indicate that
there is no pre-given answer to when we need and want attunement. The
problem with the dissonant voice is that we do not know if we should go on
with it or not, whether we need to attune ourselves to it, whether we shall try
to mould it into attunement with us, whether we can simply let it be, whether
it actually means something. The dissonant voice says to us: “You don’t
understand me.” There is a certain way of seeing and thinking that cannot
include the dissonant voices, that even tempts us to not continue conversing
with it. “A picture held us captive”, as Wittgenstein puts it (PI §115). How
can we think, then, that we can know when we need attunement? Do we not
always need attunement? The problem is that sometimes when we need at-
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tunement we cannot find it and the only attunement we have is in question.
Does this imply a perpetual state of uncertainty, a continual walk in the
dark?
There are dissonant voices. Perhaps we should celebrate that fact. A too
rigid emphasis on attunement and its conditions may force a picture that
veils the celebrative possibility of dissonance if we, for example, keep looking for methods of teaching without this risk or even try to forget it.12 As
much as dissonance is dependent on tradition, a background of conventional
practices, something the dissonant voice chimes with, dissonance also suggests a radical break with traditional conventions. But, as Cavell remarks
about the arts, this does not mean a break with tradition itself, but can rather
mean a return to the essence of the tradition. New developments in art call
for radical reconsiderations not only of what art is now, but also what art has
been in the past, what the tradition is (MWS, 202, 213, 220).13 In that way
the outside of the tradition is not really an outside. Even the most stable
practices and institutions, such as reading and basic arithmetic, can remain
stable because of slight transformations, new words, new spellings, new
methods for calculating. Put this way dissonance seems to point to what can
be seen as an essence of human tradition.
Admittedly, “essence” is a problematic concept here, particularly since I
have made an effort to avoid essentialising philosophies. I suggest a use of
“essence” that points to the grammar of our concepts, that gives attention to
the significance of our traditions, our conventions, as being what they are
because they are in various ways constantly transforming (cf. PI § 373). Traditions are growing. When we talk about a tradition we talk of a history of
forms of engagement that we refer to both as a point of reference and as
something to live in and cultivate. As Wittgenstein says of music, “You can
say that every composer changed the rules, but the variation was very slight;
not all rules were changed. The music was still good by a great many of the
old rules” (LC, 6).
In a growing tradition, dissonant voices can suggest directions for growth
that do not come naturally for those of us that think of ourselves as attuned
in that tradition. We live in the garden of tradition, a garden that is constantly growing and changing, but not without our pruning. The boundaries we
have set up mark the garden of tradition and convention, and every now and
then we reposition our fences and include something from the outside; every
now and then we even take new plants into our garden. This may be taken as
a form of controlled challenge defining our traditions and as such as not
really threatening or challenging. The dissonant voice, however, is a real
12
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challenge to tradition. It marks its boundaries; the boundary between the
controlled nature of attunement and the wild nature of dissonant voices that
have no proper place within the tradition. The dissonant voice breaks with
tradition and so defines what we accept as a part of our tradition, what we
are doing.14 The dissonant voice thus asks us to take a stand and to test where
we are willing to draw the boundary of the “We” of our tradition.
I have suggested that the pupil’s response in Wittgenstein’s remarks on
rule-following in § 185 is a response to a traditional understanding of a particular rule expression. The pupil does not accept his instructor’s insistence
that he has not gone on in the way he was supposed to. As Wittgenstein puts
it: “This person finds it natural, once given our explanations, to understand
our order as we would understand the order ‘Add 2 up to 1000, 5 up to 2000,
6 up to 3000 and so on’” (PI §185). About the example of writing down
series, discussed in Chapter Three, Wittgenstein suggests that perhaps one
can accept the pupils way of copying and try to teach our ways as an offshoot, a variant of the pupil’s (PI § 143). There are no a priori criteria for
how we should act in these situations or for how we should understand them.
Clearly there is an interdependence between novelty and tradition in thinking
of dissonance. The question is how much we can rely on tradition and how
much should we give our hope to novelty.
But this still does not see the variations of dissonant voices as central. The
threats to our traditions are seen as foreign and other and traditions as under
our control. It is a picture of otherness and foreignness as a threat from the
outside. But this picture is very limited and blind to aspects of my life and
my life with others. Of course, the picture of traditions being threatened by
forces outside their own borders says something about how we conceive of
our interactions with others and our belonging to a traditional “We.” But
what we conceive as an unnatural development of a tradition can just as
much come from within the garden of the tradition, from among those who
we implicate in the “We.” Of course, the dissonant voice can be my classmate, my family member, my partner; the foreignness of dissonance can
even be found in myself, as Julia Kristeva suggests.15
That which is outside my traditions and my culture I can easily accept as
dissonant. It is what I expect. I already have a view of those as foreign and
other. It may be more disturbing when someone I recognise as belonging to
my “We” does things that are foreign to that “We.” This challenges my conception of what such a “We” does involve. Does it involve more or some-

14

The way I describe the dissonant voice here coincides with how some would describe artists
who “do not respect the limits established by their own practice.” See Carla Carmona Escalera
“On Wittgenstein’s Extension of the Domain of Aesthetic Education: Intransitive Knowledge
and Ethics”, Journal of Aesthetic Education, Vol. 46, No, 3 (2012).
15
Julia Kristeva Strangers to Ourselves (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991).
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thing other than expected, or is my recognition of who is part of that “We”
mistaken?
Perhaps part of the problem lies in the inclination to talk about the abnormal (children as well as adults) as subjects that should learn a certain set
of rules, conventions and traditions before they can take part in innovative
reconstructions of my practices. Perhaps another picture of this tension between tradition and novelty can relieve my anxieties a bit. What if we, as
Amy Mullin suggests, replace obedience and conformity to traditions with
cooperation and mutual responsibility?16 What if tradition is not what it is
without the exclusions and inclusions of new approaches to our practices and
lines of thought? Wittgenstein’s examples show that any new forms of setting up series are possible and at the same time he shows how hard it will be
to live together if we simply do not cooperate in how we go on together or if
we let any deviance from the way we do things change what we do. But of
course it is not that simple. Anyone working in schools can recognise that a
new pedagogical practice, for example a pedagogy of mutuality rather than
obedience, itself easily becomes an instrument of power. Talk of mutuality
may transform that notion to become an instrument that works for mutual
conformity.
Here is what I find in the marriage between the central notions of my text.
When I acknowledge that the dissonant voice is someone I had considered to
be part of my “We” or my tradition, whatever attunement I have assumed
may be shaken and I cannot determine beyond doubt if we are attuned. The
notion of perfectionism as discussed by Cavell can shed some light on how
we can come to terms existentially with this uncertainty, since it “concerns
itself with the intelligibility (and lack thereof) of the self to itself and the self
to others.”17
I take the making of oneself and the other intelligible to bring in a different aspect of mutuality. Where mutuality cannot be seen as cooperation or
obedience within a system, ideological, traditional or conventional. The perfectionist will ask whether it is possible to make oneself intelligible within a
particular tradition or if one has to step beyond it. What the perfectionist
calls for is conversation. The notion of conversation is meant to represent the
struggle not only to make oneself intelligible within the conventions of a
tradition or a particular form of life, but also when one is forced to the margins of life with others, or meets the voice that we cannot place within a
practice or tradition (CW, 172-173). Taking this idea seriously means that I
am never beyond reproach, as Cavell puts it (CHU xxiv). No matter how
16

Amy Mullin “Filial Responsibilities of Dependent Children” in Hypatia Vol. 25 No. 1
(2010), 161-168.
17
Richard Flathman, “Perfectionism Without Perfection: Cavell, Montaigne and the Conditions of Morals and Politics” in Andrew Norris ed. The Claim to Community: Essays on Stanley Cavell and Political Philosophy. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2006), 102.
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strong or reasonable a practice or tradition is, as a participant in it, giving my
consent to it, I am still responsible for it.
Hence, for the perfectionist, conversation with dissonant voices is not so
much a threat as a possibility. In Cavell’s words:
The idea of conversation expresses my sense that one cannot achieve this
[moral perfectionist] perspective alone, but only in the mirroring or confrontation of what Aristotle calls the friend (what Nietzsche calls my enemy, namely
the one who is, on my behalf, opposed to my present, unnecessary stance),
what Emerson calls the true man, the neutral youth, my further rejected self
(CW, 174).

The dissonant voice can become that next conversational partner who
goes beyond my present conventions and takes the tradition just a little too
far for me to be on secure ground to know what I am doing, or know my
position. Mutuality here does not mean conformity, but seriously listening to
the dissonant voice and acknowledging that the position I thought I occupied
in society is not so certain and that my stance towards it may not be what I
believed it to be, that it may not be as I thought, that my tradition may not be
as much mine as I thought it was. In conversation with dissonant voices, the
“We” I thought I belonged to is problematised and at times even transformed. To the perfectionist the garden can always be be-wildering and I bewildered in it.
But can I enter into mutual conversation with the dissonant voice? The
voice is incomprehensible to me, how can I get any sense out it? Such a
question turns in two directions. First, it is a theoretical question that asks
about the possibilities of sense and interaction. Is it possible to get any further with the radically unconventional voice? Can we reach understanding
here? The second take on these questions is existential. I can ask whether I
can engage with this particular voice, the voice of this particular friend. My
suggestion that we should think of dissonance in terms of varieties suggests
that the existential take on this question dissolves the theoretical one. No
matter how we come to terms with the theoretically possible response to
dissonance the question will reoccur as we meet the dissonant voice in our
everyday interactions. The theoretical position on what we can do or not do
with dissonance will not leave us beyond reproach. The point of speaking
with dissonance is that it goes beyond systematic answers and speaks outside
of the system. It questions the moral legitimacy of the system, so to speak,
whether we think of it as a structure of society and tradition or as a philosophical theory of interaction. Even the theoretical question will become
existential. Hence, to talk about dissonance is to acknowledge the varieties
of voices that I never expected to meet, and also to meet varieties of dissonance in situations that I did not expect them. The question is always, “Can I
right now, in this situation, with this particular friend or enemy, enter into a
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conversation and do I take responsibility for the outcome of such conversation?” In a sense when reflecting about dissonance everything matters. Every
detail in our engagement with dissonance is a part of what will awaken our
imagination.
If we are lost in our interactions, if we are worried about losing ourselves
again and again, what can we do? In one sense the answer is: Nothing! The
various kinds of dissonances I find in the literary examples in the preceding
and succeeding chapters are meant to show that we can imagine dissonances
or situations where attunements are not possible, where we are just too different to see each other’s actions and expressions as comprehensible at all.

8.3 Opening Doors Again
I thought I could teach my children what they really should value. I struggled to find a way in which such teaching would be possible, to find words
to speak to them about what we, in lacking common ground, could not speak
of. Instead, perhaps I should have looked for ways to solve the practical issue so that we could go on growing together, not only on my terms where I
expect them to conform to what I find valuable, but also in creating a further
form of mutual attunement – that is, opening to a mutual education of each
other, to paraphrase Cavell, “manifested in our mode of conversing with
each other”. This education provides a transformation of our existence and
one may wonder if Cavell is right that those “who cannot inspire one another
to such an education…do not have the right interest for one another” (PADT,
122).
Luckily, my wife reminded me of the uselessness of intellectualising my
children’s dissonance and suggested a more fruitful response. It appears as if
the intellectualised problem completely disappeared. However, that problem
seems to immediately reoccur at another level. If I and the dissonant voice I
converse with educate one another and transform one another, and create
further contexts for our words, a new harmony and community, then we
may, like the couples in Cavell’s readings of remarriage comedies or like
Ronia and Birk in Ronia the Robber’s Daughter, become incomprehensible
to the rest of the world. Dissonance reveals the primordial scepticism of our
ordinary lives both in our encounter of the other and in the communality that
grows out of our attempts at serious conversations with the other.
In the following chapters we see examples of protagonists whose lives
and identities as prominent citizens are at stake in how they go on with their
interlocutors. In different ways the elders and those in privileged positions
(mostly adult males) in these works do not want to seriously consider the
risky option of growing with the dissonant voices in their lives. Like most of
us, they do not want to risk the isolation that may follow from letting dissonant voices educate them.
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When I suggested earlier in this chapter that we should think of various
kinds of situations where dissonance may occur and has occurred we didn’t
find any way to solve what troubles us in these abnormal cases. Rather, it is
clear that there is no solution to our doubt about how to go on in these cases.
We have no clear criteria to ensure how to go on together, and that is what
makes these cases abnormal. These cases call for many different kinds of
responses (rather than solutions) that, to speak with Wittgenstein, transform
our life so that the “philosophical problems” intrinsic to our current life and
language “should completely disappear” (PI 133). In considering the various
kinds of dissonant voices it is also crucial to notice that responding to dissonance is not only a matter of something occurring that we may respond to in
this or that way. Our response is also part of what makes a dissonant voice
dissonant. Our responses are a part of the particular circumstance that makes
a voice sound as it does. In addition, our conception and, as a consequence,
our description of situation or a voice can make it dissonant. We can be blind
to how we can go on from a situation with a particular voice. Our response is
thus not just a matter of choice any more than we choose to hear a major
chord as a major chord. Different attitudes to the voice may mean that different aspects of it dawn on me.
The dissonant, abnormal cases have in common that we are uncertain how
to respond, but that we need to respond. When we face someone questioning
our cultural practices, or the breakdown of our relationships, someone seeking a relationship, an unruly or misunderstood child, or the private linguist, a
basic fact remains about our relations: that nothing insures what they consist
in, and when attunement is lost, our responses are, in the face of a lack of
any common attunement to rely on, our responsibility. This is the horror and
beauty of living a human life. Living a life conditioned by the possibility of
many different dissonant voices is a risky business. Hence, there are no pregiven answers here. And answers are not what we need. We need to look for
ways in which we can live.
I have expressed my inclination to say that there is a certain kind of mutuality we should look for. A mutuality that we may find in the conversations
with nature and with his elders that Garmann involves us in, which transforms, without eliminating, his fears and our sense of his fears; a kind of
transformation that allows the mouse in Var är min syster? to reason with his
elder. Nonetheless, just as nothing ensures that such transformation will take
place, nothing ensures what the outcome will be. We may end up encouraging and adjusting to the most evil voice imaginable. Serious conversation is
dangerous, but the outcome of such conversations is our responsibility, we
are never beyond reproach, but it is also the responsibility of the voice we
respond to, whether a child or an elder. I am responsible for the practices I
participate in. I speak for these practices.
That is why I should not be satisfied with just one account of my interactions. That account may end up being a Tootle. I should take responsibility
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not only for whatever account I give, but also for seeking further forms of
representation, for seeing further connections.
***
In this chapter I have given reasons why I need a variety of accounts to compare my situation with and a variety of accounts to help me see many different connections among my own interactions. This can be summarised as
follows: (i) In order to avoid seeing only one set of connections, which may
be limited or even harmful (like Tootle), I need various accounts; (ii) In order to avoid essentialising the child and what I take as other, I need a varied
diet of representations, but also the insight that all of these representations,
even when taken together, will not amount to complete surveyability; (iii)
Talking about dissonance means acknowledging that there are infinitely
many ways to break with traditions and conventions. I cannot rely on one
view of dissonance in order find peace in our sometimes violently dissonant
lives; (iv) It is crucial that I recognise not only various forms of dissonance,
but also various forms of response to dissonance.
The following chapters will illustrate a range of different ways of conceiving a dissonant voice. Some of the examples I will use could certainly
have been used to describe other kinds of dissonances; but that would just be
using different words, words that are too distinct to fully describe the blurry
rectangle that these literary accounts are.
My intent is to take a walk with the reader; a walk through our imagination where some paths are dark, sad, frightening and disturbing, and at other
times, beautiful, fun and hopeful; a walk that gives us an experience of believing that we understand something, that we see something in the shadows,
that we are secure, but then disrupting that understanding and our sense of
security. All this is to challenge our inclination to search for an answer to the
sceptical worries raised by conversations with dissonant voices.

9. Dissonant Reason

I searched for the origin of evil and I searched for it
in an evil way, and I did not see the evil in the method of my search.
Augustine, Confessions, Book VII Ch. 5.

Why is it so hard to find peace in the possibility, threat and actuality of everyday dissonances? In this chapter I shall show how various kinds of dissonance can challenge moral, social and intellectual assumptions about reason
and reasonableness. Assumptions about social class, gender, mental and
intellectual capacities, age, reason, particular practices, bodies, and so on,
make up contexts in which voices will sound dissonant. Dissonance may
shift what I take to be moral or reasonable. Therefore, dissonance may pose
a real threat, not only to assumptions about my reason and morality, but also
to life in general. To emphasise the threatening aspects of dissonance this
chapter will spell out possible evils, immoralities and irrationalities that dissonance could involve.
I will start by suggesting that dissonance can be seen as an expression of
autonomy by exploring a scene in the children’s novel How to Train Your
Dragon. A further dimension of autonomy involving assumptions about
reasons growing out social conceptions of class and gender comes to light
through attention to scenes from Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. Having
discussed what may seem to be reasons to heed dissonant voices, I turn to
what can worry us about existential dissonances. First I consider how dissonance can be an expression not only of autonomy, but also of its Kantian
twin term heteronomy. Then I take this a step further and consider how dissonances can be thought of as various kinds of evil. I will take this step by
turning to Tolkien’s figure Gollum and Arendt’s depiction of Eichmann. The
point of the discussion of evil will not be to show that dissonances can be
expressions of evil voices, but that existential dissonances can lead to uncertainties in our moral judgement of both our own and others’ stories.
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9.1 Assuming Reason: Dissonance and Autonomy
In Cressida Cowell’s novel How to Train your Dragon, the first book in a
series of memoirs written pseudonymously by the main character Hiccup
Horrendous Haddock III,1 we are introduced to a boy, Hiccup, who repeatedly finds himself unable go on with his community. The novel is written with
a sense of irony that reveals certain aspects of our lives as children and with
children.
Hiccup is an unobtrusive eleven-year-old Viking who is preparing for a
harsh rite of passage in which he is supposed to prove that he has trained his
incessantly disobedient dragon, Toothless. If he fails he will be excommunicated from his tribe, the Hairy Hooligans, and if he succeeds he will proceed
in to the pirate-training program to become a full member of the tribe and a
Viking hero. In addition, his performance in the test is expected to be extraordinary since he is the son of the chief, Stoick the Vast. Hiccup, however, does not fit the ideal of a Viking hero. He is sensitive and prefers to use
his sensitivity and intellect instead of, what is encouraged by his community,
his bodily strength and strong voice (capacities he lacks entirely).
As the story continues Hiccup and all his fellow contestants fail the test of
manhood due to their, especially Hiccup’s, inability to control their dragons.
This extraordinary episode for the Viking tribe forces Stoick to excommunicate and deport Hiccup and his peers. Hiccup responds to his father’s decision:
‘A Chief cannot live like other people,’ said Stoick, looking almost pleadingly
at Hiccup. ‘He has to decide what is for the good of the Tribe.’
Suddenly Hiccup was very angry.
‘Well don’t expect ME to pity you!’ said Hiccup. ‘What kind of father
thinks his stupid Laws are more important than his own son? And what kind
of stupid Tribe is this anyway, that it can’t just have ordinary people in it.’
Stoick stood looking down at his son in surprise and shock for a moment.
Then he turned round and trudged off.2

The Vikings’ rite of passage may at first appear as quite an extreme test
that has little to do with real education. Yet, this test is a mark of what it
means to be a Viking. We might say that the test explicates criteria for the
use of the word Viking or Hooligan. The rite of passage works both as a
1

The author herself figures only as the translator of the book. This is something that I find of
some significance, since it means, and this is also expressed by the illustrations in the book,
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about children, but also as a child and imaginatively speaks from the child’s perspective. I am
inclined to say that what she asks the reader to do is not only to imagine a story, but to imagine a child telling the story. Cowell is speaking for the child, its fears, anxieties and ambitions
in trying to become a part of the adult world it confronts.
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reinforcement of constitutive conventions of the Hooligan community and as
a claim to what that community consists in; and this means a claim to a kind
of reason, in this case Hooligan reasoning. It is a way to establish attunement. We have other means of doing this, of course. By calling together the
council to discuss the consequences of all the contestants’ failure Stoick
reveals some doubt about aspects of the test, akin to suggesting that our rites
of passage in schooling and growing up (e.g. tests in different subjects, different signs for reaching the age of majority, taking a driving test) do not
ensure that the child or adolescent has a certain ability. Our rites of passage
work in the same way. They work as criteria for what we count as understanding, for example, a mathematical calculation, correct spelling, or traffic
rules (though they are not the only criteria). Of course, as I argue in Chapter
Seven, the criteria for when we say that someone is reading are not always
clear. However, many of our educational policies and curricula specify what
reading is, as if the criteria for reading could be established by a test, and
thus tests become the establishment of a certain kind of reading community,
that is, what “reading” means in a certain context. The grammar of “reading”
becomes infected by the tests. The claims made in rites of passage such as
these, in testing specific skills or abilities, are similar to the claims we elicit
in the criteria that are in our use of words. Cavell writes:
The philosophical appeal to what we say, and the search for our criteria on the
basis of which we say what we say, are claims to community. And the claim
to community is always a search for the basis upon which it can or has been
established. I have nothing more to go on than my conviction, my sense that I
make sense. It may prove to be the case that I am wrong, that my conviction
isolates me, from all others, from myself. That will not be the same as a discovery that I am dogmatic or egomaniacal. The wish and search for a community is the wish and search for reason (CR, 20).

To state that something is a criterion for something is to speak for those
who I believe belong to my linguistic community. The explications of criteria are a description of how we speak and reason. However, an explication of
criteria by the setting of a test is normative; it says not only what we mean
by, for example, “reading”, but also how we ought to read, or, in the end,
how we ought to live.
Now, different dimensions in the scene between Hiccup and Stoick become clearer. Hiccup questions the norms of action behind Stoick’s decision
(“What kind of father thinks his stupid Laws are more important than his
own son”). This criticism can be described in Kantian terms. Hiccup demonstrates his autonomy, his rational capacity, or good will, by suggesting another norm for action.3 (Indeed a Kantian may have reasons to doubt the
reasonableness of the alternative norm for action Hiccup seems to suggest –
3

Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, 4:212, 4:427.
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it could be something like “You should construct tests that test other abilities” or “A father should not exclude their children from the tribe” – but that
is not my point here. My point is that children, as Hiccup does, may have
reasons to question their parent’s norms of action.) The child’s actions may
be understood as autonomous in the Kantian sense that the self legislates for
itself.4 We can think of Hiccup’s dissonant voice as an autonomous dissonance in the sense that his questioning of his father is a result of rational
reflections.
I have suggested a few ways in which one can respond to children’s critique in situations where dissonance may occur at different levels. If we consent to Kant’s insistence that “a human being cannot see into the depths of
his own heart so as to be quite certain, in every single action, of the purity of
his moral intention and the sincerity of his disposition,” then we should
humbly accept that we can neither be certain of the cause of disharmony nor
of which voice is dissonant, mine or my interlocutor’s.5 We can respond to
the child’s criticism as a claim to a common reason different from the conception of reason of his community, the Hooligan tribe. We can respond by
acknowledging that Hiccup is questioning the norms guiding his elders’ decision. He can be understood as inviting them to reason with him about these
norms. Hiccup is then seen as a person engaging in a moral discourse. In
doing so Hiccup goes on with his conviction that what he says make sense,
not knowing, but hoping, that his elders will catch on. (This seems to be a
theme in the whole series of books. Hiccup is persistently trying to get his
elders to see his point of view, which involves changing the lives of the Hooligans).
Hiccup takes responsibility for his community of reason by speaking for it
in ways that, if his elders are willing to be spoken for, will transform the
community. If the response of his elders was to go on reasoning with him
(not to tell him how he ought to respond to his father’s command, but to
reason with him), then he would have succeeded and his elders would attune
to him in a community of reason. This, however, merely means that they can
reason together, not that they reach consensus. Hiccup and his elders can be
attuned in reasoning without agreeing about which reasons are good or bad.
Nonetheless, the dissonance Hiccup finds himself in is thus that his voice is
not taken as an expression of reasons by his elders. His elders cannot see the
point of his expression as reasons.
Moreover, when we speak with children, especially in formal education,
we often assume that there are things they do not know, understand, or can’t
do, that they do not share our criteria. We assume that the child is somehow
outside of our practice. Being outside or in the margins of a practice is not
4
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merely a matter of being a not-yet in terms of learning that practice; it can
also be a matter of not finding one’s way in that practice, of finding that
one’s take on the practice, the criteria in my ways of practicing it does not
correlate with the others in that practice. This is a risk we put ourselves at
when trying to explicate our practices. Cavell suggests that this is the case
when the ordinary language philosopher fails to explicate the criteria of his
linguistic community. “It may prove to be the case that I am wrong, that my
conviction isolates me, from all others, from myself” (CR, 20). It is possible
to describe Hiccup as unable to understand and participate in some languagegames and practices of the Hooligans. He is not reason-able. If this is our
response to dissonant questioning, the child is not oppressed, but worse, the
child becomes mute and voiceless. What the child says is not taken as sayable.
But what about a response where we just patiently wait until we are able
to go on reasoning together? This, of course, is not really a response. The
full response comes when the wait is over. Hiccup’s critique either makes
him voiceless or is taken as an invitation to reason with him. Waiting for an
opening to go on means that we will, or at least expect to, respond and go on
to reason together at a later date. Indeed this is what happens in the story.
Hiccup detaches himself from his father to make his position, his way of
living, comprehensible to Stoick.
A dissonance in our conceptions of reason is deep rooted in our practices
and ways of life and changing them does not come naturally for us who are
stuck in the well-established ways of adulthood (CR, 125). A criticism of the
tacit principles of adult cultures and forms of life may thus be seen as a criticism of what is conceived of as leading a human life. Such criticism can
seem very dangerous when we face it. The detachment from the context of
the ways of life it criticises may to those under criticism even seem monstrous. Of course it is plausible that our children emulate our ways of reading, speaking, dancing, playing, laughing, walking, and whatever else we
think of as being human. We are marked by Aristotle’s words that
“…anyone who does not take after his parents is really in a way a monstrosity…”.6 Even though Aristotle’s remark is about humans as a biological species and though it may certainly be doubted, Aristotle points towards how
awkward and intellectually uncomfortable a criticism of our deep rooted
ways, of what we have taken as given, can be. Still, of course, all of us know
that our children, both because of and disregarding the heritage we give
them, often do not reproduce our ways.
As a literary account, I read Hiccup’s story from a first-person perspective, which means that I am able to see the reason behind his actions. I can
shift perspective from the teacher/adult perspective on the dissonant voice to
6
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discover that it may be my own voice that rings false. Making such shifts,
however, is not that easy. We seem to have a tendency to use “‘reason’ as a
cover for unreason,”7 especially in situations where there are unequal power
relations. I find such unequal power relations expressed everywhere in the
children’s literature I am drawn towards. The relation between Hiccup and
Stoick is one example. In Ronia the Robber’s Daughter where Ronia suggests another way of living, Matt seems to think of this as completely incomprehensible and exclaims, “Stop robbing! What would we live on then –
have you thought about that?”. In J. K. Rowling’s books about Harry Potter,
Professor Dumbledore counsels Harry and his friends to keep in mind that
very few “would believe a young wizard’s and witch’s words”. In the story
of Peter Pan the idea of Neverland is completely incomprehensible for the
adults who want Wendy to give up such fantasies and “grow up”, to give a
few examples.8
To suggest another dimension – involving class and gender – of the notion of an autonomous dissonance we may consider the relationship between
Mr. Darcy and Mrs. Elizabeth (Lizzy) Bennet in Jane Austen’s Pride and
Prejudice. The links between power, class and “reason” are quite evident in
Mr. Darcy’s marriage proposal, against what he believes is expected of a
man of his social status and against his sense of reason. In an unforeseen
visit an agitated Darcy approaches Lizzy exclaiming, “In vain have I struggled.” He has struggled to find reason to overcome his fiery emotions and to
inform his decision. Darcy argues as a kind of pseudo-Kantian, deceiving
himself that he is really trying to let Wille, our practical reason, fully inform
Willkür, or the faculty of choice,9 as if the relationship between Wille and
Willkür could live up to such an ideal. Darcy continues, “It will not do. My
feelings will not be repressed. You must allow me to tell you how ardently I
love you.”10 Austen’s encapsulation of the rest of Darcy’s exclamation
shows how social class and gender determines his claim to what acceptable
reasons are:
He spoke well, but there were feelings besides those of the heart to be detailed, and he was not more eloquent on the subject of tenderness than of
pride. His sense of her inferiority – of its being a degradation – of the family
obstacles which judgment had always opposed to inclination, were dwelt on
with a warmth which seemed due to the consequence he was wounding, but
was very unlikely to recommend his suit.11

7
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Lizzie refuses the proposal and, to use Allen Wood’s words, “proves herself to be the greatest heroine in all romantic fiction simply by having the
plain good sense to take any such declaration as an obvious insult.”12 Lizzie
questions Darcy’s claim to be rational by letting him know her reasons for
refusal. “I might well inquire…why with so evident a design of offending
and insulting me, you choose to tell me against your will, against your reason, and even against your character? Was this not some excuse for incivility, if I was uncivil?”.13
One could take this dissonance of rationality to be a tension between an
instrumental (in Kant, hypothetical) and a moral rationality, but that would
miss important aspects of the difficulties Darcy and Lizzie are facing. In
different ways they struggle with what they conceive as rational and what
their community sees as rational. The situation for Darcy and Lizzie is thus
quite complicated. First, both of them are blinded by the social conventions
of their time, telling them what it is “rational” for a woman or man to do and
what the rational choice of spouse would be. They do not themselves take
responsibility for what is a plausible judgment of their situation, but rely on
the proprieties of their society and class. Second, their rationality and their
feelings are traumatised by their pride and prejudice; Lizzie by her prejudiced opinion of what kind of person Darcy is, being too proud to see who
he tries to be, and Darcy by his desire for Lizzie that makes him blind to
other perhaps more sophisticated feelings for her and better reasons to marry
and love her (which is not to deny the importance of desire, but rather to
widen the scope of what passionate love may involve). They simply are not
aware of the significance of their emotions and thus their emotions obscure
their reasons rather than enlighten them. Third, and I cannot repeat this
enough, they, like all of us, must face the doubt whether their own positions
are rational. For Darcy and Lizzie this is crucial for their overcoming both
their prejudices and the first two difficulties. This dissonance in conceptions
of reason is a condition for reasoning.
In any case, “reason”, as is well expressed in Pride and Prejudice, is an
elusive and contestable term. Though we may, following Kant, regard ourselves and our fellow humans as legislators of the moral law,14 we do make
mistakes in our efforts to construct rational moral norms and in our conceptions of what a reasonable moral norm might be. Reason can only guard
itself against unreason by constantly re-examining itself.15 There are no rules
that determine what is rational, but our communities of reason are formed
12
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through our aptitude to listen to, respond to and acknowledge each other’s
reasons. This means that we not only follow the norms set as standards by
our current conceptions of reason, but that we also let that conception of
reason be interrupted by dissonant voices, such as Hiccup’s, and like Darcy’s
and Lizzie’s as they overcome the prejudice and find further reasons for their
love. That is what I call autonomous dissonance.
I draw this view of reasoning from Cavell who, instead of talking about
the imperfection of reason, says that its capability to transcend itself is what
constitutes reason. Such a transcending then becomes a continual perfecting
of our reasoning. If reason is claimed in our rational interaction, then we can
also transcend what we now understand as rational and move towards a rationality beyond our present state of reasoning. When we understand reason
as something we claim, we will understand that reason is something always
both attained and unattained (CW, 251; CHU, 115). Thus autonomous dissonance can be seen as a call for new forms of rationality when our reasons
have come to an end.

9.2 Dangerous Dissonances: Heteronomy and Evil
From an outsider’s perspective, for someone not living in that time with
those practices, it is tempting to criticise Mr Darcy for his lack of clearsightedness and sensibility. It is easy to see the reason in the anti-slavery
activities among dissidents in societies where slavery is or was a natural part
of life. Given a certain subjective sensibility some things are naturally discerned as morally wrong. From my perspective, slavery is clearly wrong and
many of the opponents of slavery in times and places where slavery has not
been seen as wrong are easily seen as heroes. These heroic voices have at
times been dissonant in advocating for forms of life that seem incomprehensible and irrational to the societies they live in. Nonetheless, it is not as easy
to acknowledge the reason in the dissonant voices I meet every day, here and
now.
Consider a pre-school with a few teachers and a few children aged four to
five years old; some of these children (to challenge common assumptions let
them be girls) have started to play a very violent game. It is basically a game
of tag, but the game has evolved so that instead of just tagging each other the
children wrestle each other and whoever is the first to be in so much pain
that she either gives up or cries is ‘it’. Finding out about this the teachers try
to put an end to the game and talk to the children about the wrongs of hurting each other. Two girls, however, find this game very exciting. To them
the threat of pain is what makes the game thrilling and although some of the
other children start to be frightened of them, the girls want their friends to
share in their newfound passion for this violent game. The attraction of the
game is understandable. The fear of getting hurt can intensify the excitement
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of an ordinary game of tag. However, from an adult perspective the brutality
of the game can be quite provocative, not only because of the pain involved,
but also because of the risks of the children getting both physically and emotionally harmed. Many adults would probably say that these kinds of activities do not belong in pre-school. Now, imagine these children continuing the
game despite their elders’ and some of their class mates’ reprimands. These
girls have come to value violence and pain.
There are many practices and behaviours we find among children that we
find provocative and that we clearly see a need to prohibit. Dissonance, as I
have described it, may in some circumstances seem heroic, but what I want
to show in this example is that it can also be seen as violent, destructive and
immoral. Moreover, I wish to emphasise that the evaluative perspective from
which we hear a voice may be very different given the various historical and
social contexts from which we evaluate it. The story about these violent girls
is thus meant to emphasise that dissonant voices may be terrifying because
we do not know how to judge them, because given our evaluative perspective they may be harmful or even evil. The scene calls attention to the horrific and dangerous aspects of dissonance in a way that Wittgenstein’s example
of writing series of numbers does not. One may want to say to these girls
that their game is not acceptable, and one may have good grounds for this,
but they may not share those grounds. The same goes for the scenes of instruction in Wittgenstein, but in the cases of counting and writing series of
numbers the moral issue is limited to the relationship between the teacher
and the student. The girls in my example remind us that there may be a real
worry about the destructiveness of the dissonant voice.
As I have been talking about possible autonomous dissonances and possible dissonances in the conceptions of reason, let me now suggest some varieties of possible dissonances that may be offensive not only to conceptions of
reason but also to our conception of morality. Awareness of such dissonances is crucial in order to be clear about what makes dissonances threatening.
Before I go on to what I take to be a Cavellian take on the dangers of dissonance, or the dangers of acknowledging the unacceptable, let me again begin
with a Kantian vocabulary by introducing the ideas of a heteronomous dissonance and an evil dissonance.

9.21 Heteronomous Dissonances
It is possible that Stoick is not motivated by autonomous reasons at all, but
by his vanity as a great Viking chief who must prove his stoic strength to his
fellow Vikings. Then the motivation behind such action is not a rational
principle, but rather a principle whereby Hiccup and his “friends” become
the means for Stoick to establish his position as Viking chief. This exempli-
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fies what Kant would call heteronomy of the will and is to Kant “the source
of all spurious principles of morality.”16
Heteronomy, for Kant, is when the motivation for action or for taking on
a norm for action is not based on self-legislated reasons, but on things outside the rational self – things like conventions, appetites, desires, etc.17 Mr
Darcy can serve as an example of someone acting heteronomously: he lets
other things than himself become the authors of the norms or reasons that
guide his actions. However, Hiccup’s voice could also be motivated by heteronomous norms. His sudden outburst could be motivated by fear of being
excommunicated from the tribe rather than by norms he has reason to find
plausible. An action of some kind might conform to rational principles, but
be motivated by something else – e.g. by conventions or inclinations – hence
not by the actor’s good will, to use Kant’s term.
To Kant it is immensely important to recognise this uncertainty in what
motivates our actions (though this aspect is seldom recognised by Kant’s
critics). I cannot even be sure about my own motives. No matter how many
good reasons I give for the norms I act upon there may be something else
entirely that motivates the same actions. Kant thought of human beings as
imperfect rational beings.18 According to Allen Wood, Kant “holds that our
use of reason develops through history but that reason itself is a single faculty with unchanging principles.”19 And later Wood writes, “the Kantian position is that we humans are capable of rationality but on the whole not very
successful at being rational.”20 As already indicated in Chapters Four and
Five this formulation is troublesome to me.
As I understand Kant, the idea that humans are imperfectly rational can
go in two directions. First, human beings do not reason “perfectly”, that is,
our ability to reason is faulty and we can come to the wrong conclusions.
Second, human reasons are inflected by all sorts of unreasonable aspects of
human nature such as bodily instincts and desires, which makes it very difficult to be clear about the distinction between heteronomy and autonomy,
both when considering our own thinking and acting, and when judging the
actions of others. Kant’s concept calls for humility in everyday ethical
judgements. However, here is also where Kant’s concepts may clash with the
notion of rationality I have presented. If human reason is seen as imperfect,
inflected by a faulty rational ability and by all the other aspects of being
human such as desires, inclination, instinct and so on, then Kant appears to
suggest that there is an ideal form of reasoning beyond the feeble attempts of
16
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humans to reason in their present states. But what would such reasoning be?
To think beyond our own capacity to reason or beyond the practices of reasoning that we are engaged with would be to think of reason as something
that goes beyond what we take as reasonable.
Read this way, Kant appears to forget one of the points of departure of his
critical project: that human reason perpetually attempts to transcend itself.21 I
suggest we read Kant differently, but I also take the tendency to read Kant as
suggesting a pure rational capacity that is divorced from the actualities of
human life to reveal a common tendency, not so much in Kant’s philosophy,
but in philosophising and thinking in general.
Though I clearly cannot fully agree with Kant’s view of reason as a capability or faculty, Kant does recognise the discursive character of reason. If I
understand him correctly, to Kant reason is essentially communicative and
really about practices of reasoning. Reasons are not, as Wood puts it, “private possessions of those whom they are reasons,” they are shared.22 I give
reasons and take them from others. I reason with others. Like the mouse in
Chapter Five, who despite the young mouse’s whimsical reasoning goes on
reasoning with the child, I have suggested that the giving and taking of reasons involves an acknowledgement of whomever I reason with (even myself) as giving reasons. I acknowledge their words and their voice as something to take into consideration. If Kantian reason, then, is considered to be
based on the minimal principles of self-criticism and self-correction in reasoning, then this may be very consistent with the view I have tried to develop, but then it would be quite strange to think of reason as governed by unchanging principles not yet reached by imperfect humans.23 The perpetual
changes, by self-correction and self-examination, in reasoning are the only
“principle” of reason.
But then what happens to the distinction between autonomy and heteronomy? For Kant, reasoning can be acknowledged as reasoning if it follows
certain principles. I take the different formulations of the categorical imperative, for example, to be principles for moral reasoning.24 From an ordinary
language philosopher’s point of view these principles can be seen as criteria
according to which we use moral concepts. But then of course the ordinary
language philosopher would recognise the plurality of such criteria and as
such a plurality of forms of reasoning. Some Kantians would certainly agree
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on this.25 However, the ordinary language philosopher would take the idea of
reasoning being based in acknowledgement to mean that the criteria for reasoning cannot be finally determined, but grow out of the lives with words
and reasons that those engaged with practices of reasoning actually live. I
take that to be an important insight of Pride and Prejudice, which Alice
Crary points out.26 The life Mr Darcy lives actually has to change to some
extent first in order for him to see his reasoning differently; then his reasoning actually changes. His conception of pride is transformed and he finds
pride in his relationship with Lizzy rather than seeing his affections for her
as a problem for a man of his social position. Hence, his way of living a certain class, a certain gender, his forms of reasoning, however principled, are
reformed. He can see reasons that before were hidden to him. Reasoning
cannot be disconnected from the history of human lives. It is in those lives
that reason is self-correcting. But doesn’t that mean that whatever heteronomous motivations Mr Darcy has are connected to the autonomous motivations of his thought and actions? Given the recognition of the extent that our
sensibilities are involved in reasoning and in what we acknowledge as reasons, the distinction between autonomy and heteronomy obscures this to the
extent that it is impossible to distinguish between autonomy and heteronomy.
I am not sure how far this goes beyond Kant, and this is not the place to
explore that, and obscurity does not mean that the notions of heteronomy and
autonomy are useless. I do suggest however that they should be understood
in terms of each other. Hence, when we consider Hiccup’s and Stoick’s conversation we realise that it may involve not only a clash between different
reasons, but also an existential clash between forms of life. They simply live
more differently than they thought they did. Thinking of Kantian heteronomy through Pride and Prejudice and How to Train Your Dragon emphasises
a further dimension of the autonomy and heteronomy divide. Heteronomy
and autonomy not only become a way to describe norms and motivations of
action, but also a way to describe how such norms shape our identity. For
instance, Mr Darcy lets the societal norms of propriety determine how he
understands himself, as a gentleman and man of honour. As long as he is not
himself involved in creating these norms they limit his self-understanding,
and some possibilities of being are closed to him. The same goes for Stoick,
who cannot imagine a Hooligan chief being otherwise. Hiccup’s voice rings
dissonant just because he does question a chief’s and a father’s identity.27
25
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Let’s go back to the example of the girls’ violent game. The horrible and
uncanny reality is that we cannot easily dismiss the girls’ practices as morally wrong. We cannot be sure what motivates our thinking as much as we
may be unsure about theirs. Openness to dissonance means openness to the
horrific. Thus it seems appropriate to feel uneasy with the notion of dissonance.
It is here that the distinction between autonomy and heteronomy is useful.
However, it is also in cases involving horrific forms of dissonance that the
obscurity of the distinction between autonomy and heteronomy can be revealing. Keeping the distinction opens the way for an investigation of
whether there are reasons for the girls’ dissonance. One can ask questions
about whether the motives for such a game are merely a matter of thoughtless excitement or if the girls actually reason about the morality of their play.
The girls may be well aware of the problems of causing pain. Who wouldn’t
be? But they also see that pain may have another point. We can think of their
reasoning as analogous with that of the professional athlete who is very
much aware of the painful suffering and discomfort of training and competition, but sees it as part of what makes the game interesting and worthwhile.
Such thinking makes the activity as much a game of the mind, struggling
with fear and the tendency to avoid pain and discomfort, as of a physical
activity. But of course, such reasoning may also just be an excuse for sadomasochistic inclinations.
When considering the girls’ game it is also possible to find that the autonomy-heteronomy distinction gets more obscure. Kant emphasises that we
cannot determine whether a particular voice is motivated by a search for
reason, for a way to be able to go on together, or not. But if these girls’ voices are truly dissonant, we will come to a point where we cannot see their
reasons as reasons or where they won’t see our reasons as reasons. As with
Wittgenstein’s counting examples the teachers conversations with these girls
may come to a stage where reason seems to come to an end, where the
teachers are inclined to say, “This simply what we do, and what we don’t
do” (cf. PI §217). When talking with children about moral behaviour this
inclination may come naturally. One may want to say, “That is simply
wrong, just don’t do that,” without giving any further justifications. In this
case there is no point in thinking about Kantian autonomy in terms of a selflegislating subject, or of heteronomy as something that describes the subject
Press, 1996), 120-129. In the hands of Levinas and philosophers inspired by his works the
notions are problematised. Levinas shows that the freedom of autonomous identifications of
the self limits the ethical relationship to the other and that the heteronomous obtrusion of
otherness of the other to the autonomous self makes the ethical possible. See “Philosophy and
the Idea of Infinity,” Collected Philosophical Papers, trans. Alphonso Lingis (Dordrecht:
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1987). I try to keep to the insights of Levinas’ position here but
at the same time point to difficulties in just letting any heteronomous voice disrupt the autonomous self. That is also the reason why I keep close to the Kantian uses of the terms.
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as following external legislation. Self-legislation presupposes practices of
reasoning and, when they come to an end, conceptions of autonomy and
heteronomy are obscured.
However, the scepticism of other minds that appears to motivate Kant’s
modesty regarding our knowledge of what actually motivates our actions
opens the way for a Cavellian understanding of Kantian rationality. When
we are willing to live with the scepticism of other minds we can approach
the other without demanding absolute certainty (justified true belief) about
how we should understand the other. Just as we may be uncertain about
which voice is dissonant, we may be uncertain which voice is autonomous
and which is heteronomous, even if it is our own voice. We realise that our
understanding of others and of ourselves is an on-going process. Rather than
being a refutation of Kantian views of reason I take the obscurity of the distinction between heteronomy and autonomy to emphasise the struggling
character of reason as turning against itself, as self-correcting.

9.22 Evil Dissonances
Distinguishing between autonomous dissonance and heteronomous dissonance is difficult. That the distinction is obscure leads to a very real worry.
This worry stems from the acknowledgement that what I take as reason may
be challenged by a dissonant voice that at first I think of as irrational. Dissonant situations can lead us into a position where what we thought of as reasonable cannot be used as a point of departure or taken for granted. So, if I
may put it this way, what if the dissonant voice seems to me to be a an expression of evil? How can I, without any point of reference to a particular
conception of rationality, determine whether the voice is evil? This seems to
me to be a real worry when we approach dissonant voices, a worry that
comes with all sorts of philosophical and practical temptations. Can children’s dissonant voices express evil?
Let me turn to this question by considering Tolkien’s figure Gollum, or
Sméagol, as he is also called.28 Gollum is introduced as a deformed hobbit
(humanlike beings who love peace, food and pipe-tobacco and celebrate the
simple unadventurous life) marked by guilt of earlier acts and exclusion
from old hobbit communities. Gollum is in many ways a vicious and dangerous creature, ill-willed and self-centred. But there are other characteristics
of Gollum as well. He is childlike and there is hope in him, hope for happiness (or at least some relief from his misery) and perhaps for some form of
redemption, and hope to be something he isn’t.
28
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Let me turn to a passage from the first encounter with Gollum in Tolkien’s work. This is from The Hobbit. Bilbo Baggins has just found the ring
without knowing its abilities, and won a game of riddles with Gollum who
has promised to show Bilbo the way out of the caves where he has got himself lost. Gollum has just found out that his birthday present, the precious
ring, is lost. Gollum has guessed that Bilbo has the ring in his pocket, but too
late.
“My birthday present! Curse it! How did we lose it, my precious? Yes, that’s
it. When we came this way last, when we twisted that nassty young squeeker.
That’s it. Curse it! It slipped from us, after all these ages and ages! It’s gone,
gollum.”
Suddenly Gollum sat down and began to weep, a whistling and gurgling
sound horrible to listen to…After a while Gollum stopped weeping and began
to talk. He seemed to be having an argument with himself.
“We guesses, precious, only guesses. We can’t know till we find the nassty
creature and squeezes it. But it doesn’t know what the present can do, does it?
It’ll just keep it in its pocketses. It doesn’t know, and it can’t go far. It’s lost
itself, the nassty nosey thing. It doesn’t know the way out. It said so.”
“It said so, yes; but it’s tricksy. It doesn’t say what it means. It won’t say
what it’s got in its pocketses. It knows. It knows a way in, it must know a way
out, yes. It’s off to the back-door. To the back-door, that’s it.”
“The goblinses will catch it then. It can’t get out that way, precious.”
“Ssss, sss, gollum! Goblinses! Yes, but if it’s got the present, our precious
present, then the goblinses will get it, gollum! They’ll find it, they’ll find out
what it does. We shan’t ever be safe again, never, gollum! One of the goblinses will put it on, and then no one will see him. He’ll be there but not seen. Not
even our clever eyeses will notice him; and he’ll come creepsy and tricksy and
catch us, gollum, gollum!”
“Then let’s stop talking, precious, and make haste. If the Baggins has gone
that way, we go quick and see. Go! Not far now. Make haste!”29

This passage says a lot about Gollum. Consider his language. Gollum
speaks in part as children sometimes are pictured to speak, adding “-ses” at
the end of words, using words such as “tricksy” and “creepsy”, an idiosyncratic syntax in some sentences and even speaking about himself in the third
person. I say he speaks as children are depicted as speaking, not necessarily
how young children do speak, because the Gollum-figure can be said to remind us of a certain picture of children. This picture of children suggests a
form of innocence in Gollum that can awaken empathy even for someone
who would consider eating Bilbo.
The third-person in Gollum’s speech is also plural. Some suggest that this
points to a schizophrenic aspect of Gollum’s character.30 I think such a con29
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clusion is rushed. Gollum has lived alone, as an out-cast, for a very long
time. There is only one thing that he loves (and hates): his precious golden
ring. The ring protects him, he depends on it and he is deeply drawn to it and
its beauty. He has lived alone with it for so long that he even identifies with
it. In this passage he sometimes speaks about “the precious” both as himself
and the ring he has just lost. Even the gurgling sound that gave him the name
“Gollum” has reference to the ring. “Goll” in Old Norse is “Gold” or “treasure” and can sometimes even refer to “rings.”31 The new name “Gollum,”
which replaces “Sméagol,” represents the change in Gollum, a change that
attaches him to his precious ring and identifies him with it. No wonder the
loss of the ring is a real crisis for Gollum. Gollum’s sense of self is inseparable from the ring. Talking to the ring out loud is like talking to himself, having an argument with himself.
Now, noticing aspects such as these in this passage is crucial to be able to
see beyond Gollum’s monstrous appearance. His first reaction to meeting
Bilbo is after all to ponder if and how he should eat him.32 Listening to Gollum’s conversation with himself humanises what at first is just a foul creature. I realise that the creature looks like us, but not quite. It speaks like us,
but not quite like us. It lives like us, but not quite like us. Gollum is a figure
at, or perhaps just beyond, the margins of our form of life. In some ways he
is on the margins in similar ways to a small child, with a limited vocabulary
and idiosyncratic syntax, his crawling, his curiosity and unclear sense of self.
But he is also in the margins because of his monstrosity, eating goblins and
considering eating hobbits.
In displaying both humanity and monstrosity the figure of Gollum sheds
light on the horrific aspects of dissonance. I can see that Gollum could be a
part of some kind of “We.” I find things in common with him, and others I
incorporate in different forms of “We” are in some ways like him. But his
monstrous possibilities frighten me. This raises questions about how much
dissonance and what kind of dissonance I can allow myself to go on with
and how I can determine that. Bilbo comes to such a point when he has a
chance to kill Gollum.
He [Bilbo] must get away, out of this horrible darkness, while he had any
strength left. He must fight. He must stab the foul thing, put its eyes out, kill
it. It meant to kill him. No, not a fair fight. He was invisible now. Gollum had
no sword. Gollum had not actually threatened to kill him, or tried to yet [at
least not openly]. And he was miserable, alone, lost. A sudden understanding,
a pity mixed with horror, welled up in Bilbo’s heart: a glimpse of endless unmarked days without light or hope of betterment, hard stone, cold fish, sneaking and whispering. All these thoughts passed in a flash of a second.33
31
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Notice how Bilbo’s thoughts turn from considering an “It” to a “He.”
When Bilbo sees Gollum’s life from the perspective that Bilbo himself is in
– lost, alone and miserable, in a cold cave system far from daylight, without
any sense of time – Bilbo’s empathy for the creature transforms his picture
of Gollum from a foul creature to a despairing and unhappy person. This is
the problem of evil dissonance. I meet a voice that is far beyond what I can
imagine to accept, but in the same subject I hear expressions that awaken my
empathy, that I can go on with, who I share a life and fate with, someone
who reminds me of myself, my own hopes and expectations, my own misery
and hopelessness. Here we face the same problem as with the distinction
between heteronomous and autonomous dissonance: we can’t finally determine what motivates the voice that we find to be evil, which means that we
cannot fully determine whether we are justified in calling it evil.
Let me give a brief account of what can be involved in the evil of a dissonant figure like Gollum, without any pretence to give a comprehensive account of the concept of “evil” or the accounts of evil I turn to. I simply want
to exemplify the variety of evils that can be at play and can cause anxiety in
meeting dissonant voices. I shall use four terms for evil: Kantian evil, radical
evil, banal evil and monstrosity. We can see all these at play when considering the figure Gollum and all of them point to worrisome aspects of dissonance.34
To Kant all evil is radical. Evil is radical because it is at odds with the
moral law, as understood by Kant. This is a radical part of human nature: an
innate propensity to do evil. To Kant human beings share the possibility to
choose to act evilly.35 He divides this propensity to evil in to three grades:
First, the frailty of my human nature, which is my tendency to not carry out
my moral convictions because other inclinations are more powerful in me.
Second, is about the impurity in my motive. My reasons for acting, even
morally justified reasons, tend to be mixed up with ill-will or other motives.
Third, is what Kant calls the corruption of the human heart. This is the propensity to choose to act against my moral convictions. Kant thinks of this as
“reversing the ethical order” by deliberately subordinating my conviction of
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what is good for other desires and inclinations.36 The summary of Kant’s
conception of evil is that humans as a species have a propensity to act
against their own moral convictions, out of frailty of will or because reasons
other than the moral conviction take precedence.
Let me turn to what I call radical evil. The account of evil I choose to call
radical evil differs from what Kant calls radical evil. Whereas Kant speaks of
a general “radical propensity to evil” in human nature,37 Hannah Arendt
speaks of radical evil as the specific form of absolute or greatest evil we find
in totalitarian communities and genocide. It seems clear that Kant and Arendt use the notion “radical evil” in different ways, although Kant’s notion
may incorporate Arendt’s view. For Kant “radical” refers to the nature the
evil grows from. For Arendt “radical” marks an extreme form of evil that is
impossible to understand.38
Responding to the tremendous horrors of Auschwitz in her book On the
Origins of Totalitarianism Arendt suggests that there is a radical form of evil
that goes beyond any “humanly comprehensible motives.”39 We cannot understand the evils of the Holocaust and similar events. “[W]e actually have
nothing to fall back on in order to understand a phenomenon that nevertheless confronts us with its overpowering reality and breaks down all the
standards we know.”40 We may feel inclined to talk of this kind of evil as
unspeakable. We can call it “evil” and describe what happens, but to go into
a description of its workings as the Kantian conception of evil allows us to
do is, according to Arendt, impossible. The point of the concentration camps
was not only to use persons as a means to an end, though that is certainly a
fair description of some of the happenings there. The concentration camps
deprived the persons of any value at all. The victims became, as Paul Formosa puts it, not “even things or means, worthy of achieving a particular end,
but intrinsically valueless, as completely useless and thus superfluous.”41
Arendt’s radical evil refers to a rendering of others into disposable living
corpses.42
Arendt describes the process of making others disposable in three steps.
The first step is to destroy the juridical person and render persons and groups
of people as rights-less,43 and thus without legal protection. The second step
36
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involves destroying the moral person. This means constructing practices
where the subject is faced with impossible choices, where making morally
reasonable choices is not up to the subject. Even martyrdom is, according to
Arendt, impossible since the martyr is dependent on the publicness of the
protest to give it meaning and the totalitarian system makes such publicness
impossible by making death and killing anonymous.44 The third step consists
in destroying human individuality and spontaneity. Arendt claims that destroying individuality also destroys “man’s power to begin something new
out of his own resources.”45 The totalitarian system stops rebellion of its
victims not by brute force, but by rendering human beings as nothing more
than reactions to their environment, incapable of creating something of their
own. As such they become disposable and valueless. In this system the steps
are made possible through identification with one form of man (by identifying with the party, for instance), and thereby reducing pluralism and whatever falls outside of that form.
Now let’s look at the Gollum figure. Just from the few quoted passages
above, it is easy to think of Gollum as evil in the Kantian sense. Gollum is
constantly acting on motives other than recognisably moral ones. When we
read about his reasoning, the moral dimension of his reasoning is so downplayed that it is hardly detectable. To Gollum all that matter is getting his
ring back, everything else is secondary. However, Gollum’s psychological
history contextualises his evil in ways that expand the Kantian conception.
In the beginning of The Lord of the Rings Gandalf the wizard tells the story
of how Gollum got the ring and of his transformation from the hobbit
Sméagol to Gollum. A key passage in this story is where Gandalf emphasises how Gollum, then Sméagol, was laden with extreme guilt for murdering
his friend Déagol to get the ring.46 Laden with guilt, Gollum created all kinds
of lies to excuse the event and, eventually, almost forget it. Gollum made an
effort to suppress his moral inclination in order to be able to live with himself. Gollum’s first evil action seems to grow out of the frailty of his nature,
as his desire for the ring is allowed to overcome his moral conviction and
leads to him committing his first murder. This first action overshadows all of
his life and makes everything else – like the theft, deception and plotting that
he begins when he is under the protection of the magic ring – seem of lesser
consequence.
This is all comprehensible, but as time goes on life with the other hobbits
becomes unbearable for Gollum as he can’t really live with himself. His theft
and deception are discovered (though not the murder of his friend) and he is
cast out from his community. In a way he turns around the Arendtian account of radical evil. Arendt sees this evil as a result of totalitarian ideologi44
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cal practices, but in Gollum’s case he goes through her steps by applying
them to himself. He makes his life incompatible with his community and
loses his position among the hobbits, loses his rights, so to speak. He lives in
a place where rights are not applicable. He also puts himself in a position
where morality has no claim upon him, where eating whatever he comes
across becomes his means of survival. His diet of raw meat, of Goblins and
later even human children,47 sets him in complete dissonance with his community, and his motives become more and more incomprehensible, both to
himself and others. Finally, his own person is mixed up with the ring, which
leaves him with a deep hatred of himself as he filled with suppressed guilt
and only able to love himself as part of his precious ring. Important for my
later account of perfectionist dissonance, Gollum also gives up any attempts
to become different, to make himself comprehensible to himself. He has
given up all hope of being something other than the creepy monster he has
become. Arendt thinks of this evil as a result of a totalitarian state. But in the
figure of Gollum we see that this is not only a matter of the conditions of a
state or community. Gollum renders himself disposable. Its community may
render a dissonant voice evil, but in moving beyond its community the voice
also moves beyond comprehensibility of itself. The dissonant voice is in a
position where the voice is not human anymore, and its expressions are disposable, without identity and nothing more than a guttural sound, like “gollum!”
In some ways the figure of Gollum reconciles Kantian evil and radical
evil by illustrating how aspects of both play a part in reshaping his moral
identity and finally destroying it, pushing him to become a monster. Still,
one should keep in mind that Gollum also has features that awaken empathy,
despite his ill-doings, which is something Tolkien persistently reminds us of.
Arendt underscores these non-monstrous features in her later vision of
banal evil. When attending the trials of Adolph Eichmann she finds that her
conception of radical evil does not entirely fit Eichmann. Arendt finds
Eichmann to be thoughtless. According to her, he did “not display any distinctive thought of his own. It was his ‘banality’ that predisposed him to
become one of the greatest criminals of his time.”48 Arendt distances herself
from her conception of radical evil and comes to a position where she describes Eichmann not as having incomprehensible motives, but as being
motiveless.49 This account can be read as an accusation of most people. Arendt was struck by Eichmann’s ordinariness. “The trouble with Eichmann
was precisely that so many were like him, and that the many were neither
47
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perverted nor sadistic, that they were, and still are terribly and terrifyingly
normal.”50 Eichmann could not be seen as stupid. In fact he was clearly not
and in some ways even seemed to be innovative in how he executed orders.
It is not a matter of a complete lack of moral thinking either. Eichmann on
many occasions did go to some lengths to avoid causing unnecessary pain.
The problem was that at the same time he was totally unconcerned about
sending millions of people to their death.51 The nature of his thoughtlessness
or his banality thus lies in his inability both to see the monstrosity of the
most obvious moral disasters and to still have other moral worries.
Most would share Eichmann’s natural reaction of “real agitation” at the
beating to death of a young boy.52 In that sense and in so many others we are
attuned with Eichmann. His dissonance consists in his indifference to the
horrors of an institution like the concentration camp and the millions he
sends into his industrialised death-machinery. Eichmann’s thoughtlessness
makes him blind. In the case of Gollum this is in some sense even more disturbing. Gollum starts with a full awareness of his crimes and is burdened
with guilt. His thoughtlessness is not based on an inability to think, but is
something he forces on himself to be able to live with himself. It is a refusal
to think not an inability, ending in a forgetting of moral thought. Gollum’s
moral refusal shows how the radical and the banal can coincide in one subject. Gollum’s dehumanisation of himself forces him into a stage of thoughtlessness where, just as the only thing that matters for Eichmann is the orders
and the approval of his superiors in the Nazi regime, the only thing that matters to Gollum is the relationship with the ring. Eichmann is the National
Socialist Party, as Gollum is the ring. They have no thoughts of their own.
But what has this to do with our daily lives with children, and children’s
dissonant voices? Our children are not Eichmanns or Gollums, are they? No
not really. Cannibalism, murder and particularly mass-murder may not be
part of our everyday experience. But in a sense even our children can be
Eichmanns and Gollums, as we all can. This is the worry of dissonance. The
dissonant voice, in going beyond my conception of moral reason, though
maybe not justifying murder, can be an incomprehensible evil, or a Kantian
dissonance with moral law. But likewise, my inability to go on with the dissonant voice, to grasp it and live with it, can also be seen as a form of
thoughtlessness or self-deception. It is possible that I do not see the moral
aspect of the dissonant voice, that I am the Eichmann blind to certain immoralities of my own life, the one whose thoughtlessness covers up my guilt.
To explain this let me briefly turn to the last form of evil I find useful to my
account, expressed in Cavell’s remarks on moral monstrosity.
In The Claim of Reason Cavell writes,
50
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To understand Nazism, whatever that will mean, will be to understand it as a
human possibility: monstrous, unforgivable, but not therefore the conduct of
monsters. Monsters are not unforgiveable, and not forgivable. We do not bear
the right internal relation to them for forgiveness to apply (CR 378).

Cavell’s view is that “mere morality is not designed to evaluate the behavior or interactions of monsters” (CR 265). Monsters go beyond our moral
categories and beyond our moral lives.53 Monsters, if I understand Cavell, are
mostly the stuff of fairy tales and fantasy, beings that are obviously evil in
everything they do. But to Cavell this is not a real possibility when we consider human beings. Not even Nazis like Eichmann, though they display real
monstrosities, can be considered monsters. The kind of internal relation we
have with human beings is very different. Monsters are not a part of, not
even on the margins of, our forms of life.
One of the examples Cavell works with is that of the slave-owner in the
nineteenth-century American south. The slave-owner claims that his slaves
are not human beings, but something more akin to cattle. To most people
today such a claim would sound both horrific and ridiculous. Of course they
are human beings. Cavell suggests that the slave-owner is blind to the kind
of life he lives with the slaves. The slave-owner cannot mean anything specific by his claim; rather the claim suggests that the slave-owner sees that
there are kinds of human beings and so lives accordingly. There is clearly a
difference between his life with his cattle and his life with his slaves. As
Cavell remarks, the slave-owner does not take concubines and rape his cattle, neither does he try to convert his horses to Christianity. “Everything in
his relation to his slaves shows that he treats them as more or less human –
his humiliation of them, his disappointments, his jealousies, his fears, his
punishments, his attachments…” (CR, 376). When pushed the slave-owner
will end with the Wittgensteinian response: “In the end he will appeal to
history, to a form, or rather to a way, of life: this is what he does” (CR, 376).
Despite the attempts to cover up his moral responsibility by thinking of the
slaves as non-human, the slave-owner lives with his slaves as fellow human
beings and because he sees them as human beings he can see them as slaves
and treat them as such. The world has struck the slave-owner in a certain
way. He sees certain human beings as slaves. This does not illustrate the
perspective of a monster, but reveals a human possibility. It reveals the power and fragility in how we as human beings experience each other.
Like Kant and Arendt, Cavell places evil not as something exclusive to
monsters, but as a human possibility, based in the fragility of human interac53

This formulation can appear incompatible with my view of moral thinking beyond moral
concepts (see Chapter Four). This is not the case. That is way I add ”beyond our moral lives”.
Our moral relations to monsters are so that our moral thinking is not applicable in our interactions with them, whether we make our moral point by telling stories or through logical argument.
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tion (and in our interaction with non-human animals). In fact, in this account,
monsters become a mere moral fantasy. There is nothing to say about monsters within moral discourse. That would be like holding natural catastrophes
responsible. However, there is much to say about the unforgivable monstrosities of human beings, however difficult it is to understand. Hence, we can
see, as my reading of the figure of Gollum in Tolkien suggests, that the radical evil of Arendt’s account is not limited to the context of totalitarian regimes and practices, but is human possibility in general as Kant suggests,
within a range of historical, ideological and subjective contexts.
Now, if I can return to Gollum for a while. At first all Gollum seems to be
is a monster, a dark creature who is nothing but ill-willed. However, as the
story about this monster unfolds it becomes more and more difficult to see
him as only a monster. The first occasion that suggests this is the passage in
which Bilbo stops his sword from discovering the tragic life of the being in
front of him, recognising and acknowledging his hopelessness. Even the
monster is not only a monster, but also a being with a life story, a being to
pity. This is further emphasised in Gandalf’s retelling of the story of Gollum’s life. Hearing only of Gollum’s ill-deeds makes him a monster, but
when Frodo tells Gandalf that he does not feel any pity for Gollum Gandalf
simply answers, “You have not seen him.”54 And indeed Frodo will see him
and that will change his perception of him. He sees a tragic story in this creature, a story that can become his own. Himself caught by the power of the
ring, Frodo acknowledges the weakness and frailty in himself that turned
Sméagol the hobbit into Gollum. Frodo comes to see what Bilbo saw. The
significance of this for Gollum is tremendous. For a while, Frodo’s acknowledgement of Gollum allows him to see himself as Sméagol once again, and
he recalls a self not so closely connected to the ring.
This is the trouble here. Gollum and Eichmann are too normal. We share
too much with them to let them be just monsters. When we consider their
actions they will sound clearly dissonant to our moral attunement, but despite the outer appearance that these actions can give, and despite the creepiness of Gollum’s appearance, seeing them – as Arendt did with Eichmann
and as Frodo and Bilbo did with Gollum – we find their dissonance within
our own form of life, albeit perhaps on the margins. There are ways in which
we can consider them to be a part of our “We,” just as there are ways in
which we can’t. If the point of Cavell’s account is to show that monsters are
not morally blind but human beings are, then the point of my account is to
show that the conception of a monster dissolves once we can see the monster
as having a story and that I am subject to the same moral fragility.
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9.3 Dissonance beyond Reason
So, where are we now? Let’s recall Wittgenstein’s account of the pupil writing down series of numbers. The example is absurd. The example pushes at
the limits of what we can take as a reasonable response to an instruction and
attempts to correct the practice. When we consider moral dissonance it is
perhaps more natural to see that, at times, dissonance can be a good thing.
Hiccup’s resistance to his father’s decision to excommunicate him can easily
be justified. We can also see that what may have seemed fully rational from
particular evaluative perspectives has been questioned and that such questioning can transform our sense of reason and our subjective sensibilities.
However, moral dissonance can also be horrific and scary and sometimes
rightly so. It would be morally absurd to attune to the immoral dissonances
of Gollum. We are naturally afraid of dissonance and that is not necessarily a
bad thing. However, our natural fear of dissonance is very dangerous and
can lead to all kinds of further horrors such as racism, anti-Semitism, homophobia, misogyny, sexism etc. Often, the evil of dissonance is not as clear as
in the case of Eichmann’s moral indifference to industrialised murder or
Gollum’s indifference to morality at large. The fear of evil in dissonance
may strike us differently depending on social and historical contexts and
depending on our evaluative perspective. But that fear might protect us
against adopting evil practices as much as it might blind us to our own evil.
The point is that the risk of evil is equally present in attuned practices –
Eichmann was attuned in many Nazi practices – but we are not equally
afraid of attunement.
The fragility and failures of human interaction are revealed in our conceptions of reason (that is, reason itself, since reason is unimaginable outside
our conception of it), of autonomy, and of evil. Here I agree with Martin
Shuster’s reading of Cavell.
The interest (or promise) that Cavell’s moral perfectionism holds for us is that
it attempts to work within the framework of such failures (whether of reasons
or acknowledgement, of institutions or individuals); Cavell’s moral perfectionism should be understood as the means of navigating this fragility, not as a
means for proposing it.55

I have not yet said much about how to navigate within this fragility. For
this I turn to what I call perfectionist dissonance in the next chapter, since
navigating within the fragility of human interactions can be seen as a form of
dissonance in itself.
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***
This chapter has in a number of ways dealt with dissonance in relation to
reason. The existential dissonance I emphasise can be thought of as an expression of reason beyond our common conceptions of reason, or as a form
of autonomy. Dissonant voices can, despite their irrational appearances, invite new forms of reasoning beyond our current conceptions of reason.
However, there are good reasons to be cautious about voices that go beyond
common conceptions of reason. Breaking with those conceptions may be
both heteronomous and, in the worst cases, evil. The possibility of existential
dissonance, having both of these possibilities, enlarging and breaking with
conceptions of reason (and morality), gives us no sure standards from which
we can ensure that our practices, communities, voices and actions are reasonably and morally sound. We are left without an assurance of our own
rationality or moral standing. However, as I will suggest in the following
chapters, dissonance also gives us hope for our reasoning, moral and otherwise.

10. Perfectionist Dissonance

So thoroughly and sincerely are we compelled to
live, reverencing out life, and denying the possibility
of change. This is the only way, we say; but there are
as many ways as there can be drawn radii from one
centre. All change is a miracle to contemplate; but it
is a miracle which is taking place every instant.
– Henry David Thoreau, Walden, I 16.

Human interactions are fragile. Just by living together we are in danger of
hurting one another in multifarious ways, often unintentionally and unknowingly. Life with others may shut us off from them. The kinds of lives we live
with others may be the stumbling block for serious and sound interactions
and conversation with others. The life I live may make it impossible for me
to render myself intelligible to others and to myself. Such situations can of
course be very frustrating and impossible to cope with both for those who
find their voices to sound dissonant when interacting with others, struggling
to make themselves intelligible, and for those who struggle to go on with
those voices.
In this chapter I will argue that there are dissonant voices that call for a
transformation and even a revolution of ourselves, our sensibilities, our lives
and our communities. I call such dissonance perfectionist, thinking of Cavell’s moral perfectionism. I shall qualify what I talked about in the previous
chapter as navigation within the fragility and failures of human interactions
as a perpetual struggle to render ourselves intelligible.
I will begin by returning to Cavell’s notion of moral perfectionism and
expand on it. I shall then continue by qualifying the transformation that is at
the heart of perfectionism through reading a passage from Kant’s Religion
Within the Limits of Mere Reason in conversation with Wittgenstein’s idea
that in philosophy we constantly need to turn our investigations around with
our real needs as an axis. These sections set the background for exploring the
kind of struggle involved in navigating within the fragility of our interactions. I will explore this struggle through reading Henrik Ibsen’s play A Doll
House and expand on Cavell’s reading of that play. I then turn to the novel
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix to explore the possibility of finding forms of perfectionist voices within ourselves and thus emphasise the
need to work on our own intelligibility of ourselves.
238
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10.1 Moral Perfectionism Revisited
I shall here return to moral perfectionism by emphasising a few more aspects
of it. As Cavell embraces it, moral perfectionism cannot without losing its
force be definitely defined (CHU, 4). However, Cavell characterises perfectionism as “a register of the moral life that precedes, or intervenes in, the
specification of moral theories which defines the particular bases of moral
judgment of particular acts or projects or characters…” (CW, 2). Moral perfectionism, in my understanding, may be described as a redundancy of the
idea of a final perfected self or community. This implies an understanding of
human existence, in Cavell’s words, as “endlessly taking the next step to
what Emerson calls ‘an unattained but attainable self’…a step that turns us
not from bad to good, or wrong to right, but from confusion and constriction
toward self-knowledge and sociability” (CW, 13).
Cavell emphasises that the texts exploring perfectionism, texts with perfectionist ambitions, are not a closed canon: the texts that could count as
perfectionist are, instead, regarded as conversations with themselves, other
texts and their cultures (CHU, 4-6). Perfectionist works could also be works
of art, music and film; and his discussions of these are not just about what is
actually stated in them, but about our whole sensibility of them, their ability
to change our lives, cultures, evaluative perspectives. Hence, Cavell traces
this moral perfectionist theme through a number of works in, primarily western, literature, art, film, music and philosophy.1 In fact the perfectionist continual confounding of ourselves needs many of those expressions to have an
impact on the whole human being, not only our sense, but also our sensibility.
The perfectionist approach to texts emphasises educational aspects of the
philosophical and the moral. Perfectionist education can be perceived as a
movement, or transfiguration of the self, cultures and communities – a working on our ways of seeing and hearing. Perfectionist texts work on our evaluative perspectives, on the kind of lives we live within which our concepts
are applicable. Thus they open the way for further forms of engagement and
interaction, but also further possibilities of projections of concepts. As suggested in Chapter Four, changes in the ways we live in families and the kinds
of employment we have, give notions such as domestic violence and sexual
harassment moral significance. Such transformations in how we live, hear
and see things can be seen as a form of reinvention of ourselves. That is,
when I find myself in existential dissonance, “in a sense of obscurity, to
myself as well as others” (CW, 23), and without knowing what it would
mean to give consent to, or the live the life of, the community I stand at the
1
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margins of, then I need novel forms of expression (e.g. “domestic violence”
or “sexual harassment”) to render myself intelligible. Cavell has described
this crisis as if I were lacking a language, “as if to explain myself I have to
reinvent my words” (CW, 24). It is this reinvention, both of language and the
life I lead, which make certain outlooks intelligible. Thus moral perfectionism asks for an education beyond established ways of thinking and doing,
beyond my attained self.
What complicates the moral perfectionist outlook is that the process of
transforming my sensibilities and working on my intelligibility is perpetual.
There is no place where I can stop and think of my life and words as being
beyond moral reproach. But why would we want that? Why would we ever
want to be continually confused and how can that ever serve as a moral outlook? Isn’t the point of ethics, Aristotelian, Kantian and Utilitarian (or
Rawlsian) for example, to tell us, or at least to guide us in how to act, think
and live? Yes, sometimes we may need the guidance of moral principles and,
in that sense, moral perfectionism cannot serve as an alternative to these
ethical positions.
Perfectionism is, however, as Cavell puts it, “the province not of those
who oppose justice and benevolent calculation, but of those who feel left out
of their sway” (CW, 25). Moral perfectionism is for those (I take that to be
all of us at times) who lack the means to make themselves intelligible to
others and themselves in the paradigms of (moral) reasoning of their communities of thought and speech. Moral perfectionism is called for the moment when my present words or principles are not enough and I need to reinvent them. In meeting the dissonant voice we face such a loss of words, we
do not know what to say or how to go on with them. This is what makes
moral perfectionism an excellent point of departure for investigating dissonance. As Cavell puts it: “Perfectionism proposes confrontation and conversation as the means of determining whether we can live together, accept one
another into the aspirations of our lives” (CW, 24). As Cavell is prone to
note when discussing their initiation into language and communities, children are often in the position where they are out of sway, on the margins of
our forms of life.
Perfectionist education is an education for those who do not respond to
our instructions as we expect and for us who attempt to respond to them; it is
an education of dissonant voices and of those who wish to enter into conversation with them; it is an education of our communities as well as of those
we initiate into our practices. Perfectionist education is driven by my shame.
The failure of my interactions, the idea of there being a “higher more human”2 life for me, the hope of being able to go on with those voices I fail to
comprehend, drives my growth. That my present life is under question by the
dissonant voice is crucial since it may help me to realise that there are alter2
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natives to what I take as givens in my form of life, and also that my life is a
provocation for the dissonant voice.

10.2 Perfectionism as Moral Revolution: Kant and
Wittgenstein
In moral perfectionism the transformation of the self is a very peculiar form
of education, which can be understood as a form of revolution of the self.
Cavell makes this clear, but let me begin with Kant. Perfectionist readings of
Kant in conversation with Wittgenstein reveal our tendency to be satisfied
with one or a few transformations rather than the constant reformation of
ourselves that moral perfectionism demands of us.
An important theme in Kant is that every human being’s on-going struggle for Wille (the will) to inform Willkür (the power to choose) is itself a
condition for morality. To Kant this struggle is a matter of character formation. A question that guides Kant’s work on both ethics and aesthetics
seems to be, as Richard Eldridge puts it, “How might I specifically express
my spontaneity, free personality, rationality, and dignity, in human historical
and temporal life?”.3 For Kant, moral reason is manifest in a human being’s
seriousness in continually transforming her character – or as Cavell might
put it a moral person concerns herself with the initial impulse of a further
self (cf. CW, 315).4 In Religion Kant writes:
[T]hat a human being should become not merely legally good, but morally
good…cannot be effected through gradual reform but must rather be effected
through a revolution in the disposition of the human being…And so a “new
man” can come about only through a kind of rebirth, as it were a new creation
and a change of heart.5
…
From this follows that a human being’s moral education must begin, not with
an improvement of mores, but with the transformation of his attitude of mind
and the establishment of a character, although it is customary to proceed otherwise and to fight vices individually, while leaving their universal root undisturbed.6

The revolution of one’s attitudes and disposition is logically prior to conforming to moral reasoning and is a precondition for thinking of a reason or
action as moral at all. Still, moral development is not, according to Kant,
dependent on conformity to conventions that can be developed, but is a
working on our own moral personhood, our own selves, on our way of see3

Eldridge, Leading a Human Life, 49.
Flathman, “Perfectionism Without Perfection,” 104.
5
Kant, Religion, 6:47
6
Kant, Religion, 6:48, italics added.
4
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ing and hearing. To work on ourselves for such a transformation requires a
revolution in the same sense that Wittgenstein requires a revolution in philosophical thinking when he asks, “What is our aim in philosophy?” and answers, “To show the fly out of the fly-bottle” (PI § 309). For the fly to get
out of the fly-bottle, to become free, it must look in another direction. To
Wittgenstein this is a freedom from dogmatism in philosophising. To free
ourselves from preconceived ideas about what some philosophically controversial concepts must involve, he asks us to turn our inquiry (Betrachtung)7
around with our real need as fixing point (PI § 108). For Kant this means
that a person takes responsibility for his or her reasons and motives as his or
her reasons and motives. If we are disposed to be motivated by external reasons, if we let ourselves be motivated by other reasons than our own, then
this requires a revolution of our thinking and our disposition. It is a revolution in that we take responsibility for morality, language and human life.
The passage from Kant’s Religion can appear to suggest that the transformation or revolution of our disposition towards the moral aspects of the
world and our motives is a one-off event. The passage does not have to be
read this way though; particularly if we set it in the context of the Kantian
sounding passages of Wittgenstein’s Investigations. If, as Wittgenstein puts
it, “Grammar tells what kind of object anything is” (PI § 373), then such
revolution will need to occur again and again, word by word, concept by
concept. As my life with others changes I must come to see new moral dimensions in these new ways of living. I see things with new or extended
concepts. Just as Kant wants us to see the need for revolution in our disposition to ethical thought, where we are the fixing point of the moral law, Wittgenstein wants to revolutionise our thinking by showing that it is our responsibility to mean something with our expressions. The view that I have the
responsibility for my own intelligibility is a consequence of Wittgenstein’s
refusal to take anything accompanying a word or a sentence as ultimately
determinant of its meaning.8 If nothing else accompanies my linguistic expressions – no system of rules or universal forms, or literal meanings – then I
am left with what I do with a word in the specific context I am using it.
Moreover, if the idea that nothing determines meaning is not conceived as a
7

There is no clear English translation of “Betrachtung” that captures all the connotations of
the notion. Some approximations are “observation”, “contemplation”, “meditation”, “examination”; but Anscombe uses the word “examination” in her translation of Wittgenstein, which
in this context must mean something slightly different from when “Untersuchungen” is translated as “Investigations”, and Hacker and Schulte use “Inquiry”. Both Hacker and Schulte’s
and Anscombe’s translations are valid, but seem to me incomplete. “Betrachtung” seems to
me to be a very special kind of investigation; an examination or inquiry that involves an
evaluation of our lives (where perhaps “contemplation” or “meditation” add interesting aspects), which, in my reading, Wittgenstein’s inquiries in language are meant to be.
8
A similar conclusion may, if not be found in then at least, be drawn from an Austinian view
of language. See Alice Crary Beyond Moral Judgment, ch. 2.
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philosophical doctrine or theory, but as an object of comparison – something
to compare our language (including moral discourses) with – and if the purpose of presenting this idea is not to convince us of a true doctrine, but to
exhort us to face the responsibility for our own words and intelligibility, then
we will not need any philosophical explanations of meaning. Thus we turn
our “Betrachtung” around with our real need as fixing point. Such a turning
of our examination can be seen as a revolution of our dispositions, a revolution of what we are looking for and looking at. It is a perfectionist moment.
Even though Kant speaks of a revolution of ourselves as the beginning of
our moral education and thinking, his insistence that we cannot be sure about
our own motives or, as I have suggested, our own rationality, turns this into
an on-going task. Philosophising is part of such education. The work of moral philosophy is thus not merely to give an account of what morality is, what
a moral judgment is, what a moral character is, what a moral action is, what
we ought to do and so on, but in giving such accounts moral philosophy also
becomes the work of such a revolution of character, a work of changing our
natural reactions in a way that allows us to look at the world from a moral
point of view, a change of attitude (PPF § 120, 192-5, 209, 210). Perfectionist dissonance can be seen as a struggle for revolution or for conversion of
ourselves and communities. The kind of perfectionist education asked for in
Kant and Wittgenstein needs the dissonant voice to destabilise our dispositions and outlooks. In order to demonstrate the importance of dissonance for
perfectionism, let me turn to Henrik Ibsen’s famous play A Doll House – a
play that has been described as resulting in a call “for a radical transformation…not just, or not even primarily, of laws and institutions, but of human beings and their ideas of love”9 – and to Cavell’s reading of it.

10.3 Serious Conversation and Dissonant Education
The revolution of “attitude and mind” requires that we are willing to rethink
what we count as moral reasons, when this is a question about reason (which
is not always the case). I have argued that moral reasoning contains much
more than is included in what we presently call moral vocabulary. As Cavell
suggests in reading Ibsen’s A Doll House: “In the context of democracy,
tragedy changes its appearance, or stage; and in the stage of other perfectionist writers, among whom I count Wittgenstein and Heidegger – where ethics
is present but is no longer a separate study – the voicing of every word that
arrives, as if replacing each by itself, becomes a moral act” (CHU, 124). I
take the idea that the voicing of every word becomes a moral act to suggest
that there may be a sense in which morality is a matter of conversation –

9

Toril Moi, Henrik Ibsen and the Birth of Modernism, 225.
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conversation as a response to tragedy or the threat of tragedy. Conversation
as a response to dissonance.
Before I go on let me just say something about the idea of conversation, a
notion that is recurrent in Cavell’s work and that I keep on coming back to.
For example Cavell says that, “Perfectionism proposes confrontation and
conversation as the means for determining whether we can live together,
accept one another into the aspirations of our lives” (CW, 24). Here conversation becomes the arena for the dissonant voice. It is in conversation that
the voice becomes dissonant. However, Cavell also suggests that the voice
emerges in conversation. When the dissonant voice is shut out, when it has
not yet entered a conversation, or when the voice is neither detected nor
acknowledged as a voice, it has to regain a voice and learn to trust and entrust words again (CW, 115). This requires a companion, someone to talk to,
someone who listens and is willing to learn to speak again. Cavell further
qualifies his take on the necessity of conversation by considering what he
calls “the sisters of Nora”, the character in A Doll House, to refer to characters we find in Hollywood melodramas from the late 1930s and 1940s. He
describes conversation in these films as “an entire life of intimate exchange
between the principal pair” (CT, 116) – the pair being a man and a woman in
a relationship. The women are, in different ways, denied a voice or silenced.
Their words are not taken as meaningful. So when Cavell talks about conversation he suggests that the conversation is a means for the woman to reclaim or find words for herself. The sisterhood with Ibsen’s Nora lies in
Nora’s explication of the need for such “serious conversation.” In the case of
both Nora and the women in Cavell’s Hollywood melodramas, the man and
the woman enter conversation in need of education, the silenced women in
search for her own words and her own world, the man in meeting the woman
that “gets the power to demand the man’s transformation” (CT, 117).
So, conversation in the Cavellian sense then, I suggest, is the means for
the marginal voice to demand acknowledgment and to transform the standards of interaction in the communities that marginalise it. In short, conversation, or perfectionist conversation (not just in words, if I may add), is a matter of rendering oneself intelligible without giving up one’s sense of self.
This process is exemplified in the interaction between me and the infant as I
try to comfort him, where the conversation is not so much in a natural language, but in more primordial forms of expression. It may likewise be exemplified in Ronia the Robber’s Daughter, discussed in the next chapter,
where a mode of conversation is sought by a parent and a child on the brink
of adolescence. In these cases, however, the greatest stumbling blocks for
serious conversation are not assumptions about gender, but about age and
parent-child relationships.
As with several of Ibsen’s late plays, conversation is at the centre of A
Doll House. However, another related question that serves as the background
for Cavell’s expression of his moral perfectionism in his reading of A Doll
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House is whether Nora can be rationally justified (by the categorical imperative, Rawls’ principles of justice or a utilitarian rule of utility) in sacrificing
others and herself. I would like to rephrase this question: What if we seem to
be attuned, but one of us refuses to accept the state of things as they are unable to continue living in this situation, this form of attunement, and want to
be able to believe something else? Cavell sees no ground for an answer to
this question in traditional moral philosophical principles such as the categorical imperative, utility principle or Rawls’ principles of justice (CW,
255). For sure, as Cavell recognises, philosophers such as Kant and Mill turn
to moral realms beyond principles of utility and imperatives.10 As we have
seen, to Kant, talking about moral duty succeeds a transformation of our
character and our outlook of the world that makes it possible to see moral
aspects.
Nora’s duty to others (to her husband and children, as well as to the institution of marriage) is in conflict with her duty to herself. These injustices
that Nora finds herself among cannot, according to Cavell, be weighed
against each other. “What Nora wants a way of saying is that there is no
rightful duty she has as a wife and mother that costs what is asked of her –
her existence as a human being” (CW, 255). Ibsen invites us to see Nora as a
human being where her moral obligations to others are not only in conflict
but also an obstacle for her to be able to render herself comprehensible.
Cavell suggests that we understand Nora’s problem, in finding herself
within a marriage that makes up her world, through the third formulation of
Kant’s categorical imperative, the formula of autonomy, “namely the idea of
the will of every rational being as a will giving universal law.”11 The idea
here is that every human being is regarded as an author of the moral principles he/she is subject to. In what Kant calls the kingdom of ends humans are
both subject and sovereign.12 Nora’s problem, however, is with the way the
institution of marriage and her identity as her father’s child has worked out
for her. “[I]t is as if…everyone else legislates for her…in such a way as to
deny reciprocity with her own power of legislation” (CW, 255). Nora finds
herself in a situation where she is unable to formulate reasons for her decisions intelligibly to others (least of all her husband). There is a lack of common ground and this seems to put Nora in a position where she can either
choose conformity and disregard her own humanity, or she can choose moral

10

Cavell discuss perfectionist aspects of both Mill’s and Kant’s philosophies in chapters 5
and 7 respectively in Cities of Words. There he also shows that there are perfectionist aspects
even in Kantian and utilitarian moral principles. As his readings of Ibsen make manifest,
however, these principles cannot cover the unlimited scope of what moral thinking can be.
11
Kant, Groundwork, 4:432. The problem is equally present in the other formulations of the
categorical imperative. Considering the formula of humanity Nora could ask: Am I treating
Torvald as a mere means or am I treating myself as a mere means?
12
Kant, Groundwork, 4:434-35, 4:448.
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exile and put herself in a position where her community seems forced to
disregard her humanity.
In an attempt to appeal to Nora’s conscience or sense of duty Torvald exclaims, “Before all else, you’re a wife and mother” and Nora answers, “I
don’t believe that any longer. I believe that before all else I am a human
being, no less than you – or anyway I ought to try to become one.” When
she attempts to show him the injustices in their marriage (Cavell says “So
called ‘marriage’”, suggesting that it is questionable whether Nora and Torvald’s marriage is a marriage), Torvald’s response is intriguing. He says that
she is speaking like a child and does not understand the world she lives in.
“No I don’t [understand the world],” Nora counters, “I must find out which
is right – the world or I,” and Torvald replies, “Nora, you’re sick; you’ve got
a fever. I almost think you’re out of your head.”13
Let me stop here for a while to emphasise how the original Norwegian
reads, which will bring Ibsen’s text even closer to my way of wording the
perfectionist dissonance we can find here. Instead of “the world”, the Norwegian reads “samfundet”, which in a sense refers to the world we live in,
but a more natural translation is “community.” Nora does not understand the
community she lives in. Moreover she cannot give her consent to that community and finds it impossible to live up to its norms. Torvald’s response is
striking too. The Norwegian reads “Du er syg, Nora; du har feber; jeg tror
næsten, du er fra sans og samling”, which can also be translated as “You are
sick, Nora; you’ve got a fever. I almost think you are beyond sense and
peace”. “Samling” refers to being emotionally collected or at peace. Torvald
cannot understand Nora as anything other than mad or beyond sense, but he
also recognises that she is not at peace, although without understanding in
what ways she is not at peace. Torvald’s response to Nora is similar to the
threatening forms of dissonances I discussed in the previous chapter. Nora is
beyond his conception of reason. She is perhaps not evil according to Torvald, but is definitely immoral and mad. For instance, Torvald says things
like, “What kind of madness is this!”, “You’re insane!”, “You do have some
moral feeling? Or, tell me – has that gone too?”.14
There is still another aspect of Nora’s claim to not understand the community she lives in that may shed light on the kind of dissonance we are
dealing with. I have in earlier chapters compared tradition, convention and
community to a pruned garden and what falls outside of that as something
wild. The wild has also been a picture of children in some children’s literature. Nora, in particular in Torvald’s image of her, is also portrayed in this
way. She turns it to her advantage, however. Since she is not satisfied with
the religious and moral education of her community, she has to go beyond it,
and “Stand completely alone” if she is, in her words, “ever going to discover
13
14

Henrik Ibsen, A Doll House (1879), in Ibsen: Four Major Plays, 111-112.
Ibsen, A Doll House, 110-111.
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[herself] and the world out there.”15 She takes steps towards the wild and
distances herself from her community.
The break into the wild is not only something that happens in the bedchamber where Nora and Torvald have this conversation, though that conversation is the focus of Cavell’s reading of A Doll House. But also, Nora
has already begun to make this move in public. In Act Two we find Nora
displaying herself to the gaze of her husband and their friend Rank. Torvald
is meant to give her instruction on how to dance, but she does not hear him.
Rather her dance increases in wildness and she becomes undone. She is described as uncontrolled, wild and mad. But since the conventional language,
dances and thoughts of her community aren’t hers anymore she is not a prisoner of the men’s gaze, and rather than the dance becoming sexualised she
controls her madness by her refusal to follow instruction. All this signifies
Nora distancing herself from the conventions of her community. The dance
becomes her voice for a moment. Her struggle to find this voice in the dance
is marked by her cry to her friend Kristine who enters the room: “Watch the
fun, Kristine.”16 Moi expands on this, “The word [“fun”] describes what
[Torvald] and Rank think they are seeing. But Nora tells Mrs Linde to watch,
look at, see, the fun going on: what Kristine is to see is not just Nora, but the
relationship between Nora’s performance and the men’s gaze.”17 Nora’s conversation begins in public, breaking away to reclaim her own voice, beyond
what it means for her to be a daughter, mother and wife.
Such a break can of course be read as a manifestation of what I called autonomous dissonance. It is not enough for Nora to rely on her father or her
husband. She must take responsibility for herself and do what she does for
her own reasons. She must figure out who is right, her or the community. In
other words, she must become a moral person, or as she puts it herself “a
human being.”18 As long as her world, her community, restrains her in that
struggle, moral discourse, moral principles, are of little use to her since her
community cannot understand her expressions as reasonable until it is transformed, until Torvald is transformed. How fitting for my purposes in describing dissonance – as conflicts not only between interests, but also between understandings of the point of the other’s life, values and words at all
– that Torvald’s reply is that she must be out of her senses. How tragic our
responses to dissonance can be!
Nonetheless Nora’s withdrawal of consent from her community may also
be seen as an expression of a heteronomous dissonance. Nora seems to fail
to get across her reasons to her most intimate conversational partner, the one
that perhaps, one would hope, could understand her best. In the conversation
15

Ibsen, A Doll House, 110.
Ibsen, A Doll House, 92
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Moi, Henrik Ibsen and the Birth of Modernism, 240.
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with her husband her voice is incomprehensible, mute, dissonant, not only to
her husband but also to herself. The language she has been living in and has
been given to articulate her reason in is the language of her husband and her
father, where they have the responsibility for the meaning of her words. This
is why she needs to become a human being on her own. She must take
charge of her language and her life. She is “out of her head”, as if her
thoughts are not hers when they are expressed within the conventions of her
(or perhaps Torvald’s) community, and when expressed as her own they
become empty to her community (to Torvald), unless she takes charge of or
responsibility for her life and words, which means taking responsibility for
the world as well.
Heteronomy is forced on Nora as long as the only way to reason with her
husband and community is in terms that are given by the same and with
which, without reclaiming them, she cannot express herself. Her conversation with Torvald is the starting point for reclaiming her words or making
words of her own. It is in this conversation that she starts to claim her own
voice. This is both a break with and a return to community. As she puts it,
“Doesn’t it occur to you that this is the first time we two, you and I, man and
wife, have ever talked seriously together?”.19 A serious conversation may
indeed be described as a conversation where both partners take responsibility
for their words and allow their interlocutors to take that responsibility as
theirs. It is a conversation between equals. This is the first time that Nora has
a voice in her marriage. Nevertheless, Nora cannot herself fully express her
reasons for leaving Torvald. What she says is that she does not understand
and that she needs to find her own reasons. She thinks she needs an education that allows her to form her own voice rather than conform to the voice
that her husband and father give her, as if she where a doll.
Just as Lizzie and Mr. Darcy, in their fight against a conventional and
heteronomous “reason”, tear down their prejudices and find ways to
acknowledge each other, Nora and Torvald must not only fight the prejudices that exist in their society, though they must certainly do that too; but also
they must, if they want to save and restore their marriage, fight their loss of
trust in the other’s reasoning from a position where reasons have run out. A
struggle against society’s unreasonableness or injustices is only a part of
what is the issue here; the main issue is a struggle with their own identities
and what constitutes their humanity (and in contrast to Lizzie and Darcy
there seems to be little hope for Nora and Torvald to do this together).
Finding her own identity or voice is just as significant in Nora’s exclamation that she must find out who is right, she or the world, as it is in Torvald’s
exclamation that “there is no one who gives up honour for love”, to which
Nora responds: “Millions of women have done just that.”20 Although some
19
20
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readers of this passage have maintained that Ibsen seems to say that Nora
cannot become human as long as she is a woman,21 there are more fruitful
responses to Nora’s statement. In noticing that many women have been willing to sacrifice their honour for those they love, and by leaving Torvald in
order to educate herself, to find out, among other things, what honour is (that
is, to find out if her sense of honour, in rescuing her husband, or if the society’s sense of honour, including the law and the masculine pride of her husband is correct), Nora is actually illustrating how women represent humanity, that femininity is not always the particular, the relative, but that it is also
a norm, one that puts the oppressive masculinities of patriarchal societies to
shame.22
Nora’s sensibilities as a woman in a patriarchal society thus represent
humanity’s struggle for autonomy, education and self-determination. This is
why her struggle can be described as both autonomous and heteronomous.
She has not been given the opportunity to, in serious conversation, express
her autonomy. There has been no place, no language, that could express her
position, so a heteronomous response expressing her dissatisfactions and
need for a vague education in something seems to be all that is left for her.
Another way to put this is to think of Nora’s only autonomous form of expression outside of or beyond what language has offered her so far. Though
Nora at least appears to be open to searching for a new way of life, Torvald
seems blind to the idea that Nora may want something else outside of their
marriage, that she is something more than a mother and wife. Since Torvald
is in the position of power this makes Nora powerless; she is in a way as
mute as the private linguist and this muteness is a position where common
reasons run out. Whatever Nora says, Torvald seems blind to the possibility
that she is reason-able. In a way, Torvald is right. Nora is a child and does
not understand the world; she is just entering the world, on the margins. But
Nora is also right. Torvald cannot give her the education she needs to become intelligible, because such education would involve a revolution not
only of Nora, but also of Torvald.
The questions that Ibsen’s drama(s) invites us to ask are put well at the
end Toril Moi’s chapter on A Doll House: “What will count as love between
a man and a woman in a world where women too demand to be acknowledged as individuals? What will it take for two modern individuals to build a
relationship based on freedom, equality and love?”. Moi observes that, “These are questions we all return to.”23 These questions pertain to any form of
relationship and are what, in a sense, characterise what I call perfectionist
dissonance. I take the second of these questions to be underwritten in many
of Wittgenstein’s remarks, particularly the remarks on rule-following and
21
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private languages. His question seems to be: How can we go on in language
together? These questions are thus understood not as asking for an explanation for how this is possible, but as asking how we can do things together,
how we can act as a unit, a married couple, a linguistic community, as rational individuals, as a “We”. They are practical questions.
Nevertheless, though there are clear analogies between Wittgenstein’s and
Ibsen’s work, the overwhelming moral dimension of Ibsen’s questions may
have somewhat different implications. Cavell notices this and brings some
light to the difference between our reasons running out in a scene of linguistic or arithmetic instruction and what he calls a moral encounter. The comparison is between Ibsen’s imaginative creation of Nora and Wittgenstein’s
example of teaching a pupil in the Investigations where the teacher’s worries
about how to go on with the pupil end with the observation that “[i]f I have
exhausted the justifications I have reached bedrock, and my spade is turned.
Then I am inclined to say: ‘This is simply what I do’”(PI § 217). Cavell
writes:
In moral encounter, unlike the scene of instruction in the newcomer’s initiation into language and its culture, the exhaustion of justifications, the sense of
something unacceptable, is reached first by the one out of authority, the position of the pupil, or say victim; there is a cause, it is not dismissible as envy
and not otherwise incompetent in raising the cry of outrage (CHU, 112).

What we find in the conversation between Nora and Torvald is that it is
Nora who is out of justifications. Torvald believes he is right and has all the
books, the religion and the community on his side. In a sense the roles are
reversed from when we consider the teacher and the pupil in Wittgenstein’s
scene of giving series of numbers, or perhaps in my scene of Adam learning
to read. In A Doll House it doesn’t make sense to say, “This is simply what I
do.” Nora can’t say it, because the community she represents in saying so is
not fully hers; the point of her dissonance is that she withdraws her consent
to that community. There is no reason for Torvald to say it either, though in
my reading he tries to, but without making sense, since that would mean just
saying “I am right” to someone who does not agree with him. Cavell continues,
Then the alternative to persisting in the claim to be right cannot be, as in the
initiating scene of instruction, to say “This simply what I do,” and wait; which
is to say, that would not provide an alternative, but a reiteration of right. The
alternative would be to find myself dissatisfied with what I do, what I consent
to; it is not natural to me as my language is natural to me; yet it too cannot be
changed by me. Here, as society’s moral representative, when reasons suddenly, embarrassingly run out, I am left in the impersonal shame characterized by
Emerson and Nietzsche (CHU, 112).
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Now I come into a land of worries and anxieties. Though there is little
point for Torvald to repeat, as he already has done, that he stands for the
community and that this is something Nora should conform to, the alternative is very difficult. The alternative to speaking for my community is not
neutral, the alternative is Nora’s position, a withdrawal. Such withdrawal
means that I withdraw from ways that I thought were my ways, ways that
seem “natural to me.” I am left without being able to give any defence of my
position or my community’s position. The dissonant voice puts me to shame,
embarrassed for my community, and for my own lack of words.
Shame puts me in tension between two poles. Either I desperately cling to
the safety of my community, where I know who I am (a husband, father,
teacher, student, man), where I can move naturally, where I can say about
the wild dance that it is mad or out of order; or I face the shame of acknowledging that I don’t know and that I am in need of education or instruction,
that my words are not really mine. The tension between security and shame,
or knowledge and doubt, is what makes the dissonance in this situation perfectionist. If I let the dissonant voice put me to shame I have to ask myself
whether I am intelligible to myself.
However, as Cavell recognises, it is natural to me to consent to how
things are. It is very easy to be Torvald.
Then, if, as is overwhelmingly likely, I continue to consent to the way things
are, what must be shown, acknowledged, is that my consent, say my promise,
compromises me: that that was something I always knew possible; that I know
change is called for and to be striven for, beginning with myself. But then I
must also show, on pain of self-corruption worse than compromise, that I continue to consent to the way things are, without reason, with only my intuition
that our collective distance from perfect justice is, though in moments painful
to point of intolerable, still habitable, even necessary stage for continuing
change. Nora and Torvald are on opposite sides of this pain, divided by it; and
I imagine that each member of the play’s audience is to see this division in
himself and herself (CDU, p. 112).

The moral dissonance that we see here is, as been noted before, on a level
where reasons give out. When reasons give out, what can we then intelligibly say about justice, about a moral principle, an action or a position? This is
a dissonance where one of the parts, Nora in this case, cannot give voice to
her dissatisfaction. I am inclined to label this as a dissonance with the world
or a perfectionist dissonance. Such dissonance is a dissatisfaction with the
world that is unintelligible in the language we may have to speak about the
world, both social and moral, as it is.24
24

I find a correspondence between Nora’s need to find out who is right, her or the world or
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10.4 Responding with Shame and Det Vidunderligaste
Nora’s crisis calls for a perfectionist response that is not, at least not on the
face of it, found in traditional moral philosophical principles; though it is not
necessarily incompatible with those perspectives either. As I have already
indicated there are aspects of Kant’s texts that emphasise the need for perfectionist transformation, and Cavell finds similar movements in writers
from Aristotle and Plato to Locke and Mill to Nietzsche and Thoreau to
Freud and Wittgenstein.25 One way in which Cavell characterises perfectionism as distinct from most other moral theories is by saying that it is a matter
“of an evaluation of a way of life rather than of a choice of particular actions” (CW, 247). As Cavell puts it, the perfectionist answer would be to
acknowledge “that Nora feels the force of an unattained but attainable self”
(CW, 255), which is what I take Nora to say when she says that she has to
educate herself.26
Cavell recognises the irony in Nora’s words when she expresses doubt
over whether her marriage with Torvald has ever been a marriage, since they
haven’t had a serious conversation in their eight years of marriage (cf. CW,
254).27 Torvald cannot inspire her, because he cannot risk breaking with the
society he has consented to. As Cavell puts the same theme, somewhat more
positively, when he discusses the remarriage comedies that also articulate
these perfectionist conversations:
A guiding idea both of the comedies [of remarriage], where marriage is accepted or reaccepted, and of …a related genre of melodramas [which A Doll’s
House can be considered as a predecessor to (PH, 19-26)], where marriage is
rejected, is that nothing legitimizes marriage – not state, or church or sex, or
gender, or children – apart from the willingness for reaffirmation, which is to
say, for remarriage…and what makes marriage worth reaffirming is diurnal
devotedness that involves friendship, play, surprise, and mutual education, all
manifested in the pair’s mode of conversing with each other (not just in
words), which expresses intimacy or understanding often incomprehensible to
the rest of the depicted world, but which consists the truth of the marriage.
The education of the pair by each other is not to provide an increase of
learning but (as in Wittgensteinian instruction) a transformation of existence;
those who cannot inspire one another to such an education are not married;
they do not have the right interest for one another (PDAT, 121-122).

not the things that can be expressed in language. In brief, the world must thereby become
quite another. It must so to speak wax or wane as a whole. The world of the happy is quite
another than that of the unhappy” (T, 6.43).
25
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This is what Kant asks for, a complete transformation of ourselves, and
what Cavell finds in the mutual education of perfectionist conversation, or
what I have called growing together. Though Torvald might realise the need
for change, he does not want such a conversation, he seems afraid of it.
Aren’t we all at times? Torvald is afraid of transformation and growth, of
reaching out towards the incomprehensible. That means that he avoids taking
responsibility for his actions, thoughts and words; that he is afraid of autonomy, both his own and Nora’s. Aren’t we all at times? Torvald finds safety,
or thinks he finds safety, not in his marriage with Nora, nor in his own reasons and sensibilities, but in moral principles set up by others, in conventional religion, in a stable economy, in the appearance of love, happiness,
friendship and beauty. For an aesthetic idealist, the ugly, the break with his
image of the beautiful marriage, is wrong to him.28 Do we not share these
temptations?
Now, let me reconsider Torvald’s exclamation that Nora behaves like a
child. Just like Nora, children often express their dissatisfaction with the
state of the world or community. Most people who live with children experience this from time to time. Think of situations when a child has an outburst
of anger because they cannot have a glass of milk for the simple reason that
there is no milk available, or where a child refuses to hurry in order to catch
a train (then perhaps it is the parents or carers who are more likely to go
wild), or the child who refuses to eat certain foods, or who disregards social
conventions, or is unconvinced by the arguments for why they should learn a
certain school subject, or treat certain people in certain ways. As beautifully
put by Markus Zusak writing about the nine-year-old protagonist in The
Book Thief: “Her mother was constantly sick and there was never enough
money to fix her. She knew that. But that didn’t mean she had to accept it.”29
Of course Nora is not a child. Nevertheless, Torvald repeatedly calls her a
child when she says things that seem morally unthinkable to him, calling her
an “incompetent child”, saying “You talk like a child,” “you think and talk
like a silly child.”30 He also says that Nora, like their children, is in need of
schooling. Nora’s answer to Torvald is that she is like a child. She admits
she needs education and that she, like a child, does not know the world or the
community she lives in. Nora acknowledges that she is lost and in doing so
gives another meaning to Torvald’s saying that she needs education.31 To
her, education means to “think over these things…and try to understand
them” herself or to “discover who is right”, as she puts it, “the world or I.”
28
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Ibsen seems to dramatise what Dewey later will call the possibilities of the
immaturity in the child. In not knowing the world, in being immature, it is
the child’s not having certain capacities that gives the child capacities, capacities to grow. In this way Nora’s acknowledgement of her own childishness enables her to pursue the transformation and Torvald’s oppressive use
of “child” is reworked to become a word that opens possibilities for Nora:
possibilities for acknowledging her own childishness and loss as a need for
education, of rediscovering the world, and returning to the struggle to render
herself intelligible.
Children may be, and often are, forced to consent to something that limits
their choices, limits their possibility to express themselves as humans. Often
young children understand very little of the world and they do not always
accept the world. Whereas children are in a position of not knowing because
they are in the process of entering the world of language and interactions
with the world and communities, the situation is quite different for Nora.
Nora’s father, husband, community and the conventional expectations of her
as a wife and mother limit the directions of her education and expression,
what she can do and say. However, in both the case of Nora and the dissonant voice of the child on the margins, we can ask ourselves if we are willing
to enter into conversation with them, a conversation that may transform us as
well as them, that is mutually educating. What is the difference between our
incapability to enter into conversation (when we are incapable) and Torvald’s incapability to uphold a true marriage with Nora? Entering into such a
conversation with children entails the same risks as entering a marriage. It is
a conversation beyond the conventions of the world. It means that the child
and the adult in such a conversation become unintelligible to the world.
Nevertheless, not entering into such a conversation makes Nora into a doll,
given that the relations between men and women remain as they are in A
Doll House. As Nora exclaims, and this is true when we lack this sense of
conversation with children as well: “I have been your doll-wife here, just as
at home I was Papa’s doll-child.” The child and the wife, the daughter and
the son become an accessory in the established lives of authoritative figures.
But Nora admits that she has committed the same sin towards her children:
“And in turn the children have been my dolls.”32 A doll is an object in the
likeness of a human being, something that we can pretend is human, that
does not have any will or character of its own except for the things we project on to it, being an inanimate object that does not grow. Nora thus becomes a doll-child in need of growth but without the opportunity to grow.
Wittgenstein says that “every sign by itself seems dead” and that “in use it
is alive” (PI § 432). Every sign that Nora gives of herself and the signs she
sees her children express are dead. They are as lifeless as dolls, because no
one responds to their expressions, their signs, as fully human expressions.
32
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Their expressions are not in use, they are taken out of traffic. There is no
room for perfectionist education if our words or expressions are not taken
seriously or, so to speak, put to use. Then our practices and conversations are
not ours, just ornaments without meaning.
I use Ibsen’s play to work on our picture of childhood by letting Torvald
talk to Nora as if she is a child – wild, impulsive, innocent and lacking understanding – and by letting Nora turn those characteristics into strengths,
into possibilities and conditions for taking responsibility for her life and
words. Ibsen shows the great risks involved in aiming for serious conversation, the risk of tragedy, isolation, of the breakdown of relationships. To my
mind the tragedy is not that Nora can’t remain in her marriage, but that the
institution of marriage in her community won’t accept her and Torvald as
equals that can be an education for one another. As Moi puts it, “It follows
that after A Doll House, marriage must be transformed so as to be able to
accommodate two free and equal individuals.”33 Then if, as in my reading,
Ibsen’s play is not only about the relationship between man and woman in
marriage, but also about our lives with children, I must ask, whether we can
transform ourselves and our lives with children to accommodate free and
equal individuals. If we can’t, it seems that the signs of the child’s expressions will always be dead to us and the child will always be unintelligible
and dissonant. Children will be our dolls, saying what we want them to say,
dressing like we want them to, or else mute. Nora accuses herself of doing
exactly this to her children and therefore thinks of herself as unsuitable to
give them an education.
Finally, Torvald comes to see the great rift that has opened between him
and Nora after their serious conversation. He realises that their marriage is
over. He also comes to see that Nora is something more than a doll. Unfortunately this realisation comes through her breaking away from him, marking their separateness. Cavell stresses that Ibsen does not put forth any solutions to the melodramatic outcome of this conversation. There is something
that happens at the end of the play that is missed in Cavell’s account, however. (Perhaps this omission on Cavell’s part can be excused by his lack of
knowledge in Norwegian.) The play famously ends as follows:
HELMER. Nora – can I never be more than a stranger to you?
NORA. …Ah, Torvald – it would take the greatest miracle of all –
HELMER. Tell me the greatest miracle!
NORA. You and I have to transform ourselves to the point that – Oh, Torvald,
I’ve stopped believing in miracles.
HELMER. But I’ll believe. Tell me! Transform ourselves to the point that—?
NORA. That our living together could be a true marriage. Good bye!34

33
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First, let me recall that these miracles are not really exceptional. We often
do transform our lives so that we can live together. In our lives with children
we come to stages when we can go on together as equals, though perhaps
most often when children get a little older. Key figures in scientific revolutions, movements in the arts and reformers of politics, religion, philosophy
etc., all were children once and they revolutionised more than the lives of the
people closest to them. But a small child in a pre-school class may also reform practices in that group. A family may find new ways to speak when a
toddler experiments with his or her first intelligible words. Spouses come to
transform themselves through long processes of living together. This is part
of what I learn from Wittgenstein: “Hearing a word as having a meaning.
How curious that there should be such a thing!” (PI § 534). It is a miracle of
the everyday, the extra-ordinary of the ordinary.
However, it is not just any sort of miracle, it is det vidunderligaste, the
most wonderful thing, as Ibsen put it in the Norwegian original. Det vidunderlige is not only a matter of experiencing something wonderful or miraculous. Det vidunderlige also connects with the sublime, an experience of
something, to use Kant’s words, “in comparison with which everything else
is small.”35 Mountains, the ocean, the stars, are sublime and vidunderliga. It
goes beyond all comparison, beyond our senses and our concepts, something
unattainable that “stretches our imagination to the limit.”36 So what Nora
thinks their marriage needs to be a marriage is not just a miracle, but something that pushes the imagination and lies beyond its reach at the same as it
is emotionally moving.
Connecting det vidunderlige to the sublime it seems as if Nora suggests
that a life in a real marriage is both something wonderful and unimaginable.
She has lost her faith in such life with Torvald. Life with Torvald is impossible to her because they never understood each other. They are unintelligible
to each other, unable to speak seriously. There never was any sublime experience of the ordinary, everyday interactions. The words they spoke to each
other were not their words.
Perfectionist dissonance calls for a transformation of ourselves. Such a
transformation means working to make my words my own, of rendering
myself intelligible to myself and others. Perfectionist dissonance calls for a
response that involves change, growth, transformation and education, of the
self, the other and our communities. That is a call for using, by seriously
responding to, the words of the dissonant voice. Nora and Torvald are unable
to respond to one another seriously and thus the transformation, det vidunderligaste, necessary to save their marriage is lost. But even if they were
35
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able to save it this time, perfectionism implies perfecting. That is, their marriage would need det vidunderligaste again and again, the sublime experience is attained in its unattainability. It would need continual growth, just as
our ordinary interactions need our constant serious attention at every moment so as not to lose their meaning.

10.5 Intelligible to Ourselves: Dissonance, Scepticism
and Madness in Harry Potter
One could say that Nora’s voice not only sounds dissonant in the context of
her relationship with Torvald, her children, her father and her community.
But also her voice is at odds with other voices in herself. Her feelings for her
children, her duty as a mother and wife, her responsibility toward the community are all at odds with her sense that first and foremost she is a “human
being.” Nora’s struggle is not only with her community and all it demands of
her, but also with herself, of becoming intelligible to herself. Perfectionist
dissonance involves both an unintelligibility of ourselves as well as of others.
Being unintelligible to herself means that it is not only Torvald that accuses her of insanity. He puts into words what she may also experience herself. The moral ideals she has been brought up with are put into question, not
because they are wrong, but because they are of no use to her anymore, they
make no sense, and lose their point. She does not know if they are hers. This
can lead to a doubt of her own words and her own morality. When Torvald
asks whether she feels a moral obligation as a wife and mother, or whether
that has gone, Nora answers, “It’s not easy to answer that.”37 She is even
unsure whether she can be considered to be a human being, suggesting that
she ought to try to become one. It is as if she is in fear of being mad, inhuman, alien, perhaps even monstrous.38
Thus scepticism is not only directed towards the external world or other
minds, but also it consists in doubt, as in Descartes’ deceiving god, directed
to my own mind, my words and my moral convictions. We can thus talk of
an internal dissonance where our sceptical doubts are turned towards ourselves. Just as with other forms of scepticism, this reveals our strong inclination to go beyond our humanity. We search outside ourselves for certainty
about what we mean and who we are. We want someone, or something, to
reassure us that we are good, that our lives are in order and not based on lies,
and that we make sense. The dissonant voice in us might thus lead us to
37
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sceptical madness or it might invoke a change in ourselves by leading us to
take responsibility for what we are without the certainty of external transcendental assurance.
I have characterised dissonance as a sort of breakdown in our practices, a
failure in our capacity to go on with others or ourselves. In such situations
giving reasons for doing one thing or another seems pointless. Indeed, this is
not far from how Cavell characterises his understanding of philosophical
scepticism as an anxiety that nothing insures that we will go on together as
we have done in the past. Cavell even accepts that when sceptical doubt
takes over, the point of speaking vanishes (PDAT, 135). This is the worry in
meeting dissonant voices. How are we to say anything to this individual, or
to ourselves, in this situation? What are we supposed to call whatever they
are doing; can we even call it a doing? Let’s make these questions concrete
and turn to, let’s call it, the sceptical problem of adolescence – the fear and
agony of being constantly and completely misunderstood. Let me briefly
turn to J. K. Rowling’s novel Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
where internal dissonance is expressed from an adolescent point of view.
Admittedly, this is perhaps the least popular of the Harry Potter books,
most likely because it is not as full of action as the other books. Rather, the
themes of this book in the series seem to be politics, educational policy, pedagogy and psychology. Harry is made into a figure of political controversy,
and his friends as well as his whole community doubt his trustworthiness. He
and few others are willing to openly admit that the evil Lord Voldemort has
returned, and so very few realise the threat they are living under. Harry and
his friends are also subjected to The Ministry of Magic’s new educational
policies, which involve an emphasis on measurable results and tests rather
than practical knowledge of magic. Further, Harry is left to himself all summer and his friends are not allowed to write anything of importance to him.
He is left isolated even from his mentor, Dumbledore, who refuses to look at
him throughout most of the story, because they have discovered that there is
an intimate connection between Harry and the evil Lord Voldemort’s minds.
Harry has dreams in which he is confounded about who he really is, himself
or Voldemort. To Harry, therefore, the question of how to go on is ambiguous. As with Nora it is not just a matter of how to go on with others, being
understood by others, but also a matter of how to go on with himself, to understand himself and his own motives, what and who he is. He actually
shares some of Voldemort’s reactions, feelings and sensibilities such as
Voldemort’s rage, enjoyment in causing pain and desires for certain objects.
Scepticism comes in three interrelated shapes in The Order of the Phoenix. First, there is the scepticism of the external world. The teenager Harry’s
word, despite his being an eyewitness, is simply not enough to establish that
Voldemort is back. Out of fear of the return of evil, fear of the worst, most
people in Harry’s community require further evidence of Voldemort’s return. Harry and Luna Lovegood are alone among their friends to be able to
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see the Thestrals, creatures seen only by those who have witnessed the death
of a close relative or friend. Second, there is scepticism of other minds. This
is illustrated in Harry’s sense of not being able to reach others, in his sense
of being misunderstood, and in his struggle to shut his mind off from the
influence of others – for example in the “occlumency” lessons that Professor
Snape gives him to help him to defend himself against magical attacks on the
mind, of mind-reading, and the efforts of Voldemort to influence Harry’s
mind. Third, Harry doubts his own moral character. In sharing the feelings,
visions and sometimes even the desires of the evil Lord Voldemort, in his
outbursts of anger and wanting to hurt people, Harry doubts whether he is
actually a good person.
In The Order of the Phoenix we thus get a narrative of a number of individuals who in different ways try to solve the dangers and anxieties that follow from their discovery of others and themselves as other, or as unreachable or inaccessible or, as in the case of Harry’s connection with Voldemort,
the discovery of his inner life as dangerous to others. It is a story about the
conflict between our desire both to conceal and reveal our inner lives. This
takes the form either of scepticism of other minds, scepticism of our own
moral status or scepticism about the external world.
Another aspect of this sceptical narrative is the characters’ worry that
their own inner lives are incomprehensible to others. Harry’s way of working himself out of this is first to close himself off from others. He says that
no one understands him, and that nobody can understand what he is feeling.
Not even Dumbledore, his perhaps most trustworthy ally, or his godfather
Sirius seem to understand Harry. Harry does not want to be a part of humanity. He tries to run out of Dumbledore’s office while Dumbledore is explaining to him what really has happened and what Harry’s role in those events
has been. Repeatedly in the story he tells his friends and Dumbledore that
they do not understand what he is going through.39 At other times he just
wants to be left alone.40
We may be inclined to say that this is something of a typical feeling for a
teenager. It may be described as a form of adolescent narcissism. As the
portrait of Phineas Black, former headmaster of Hogwart’s School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, says to Harry Potter, “You know…this is why I loathed
being a teacher! Young people are so infernally sure they are right about
everything…No. No. Like all young people, you are quite sure that you
alone feel and think…Now, if you will excuse me, I have better things to do
than to listen to adolescent agonizing.”41 Later, when Harry claims that
Dumbledore does not understand how he is feeling, the same portrait ex39
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claims to Dumbledore, “You see, Dumbledore…Never try to understand the
students. They hate it. They would much rather be tragically misunderstood,
wallow in self-pity, stew in their own…”.42 Dumbledore interrupts the portrait to go on talking to Harry. To think of this as a typical adolescent phenomenon is, however, a mistake. To stop remembering the agony of youth is
to not see the threat of scepticism in our practices or voices of dissonance. It
is to disown dissonance as madness or childishness, as something we either
need to put aside as irrational or something that we grow out of. In the words
of another, perhaps from the students’ perspective more successful, headmaster, Dumbledore: “Youth cannot know how age thinks and feels. But old
men are guilty if they forget what it was to be young…”.43 Or as Cavell puts
it: “If youth cannot over a period of time make itself clear to age, this is tragic for both. I once described this situation as one in which society cannot
hear its own screams” (TOS, 104). In fact this is certainly not only a problem
for children and youth. Nora expresses this as a problem for women. As I
indicated earlier, Wittgenstein frequently feared being misunderstood and
definitely felt he was. Thoreau’s project can as I have suggested be seen as a
conscious effort to put himself at risk of being misunderstood.
The ultimate expression of Harry’s agony of not being understood in The
Order of the Phoenix is his violent exclamation in the final conversation
with Dumbledore, when Dumbledore points out that his suffering is a part of
being human: “THEN I DON’T WANT TO BE HUMAN…I DON’T
CARE…I WANT OUT, I WANT IT TO END, I DON’T CARE ANYMORE.”44 It is as if he is saying, “I wish there wasn’t anything in me that
others can understand and misunderstand, I wish there wasn’t anything about
others that could make me care about them, that gives me a responsibility
towards them.” Whereas epistemology’s answer to scepticism may be conceived as establishing the kind of solid connection between human beings
that Harry has with Voldemort and from which he is supposed to protect
himself since such a connection is dangerous (it certainly is dangerous, imagine a world where we always could tell how another is feeling either from
their linguistic expressions or other behaviours), Harry’s initial answer to the
scepticism of not being understood by and not understanding others is to
give in to it completely, saying: “There is no point in fighting scepticism
anymore. I give in.”
Both responses to scepticism signify dissatisfaction with human finitude.
Either we give up caring about, talking to and involving ourselves with others, or we look for a link to others so powerful that we cannot discern the
other as other anymore. In both cases we lose ourselves. Our dissatisfaction
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with our finitude may make these responses to scepticism, to our everyday
uncertainty in understanding ourselves and others, quite appealing.
These two responses are related to another form of sceptical worry that
Harry has to handle: his worry about his own moral status. Can he be sure
that he is not really evil? Harry discovers a propensity to evil in himself;
perhaps not a propensity to banality, but Kantian, radical even monstrous
evil. At one time he even wants to attack Dumbledore. (On this occasion
Harry has reasons to be upset with his mentor who intentionally has avoided
him without letting Harry know why.) Harry describes it as being “like
something that rose up inside me, like there is a snake inside me.”45 This is a
real worry for him, which is strengthened by his vision of Snape’s mind
where he discovers the arrogance and meanness of his deceased father, who
had bullied Snape. That his dead father, a person he thought of as a moral
saint, was capable of such morally indefensible acts shocks him.
Harry’s godfather, and only living relative, Sirius’ response to Harry’s
worries signifies our lack of taking the moral worries of a child seriously.
“You need to sleep…You are going to have breakfast and then go upstairs to
bed…You’re in shock, Harry…Just stop worrying.”46 Later, in response to
Harry’s questions about his father’s role as a mean bully during his time at
school, Sirius says things such as, “He was only fifteen”, “A lot of people
are idiots when they are fifteen. He grew out of it.” “We were all idiots.”47 It
seems as if the adults fail to take Harry’s moral worries seriously, that they
are simply shaking them off. As if a fifteen year old cannot be held morally
responsible for what he does or what he feels. Harry, however, cannot accept
their excuses for children’s and youth’s behaviour. When Sirius invokes
Harry’s father’s age as an excuse for his behaviour Harry heatedly counters
“I’m fifteen!”, implying, “I am that age and I think of myself as morally
responsible.”
The way Harry holds himself responsible suggests that this is a story
about moral scepticism. In following Harry’s story we know that this fifteen
year old can be held morally responsible. Harry and his friends certainly
hold themselves responsible no matter how much their elders try to keep
them from that. Even Dumbledore hides things from Harry just because he
doesn’t want Harry to carry a larger responsibility at his young age, and Sirius and Lupin excuse both Harry’s and his father’s actions by referring to
their age. What they are saying is that Harry does not need to care for certain
things; but Harry and his friends’ persistence in fighting the evils and injustices around them shows that they do hold themselves responsible.
Yet, I think we need to think more seriously about what the grumpy old
picture of Phineas Black says. “Young people are so infernally sure they are
45
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right about everything.” This is, of course, an exaggeration, but it conveys a
certain picture of adolescence. Adolescents may be conceived of as extremely dissatisfied with the world they are given by their elders. Like Harry Potter, they may want to scream, “if this is what it means to be human I want
out.” In responding to Molière’s Misanthrope, by writing a letter to Alceste
in which he acknowledges Alceste’s feelings of disgust for society, Cavell
remarks:
I am writing merely to reaffirm that I believe in the potential epistemological
significance of this mode of disgust…Like Hamlet before you (with his sensitivity to odour, to the rotting), and like the romantics and the existentialists after you, you represent the discovery of adolescence, of that moment at which
the worth of adulthood is – except, I suppose, to deep old age – most clearly
exposed; at which adulthood is the thing you are asked to choose, to consent
to. Naturally your choice will be based on insufficient evidence. But woe unto
them that believe that the choice is easy, that in forgoing adolescence you forgo little of significance. They have merely forgotten what they have lost, as
they have forgotten the loss of childhood, a matter of comparable significance
(TOS, 99-100).

What gives the impression that youth is “sure and right about everything”
may be its possibility to refuse to consent to ask for something else, for
something better. It is, of course, much easier to do this when there are few
things they have accepted as givens, when their imagination can run free,
when they can imagine a different world, when that different world can be
more than a sighing daydream. But, of course, the discovery of adolescence
in Cavell’s text is not the discovery of the essence of a particular human age,
say eighteen, the age when, according to the UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child, we legally stop being children. Cavell’s letter to Molière’s Alceste may just as well have been written to Ibsen’s Nora, or to the writer of
Walden, or to Ronia. The discovery is that of the position from which we,
lacking in understanding of and involvement in that world, can choose to
consent to it or not, when we take the consequences of that choice made
without parents or authorities to save us from them or to damn our advancement by telling us that door opening is not important. Hence, Harry’s desire
to “get out” may be his way to express his dissatisfaction with what his elders and his community expect of him, both those for and against him. That
his friends and community do not understand Harry might mean that he
wants a different community, as he is “horrified by what he is asked to consent to” (TOS, 104). But to what can Harry give his consent? Where are the
alternatives to our communities? Harry is in a position where he actually can
do something about the rotting society he is tempted not to care about. If
there is no alternative to turn to, what else can he do? We seem to be left to
either incomprehensibility and non-existence, or simply to scream and
“make an inarticulate sound” (PI § 261). Isn’t the adolescent right to feel a
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certain degree of agony, or are we too blind to see the horrors of our own
society?
Another way in which all three of the scepticisms play out is in the accusation of Harry as being mad. As the story goes on there are powers, foremost at the Ministry of Magic, that have an interest in defaming him, and
they describe him as an attention seeking and disturbed teenager. Harry’s
commitment to telling what he conceives as the truth, that Voldemort is
back, is a threat to the social order. If his claim turns out to be true extreme
measures must be taken. Can we really trust a maladjusted child’s voice in
such situations? Moreover, the threat of madness is not only a threat put on
him by others. Discovering his propensity for evil Harry himself doubts his
sanity. “I think I am going mad”, he exclaims before he tells Sirius of his
desires to attack Dumbledore.48 Surely Harry’s doubt about his own sanity is
not unaffected by the opinion of him of the rest of the wizarding world as
represented in their most respected newspaper. But can we, should we, really
think of a child as mad? Is it not more plausible to think of children as immature and as not yet having obtained the fullness of human adulthood?
These questions bring us to what is at stake here: the relation between
scepticism and dissonance. Harry’s insistence on conveying his conviction
even when no one believes him, to the point where one of his teachers more
or less tortures him to stop him telling what she believes is a lie, may seem
quite mad to someone who does not know the full context of his story. After
such treatment Harry’s voice becomes truly dissonant. As long as we do not
understand the point of Harry’s persistence his words are quite incomprehensible – just as incomprehensible as Wittgenstein’s pupil’s series of numbers. However, interestingly, he does not appear mad to us as readers of the
story. We know he is right since we have learnt to trust Harry’s judgment as
we follow his perspective in the story.
Still, there is a sense in which Harry is right when he says he thinks he is
going mad. Harry’s dissonant voice is heard, listened to and taken seriously,
in this case as a consequence of authoritative figures like Dumbledore that
are willing to speak for Harry. There are things that Harry can’t talk to anyone about because when he does he is brushed off, misunderstood, discredited, even feared. Harry actually does see things very few others see or have
seen. He has dreams and visions that no one is really sure what to make of.
At the very beginning of the book he also sees the mysterious magical creatures Thestrals, which none of his friends can see except for Harry and his
new acquaintance Luna (aka Loony) Lovegood who seems to believe in the
existence of all kinds of strange creatures. He simply cannot make sense of
himself in such circumstances. When he most earnestly tries to talk about it
with Sirius, Sirius rather confirms Harry’s sense of madness instead of helping him, by brushing off Harry’s worries as exhaustion and shock. Even
48
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Harry’s worry that he is mad is misunderstood and takes the form of isolation.
Once again I find a parallel with Wittgenstein’s discouraged teacher being
inclined to say, “This is simply what I do.” What seems be lacking in Harry’s elders’ response to his worries and Wittgenstein’s teacher’s response to
his dissonant pupil is an inclination to say, “This is simply what the child
does.” Though we take the dissonance with children seriously and often persist in teaching the child, we may seldom be willing to inquire further into
what exactly they say. The child is in that sense invisible to its elders (cf.
APP, 22). As long as we do not work to understand dissonant voices, as long
as we do not try to live with them as voices in our communities, as long as
we are not willing to let their voices represent us and vice versa, they may
appear loony to us.
As Cavell puts it in his critique of Austin:
In a word…my criticism has been that Austin’s way of rejecting skepticism’s
pressure amounts to a refusal to see the possibility of repudiation of ordinary
concepts by, as it were, themselves. In my lingo…this means failing to see our
possibility of repudiating our agreement in terms of which words have criteria
of relation (to the world, or of the world) given them in human life. But this
means failing to see the impotence in words that skepticism fastens upon and
the simultaneous power compacted in those same words of a natural (that is,
of a culture’s) language, that they, for example, are unpredictably and indefinitely…projectable into further (not old, not new) contexts (APP, 97).

The epistemologist who attempts to refute scepticism by referring to what
we ordinarily say will silence the dissonant voice, just like Sirius silences
Harry’s worries as if they were too ordinary. Of course Harry is tired and
shocked, that is an ordinary context in which someone may believe he is
mad or evil. However, there are other contexts in which a child may express
these things and Sirius fails to see these further contexts, he fails to see any
possible way in which Harry could express his sceptical worry. The dissonant voice works in such contexts and is thus subject to both epistemological
exclusions of some contexts and sceptical isolation. The order of the Phoenix
invokes our sense of how both scepticism and its epistemological responses
are part of our human life – they are lived. This is emphasised by the presence of religion and religious concepts, but lack of God in these books. To
Harry Potter there is no one that can save the human from this isolation, no
God, no rule, nor any metaphysical principles, not even magic; Harry is left
to work with his own finitude. Sometimes outside the contexts expected by
his elders; sometimes by improvising to create new contexts.
***
Perfectionist dissonance emphasises both human finitude and its infinite
possibilities. The perfectionist dissonant voice renders both itself and its
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conversational partners unintelligible. For both Harry and Nora their own
lives are not intelligible to them, they are not intelligible to themselves. This
unintelligibility to themselves also puts them at odds with their communities.
Those who they thought would be closest to them appear to be very far away
and they become acutely aware of what seems to be an unbridgeable gap
between them and their communities. When they give voice to the awareness
of this gap they also open possibilities for growth in themselves and their
communities. Communities are given the opportunity to grow and transform
in response to dissonance. Nonetheless, these stories do not give us much
guidance on how to respond to dissonance. It is not easy to see how Torvald
could respond to Nora in order to save their relation and, though Harry and
his friends are from time to time able to repair their relationships, it is hard
to see one principle for how to respond in order to save friendship or to
overcome the dissonances within ourselves. There is no “This is what we
should do” in responding to dissonance. To my mind the stories rather suggest that responding to dissonance is a matter of struggling to go on together
and hoping for “det vidunderlige”, hoping that we will transform. For Nora
there is no such hope. Is she wrong? For Harry there is not so much a matter
of hope, but a matter of just continuing his struggle.
In the previous chapter I emphasised why the transformations dissonance
calls for are hard and why they may even be frightening. Sometimes we are
clearly justified to resist the dissonant voice. From that perspective it is perhaps easier to understand Torvald’s harshness to Nora and Sirius’ superficial
denial of Harry’s worries. In the next chapter I shall turn to an example of
what may be involved in growing with the dissonant voice. If in most cases
we take education of a community to consist in a form of initiation of not-yet
full practitioners into established, but ever growing, practices, then growing
with the dissonant voice can involve a reversed initiation. I characterise such
a reversed initiation as a form of improvisation.

11. Initiation Reversed: Dissonance and
Education Into the Wild

Our village life would stagnate if it were not for the
unexplored forests and meadows which surround it.
We need the tonic of wildness…At the same time
that we are earnest to explore and learn all things, we
require that all things be mysterious and unexplorable, that land and sea be infinitely wild, unsurveyed
and unfathomed by us because unfathomable. We
can never have enough of nature. We must be refreshed by the sight of inexhaustible vigor, vast and
Titanic features, the sea-coast with its wrecks, the
wilderness with its living and its decaying trees the
thunder cloud, and the rain which lasts three weeks
and produces freshets. We need to witness our own
limits transgressed, and some life pasturing freely
where we never wander.
– Henry David Thoreau, Walden, XVII 25

We need to step out of our villages into the wild to see our own limits transgressed. Dissonant voices suggest a way out into the wild. To the life in a
village following the familiar paths of our established practices there is always an unexplored outside with infinite possibilities. No matter how far we
extend our paths, our limits, and the practices from which we give meaning
to our words and actions, there is an unfathomable wild outside such establishments. In this chapter I want to further show that there is not only despair
in the wildness of dissonance, not just risks of evil, irrationality and broken
relationships. But also there is hope in dissonance just because it, as Thoreau
puts it, demonstrates our own limits transgressed.
I shall begin this chapter by considering and problematising what it might
mean to think of education as initiation, a view of education suggested by
contemporary Wittgensteinian philosophers of education such as Paul Smeyers and Nicholas C. Burbules as well as political philosophers such as John
Rawls. I will problematise how to understand the notions of practice and
form of life that often are in play in such views. By reading Astrid Lindgren’s novel Ronia the Robber’s Daughter I will continue to explore how the
initiation process can be reversed, how the elders, teachers and accepted
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practitioners involved in initiating new practitioners can instead become
subject to initiations. Such reversed initiations are possible when we meet
dissonant voices who speak outside established practices. Thus, I depart
from the view of practices suggested by Rawls, Smeyers and Burbules. I will
show that although some form of stability might be found in practices, it is
their instability and fragility and the possibility of dissonance that opens the
possibility of their being transformed. In order to conceptualise what it can
mean to enter into conversation with a dissonant voice or, so to speak, to
converse in the wild, I then turn to Cavell’s notion of passionate utterance in
his reconstruction of John Austin’s philosophy. This allows me to extend my
reading of Ronia and instil some hope in what we can get from stepping into
the wild with the dissonant voice. Finally I will discuss how Ronia’s literal
and figurative step into the wild, by reversing the initiative process, also
reworks established forms of living. An underlying theme of the chapter is
the idea that forms of life, at least for human animals, involve both a social
and biological dimension.

11.1 Initiation into Practices and Forms of Life
Within many philosophies of education there are accounts that in various
ways describe education as a form of initiation into practices and cultures.
For example, in educational philosophies based on social contract theories
the initiation of the young into societies upheld by contracts involves training the young to act in accordance with the norms and rules of the practices
of a community. Such initiation into sets of norms emphasises the reproductive aspects of education. Education into practices provides stability in practices. Moreover, a practice or culture that in no way reproduces itself hardly
does anything for anyone. If the norms of a practice are not passed on to new
practitioners the practice cannot last over time. It would also be strange to
talk about something as a practice without the set of activities and actions
having continuity as a set of activities and actions beyond a particular moment in time, with a specific individual; so, practices are then inherently
reproductive and to some extent conservative. Practices one could say are
both established by and carry on traditions.
However, although we can think of practices as a set of actions that is reproduced, we would not call just any set of reproduced actions a practice. A
practice has a normative dimension. John Rawls has defined “practice” as
“any form of activity specified by a system of rules which defines offices,
roles, moves, penalties, defences, and so on, and which gives the activity its
structure.”1 A practice, according to this view, would involve a system that
implicitly or explicitly tells me what I should do and how to do it, the signif1
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icance of what I do, and what I actually am doing. For example, the rules of
chess define my action as checking and the piece I am doing it with as a
queen. The rules also limit what I can do with the piece and tell me both
what I should do and what I shouldn’t. In other activities the rules are less
well defined and often not even explicit. For instance, in some contexts a
question such as “How are you doing?” is taken to be a genuine question that
I want and perhaps need a genuine answer to. In other contexts I use the
question, not as a question, but just as a way to greet you. Just as in chess not
every move means checking, not every “How are you doing?” is a greeting.
It depends on the practice. In chess most of the rules are well defined and
explicit, but in greeting and asking questions most rules are more implicit
norms and the practice and practices involved are not so well defined. For a
native English speaker this does not cause much of a problem, but for speakers with a different native language, like myself, it may sometimes be hard to
see when it is appropriate to answer a question or just say “What’s up!”
(This example perhaps comes more naturally in American English, but
something similar may be said of questions like “Are you all right?” and the
greetings I got in Manchester, “’ll-right lad!”). Norms and rules governing
practices can be more or less well defined and more or less explicit.
That practices differ in how well defined the rules are effects how practices are learned and taught. My initiation into playing chess will probably
begin with someone teaching me the rules, first the most essential ones and
later, as I get better, the more difficult rules and exceptions. As I grow in my
understanding of the game my teacher will perhaps even teach me some tips
and tricks that do not make much difference for a beginner, but which are
essential to understanding the point of some of the moves of professional
players. When learning how to respond to “How are you doing?” I may learn
a lot from English classes in more formal educational settings, but I also
need to learn to discern the contexts I am in. I may need to live in the culture
to get a feel for the different practices in which such a phrase is used. Very
few people would be able to spell out for me exactly which situations the
phrase is used in. We can talk about two forms of initiation here: initiation
through the teaching of rules and initiation as being accepted as a participant
in the practice. Both forms reproduce behaviours and practices, and both
may involve more or less explicit instructions of norms.
Thinking of a particular set of activities as practices may seem to involve
something more than just normativity and reproduction. When an activity
becomes a practice it becomes something we can be good at. In practices, as
Smeyers and Burbules put it, “standards of excellence matter.”2 There are
better and worse ways of performing practices, of playing chess, of giving a
speech, of writing a book, of greeting others, of playing a jazz standard, of
2
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driving a car and so on. We can learn to be better at a practice by training
and instruction, and of course by practicing. According to Smeyers and Burbules, practices are very much shaped by how we learn them. Engaging in a
practice, it would seem, is a matter of setting oneself in a relation to a set of
activities in a way that contributes to these activities.3 Becoming better at
chess can actually change how we conceive the game. New ways of playing
chess may even result in a change of the explicit rules. We see this in many
sports with very fixed rules. They change as new practitioners develop new
relationships to the rules. Take for example the so-called back-pass rule in
football. After the 1990 World Cup many thought the game had lost its
charm due to overly defensive tactics. To save the character of the game
FIFA introduced the back-pass rule that prohibits the goalkeeper from handling the ball, other than with his or her feet directly after (intentionally)
receiving it from another player of the same team. This stopped passive playing back and forth between the goalkeeper and other teammates.
Smeyers and Burbules argue that the view of our relations to practices as
consisting in both learning and enactment balances the conflict between the
conservative aspect of practice reproduction and the need for change.
[O]ur central point is that it is the very continuity and stability of practices
that makes transformation possible; they are related, not opposed concepts.
Because educational institutions are dedicated to teaching, engaging, and motivating learners, they are forced to react to changes in how, when and where
people learn. Because some aspects of the teacher-learner relationship remain
important, and familiar, to participants, it is possible to put certain aspects of
the relationship under scrutiny, to challenge them, and then to change them.
Because a set of implicit norms and values are shared within educational encounters, participants feel secure enough to embark on the risky journey of
sailing uncharted seas together.4

A practice in this view is alive in the interplay between established ways
of doing things and adaption to the pressure put on the practices in having
new-comers initiated in it. The stability of the practice being reproduced
makes it something worth changing. Of course the openness to transformation differs between different practices. Some practices are more dependent on stability than others. For instance, we demand quite a lot of a practitioner before we can accept her contribution as making a creative enactment
of Mozart’s G-major Flute Concerto. Not just any noise from the flute would
count as an interpretation of the concerto. On the other hand, the ways my
children and I establish of playing with dolls might change quite often; our
practices might be quite different every time we play but we still conceive it
as the same practice.5
3
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As I read Smeyers and Burbules, their concept of practice is also a view
of learning and education. It is a view of learning that recognises the importance both of tradition and the reproduction of practices and of transformation and change, a view of education that recognises both educating into a
tradition and educating for change as an essential part of practices. Nonetheless, although I find Smeyers and Burbules’ view of practices and their importance for education insightful, their position does not work as well when
considering dissonant voices. As we shall see, their view of the stability of
practices as a kind of condition for changing practices is problematic when
considering voices that withdraw their consent, refuse to be initiated, voices
that we seem unable to accept as part of the established attunement of a practice. While Smeyers and Burbules suggest that it is because some parts of
practices are important and familiar that they can be questioned, scrutinised
and changed, I shall show that dissonant voices might transform practices by
their resistance to accepting what we take to be familiar and stable. I suggest
that the possibility of the transformation of practices and ways of living lies
in their fragility rather than their stability. In order to show how dissonant
voices relate to the notion of practice let me briefly turn to Rawls.

11.11 Fragile Practices and Fragile Interactions
In “Two Concepts of Rules” Rawls argues for a distinction between justifying a practice and justifying an action falling under a practice.6 Justification
of an action can, according to Rawls, happen at two levels: the level of the
practice and the level of the action falling under the practice. To Rawls the
two-level theory is important to defend different moral theories such as ruleutilitarianism, his later social contract theory and his notion of justice as
fairness.7
In Rawls’ account practices are logically prior to particular actions. Particular actions get their significance from the practice they are part of. The
analogy with games is vital to Rawls. Checking could only performed within
a game of chess. Checking gets its meaning from within the practice of that
game. Questioning the rules of the game while playing it becomes irrational
and nonsensical (given that the practice itself is rationally justified). Hence,
practices not only guide actions, but also generate concepts. I take Rawls to

6
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be saying that our concept of, for example, promising emerges out of practices of giving, keeping and breaking promises.8
Rawls’ conclusion is that there are two concepts of rules. According to
one concept we form rules as rational beings that may justify a particular
action. In moral discourse such justification of an action would involve justifying the action directly through a moral principle such as the principle of
utility or the categorical imperative. According to the other concept of rules
an action is justified by the rules of a practice. The particular action is justified by the reference to a practice, but for the action to be morally justified
the practice must be justified by some moral principle.9
Rawls’ turn to practices may at first seem rather different from that of
philosophers of education such as Smeyers and Burbules. Rawls’ notion of
practice is meant to conceptualise rational action whereas for Smeyers and
Burbules the notion becomes a way to think of education and learning by
finding a balance between the intuitions of the value of both reproductive
traditions and renewing changes. Putting these two views of practice together may lead to something quite close to Wittgenstein, which is where Smeyers and Burbules start from.
In On Certainty Wittgenstein emphasises the connection between epistemic justification and initiation into practices. To Wittgenstein “we use
judgements as principles for judgement” (OC § 122). That is, the practice of
making judgements of a particular kind sets out what it is to make such
judgements. My certainty or doubt about whether this is a chair that I am
sitting on is thus shown not only by what I say but by the whole practice in
which expressing my conviction and doubt has a point (OC § 7). Wittgenstein claims that my doubts, as well as my certainties, form a system, such as
a game or a practice. If I doubt this system I cannot give expression to my
doubt or certainty since doubt and certainty are expressed within the system
(OC § 114). As emphasised by Smeyers and Burbules, judging and doubting
boils down to how I have learned to judge. I learn to judge by judging in a
particular way. We do not learn that this and that exist or to doubt that they
exist. We learn a practice. We learn to sit on a chair, to ask someone to move
the chair, to use the chair to step on in order to reach a book on the shelf. We
learn to call various kinds of objects “chairs”.
In this reading of Wittgenstein, Rawls’ point that it is within a practice
that our judgements, moral or otherwise, get their meaning and significance
and are justified, finds support in Smeyers and Burbules’ point that significance and meaning emerge from our initiation into practices. For example, if
a teacher asks a group of pupils to sit on the chairs by their desks and the
8
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pupils, rather than questioning the point of sitting down, question whether
the chairs in the room really are chairs, or could be called chairs, or whether
chairs exist, I would take it as an obnoxious prank. Perhaps, although not
likely, someone might say that they do not understand what a chair is. Such
expressions of the pupils’ doubts would be similar to questioning the rules of
a game while playing it, which would be irrational according to Rawls.
However, if we are talking about very young children just learning to speak,
the situation seems rather different. The pupils may be in the process of being initiated into practices involving chairs and hence I do not expect them to
respond to commands such as “sit on your chairs” until I accept what they
are doing with chairs as what I am doing with chairs. In the case of very
young children there are simply no grounds for making judgements about
chairs. In a sense there are no chairs in our practices with them, but perhaps
objects to climb or turn over.
According to Rawls we shouldn’t try to change practices while practicing.
If I have made a promise, as long as there are no excusing circumstances, I
can’t or shouldn’t start questioning whether I should fulfil that promise. That
would be irrational since the practice of giving and keeping promises itself
can be argued to be rationally justified at some stage. Indeed, I can and
should question my practices and look for more rational and morally justified practices, but that should, according to Rawls, happen outside the particular practice of, for example, giving and keeping promises.
In expressing what at a first seems like a similar view, Wittgenstein uses
the analogy of a river with banks of rock and banks of sand (OC §§ 94-100).
There are many judgements that it would make sense to doubt all the time.
You say “The keys are on your desk”, and I respond “No, I doubt it. I have
already looked there.” These judgements are fluid. It is part of our practice to
be open to doubt them. However, what if you questioned that what I was
looking for was keys. When I ask if you have seen my garage key you say
“But you do not use a garage key?”. Such a question may be bewildering.
We may have run over the borders of what can be seen as a mutual practice.
But imagine that I do understand what you mean. As it happens I am not
looking for metal keys but a key card that unlocks the door to my garage.
We start to change the structure of the practice. “Where are my keys?” asks
for a different kind of judgment than what is first expected when searching
for keys. The practice can break down, but it is also likely that we attune to
each other’s practice and can go on together. You may get what I mean quite
quickly and next time I ask for the garage key you know that it is a key card
I am asking for. The result is a slight change in the practice. Such changes
are like changes in the riverbank. The sandy bank is eroding. However, some
parts of the riverbank are rock hard and do not change that easily, just as
some parts of our practices are more unlikely to change. Imagine that when I
ask if you have seen my keys, you say “Sorry, but I have come to the conclusion that there are no such things as keys, at least I take their existence to
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be very unlikely.” You talk of keys as if they were some kind of mythological creature like the Loch Ness monster and not the everyday object that we
both use in many common practices. It is imaginable that our practices could
change to the degree that your doubt about the existence of keys would make
more sense, but as long as keys are involved in many of our practices it is
difficult to make sense of such doubts. Those doubts have no place in the
way we live with keys right now.
My point is that, to Wittgenstein, practices change with our lives, which is
a less rigid view of when and how practices change than Rawls holds. Moreover, like Smeyers and Burbules, one might think of some judgements in a
practice as standards or rules that are not likely to change or that will change
only very slowly so we still take it to be the same practice. But that there are
others that can change rather rapidly.10 Nevertheless, what happens in Wittgenstein’s take on practices is that the two levels dissolve. There simply is
no non-practice from where I can determine whether a practice is justified
and other questions can arise about justification within a practice. Practices
can change and do change when practicing them, when living them.
According to Wittgenstein’s account, as I read him, we live in a mishmash of practices going in and out of each other. Think of how the practice
of reading is involved in a many different practices, such as studying for an
exam, writing a paper, evaluating the quality of the writing, keeping to the
codes of conduct in a university library, reading to a child, looking for certain words in a text, cracking a code, etc. As this mish-mash changes, practices change and are transformed, sometimes while in the practices itself,
sometimes, as in the case of FIFA’s change of football rules, as a conscious
decision made following a discussion that takes place in a practice related to
the game but outside the game itself.
There is a further aspect of initiation into practices that is important in
Rawls and Wittgenstein, which Smeyers and Burbules do not emphasise. To
Cavell, as to Rawls, the picture of humans as living within social contracts is
significant (CR, 22-28). When Cavell talks about initiation he emphasises
the two-sided nature of initiation. In order to uphold the image of the social
contract, the initiation process should involve both that the elders, the initiators, accept the learner’s behaviour as part of their practice, and that the
learner consents to the practice (CR, 28). In addition, even a practitioner
deeply initiated in a practice may withdraw her consent to the practice, such
as Nora in A Doll House. To Cavell, the double acceptance of elders and
learners of each other and of the possibility of withdrawal from a practice
points towards a fragility in the initiation process and the practice itself.
The fragility of practices points to a weakness in Smeyers and Burbules’
position. Stability of practices might be important for thinking of something
as a practice and, as such, as a condition for talking about there being some10
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thing that transforms or changes, but to think of stability as a condition for
change in practices seems misguided. Rather, fragility in the initiation process seems to me to be what opens the possibility for transformation. When I
withdraw my consent from a practice I am about to be initiated into or which
I am already accepted as a part of, but where the initiation process is continuing with the practice, then I open up a space for further forms of engagement that is not open as long as the practice is stable. Think of someone
who does not accept the conventions for what is accepted as an interpretation
of the G Major Flute Concerto. Such an “interpretation” might require a
revaluation of the practices of interpreting this work, but also the practices of
musical interpretation. In doing this I am of course putting myself at risk, my
interpretation may not be accepted. However, if my interpretation is accepted, the way we look at interpretations of the Flute Concerto may be revolutionised, my interpretation might become exemplary and change the practice.
In such an example a stable practice is changed, contrary to what Rawls
deems rational, at the level of practicing, and not because of its stability,
contrary to what Smeyers and Burbules seem to suggest, but because someone destabilises the practice, a dissonant voice disturbs the attunement in
practice. The possibility of withdrawing consent, by doing things differently
or just by choosing not to engage in a practice, seems to be a condition for
doing something else or for engaging in a practice differently. It is not the
stability of a practice that makes transformation possible but the fragility of
even the most stable practices.
Here it is important to note the difference between withdrawing consent
and being forced to the margins. Think of a child who is learning to read. We
might strive to teach this child to read and to use letters correctly and see no
visible results. The child just does not seem to get what we are doing with
these strange squiggles we call letters. This is of course tragic. The child’s
ability to learn has come to a stop, or the elders lack the desire or ability to
teach – a door is shut. The case is rather different with a child who understands what we are trying teach, but who refuses to read or does it in an idiosyncratic way that differs from ours. In the latter case the child withdraws
his or her consent, whereas in the former the child does not withdraw from
anything, but a door is shut on them. When it concerns very basic practices,
with many rock hard conventions, this is tragic either way. The children are
closed off from a large part of our community and other practices are closed
to them. This suggests that the stability of rock hard practices creates a fragility in our interactions. Hence, the significance of the difference between
withdrawing from and failure to enter a practice is that the fragility in our
interactions can take different directions. We can use it to set ourselves at a
distance from our communities, an active act of breaking with tradition. We
can also be forced to the margins. Depending on our position, the fragility
can be to the advantage of the dissonant voice, opening the possibility to go
his or her own way, despite the rigidity of a practice, or it can be to their
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detriment, as it can shut the door on dissonance. The effects of this fragility
are of course different in different practices depending on the need for transformation in the particular practice. Still, the fragility of our interactions that
comes from the stability of our practices, such as reading, manifests the precariousness of the dissonant voice.

11.12 Something Animal and Forms of Life
Another aspect underemphasised in both Rawls’ and Smeyers and Burbules’
account is how many aspects of learning go beyond the social and conventional issues of being justified or non-justified. I have already insisted on the
importance of the notion form of life to both my own and Wittgenstein’s
account. In his last writings, published as On Certainty, Wittgenstein returns
to the notion of forms of life at in several places in ways that open further
dimensions of picturing education as initiation into practices. “Forms of life”
has often been taken to suggest that Wittgenstein meant to say that meaning
and justification rely on the conventional aspect of human life. For example,
Smeyers and Marshall talk of forms of life as “unjustified and unjustifiable
patterns of human activities [that] can be seen as the complicated network of
rules which constitute language and human life.”11 They talk of forms of life
as given patterns of action within a specific culture that give human expression meaning. A form of life can, in such a reading, be seen as a kind of super-practice from which all other practices gain their significance.12 Only
within a particular form of life, one that involves playing games, would
chess make sense, and only within this form of life will it make sense to
teach someone to play chess (of course chess would not exist outside such a
pattern). Hence initiation into practices also involves initiation into a form of
life, into the very basic patterns of action and behaviour found in human
beings.13
I take such an understanding of the notion of forms of life, and Smeyers
and Marshall’s reading of it, to be a too one-sided interpretation of Wittgenstein. It takes Wittgenstein to be a conventionalist who takes everything in
our practices and language to rest on sets of conventions that are unjustifiable. To my mind, following Cavell, such a reading only sees one side of
what the notion of forms of life is meant to do (NYUA, 43). Rather, forms of
life can be seen to have both an ethnological, social or conventional sense as
well as a biological animalistic one. To Cavell this means that we can talk of
some behaviours as conventions that are particular to specific cultures, and
11
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of other behaviours that seem to pertain to humans as a species (NYUA, 4142). The human body – its senses, its possibilities, that we walk on two legs,
breathe air and, perhaps most important, the human voice, is brought to the
fore by the notion of form of life or life form (Lebensform).
However, Wittgenstein is not very clear in his own use of “form of life”,
and he does not appear to be very satisfied with the notion either.14 In Philosophical Investigations the notion is put to work both as marking the unjustified nature of our basic attunement in making judgements and as related to
what he calls our “natural history” (PI §§ 19, 23, 25, 241, 415 PPF §§ 345,
365). In On Certainty he clearly identifies form of life with “something animal” (OC §§ 358-359). Despite its, perhaps to some extent, deliberate obscurity the notion clearly emphasises that to Wittgenstein speaking a language
and making judgements are not something purely social, but also something
animal. The two are not separate. This is clear in how Wittgenstein emphasises that the fact that we have a language does not need justification; it is
just as much part of our animal nature as walking or eating (OC, § 475).
Language forms part of how human beings interact. But thinking about those
interactions as being a part of our forms of life suggests that what I want to
call passionate capabilities – our ability to feel strong affection, to love, hate,
fear, feel happiness, anxiety, and so on – are vital in human interaction, within and outside of practices. These passionate capabilities make responses
outside the conventions of established practices a perpetual possibility and
sometimes a threat to practices. Our passionate capabilities open the door to
a room beyond the walls of convention. Passion is a step into the wild.
If Wittgenstein is right to emphasise that much of what we must take as
given in order to go on together can be a matter of our animal nature, then it
seems to me rather strange to only talk about initiation here. We may be
initiated into all kinds of social activities and conventional aspects of our
forms of life, but we are not initiated into walking, breathing and eating
(though perhaps we are initiated into doing such things in a particular way,
for example walking in a parade, Qi Gong breathing exercises or knowing
the etiquette of formal dinners). Dewey’s take on education as growth seems
more apt.15 Initiation, one could say, is only one aspect of the many ways in
which humans grow as social animals.
Another problem is that the one-sided take on forms of life as conventional deflects from the complexities of human interaction and the difficulty
of being forced to the margins of a form of life. If what is given are only
unjustifiable conventions, then changing conventions appears to be something that is reserved for those who are initiated into and accepted as part of
14
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those structures or conventions. The initiated practitioner modifies the practice as a response to things disturbing the practice or some other reason, but
it would be strange to say that someone who does not yet consent to a practice, or whose actions are not yet accepted as following the conventions of
the practice, could modify the practice, though they may of course influence
the initiated practitioners to do so. However, thinking of the basis of our
practices as something that also can be part of our animal nature changes
what it means to give consent and be accepted in a community or practice. I
shall spell out what the change amounts to in the rest of the chapter.

11.2 Dissonance and the Limits of Practice: Ronia the
Robber’s Daughter
Now I have arrived at a notion of practice and initiation into practices that is
quite unclear and a complex mish-mash of all kinds of activities, actions,
behaviours and expressions. I am content with that. Practices are a mishmash and so are the forms of life of which they are a part. However, there
are some salient features of this mish-mash that are important for understanding the role of marginal and dissonant voices in our forms of life. The
first feature is the role of education and initiation in both practices and the
conventional aspects of forms of life. The second is the emphasis on the
mish-mash rather than a clear-cut two-level structure that we find in Rawls’
account. The third is the realisation that the initiation consists in both the
acceptance of experienced practitioners and the consent of the learner. According to the fourth feature, practices are transformed not because of their
stability but because of the fragility of even the most stable practices and
initiation processes. Finally, the fifth feature is that there are both conventional and biological dimensions involved in these patterns of human activity, and the biological dimension points to basic forms of human behaviour
that go beyond the conventions of practices.
I will now turn to Astrid Lindgren’s novel Ronia the Robber’s Daughter
to demonstrate how our passionate capabilities, in relation to features three
to five above, can shape our relationships, practices and forms of life. I shall
retell the story with an emphasis on the way it can work on concepts of initiation, parenthood, consent and dissonance.
The novel takes place in a forest surrounded by mountains and populated
by various kinds of mystical creatures – which Lindgren invents with inspiration from Scandinavian folklore – and is set in a magical medieval world.
It begins with the birth of Ronia, the daughter of an outlaw who is the chief
of a robber band, during a raging thunderstorm accompanied by the vicious
shrieks of the hell-harpies, cruel creatures that are a cross between a human,
a bird and a witch. When Ronia is born her father Matt is described as “wit-
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less with delight”, he races “all the way around the hall, leaping high with
joy and shrieking like a madman.”16 Matt shows the child to the other robbers, displaying his pride and, as chief, making it clear that no comment
should be made on this child if their chief was to be kept in a good mood.
When Lovis, Ronia’s mother, asks if she should take the child, we read:
But Matt did not want to hand over his daughter. He stood there gazing with
admiration at her clear eyes, her little mouth, her black tufts of hair, her helpless hands, and he trembled with love.
“You, child, you’re already holding my robber heart in those little hands,”
he said. “I don’t understand it, but that’s how it is.”17

I take this moment to demonstrate the significance of our passions in our
forms of life. There are many good reasons for parents to love their children,
but reason seems to have little to do with Matt’s love. He is happy and witless, madly in love with his daughter. He does not justify his love but is
simply overwhelmed by the birth of his child. It is beyond his understanding;
he just acknowledges that this is his condition. The child holds his heart in
her hands. Reasons would not likely make this any different.
There is little doubt that these kinds of affections, that may be more or
less strong, are a part of human life, not only in relationships between children and adults, and we also know from sad experience that not all parents
love their children. Of course these affections may be of many different
kinds and ranges, from outright rage and hatred to intimate forms of empathy, from disgust to sexual arousal and sometimes a complex mixture. However, although it is easy to recognise the significance of our affections and
passions, it is not as clear how they are significant. The story about Ronia
can clarify this and more.
As Matt is holding Ronia and is talking to the old Noodle-Pete (Bald-Per
would be the correct translation, referring to his bald head), the oldest of the
robbers, there is a crack of thunder greater than anyone has ever heard before. This scares Ronia, and Matt is dumbstruck by her cry: “My child is
crying!…What do we do, what do we do?” he says.18 Lovis takes Ronia and
puts her to the breast. The loud crack turns out to be the lightning that has
struck the castle, dividing it and the mountain it stands on into two halves
with a steep gap in between, a gap they will come to call Hell’s Gap.19
The lightning strike sets the structure for the whole story. Hell’s Gap becomes a symbol for the separation between Matt and Ronia. When Ronia
16
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starts crying Matt is at a loss. This not merely an image of a distorted form
of masculinity, in which men are treated as incapable of comforting their
children, and mothers are a child’s safe haven. Matt’s loss signifies the discovery of the parent struck by passionate affection for their children who
finds that their children are others with different desires, wishes, expectations and, as we shall see, other ways of living. Ronia’s cry is the first but
not the last time she will break up her father’s picture of who she is. Matt,
leaving her to her mother after first having refused to leave her, marks this
discovery and the perplexity he faces in realising Ronia’s otherness – an
otherness that eventually grows into a dissonance.
Hell’s Gap has further significance in the story. When Ronia is eleven
winters old her parents let her go out to explore the forest by herself. One
morning, Ronia decides to explore Hell’s Gap and she sees a boy her own
age, Birk, on the other side of the Gap. The rivalling band of Borka robbers
has moved into the other side of the castle and Hell’s Gap marks the hateful
rivalry and distance between the two bands.
Nowhere in the story do the adults attempt to cross this gap, but this first
meeting between the children begins by them displaying their daring to one
another by jumping back and forth across the Gap. This moment of moving
across Hell’s Gap also structures the story. Although this first meeting is
marked by contempt and hostility, after saving each other’s lives in a couple
of tight situations, it leads to a deep friendship between Ronia and Birk. The
Romeo and Juliet-like friendship and the moving back and forth across the
gap also signifies that the children are not neutral in their parents’ conflict,
but rather in the midst of it – the children are the ones in danger of falling in
the gap.

11.21 Daughter Against Father
Ronia is initiated in to the robber’s life in different ways in the castle. She
learns to despise the Borka robbers and grows to love the robbers of her own
band. Eventually, after her mother persuades her protective father, Ronia is
let out into the forest. Here she gets some instruction about all the things in
the forest that could be dangerous, and in particular she is told that she must
learn to be unafraid of even the most dangerous creatures and parts of the
forest, but mainly she is left on her own to explore and to get to know the
forest.
One thing is left out of Ronia’s education. She is quite unaware of what
robbers do for a living. She does not suspect what robbers do until the first
meeting of the two robber bands, on each side of Hell’s Gap, when Borka
alludes to something that Matt has taken without asking. Later, Ronia asks
her father what he has taken without asking and their conversation marks the
next stage of their separation.
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After trying to avoid the conversation Matt begins faltering attempts to
explain why he hadn’t let Ronia in on the defining aspects of a robber’s life.
“Little innocent child that you are, my Ronia, that is why I haven’t talked
much about it before.”20 This explanation is more devastating for their relationship than the fact that he robs people of their possessions while they are
crying and begging for mercy. Although Ronia can in no way reconcile herself with the idea of being a robber, “He was her Matt, whatever he did, and
she loved him.”21 Like Torvald in A Doll House, Matt has avoided, even
dreaded, serious conversation with Ronia, justified by reference to her childish innocence, fearing what would happen if Ronia knew what he really did
for a living. The problem is that avoiding serious conversation by reference
to innocence does not have the intended effect for Torvald or Matt. Avoidance of serious conversation forces Ronia’s voice into dissonance. Whatever
she or Nora say that does not fit the established ways of the privileged in that
life is explained away by reference to their innocence. They become incomprehensible.
Matt wants Ronia to share his life, of course, and wants her to see that
robbery is a necessary part of it. When Bald-Per, who is listening in on the
conversation, explains to Ronia how angry, sad and frightened people get
when being robbed, Matt cuts him off:
He patted Ronia cheek, “You’ve got to understand, Ronia! That’s the way it
is. That’s the way it has always been. It’s nothing to make a fuss about.”
“No, it isn’t,” said Bald-Per. “But people never get used to things. They go
on howling and crying and swearing...”
Matt gave him an angry glare. Then he turned back to Ronia.
“My father was a robber chief, and so was my grandfather, and my great
grand-father, as you know. And I haven’t let them down. I’m a great robber
chief too, the mightiest in all the woods and mountains. And that’s what
you’re going to be, too, Ronia mine!”22

It is clear that the robber’s way of life is more than a simple career choice
for Matt. Being a robber is a way of life. There have always been robbers in
Matt’s Forest and always will be. Moreover, it is a way of life that exists in
close connection to other ways of life. According to Matt, if people know
that there are robbers then their reactions to robbery are part of the life they
live. The robber life is also the way of life set out for Ronia. But Ronia does
not accept this. Ronia responds by shouting, “Me! … Never! Not if they get
angry and cry!”.23
Ronia’s strong response worries Matt. He wants Ronia to love him and
admire him, but the process of initiation is interrupted. She refuses to live the
20
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kind of life he lives. Ronia even expresses moral disgust for that kind of life.
Now she has more than a voice of her own, she is also a dissonant voice
echoing in the great hall of the castle of Matt’s robbers. Still, Matt and Ronia
can go on living with each other sharing other parts of their form of life,
despite this thorn in their relationship. They still love and admire each other
deeply — until the next break in their relationship.
The next break comes at another meeting by Hell’s Gap. After spending
the day with Birk in the forest Ronia returns to the castle to find all the robbers beside themselves with excitement. At last they have found a way to
throw the Borka robbers out of the other part of the castle without risking
bloodshed. Matt has caught Birk on his way home. This is Ronia’s response
while Matt is still holding her in his arms:
Ronia gave a shriek, and tears of rage spurted from her eyes.
“You can’t do that” She started to beat Matt wherever she could reach with
balled fists. “You beast, you can’t do that!”
Matt dropped her with a thud. There was no more laughter now. He was
pale with fury.
“What’s that my daughter says I can’t do?” he asked menacingly.
“I’ll tell you,” shrieked Ronia, “You can go robbing all the money and
goods and rubbish you want, but you can’t rob people, because if you do I do
not want to be your daughter anymore.”
“Who’s talking about people?” said Matt, his voice unrecognizable. “I’ve
caught a snake fry, a louse, a little thieving, hound, and I am getting my fathers’ fortress cleaned out at last. Then you can be my daughter or not just as
you choose.”
“Beast!” shrieked Ronia.24

There is more than one aspect of this scene that is crucial to the story. It
becomes clear that the moral understanding held by Ronia and by her father
is radically different. Matt’s morality is deeply rooted in fidelity to his elders
and to the life of a robber. Moreover, Matt is upholding an appearance of a
strongly patriarchal way of life characterised not only by how both he and
Borka address their wives in speech and how the daily work of keeping the
castle is upheld by Ronia’s mother while the men are out robbing, but also in
the lack of women other than Ronia and her mother. As far as Matt is concerned he is the one in charge. (Still, it is clear that as soon as the robbers
enter the castle Lovis, Ronia’s mother, is the one in charge, not Matt. She
can and does command them as she likes.)
Ronia has already given voice to another kind of moral sensitivity, refusing to become a robber chief when she realises what it means to be a robber.
She used to tolerate her father’s way of life, but this time he has gone too far.
Her friendship with Birk, son of her father’s enemy, helps her to realise the
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worth of human life, enemy or not. She also emphasises the lack of moral
insight in Matt’s actions by repeatedly calling him a beast.25
Once again we see the passionate aspect of human engagement. Matt and
Ronia’s love for one another has turned into a wild rage. This is not a quiet
conversation on what the right thing to do is, but an exchange of words and
punches both driven by and expressing deep disappointment. The passion in
the exchange gives significance to the words. Ronia’s response to her father
tells him and the readers of the text how awful she thinks his action is.
Matt’s uncompromising refutation of Ronia’s position expresses his power
over her and disappointment with her.
As a narrative Ronia reworks the way we take for granted that a child always can be called a child to its parents. Ronia can withdraw her consent to
the relationship she is born into and the way of life she is initiated into. The
possibility of a child and parent breaking their bond is manifested in the next
scene. The morning after Ronia and Matt’s disagreement, the Matt Robbers
and the Borka Robbers meet on each side of Hell’s Gap. Matt presumes that
Borka will leave the castle to get his son back. Ronia finds herself in an impossible situation. “Ronia caught her breath. Her father had thought it out so
cruelly. Borka must leave now, at once; otherwise Birk would be locked up
in a dungeon until the end of summer. But he would not be able to live there
that long, Ronia knew. He would die, and she would no longer have a brother.”26 The death of Birk is one of the awful outcomes of this situation. The
other, Ronia had already realised. “She would not have a father to love, either. That hurt too.”27 So Ronia leaps over Hell’s Gap into the arms of the
Borka Robbers.
Matt saw her in mid leap, and a cry burst from him, the kind of cry animals utter in their death agony, and the blood of the robbers turned into ice, for they
have heard nothing like it before. And then they saw Ronia, their Ronia, on
the other side of the abyss, with the enemy. Nothing worse could possibly
have happened and nothing so incomprehensible.
It was incomprehensible to the Borka Robbers too.28

Something unfathomable happened. Ronia, the child of Matt’s robbers’
love has given herself to the enemy freely. The robbers cannot understand it.
The action does not seem to be meaningful for them yet. Regardless of the
confounding nature of the event, Borka is not slow to catch on and demands
a straight trade, his son for Matt’s daughter. This trade carries no meaning
for Matt anymore however. He lets Birk go, but says, “You can’t give me
25
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my child back, for I have none.”29 Lovis is the one to demand Ronia back
and the trade is executed.
To Matt, Ronia’s act is the deepest treachery thinkable. To him, there is
no coming back if you cross Hell’s Gap like this. He cannot be a father to
this child, just as Ronia cannot be a daughter to such a parent. Just as Nora
says to Torvald that they never had a real marriage, Ronia and Matt’s relationship is not that of father and daughter anymore. Of course, there are
ways in which we could still speak of them as parent and child, but the significance of such speech is put into question, in the same way that Nora
questions how the formalities of marriage ceremonies can determine what a
marriage is (cf. CW, 254). These divorces, between wife and husband, child
and parent, suggest that there can be something more to these relationships
than what is presently offered. In Ronia, being father and daughter can be
not only something to give up, but also a relationship that can be constructed
in novel ways. Ronia and Birk call themselves brother and sister. The speech
act that performs this is much simpler than, for example, a formal marriage
ceremony, as in Austin’s example of performative utterance. Ronia simply
asks Birk if he wants to be her brother and he answers that he does. From
that moment they care about each other and treat each other as brother and
sister in ways that let them, in their agreements and disagreements, as Cavell
puts it of proper marriages, become an education for one another (PDAT,
122).
Ronia’s crossing of Hell’s Gap is like a refusal to play by the rules of the
game in a practice. The robbers are defined by their robbery and loyalty to
the band and their chief is their main norm; much else is left to individual
whim. This norm is perhaps even stronger when it concerns father and
daughter. It is unthinkable that a child would show such complete disloyalty
to her father. But like Nora, Ronia is put in an impossible situation; she cannot be true to herself and to Birk and be loyal to Matt at the same time.
Breaking the bonds of loyalty lets Ronia redefine her role as daughter and
sister and set new forms of significances and new relationships. Ronia’s
questioning of the robbers’ most defining norms thus opens possibilities that
none of them had imagined. It allows for a rethinking of her role as a daughter, and as a sister, and shows that there may be another way of living than
the robber’s life that can involve as much freedom and passion as her father’s life as a robber.
The point of telling this long story is to demonstrate that there are moments when actions and words speak in dissonance, where established conversational practices are not applicable, when conversation must take place
in modes beyond the established conventions. Ronia and Birk create new
roles, new practices and give new significance to their practices. However,
what interests me here is how a conversation between Matt and Ronia is
29
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possible once they stand on opposite sides of Hell’s Gap, once they are divorced and on the margins of each other’s form of life.
Just as between Nora and Torvald, there is a deep sense of despair and
desperation in the relationship between Ronia and Matt. Ronia leaves Matt’s
Castle and moves out in the forest, into the wild, and Matt refuses to even
speak her name. Her name is not to be mentioned by anyone in his presence.
After they have been in the forest for a few months, Lovis comes to Ronia
and Birk’s cave. Ronia says,
“Look, Lovis, if you were a child and had a father that denied you so completely that he wouldn’t even say your name, would you go back to him? Supposing he didn’t even come to ask you?”
Lovis thought for a moment. “No, I wouldn’t. He would have to ask – that
he would!”
“And Matt never will,” said Ronia.30

The refusal to speak her name manifests Matt’s loss when their mode of
conversation has broken down. Ronia cannot exist in the same way she did
before. This is only part of the story, however, and left like this expresses
only half of Matt’s loss. At night, while sleeping, Matt calls out Ronia’s
name. Although Matt has no conscious words in which he can speak of Ronia, he is not left without expression. Recall his spontaneous passionate cry
as Ronia leaps across Hell’s Gap to the Borka Robbers: “a cry burst from
him, the kind of cry animals utter in their death agony, and the blood of the
robbers turned into ice…”. He has no conscious words to express his agony
at seeing what happened, nothing except the animal reaction. After this, Matt
enters in to some sort of depression, hardly speaking to anyone. Moreover,
that Matt does call out Ronia’s name while crying in his sleep indicates that
is impossible for him not to express his love for Ronia. There is no context
in which he is capable of expressing himself. His expressions go beyond
those of established ways of speaking. Matt and Ronia have no established
practice in which their conversation and life together can go on. Matt is left
with what Cavell calls passionate utterance.
The break between Ronia and Matt that sets them outside of possible
speech to each other is the first moment of what I call initiation reversed.
The initiation process is not only disrupted, but the initiator, in this case
Matt, and the initiated, Ronia, bounce off from one another and go in different directions, seemingly without any hope of returning towards each other.
There seems to be as little hope for Ronia and Matt as there is for Nora
and Torvald. Ronia, however, is more specific about what kind of miracle, or
det vidunderlige, she thinks can turn this process. She has implied, although
she does not believe it will happen, that if Matt asks her to come back she
might do so. I take this to suggest a second form in which initiation can be
30
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reversed. That Ronia wants her father to ask (the Swedish word is “be”
which can also mean “beg” or “pray”) turns their roles around. Now all of a
sudden Matt needs to be initiated into Ronia’s way of thinking and her mode
of conversation. He can only return on her terms. Cavell conceptualises what
he calls Hollywood remarriage comedies through Ibsen’s Nora, who says
that her husband can’t give her the right kind of education. The remarriage
comedies show couples on the brink of divorce transforming themselves and
their relationship so that they become educations for each other (PH, 22). In
the case of what I call initiation reversed something slightly different happens. Ronia, the dissonant voice, becomes the education for her father and
those engaged in the practices of a robber’s life. Thus dissonance, rather than
being just a difficulty, also opens for perfectionist transformations, an invitation to think of education not only as initiation into practices, but also as an
improvisation outside practices, what I call perfectionist education, an education that goes beyond our presently attained forms of interaction.

11.22 Initiation
Improvisation

Reversed,

Passionate

Utterances

and

In order to conceptualise the idea of initiation reversed, I turn to Cavell’s
notion of passionate utterance. The notion of passionate utterance is meant to
emphasise aspects of John Austin’s notion of performative utterance and
demonstrate the role of perlocutionary speech acts that, in Cavell’s view, is
not sufficiently explored by Austin.
Austin begins his famous lectures How to Do Things with Words by suggesting a distinction between what he calls constative and performative utterances. Constatives are descriptive assertions of states of affairs. Performatives are utterances with which we do something and as such construct states
of affairs.31 Some of Austin’s examples of performatives are saying “I do” in
a marriage ceremony, or “I christen this ship Queen Elisabeth” in a namegiving ceremony.32 The distinction is meant to call into question what Austin
thought of as philosophy’s unhealthy focus on the assertive, constative and
descriptive role of utterances and, through calling attention to the performativity of language, to demonstrate that language does much more than this.
Eventually, however, Austin thinks the distinction between constative and
performatives utterances is at risk of breaking down since both notions have
parallel connections with facts. Constatives in a rather obvious way, but
performatives by there being situations with persons and contexts where a
performative does not do its job, or is “unhappy”.33 As Cavell puts it: “per31

J.L. Austin, How to Do Things With Words (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1962), 4-11.
32
Austin, How to Do Things With Words, 5.
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formatives may fail to fit the facts the way statements do, statements may
fail to fit the facts the way performatives do” (PDAT, 168). The trouble with
this distinction leads Austin to suggest another distinction between different
forms or features of speech acts.
Austin wants to reconsider in what “senses…to say something may be to
do something.”34 Austin famously gives us three basic forms of doing things
with words: the locutionary, which is “the act of saying something”;35 the
illocutionary which is what we do in saying something (adding that in general a locutionary speech act is an illocutionary act); and the perlocutionary
act, which is the act of producing some kind of effect by the locutionary and
illocutionary speech act.36 Thus, for example, by uttering “Don’t go there!”
by my locution I perform an illocution of warning you, with the perlocutionary effect that you actually don’t go there.
The locutionary and the illocutionary speech act, or aspects of the speech
act, appear to require some kind of practice. That is, at least, how I understand the first two criteria for successful performatives that Austin lays out:
1. There must exist a conventional procedure having a certain conventional
effect, that procedure to include the uttering of certain words by certain
persons in certain circumstances, and further,
2. the particular persons and circumstances in a given case must be appropriate for the invocation of the particular procedure invoked.37

In Ronia, the robbers have established practices that involve certain persons and conventional procedures. There are of course conventions, although
unclear, for Matt to follow in asking Ronia to come back. But is it this easy?
These criteria put the dissonant voice in a very special position. The dissonant voice is dissonant exactly because there are no conventional procedures
that will guide us in understanding it. Austin’s account, just as Rawls’ and
Smeyers and Burbules’ do, tells us much about what we do within established practices. But Ronia has withdrawn her consent to practices that used
to be available to Matt to ask for her return. They are left to improvise outside of practices and conventions. I suggest that we see dissonance as an
invitation to improvise without the script of established practices.
In spelling out what a passionate utterance might be Cavell describes it as
an “invitation to improvise in the disorders of desire” whereas the performative “is an offer of participation in the order of the law” (PDAT, 185). Cavell
contrasts the passionate utterance with Austin’s performative utterance by
saying that the passionate utterance is an utterance for which there are no

34
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established practices or conventional procedures or “no further means of
response” (PDAT, 182).
The difference between the law, or as I put it, the established practices, as
offering participation and the law as invitation to improvise in the disorders
of desire is immensely significant. The performative aspects of the locutionary and illocutionary may fail because I do not understand or know the correct procedures of certain practices, say paying my bills, or asking for forgiveness. I simply do not know how to do this and the practice offers me a
way of doing these things. The passionate utterance fails on rather different
grounds. It fails when I, as Cavell puts it, am not able to single you out
(PDAT, 184).
Although Cavell himself does not explicitly do so, I take the passionate
utterance to be aligned with what he says about acknowledgement in his
early excursions on Wittgenstein’s remarks on pain expressions (MWS, 238266). Many expressions of pain may not be within established practices of
speech acts where I say things like “My leg hurts,” but are simply a natural
reaction of grunts and making faces, like Matt does when Ronia leaps across
Hell’s Gap. The expression calls for your response, for your acknowledgement of my pain. Likewise my passionate utterance is directed at you by me
declaring my “I” in a way that I can be faithful to myself.
How can Matt ask his daughter to come home when what is at stake is
what it means to be a daughter and a father and when what “home” means is
not clear? The asking becomes a passionate utterance. It is a begging, a desperate invitation, not an offering. It is with such anxious improvisations that
we can respond to dissonance.
Ronia and Birk remain in the cave into the autumn, and are worried they
are not likely to survive the coming winter, Ronia meets Matt when she is
getting water. Matt is sitting by the spring, crying and grieving. She has already seen this in a dream.
He had not noticed her yet, but suddenly he raised his eyes and caught sight of
her. At once he flung his arm across his eyes and hid his tears, a gesture so
helpless and despairing that she could not bear to see it. With a cry she rushed
forward and threw herself into his arms.
“My child!” whispered Matt. “My child!”
Then he shouted, “I have my child!”
Ronia wept into his beard and asked, sobbing, “Am I your child now,
Matt? Am I really your child again?”
And Matt cried and answered, “Yes, as you always have been, my Ronia!
My child, whom I have wept for night and day. My God, how I’ve suffered!”
He held her a little away from him so that he could see her face. Then he
asked tenderly, “Is it as Lovis said, that you will come home only if I ask you
to?”
Ronia was silent.38
38
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This passionate conversation is the beginning of a re-established relationship between Ronia and Matt. Notice that the conversation starts by Ronia’s
response and acknowledgment of Matt’s agony and continues with words
followed by exclamation marks, “My child!”. The meaning of those words is
not clear; it is not clear what he is saying or doing in saying them. Still, uttering the words is an invitation to Ronia. The words may, in the best of
worlds, have a perlocutionary effect. However, the meaning of these words
is yet to be established. Matt and Ronia’s reunion is not complete.
Cavell maintains that “words are essentially owed” (PDAT, 179), and I
wonder: Does Ronia owe Matt any words? Her silence may suggest that she
is in doubt still. Yet, doubt is not the only reason for Ronia’s silence. She
sees Birk standing there viewing the scene. Ronia realises Birk’s sadness and
when Matt twice asks her to come home with him she remains silent. What
does “home” mean here? What does it mean to be a child of Matt when she
wants to live with Birk, when he, her brother, is the son of Matt’s archenemy? But there is also another reality out there. The fact is that Birk and Ronia are unlikely to survive a winter in the forest. Birk hardly survived the last
winter in the castle. The bitter reality of dependence makes it hard for a child
to divorce its parents, which makes it hard to remain in dissonance. Children
need their elders to support them and adults have a responsibility to care for
children.
But Matt begs: “Though I have not asked you yet…I do it now. I ask you
Ronia, with all my heart, come home to me again!”.39 It sounds almost like a
marriage proposal, doesn’t it, “with all my heart”? It is a proposal that Ronia
cannot answer. She cannot leave Birk. Matt has made that impossible. If
Matt treats Birk as he does he cannot be her father. Ronia’s relationship with
Birk, his being her brother, does not allow that. What is needed is a miracle.
The same kind of miracle that Nora stopped believing in, det vidunderlige,
that involves a transformation of them both so that their marriage can be
called a marriage, or so that Ronia can call Matt her father. He needs to earn
the right to call her his child again. He is the one owing words. Matt, despite
his pride as robber chief, is capable of starting on the journey towards such
transformation. Matt calls Birk to him and Birk asks what he wants.
“To give you a beating, really,” Matt said. “But I’m not going to do that. Instead, I ask you with all my heart, come back to Matt’s Fort with us now! It’s
not because I like you – don’t think that, whatever you do. But my daughter
does – I know that now – and perhaps I can learn too. I have had time to think
about this and that these last months.”40

39
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Here we have the reversed process of initiation. Ronia, by the way she
sets up an exemplary life in the forest with Birk, provides an education for
Matt and he is takes her as an education, rethinks his life, tries to transform
himself. Ronia can accept him as a father because of this, not because of
what he is, but what he is becoming. So, the initiation here is not so much
into practices but more into ways of life, in to constructing further ways of
living. Eventually the transformation helps Matt to look at the world rather
differently. He can see beyond his rivalries with Borka and they unite their
robber bands to become one great band of robbers. Ronia’s dissonance is
essential for Matt to see these possibilities. It is the breakdown of the mutuality and the stability of Ronia and Matt’s practices and relationship that
provides new ways of engagement and new ways of living.
Ronia and Matt exemplify the happy form of conversation in dissonance.
The notion of passionate utterance shows the possibilities we have in such
conversations. It is a matter of speaking beyond our practices and conventions, beyond our tacit scripts. But this concerns not only speaking, but also
listening without a practice telling us what to hear. The start of Ronia and
Matt’s reunion is not in what they say but in how they come to listen to each
other, acknowledging each other’s passionate and dissonant utterances as
expressions, not of something defined by established standards, but simply
as expressing. Responding to dissonant voices is then very much a matter of
improvisation. It is a matter of experimenting with ways to go on together
when we do not know what it means to go on together.

11.3 Surviving Winter
Ronia has some trouble convincing Birk to return to the castle with her and
Matt, but one of the things that convinces him is their agreement to move
back to the cave in the forest when winter is over. They have strong reasons
for this. They do not want to become robbers. They want a different kind of
life and need to learn to live such a life together and need to create such a
life. Like Nora and the couples in Cavell’s remarriage comedies, and like
Thoreau, Ronia and Birk must distance themselves from their community.
The need for distance was what made them move out into the forest in the
first place. While living among rivalling robber bands in the castle there was
no way that Ronia and Birk publicly could find a workable “we” as brother
and sister. Hell, or at least Hell’s Gap, was between them. But in the forest
there is no hell’s gap. In the wild the limits of old practices and communities
are transcended and further forms of engagement possible. The notion of
passionate utterance shows the possibilities of engagement in the metaphori-
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cal wild. Dissonant voices are passionate utterances and likewise call for
passionate utterances in response.41
For Ronia’s reaction to really count she has to get out of the castle, not
only to find but also, together with Birk, to found reactions of her own and
give them significance. Ronia needs to find or found a “We” with someone
who, for example, shares her aversion to robbery, with whom she can engage
in practices other than the robber practices she has been initiated into. Ronia
and Birk thus found their own form of community, separate from the robber
community, and a life that reworks the roles of man and woman, sister and
brother, father and daughter. Since they move beyond the significances of
their fathers they, not without frictions, have to improvise a way of life.
I have frequently, following Cavell and others, emphasised dissonance as
the fragility of human interactions. The story of Ronia and Birk brings in a
further aspect of this fragility that is not emphasised as much by Cavell, or,
perhaps more surprisingly, by Thoreau. Like Thoreau’s Walden, Ronia the
Robber’s Daughter romanticises nature, displaying the wondrous mysticism
of the forest, the animals, seeing the forest come alive through its sounds,
smells, and sights. Consider for example the Thoreauvian sound of the last
paragraph of Ronia when Ronia and Birk return to their cave in spring.
It is early morning. As beautiful as the first morning of the world! The new
inhabitants of the Bear’s Cave come strolling through their woods, and all
about them lies the splendor of springtime. Every tree, every stretch of water,
every green thicket is alive. There is twittering and rushing and buzzing and
singing and murmuring. The fresh, wild song of spring can be heard everywhere.
And they come to their cave, their home in the wilderness. And everything
is as before, safe and familiar. The river rushing down below, the woods in the
morning light – everything is the same as ever. Spring is new, but it is still the
same as ever.42

The imagery of the forest is an image of the dawn of new ways of human
life. It is a mythological beginning that we at times hope for and that passionate engagement with dissonant voices in some cases might provide.
Nevertheless, Ronia and Birk are well aware that the forest and the wild not
only mean living in “the splendour of springtime,” but also with the horrors
of winter. The snow would not only isolate them, but also eventually would

41
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kill them. Ronia is reminded of winter not only in the signs of fall, dead
leaves and frosty mornings, but also in her nightmares.43
It seems to me that talking about practices and forms of life as something
emerging from the interactions between humans, our forms of life and practices grow just as much from the conditions for staying alive. The human
animal needs protection from the cold, or the heat, she needs food, water,
clean air and so on. Whatever life Ronia and Birk can found together this
first morning of the world will be conditioned by their environment. The
question that we can ask, which I take Ronia, Birk and Thoreau to be asking,
is what should we take as conditions for sustaining the way of life we hope
for? For Matt, survival is based on robbery. Another life is unthinkable.
“Stop Robbing! What should we live on then!”44 is Matt’s reaction to Ronia’s suggestion that they should find another way of life.
Education is also about survival, about learning to walk, about learning to
find water, to eat, seeking shelter. Education is very much about learning to
live in the environment, which of course may involve initiation in various
practices, but it is as much about finding practices or strategies for survival,
a way of finding out what it means to be a human animal. Pointing out the
importance of the environment also accentuates how fragile the dissonant
voice is. Our communities and practices are important for our survival. Ronia and Birk know that they can survive living in Matt’s castle, engaging in
the robbers’ life, and more established ways of survival. They also know
they can’t survive a winter by themselves in Bear’s Cave.
The fragility of dissonance may seldom be as salient as in the case of Ronia. But, the story about Matt’s reaction to Ronia – “What then should we
live off!” – displays not only the fear of irrationality or evil of dissonance
that I discuss in Chapter Nine, but also the fear that it is possible to live in
dissonance at all, when we depend on each other to keep warm, eat and
simply survive as the animals we are. Even a robber’s life could be considered civilised compared to the isolation of dissonance. As adults we rightly
feel a strong responsibility to initiate our children into our ways of life, because that is what keeps both us and them alive. There are of course various
ways to live and stay alive, but very few of those ways are done in isolation.
We need to find workable forms of “We”.
What I want to suggest then is that there is an education that can take
place beyond initiation into practices and beyond transformation of practices. That is an education of improvisation through and with passionate utterances, where the dissonant voice is allowed to take us back to the first spring
morning of the world, which opens the way for experimenting with life,
aware of its dangers – a life in which the relations of initiation can be reversed. This is a perfectionist education where no practice, no way of life,
43
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however dependent on them we may be, puts us beyond reproach. Transcending our limits, walking into the wild, means to embark on the way towards an as yet unattained community and self without knowing what we
would live off, robbery, farming, computer programming or punk rock.

***
In previous chapters I have emphasised how difficult and problematic it
might be to enter into serious conversation with dissonant voices. The conversation between Nora and Torvald emphasises how destructive it could be
if we do not enter into such conversations. In this chapter, however, I have
wished to emphasise the hope there is in such conversations, despite the
danger of winter that is always present in such conversations. Although the
established forms of interactions in our practices and forms of life may at
times be fragile, passionate utterances are even more fragile. In passionate
conversation we cannot even say what a successful outcome is. Conversation
with dissonance means conversation beyond convention, where natural reactions may not be shared.
The attempt to address one another passionately gives some hope though.
That is what the story of Ronia and Matt do to me. It tells me that there are
forms of interaction beyond established practices that can open communities
up to new forms of interaction and even reform the most fundamental roles
of adult and child, father and daughter, teacher and student, initiator and
initiated. Passionate conversation with dissonant voices helps me to transcend the limits of my own life. Stepping into the wild is a step into uncertainty, but it is also a step towards infinite possibilities. Stepping into the
wild becomes a letting go of my role as educator or learner, and education
becomes a mutual improvisation, an experiment in living.

Part IV: Looking for an End of the Story

12. Epilogue: The Bloody Rough Way, or Lost
Stories and Laziness?

“So you want to hear a story?”. That is how Shaun Tan begins his book The
Lost Thing. He continues,
Well, I used to know a whole lot of pretty interesting ones. Some of them so
funny you’d laugh yourself unconscious, others so terrible you’d never repeat
them. But I can’t remember any of those. So I’ll tell you about the time I
found that lost thing.1

Where did all these stories go? Why does the narrator not know them anymore? These questions remain with me as I go on reading the story about
the lost thing. On a beach by a city that looks like something from Fritz
Lang’s silent film Metropolis the narrator finds a thing that seems to not
belong anywhere – “with a sad, lost sort of look.” The narrator tries to understand the lost thing and to find out where it belongs. After some time he
finds a place for things that do not belong anywhere: “The sort of place
you’d never know existed unless you were actually looking for it.” The narrator says that he does not know the moral of this story, but he ends in a similar way to how he began.
I still think about that lost thing from time to time. Especially when I see
something out the corner of my eye that doesn’t quite fit. You know, something with a weird, sad, lost sort of look. I see that sort of thing less and less
these days though. Maybe there aren’t many lost things around anymore. Or
maybe I’ve just stopped noticing them. Too busy doing other things I guess.2

Just like the fantastic stories, the lost things are gone. Tan’s pictures create a world in which one can lose oneself. It is a world of wonder without
answers. It is full of details whose purpose I cannot tell, full of words and
expressions that I cannot place. Reading the story I meet so many lost things
that I cannot even place myself in relation to it. In such a world I am not sure
what an answer to my questions would look like. I can see things that do not
belong, but can I answer questions about where they could belong? Such
answers are not ready for me.
1
2
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It seems to me that Tan recalls stages of childhood. The stories we have
forgotten. I have emphasised this in different ways throughout the dissertation. I have turned to Cora Diamond, who argues that we are morally crippled if we do not remember our childhood, and to Stanley Cavell and Ludwig Wittgenstein who both turn to childhood and children learning language
as a starting point for much of their philosophy. But I also turn to literature
that reminds us of our lives with and as children. Even the adult fiction I turn
to is meant to remind us of what life as a child may be. This dissertation is
an account of lost stories of childhood in all its possibility and all its difficulty.
However, I have tried to give an account, or several accounts, that point to
ordinary aspects of life with children and as children. The focus of my attention has been the dissonant voice we may find the child to have or which we
hear in ourselves as children. Remembering childhood has been a way to
recall how the ordinary is not a safe haven to (re)turn to, but a fragile interaction in which we may constantly get lost.
When hearing dissonant voices we might feel lost in the sense that I find
myself in reading The Lost Thing. I have suggested that there are no scripts
that can tell us how to go on with these voices. We have no score that will
tell us what notes to play. By considering the possible evils of dissonance as
well its transformative power in helping us to think anew I have tried to shed
light on how tempting is the picture of the dissonant voice as something that
is beyond our ability to respond. We seem tempted to think that there is a
script somewhere after all. We just haven’t found it yet. This picture is reinforced by the efforts we put in to writing and rewriting local and national
curricula for our educational institutions. It is reinforced in how easily we
adopt programs on everything from anti-bullying to learning mathematics.
The picture is reinforced in the continual attempts of policy makers to reform our educational systems. The picture thrives in the ways we choose to
measure educational results. All of which provide a script not only for what
our educational institutions should do and what they should look like, but
also for the everyday interactions between teachers and students, children
and adults.3
Many, though certainly not all, of these efforts are commendable. The account that I end up with is far more demanding, requires much more work.
In these everyday interactions, recalling the dissonant voices of childhood is
meant to replace our tendency to look for the right score to play from with
the picture of the improviser. In meeting the dissonant voice, sense is improvised, I have to create reason, improvise reasoning. When improvising the
stories are never gone; if they are gone, they are gone because I am not
working on them anymore. The lost things are not gone. I am just not look3
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ing beyond my score anymore. In a sense I have lost the sense of being lost,
become deaf to its significance. I have become lazy or “too busy doing other
things.” In meeting dissonant voices we can never lean back on our established ways of doing things; we have to improvise and improvisation involves responsibility for every note, every step I take with the other. It
means responding and going on without knowing what it leads to.
So when Tan’s protagonist guesses that he notices lost things less and less
nowadays because he is too busy doing other things I take such adult busyness as a form of laziness. Although the examples are very different and the
interactions not at all the same, we find something in common in my introductory story of my attempts to comfort the infant and Ronia’s and Matt’s
speaking outside established practices. In neither case can one rely on a
script or on how things have been done before (though, for sure, past interactions are helpful). The dissonant voice calls for improvisation. And this is
hard rough work, it is a demand to create the conditions for interaction in the
interactions.
In responding to dissonant voices, what I have done, or what my community does, is not authoritative any more. Rather, I must take responsibility for
my expression as a dissonant voice, to a dissonant voice or with a dissonant
voice, without relying on anything more than our present interaction. The
interaction with a teenager’s dissonant voice, such as Harry Potter’s or Ronia’s, is of course very different from my interaction with the infant. The
improvisation will be different, the responsibility is different. Surely, it
would be tragic if I couldn’t initiate the infant into our ways of speaking.
The teenager is to a large extent already there. However, the sense of tragedy
in failed initiation should not be an excuse to avoid improvisation with dissonant voices, regardless of whether the improvised interactions are with
infants, teenagers or adults. But this is not a quick fix solution. Improvised
interactions with dissonant voices are a fragile endeavor without any certainty whether what we do will be good or rational or even if we will render
ourselves intelligible.
At the beginning of this dissertation I discussed Cavell’s response to
Rawls’s critique of Nietzsche’s perfectionism in Schopenhauer as Educator.
I now end with some summary remarks on education by recalling the beginning of Schopenhauer as Educator. Nietzsche says that we do know ourselves and our own singularity, but at the same time hide ourselves from
ourselves.4 Wittgenstein shares this view. To him everything that is of philosophical interest lies “open to view”, but these things are at the same time
hidden from us “because of their simplicity and familiarity” (PI § 126, 129).
Why is it so? Are we afraid of our peers? Are we stuck in some form of conventionality without the courage and power to break loose of it? Or as Nietzsche asks, Are we simply too timid? Nietzsche answers: “men are even
4
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lazier than they are timid, and fear most of all the inconveniences with which
unconditional honesty and nakedness would burden them.”5
This is the kind of laziness that I find in reading The Lost Thing. Attuned
contentment is very convenient. I may think all is well and when I meet the
dissonant voice I just try to fit it into my established attuned practices. Dissonance becomes a non-voice, a mere sound that I do not bother with. Accommodating dissonance, entering into conversation with dissonant voices,
requires too much of me. It requires that I reveal my own standing in the
form of life I take as given.
What grows out of my investigation in children’s literature, philosophy as
an education of its writers and its readers, and in the interactions between
attuned adults and the dissonant voices of children is a widened view of
philosophical education and child-adult interactions. In The Lost Thing the
protagonist finds a place that we are not likely to find if we are not looking
for it. Thoreau says that we need to be lost in order find ourselves. Loss is
what takes us on the journey of looking for something, something that is
actually already there. A widened view of philosophical education and childadult interaction involves exactly the acknowledgement of the need for such
loss. This means that the laziness Nietzsche sees as a stumbling block for
being true to oneself, for being a philosopher, calls for us to see philosophical education and child-adult interactions as separate matters. The philosophical education I am talking about involves being lost, letting oneself get lost,
in those kinds of interactions. Such education is not only gained through
books from the philosophy shelves, but also, as I have strived to show, by
interacting with children’s literature. Interactions with dissonant voices are
thus not only interactions between me and a dissonant other, but also with
philosophy (in literature), where philosophy is taken as a demand to find
myself by getting lost in my interactions with others. Philosophy becomes a
re-search to get lost and a re-search for an “I” by looking for a “We.” That is
something I deem worthy to be called perfectionist education. A constant
working on reshaping the “I” by rethinking the “We” of our interactions.
What lies at the bottom of this then is the tension between my wish to tolerate and accommodate the dissonant voice, and my temptation to dismiss it
as unintelligible, irrational, immoral or evil. I have not given any direction
on how to respond to dissonance. That would be to write a script that tries to
go beyond what the script involves. Rather, thinking of responding to dissonant voices as improvisation means to make a stand, in every interaction,
despite the standards and requirements set by established ways of doing
things. To make a stand is to say that this is me now and this is what I take to
be the “We” I am a part of in this practice, in this community, in this form of
life. It is to be a philosopher taking responsibility for my responses. No matter whether I strongly take a stand for our way of writing or doing basic
5
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arithmetic, and am not willing to take the dissonant voice’s ways of using
letters or numbers as anything more than an eccentric off-shot of our own, or
whether I am willing to take the risks of living in the wild with Ronia and
Nora with all the insecurity that continuing to improvise my life involves, I
make a stand, and make whatever road I take mine. All my actions, all my
words, are in this sense, as Cavell puts it, categorically imperative.
But is not taking a deliberate stand a sign of moral timidity rather than laziness? Is it not just hiding “behind customs and opinions”? Moreover, is
Wittgenstein’s inclination to tell the dissonant voice that “This is what I do!”
just taking a stand that does not necessarily involve any hard work at all?
What kind of work am I asking for when talking about making a stand? Nietzsche writes that “men are even lazier than they are timid, and fear most of
all the inconveniences with which unconditional honesty and nakedness
would burden them”.6 But what kind of burden does making a stand involve?
In responding to dissonance I take this to be a burden of responsibility. Making a stand in improvising with the dissonant voice means that I take on the
responsibility for the risk of isolation when I walk into the wild, or for the
risk of isolating the dissonant voice when I refuse to adjust my ways to it and
set the limits of the “We”. The hard work involved here is that it does not
matter if what I do, say or think conforms to established conventions or not,
I will not go on with anything other than myself as the standard, the script. It
means that I create the script as I go along, no matter what has been written
before. Improvisation is rough work. It means “ceasing taking myself easily”, as Nietzsche puts it.7
Perfectionist education is the opposite of Nietzsche’s laziness. It is an education of the self, where the self is continually put to shame, where there is
no satisfaction, where “Be yourself!” or “Take a stand!” echoes in our hearts
and reminds us that however well we are doing is not only due to ourselves
and we are not our final selves. My “I” is lost in the interaction with the dissonant voice in that it shows me a further possible self in new forms of interactions and other forms of “We”. Improvisations with dissonance involve the
discovery and rediscovery of a dissatisfaction with our present selves that
involves taking a stand. The recurrent dissonances in our interactions mean
that this work is never done, particularly in teaching. As Wittgenstein used
to urge, “Please go the bloody rough way! Complain, swear but go on”.8

6

Nietzsche, Schopenhauer as Educator, 127.
Nietzsche, Schopenhauer as Educator, 127.
8
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Letter to Rush Rhees 28 November 1944 quoted in Ray Monk Ludwig
Wittgenstein: Duty of a Genius (London: Vintage Books, 1991), 476. According to Rhees
Wittgenstein frequently used this phrase. See Rush Rhees Without Answers: Studies in Ethics
and the Philosophy of Religion (New York: Schocken, 1969), 169. This particular letter from
Wittgenstein to Rhees is on the topic of teaching.
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13. Swedish Summary: Dissonanta röster

Titeln på avhandlingen, Dissonanta röster: Filosofi, barnlitteratur och perfektionistisk pedagogik, pekar mot fyra teman: dissonans (och därmed också
samstämmighet), filosofi, barnlitteratur och perfektionistisk pedagogik.
Dessa teman fångas upp i tre syften: (i) att undersöka och utveckla begreppen samstämmighet och dissonans som de kan tillämpas för att beskriva
interaktioner mellan barn och vuxna; (ii) att utveckla en pedagogisk filosofi
genom Stanley Cavells moraliska perfektionism, vilket inbegriper ett lärande
både i filosoferandet och läsandet av den filosofiska texten; (iii) att utveckla
och visa en hur läsningar av barn litteratur kan komplicera filosofiska undersökningar av interaktioner mellan barn och vuxna. Resultatet av att ta sig an
dessa syften blir en form av perfektionistisk pedagogik där både barn och
vuxna, lärare och elever, delar ett sökande efter ännu ouppnådda möjligheter
till samstämmig interaktion, genom att improvisera bortom fastställda normer i etablerade praktiker. Det innebär att de båda tar ansvaret för varje ord
och handling i deras interaktion.
Denna sammanfattning skall ses som ett smakprov. Viktiga aspekter av
avhandlingen är inte betonade eller nämns inte alls och bilden är på många
sätt ofullständig. Syftet med sammanfattningen är att ge exempel på hur
vissa resonemang i avhandlingen förs. Inledningsvis ges en översikt av vardagsspråkfilosofi som moralisk perfektion både som ett sätt att beskriva en
typ av filosofiska undersökningar och en perfektionistisk pedagogik för att
visa på kopplingen mellan Cavells moraliska perfektionism och undersökningarna av dissonanta röster genom läsningar av barnlitteratur. Sammanfattningen fortsätter genom att ge tre exempel på läsningar av barnlitteratur
som fördjupar den filosofiska diskussionen av barns dissonanta röster. Avslutningsvis berörs skissartat några efterdyningar av den dissonansfilosofi
och perfektionistiska pedagogik som avhandlingen utmynnar i.

13.1 Dissonans i vardagsspråkfilosofi, perfektionism
och barnlitteratur
Avhandlingen har två huvudsakliga ansatser som utgör dess avgörande bidrag till pedagogiska forskning. För det första behandlar den vardagliga
pedagogiska interaktioner. Mer specifikt handlar det om vilka möjligheter
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till fortsatt interaktion som finns i mötet med röster som avbryter etablerad
samstämmighet i vårt beteende, vårt tänkande, våra praktiker och våra livsformer; röster som är obegripliga eller uttryck som moralisk eller på annat
sätt oacceptabla. När vi responderar på sådana röster befinner vi oss i spänningen mellan två starka inklinationer. Vi vill gärna avvisa, förändra, eller
nedslå dissonanta uttryck som obegripliga, eller oacceptabla. Men vi vill
också gärna vara toleranta och se uttrycket som värdefullt, men annorlunda.
Avhandlingen ger ingen vägledning i hur det är lämpligt att respondera, avvisande eller tolererande, utan undersöker snarare olika sätt att interagera
med dissonanta röster oavsett hur vi placeras i spänningen mellan att avvisa
och tolerera. När vi responderar på dissonanta röster blir det oklart om och
hur vi kan rättfärdiga att vi avvisas eller tolererar rösten. Således bör avhandlingen i en mening inte ses som ett teoretiskt bidrag som ger insikt i hur våra
interaktioner är beskaffade, utan snarare som ett sätt att destabilisera vår syn
på våra etablerade praktiker och livsformer. Dissonansfilosofin skall ses som
ett försök att påvisa möjligheterna, riskerna och skörheten i våra interaktioner när de når bortom etablerad överenstämmelse och samstämmighet.
Avhandlingens andra huvudsakliga ansats är en betoning på filosofiska
undersökningar genom att läsa litteratur och fiktion. Läsningar av litteräraverk blir ett sätt att bedriva filosofi som gör en rad filosofiska områden mer
komplexa. De filosofiska samtalen med litterära verk möjliggör en filosofisk
undersökning som inte behöver inskränkas av klassisk argumentationsteknik
eller till att utgå från en begränsad uppsättning begrepp inom ett ämne.
En mängd filosofer som, precis som jag, har inspirerats av Stanley Cavell
och Ludwig Wittgenstein har vänt sig till litteraturen, poesin och fiktionen
för att bedriva filosofi. Filosofer som Richard Eldridge, Alice Crary, Cora
Diamond, John Gibson, Garry Hagberg, William Day och Marjorie Perloff
är några som skulle kunna nämnas och kan sägas var del av en mindre rörelse där filosofiska undersökningar genom litterära verk är centralt. Denna
avhandlings bidrag i sådana sammanhang är att detta sätt att bedriva filosofi
används för att undersöka pedagogiska relationer och dissonanta röster i
interaktion mellan barn och vuxna, lärare och elever. Emfasen på barndomens dissonanser innebär att jag i huvudsak läser barnlitteratur, både romaner och bilderböcker.
Fiktionen tillåter oss att undersöka dissonanta röster genom att fantasifullt
föreställa oss sammanhang bortom mina egna etablerade sätt att tala, tänka
och handla. Många barnböcker tar oss till gränsen av vår livsform och det vi
håller som begripligt genom att ge en redogörelse för våra interaktioner utanför etablerade normer för begriplig kommunikation. Böckerna visar sammanhang med barn, på väg in i livet genom att initieras in i vuxnas livssätt
och praktiker. Fiktionen tillåter oss att nya former av interaktioner där etablerade handlingsmönster inte behöver ha samma roll som de har i vårt verkliga liv. Barnböckerna kan följaktligen, till skillnad från klassiska tankeexpe-
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riment, fungera som ett sätt att förkroppsliga fysisk, emotionell, intellektuell
och moralisk komplexitet i ett dissonant liv, ett liv i utkanten.
Ramen för undersökningen, att genom läsningar av (barn)litteratur undersöka samstämmighet och dissonans, är framsprunget ur två näraliggande
filosofiska ansatser, vardagsspråkfilosofin (ordinary language philosophy)
och moraliskt perfektionism, båda starkt förknippade med Stanley Cavell
och Ludwig Wittgenstein.
Begreppen samstämmighet och dissonans är hämtade ur Cavells läsningar
av Wittgenstein. Framförallt springer diskussionen ur två paragrafer från
Wittgensteins Filosofiska undersökningar.
”Du säger alltså att människornas samstämmighet avgör vad som är riktigt
och vad som är falskt?” – Det är vad människor säger som är riktigt och
falskt; och i språket stämmer människor överens. Detta är ingen samstämmighet i åsikter utan i livsform.
Om man skall göra sig förstådd i språket krävs inte bara överensstämmelse i
definitionerna utan också (hur sällsamt det än kan låta) en överensstämmelse i
omdömena. Detta tycks upphäva logiken men upphäver den inte. – En sak är
att beskriva mätmetoden, en annan att hitta och uttala mätresultat. Men det vi
kallar ”att mäta” är också bestämt genom en viss konstans i mätresultaten (PI,
§ 241-242).

Dessa förhållandevis kryptiska anmärkningar summera på olika sätt det
centrala i vardagsspråkfilosofin som Cavell utvecklar den i sina läsningar av
framförallt Wittgenstein, men också John Austin. Vardagsspråkfilosofen
undersöker vår vardagliga samstämmighet. För att förstå filosofiskt laddade
begrepp som ”mening”, ”medvetande”, ”sanning”, eller ”godhet” bör vi undersöka hur vi använder dessa begrepp i olika sammanhang. Det handlar
således inte om att skapa en teori för dessa begrepp utan att skapa en ”översiktlig framställning” av hur vi använder dessa begrepp. Det innebär framförallt en framställning av överstämmelser i våra praktiker, eller mätmetoder
för att använda Wittgensteins metafor, men också mer specifikt vad vi gör
inom dessa praktiker, mätresultaten. Dessa framställningar fungerar som
jämförelseobjekt som påminner oss om hur vi interagerar samstämmigt i
språket och på andra sätt genom att framställa både likheter och olikheter
med hur vi uppfattar våra praktiker. Det handlar således om att undersöka
hur vi interagerar samstämmigt men också hur samstämmigheten avbryts av
dissonanta röster. Jag använder dissonans- och samstämmighetsbegreppen i
Wittgenstein och Cavells filosofi som ett sätt att undersöka moraliska
aspekter av skörheten i interaktionen mellan barn och vuxna.
Även om Wittgenstein själv betonade betydelsen av samstämmighet i vår
livsform och våra livsformer överflödar hans redogörelser av motsatsen, vad
jag kallar dissonans. Ett av hans mer berömda exempel, som följd av dess
enkelhet och tydlighet också är mycket användbart, återger en situation där
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en lärare undervisar en elev i grundläggande aritmetik (PI § 185). Läraren
ber eleven att skriva en talserie där hon skall addera 2 i varje steg – 0, 2, 4, 6
etc. Eleven fortsätter talserien enligt lärarens instruktion, men när hon kommer till 1000 fortsätter hon att skriva 1000, 1004, 1008, 1012 etc. Läraren
påpekar misstaget men eleven insisterar att hon faktiskt följt lärarens instruktion. Wittgenstein medger att vi kan se ett system i elevens misstag,
men att vi samtidigt snabbt inser att vi varken kan rättfärdiga vår egen praktik eller avvisa elevens tolkning som fel. Till slut är vi, enligt Wittgenstein,
böjda att säga: ”Just så handlar jag” (PI § 217). Vi finner ingen ytterligare
grund får vår tolkning av vår egen instruktion och eleven blir en dissonant
röst i förhållande till samstämmigheten i vår praktik.
Det är viktigt att se hur grundläggande detta är. Wittgenstein jämför elevens fasthållande till sin tolkning med en person som ”naturligt reagerar” på
någon som pekar genom att titta i riktning från fingrarna mot handleden
istället för tvärtom. Som Wittgenstein påpekar är det få tillfällen en dissonant röst rubbar samstämmigheten i hur vi förstår instruktioner i grundläggande aritmetik. Dessa är så djupt förankrade i vårt sätt att leva att vi inte
kan förändra dem. Det känns naturligt att avvisa barnets dissonanta röst och
vi hoppas att barnet tillslut kommer i samklang med oss.
För Cavell blir detta exempel intressant av ytterligare skäl. Om den dissonanta rösten ifrågasätter områden som kanske är lika djupt förankrade i vår
livsform, men där dissonansen utmanar oss att undersöka grunder som vi
tidigare förbisett. Cavell ger flera exempel på detta som alla rör sig mot mer
moraliska och existentiella områden (CR, 124-125, CHU 112). Jag återkommer på några exempel på detta ifrån några av de barnböcker avhandlingen behandlar. Det gemensamma i dessa fall är att de visar på att det finns
många fall där inte skulle var tillfreds med att säga, ”Just så handlar jag.”
Läsningen av barnlitteratur kan också ses som en undersökning i vardagsprålig interaktion. Böckerna jag läser utgör exempel på hur ord används i
och utanför etablerad samstämmighet med barn. Men de utgör också exempel på dissonanser, där vår samstämmighet blir ifrågasatt av ett barns dissonanta röst och där vi hänvisandet till våra vardagliga praktiker inte ger oss
någon vägledning.
Vardagsspråkfilosofins undvikande av att framställa en ”teori” som ett resultat av dess undersökningar innefattar ett filosofikritiskt förhållningssätt,
till och med gentemot sin egna undersökningar. Vardagsspråkfilosofin är en
metod för att arbeta med tendenser i vårt tänkande som begränsar hur vi
uppfattar våra egna praktiker och livsformer. Cavell beskriver detta som en
utbildning för vuxna där vi tillåter oss själva konfronteras med våra kulturer,
livssätt och praktikers kriterier (CR, 125).
Här sammanfaller vardagsspråkfilosofin med min andra filosofiska utgångspunkt, moralisk perfektionism. Den moraliska perfektionism som Cavell utvecklar i samtal med en mängd litterära verk, filmer och, i filosofiska
sammanhang, udda tänkare som Henry David Thoreau och Ralph Waldo
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Emerson (Wittgenstein är också ständigt närvarande förstås), är en fortsättning på idéen att filosofi är en form av utbildning för vuxna. Cavell’s moraliska perfektionism beskriver filosofi som ett sätt att fullkomliggöra människans själv och dess samhällen i en oavslutad process där vi ständigt överskrider våra nuvarande tillstånd i en rörelse mot ett ouppnått själv. Både i
vardagsspråkfilosofin och i Cavells moraliska perfektionism är det centralt
att konfrontera vår egen vilsenhet, förvirring och skam i mötet med vår egen
eller andra dissonanta röster. När interaktionen med den andre för oss vilse,
när vi inte hur vi skall fortsätta tillsammans, när den andre, en text eller ett
konstverk, genom sin examplaritet och fulländning får oss att känna
skamsna; då kan vi antingen låta vår fortsatta interaktion gå bortom etablerad
samstämmighet och föreslå vidare former av tillvaro och samvaro, eller så
kan vi stanna upp och säga. ”Jag kan inte gå dit du är.” Det är i mötet med
det obegripliga i oss själva och andra som vi ges möjligheten att arbeta med
vår begriplighet och skapa en vidare vardaglighet eller ta ställning för vår
nuvarande samstämmighet. Moralisk perfektionism är således både en syn
på vad det innebär, eller kan innebära, att bedriva filosofi och ett sätt att förstå våra vardagliga förehavanden.
Det lärande, eller den utbildning, som mötet med den dissonanta rösten är
något jag kallar perfektionistisk utbildning och min framställning vill jag
följaktligen kalla en form av perfektionistisk pedagogik, vilket både beskriver en filosofisk forskningsansats och ett pedagogiskt förhållningssätt i våra
interaktioner med barns dissonanser. Mötet med en dissonant röst utmanar
mig att ta ställning. Jag kan ta risken med interagera med den dissonanta
rösten på dess villkor och på så sätt söka nya former av samstämmighet.
Emellertid kommer jag förmodligen oftast ta ställning för min nuvarande
samstämmighet i redan etablerad praxis. En perfektionistisk pedagogik betyder att oavsett hur jag tar ställning innebär det, som Wittgenstein ofta utryckte det, ”gå den djävligt hårda vägen” (go the bloody rough way)1 där jag
klargör mitt ställningstagande och tar det fulla ansvaret för min position, för
vad som är moraliskt, rationellt och begripligt. Jag gör varje rörelse i mitt
själv till min; mitt samhälle till mitt, det samhälle jag ger mitt samtycke till.
En perfektionistisk pedagogik består i ett kontinuerligt fullkomliggörande
interaktionen mellan lärare och lärande där båda ges en möjlighet att ta ställning, oavsett om utfallet är tragiskt eller lyckligt.

13.2 Dissonanta improvisationer i barnlitteratur
För exemplifiera de läsningar av barnlitteratur och de tankegångar kring
dissonans och samstämmighet som avhandlingen behandlar skall jag över-

1

Wittgenstein i Monk Ludwig Wittgenstein, 476.
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siktligt redogöra för tre exempel från fyra olika barnböcker som diskuteras i
Dissonanta röster.
Kapitel fyra diskuterar ingående boken Hermans sommar för att visa hur
en berättelse, i det här fallet en bilderbok, kan utgöra en form av moraliskt
tänkande trots att den inte innefattar moraliska begrepp som ”rätt”, ”fel”,
”plikt”, ”bör” etc. Vi möter i stället Herman som försöker njuta av sommaren trots att han är djupt orolig för den kommande skolstarten. I en scen finner vi Herman gömd i ett buskage i hans trädgård.
Det ligger en död sparv på marken. Herman lyfter upp den i handen och stryker försiktigt över den med pekfingret. De grå fjädrarna bak i nacken är fortfarande mjuka. Han lägger fågeln i en stor, tom tändsticksask och gräver ner den
i jorden. Sedan gör han ett kors av två pinnar och lägger ovanpå. Han hör rösterna från tanterna i trädgården, skratt och klirret från kaffekopparna. Den som
dör får resa med Karlavagnen over himlen, tänker Herman, men först måste
man grävas ner till maskarna och bli jord.2

Scenen beskriver hur mycket en död sparv betyder för Herman. Det är
fåglar han matat, han har förstått deras rädslor och kommer till dem försiktigt för att de in skall bli skrämda av hans närvaro. Vi möter en pojkes ömhet
och omsorg som ensam håller en begravning endast omgiven av de andra
sparvarna. Bilden visar pojkens hur varsamt pojken sköter fågeln och ger
utryck för pojkens genuina sorg. Scenen är betydelsefull för berättelsen.
Herman har talat med tanterna om att börja skolan, om hans rädsla, om deras
rädslor inför döden, att gå med rollator och vintern. Bilderna som på olika
sätt gestaltar hur Herman föreställer sig tanternas rädslor uppvisar en viss
tematik. Dels återser vi trollsländor och andra flygande insikter som tycks
utgöra Karlavangen som leder Tant Borghild, själv flygande, genom skyn
mot trädgården hon hoppas få leva i när hon dör. Flera bilder inbjuder till en
tolkning av Hermans oro inför skolstarten som en oro inför en resa som mer
och mer liknar döden. Det kan tyckas vara en överdriven oro inför skolstarten som vi inte kan dela, men bilden av att både begravas och ätas av maskar
för att sen resa med Karlavagnen inger både desperation och hopp.
Berättelsen visar en moralisk poäng som inte fångas av moraliska begrepp
som rätt och fel. Som Alice Crary uttrycker det kan berättelsen förändra vår
subjektiva sensibilitet .3 När vi följer Herman, hör honom ställa frågor, ser
hans fantasifulla föreställningar av tanternas svar gestaltas i bilderna och
känner Herman oro för skolstarten som en oro som om den vore före döden
kan vi se hans begravning av fågeln som ett utryck för den ömhet han hoppas på från andra när han påbörjar resan via hans Karlavagn i skolan. Vår
syn på vad en skolstart innebär förändras. Crarys poäng, med läsningar av
litteratur som leder till liknande förändringar i vår subjektiva sensibilitet, är
2
3

Stian Hole Hermans Sommar (Garmanns Sommer). (Stockholm: Alfabeta, 2006).
Crary, Beyond Moral Judgment, 20-21.
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att det är möjligheten till det moraliska tänkandets objektivitet och rationalitet ligger. När vi ser skolstarten på ett visst sätt, som skrämmande, som
en form av död, ser vi nya moraliska dimensioner som en oskiljaktig del av
moraliska rationella överväganden kring skolan.
Mitt andra exempel beskriver ytterligare aspekter av vår rationalitet. I
Sven Nordqvist bilderbok Var är min syster? möter vi en mus eller en mullvad (det är lite oklart vad för slags djur det handlar om) som, med hjälp av
ett äldre djur, söker efter sin syster genom fantasifullt illustrerade landskap.
Så här återger det yngre djuret sin systers resonemang:
Om vi är bland molnen
kan vi flyga, säger hon.
för om man inte gör det så faller man,
och faller man så dör man,
men vi skall inte dö
för först skall vi bli gamla,
så därför kan vi flyga
om vi är bland molnen.

En del av premisserna i barnets ”argument” är uppenbart förvirrade och
dess logik är inte helt samstämmigt med vuxnas etablerade sätt att resonera.
Det fullvuxna djurets svar är intressant.
– Hon tänker på sitt eget sätt, din syster.
Tro inte på allt hon säger bara.
Det är nog bäst att börja öva sig att flyga
högst en meter ovanför marken först
och ha någon nedanför som tar emot
ifall det inte går så bra.4

Det äldre djurets svar påvisar en viss samstämmighet med barnet. Genom
att faktiskt svara på barnets resonemang vidkänner han barnets uttryck som
ett resonerande. Samtidigt markerar den äldre att det inte är ett särskilt pålitligt resonemang, till och med farligt om det realiseras. Barnets argument
behöver inte vara giltigt enligt mina kriterier för att jag skall kunna vidkänna
det som ett drag i ett rationellt språkspel. Vuxna, inte minst filosofer, framställer också ofta ogiltiga resonemang med slutsatser jag inte delar. Genom
att svara på dessa, vare sig de kommer från barn eller vuxna, vidkänner jag
talaren som en del i en rationell samvaro. Rationalitet blir således något vi
gör anspråk på genom att ta ställning i samvaro med andra och vidkänna
andras ställningstaganden (CR, 20).
En sådan på rationalitet innebär att jag kan låta det som jag vidkänner
som förnuftigt och begripligt ifrågasättas. Ett exempel på detta är Jane Austens Stolthet och Fördom när Mr. Darcy friar till Lizzy. Han beskriver sitt
4

Nordqvist, Var är min Syster?
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frieri som stridande mot hans förnuft. Han har helt rätt. Enligt de normer för
att fatta rimliga beslut som han brukar är giftermålsanbudet obegripligt, endast löst baserat på hans passioner. Lizzys svar på frieriet, att ta Darcys beslut
att gå emot sitt eget förnuft leder att Darcys förståelse av stolthet och heder
efter en lång rad händelser förändras. Då förändras även hans syn på förnuftet och han ser skäl som inte tidigare varit skäl, hans kärlek till Lizzy fördjupas. Lizzys dissonans i förhållande till vad Darcy tar för begripligt och accepterat ger en möjlighet till ny syn på det förnuftiga i en passionerad samvaro.
Det är dock inte klart hur och när vi kan överskrida vårt förnuft som
Darcy gör. Det innebär en rörelse mot ett osäkert territorium som kan vara
lika farligt som resonemanget i Var är min syster?. Vi kan inte vara säkra på
om vi kommer nå en samvaro i samklang, om andra kan följa oss i samtalet
med den dissonanta rösten, eller om vi överhuvudtaget kan förstå oss själva
när vi tar steget uti det vilda. Det kan handla om en moralisk osäkerhet som
innebär att vi har svårt att avgöra de moraliska villkoren för vår interaktion.
Den sista texten som sammanfattar avhandlingen är Astrid Lindgrens roman Ronja Rövardotter. Ronia är på många sätt en dissonant röst. Hon vägrar att leva det rövarliv hon är uppfostrad för, hon ger utryck för ett sätt att
leva som är obegripligt för hennes far och hon knyter starka vänskapsband
med sonen till sin fars ärkefiende. Det sista leder till att hon förråder hennes
far genom att överlämna sig själv till de rivaliserande Borkarövarna för att
kunna bytas ut mot hennes vän som hålls fången av hennes far och hans rövare. Ronja finner sig i en situation där hon inte längre kan leva med hennes
egen far, Mattis.
Ronjas förräderi är obegripligt för hennes omgivning. Mattis kan inte mer
än att utge ett ”skri sådant som vilda djur ger ifrån sig i dödsångest”.5 Etablerade praktiker ger ingen vägledning för hur Ronja och hennes far skall kunna
fortsätta att leva tillsammans. De har inga ord för hur de skall kunna återetablera en relation. Ronja flyttar ut i skogen med sin vän Birk och Mattis faller
i en sorts depression och kan inte ens nämna Ronja vid namn. Far och dotter
har gått igenom en separation och det verkar inte finnas några etablerade
normer för hur en återförening går till.
När Cavell utvecklar vad han ser som en lucka i Austins språkfilosofi ger
han ett förslag på hur yttrande utanför etablerade praktiker, vad han kallar
passionerade yttranden, kan göras begripliga och hur en sådan interaktion
kan fortskrida. Ett passionerat yttrande är en ”inbjudan att improvisera i våra
begärs oordning”, medan ett performativt yttrande blir ett ”erbjudande om att
delta i lagens ordning” (PDAT, 185). Det passionerade yttrandet inbjuder till
interaktion när det inte finns några ytterligare sätt att interagera (PDAT,
182). Performativa yttranden i etablerade praktiker kan misslyckas för att jag
inte förstår de normer och regler som utgör ramverket för praktiken, medan
5

Astrid Lindgren, Ronja Rövardotter (Stockholm: Rabén & Sjögren, 1981), 128.
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en misslyckad improvisation innebär att jag, som Cavell utrycker det, inte
kan peka ut dig (PDAT, 184).
Det är vad som händer med Ronia och Mattis. Mattis uttranden lyckas
småningom nå Ronja och Ronjas Mattis. Mattis ber Ronja återvända i en akt
som mest liknar ett frieri och han lyckas ta steg utanför normerna för de etablerade praktikerna och faktiskt förändra dem och sin relation till sina ärkefienden vilket gör att Ronjas återvändande sker på villkor där hennes vänskap med Birk vidkänns.
Improvisation är inte lätt och dissonans kan vara farligt. Ifrågasättandet av
det levnadssätt Ronja uppfostrats i sätter henne i en situation där hon och
Birk är utelämnade att överleva på eget bevåg, med skogens alla faror inför
den ödesdigra stundande vintern. Birk fryser och svälter hellre än att återvända till Mattisborgen och Borkafästet. Utan Mattis beslut att komma ut till
skogen och möta Ronja och Birk hade deras dissonans kunnat bli dödlig.

13.3 Perfektionistisk pedagogik
Avhandlingens fokus har varit på barns eller våra egna dissonanta röster.
Påminnelserna om barndomens dissonanser visar att det vardagliga inte är en
trygg hamn utan snarare består av sköra interaktioner som ständigt för oss
vilse. Jag har föreslagit att det inte finns något manus för hur vi kan gå vidare med dessa röster. Trots det tycks vi ofta frestade att söka efter sådana
manus och ursäktar oss med att vi ännu inte funnit det. Bilden av ett behov
av ett manus för våra pedagogiska interaktioner förstärks i vår strävan att
formulera och omformulera lokala läroplaner för våra skolor. Den förstärks i
hur lärare, skolpersonal och forskare försöker skapa ”fungerande” program
för allt från anti-mobbningsarbete till matematikundervisning. Bilden är
tydlig i beslutfattares reformförsök och frodas i våra försök att mäta utbildningsresultat. Detta är exempel på försök – ibland förödande och ibland
nödvändiga – att skriva manus för hur vardagliga pedagogiska interaktioner
ser ut och bör se ut. Det visar hur svårt det är för oss att acceptera att stora
och centrala delar av interaktionen i våra uppfostringsförsök sker utanför
etablerade praktiker som en form av improvisation i passionens oordning.
Det ställer väldigt höga krav på både vuxna och barn, lärare och elever, att
orientera sig i en skör vilsenhet. En perfektionistisk pedagogik överlämnar
ansvaret för dessa pedagogiska interaktioner till deltagarna och inbjuder dem
att improvisera, eller som Wittgenstein säger, ”gå den hårda vägen.”
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